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. ABSTRACT

iManyschools in South Africa are adverse environments. They are often characterised
by low educator morale, poor resources and facilities, mismanagement, social
problems such as gangsterism and substance abuse, and disillusioned learners.
Schools desperately need to become enabling teachi nd learning environments.
The premium task currently facing the education reform process in Sout Africa is e
restoration of a 'culture of learning, teaching_and services'. The new and emerging
education policies are clearly attempting to address this critical quest - the essence of
which is to develop the conditions and interventions that contribute substantively
towards the improvement of quality in education in South Africa.

This study, broadly speaking, concerns itself with this challenge. It tells the story of a
historically disadvantaged South African secondary school which, in spite of
extremely adverse conditions very similar to those described above, had manifested
demonstrable improvements over the past five years (1993 to 1998). It describes the
nature, role, and impact of a particular school organisation development intervention
which this school had successfully engaged in over this period of time. It triangulates
this success story with international and local research on what constitutes a
successful school and how a school can become successful. It examines this success
story in relation to what a successful school should look like and how it should
become successful from the perspective of current South African education policies
and reform initiatives. The study concludes with a discussion on the insights and
implications of the latter in terms of education reform in South Africa and where
appropriate, other contexts.

There were two aims to this study, namely:

1. To determine what the characteristics of a successful school are;
2. To examine how a school can become successful, with a special focus on school

organisation development as a strategy for success.

Two basic processes were used to address these aims:

Firstly, four different sources were scrutinised for their perspectives on successful
schools (characteristics and strategies). They were:

1. The literature on School Effectiveness and School Improvement;
2. Current South African education policies and reform initiatives;
3. A South African based school OD model;
4. The successes experienced over a five year period by a historically

disadvantaged South African high school which had engaged in the school OD
processes of a South African based school OD model.

Secondly, the fourth perspective, namely the success story of the South African
high school, was examined in relation to the other three perspectives with a view
to generating insights on the development of successful schools in South Africa
and beyond.

A single case study method was used to illuminate the school's story of development.

--_----- https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The unit of analysis was the successful changes experienced at the school and the
strategies that contributed to these successes, particularly those associated with the
school OD intervention. Documents, individual and focus group interviews,
questionnaires, and observations provided the source of qualitative data collection and
analysis. Nine major areas of improvement in the school were identified. Five
dominant sources of influence were delineated as having contributed to the school's
improvements.

Three key insights emerged from examining the school's success story with the other
three perspectives on the characteristics of and strategies for developing a successful
school:

Firstly, the characteristics of a successful school are essentially conditions that
have to be developed on a school level and a classroom level in order for the
school as a whole to become an enabling teaching and learning environment
for the maximum enhancement of learner achievement. The broader socio-
political context of South Africa and the adverse environments that many of
this country's schools are located within suggests that the development of
some of the core school level conditions is more vital to success than others;

Secondly, the development of a successful school should not be limited to the
capacity-building of a school at its organisational level only. It is also
dependent on the capacity-building of the classroom, the capacity-building of
the external levels of the education system, and the development of a strategic
understanding of the dialectic relationship between the internal and external
environments of a school;

Thirdly, the role of school OD as a strategy in building a successful school
would be considerably strengthened if it extended its focus to mediating more
rigorously the dialectic relationship between the school level and classroom
level, and the dialectic relationship between the external and internal worlds of
the school.

this study include:----~
• A synthesised version of a expansive literature on school development which

focuses specifically on the 'generic' characteristics (conditions) of and
strategies for developing a successful school;

• A summary, in accessible tabular form, of the main elements of five key South
African education reform challenges;

• A framework of the core school level conditions that need to be developed in
order for a school to become an enabling environment;

• A framework for clarifying school development concepts;
• A conceptual 'map' of the conventional role and parameters of school OD as a

whole school development strategy;
• An argument that school OD can be considered to be a particular kind of

curriculum development strategy.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND, RATIONALE, AIMS AND QUESTIONS

(Verspoor, 1989, p. 2)

The desire for educational quality improvement and reform is not new. Almost
every developing country has at some time in the past 25 years embarked on an
educational reform or change program, frequently in partnership with the World
Bank. Yet, there is a sense of urgency today that was absent in the past. Given the
present economic environment, the need for policy reforms designed to do better
with increasingly scarce resources has become inescapable in many developing
countries, particularly the least developed ones.

The phenomenon, evocatively referred to as the 'collapse of a culture of learning
and teaching', was most pronounced in secondary schools. In many, attendance
was sporadic, the principal had given up attending to problems of the school,
teachers lost their desire to teach and there were tensions between rival
organisations and between all elements of the school community. Vandalism,
gangsterism, rape and drug abuse were rampant. The morale of all parties in the
school community was low. These realities, in many cases, overwhelmed those
members of the school community who courageously, despite the unfavourable
conditions, attempted to instill (sic) a new vision and ethos. While it is important

INTRODUCTION

'Do more with less' is the central theme of educational reform and quality
improvement, especially in developin countries. Tliis is an all too familiar expenence
in contemporary South Africa, a real it);: hat reverberates stronger than ever today as
the 'new' South Africa struggles tooverturn the legacy of apartheid in its attempt at
political, social and economic renewal. Education reform is arguably one of the most
complex areas of this renewal process in South Africa at present. It is characterised by
an intricate web of policy development, structural reform, pedagogical review, and
human resources issues. On one level it appears to manifest as a slow, non-
revolutionary process of structural reform constrained within strict fiscal and
personnel limitations (parker, 1995). On another level it presents as a chaotic maze
offering unparalleled opportunity for innovation (De Jong, 1996). Wherever one is
located in this web, the general challenge remains the same - to illuminate, support,
and develop the conditions and interventions that contribute substantively towards the
improvement of quality in education in South Africa.

This challenge takes on a daunting magnitude when considered against the present
reality that many schools in South Africa are adverse environments. They are often
characterised by lowed c or morale, poor reso rc facilities mismanageme~t,

/ social Q.foblems such as gangsterism and substance_abu~,~nd disil usioned lea :r.s....
Schools desperately need to be more 'learner friendl}:'. It is thus not surprising that
the premium task currently facing the education reform process in South Africa is the
restoration of a 'culture of learning, teaching and services'. The new and emerging
education policies are clearly concerned with this. However, there is an alarming
danger in allowing the misconception to be perpetuated that new policies will
automatically bring about better schools. In a recent report on The Culture of
Learning and Teaching (COLT) in Gauteng Schools (Chisholm & Vally, 1996, p. 1)
this issue was emphasised:

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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not to understate the successes many school communities achieved, a cursory
examination of the low pass and high dropout and repetition rates highlighted the
generalised failure of many schools. The misplaced and disarming hope that the
new political dispensation at the national and provincial levels would
automatically translate into better schools, accentuated the pervasive sense of
powerlessness and hopelessness.

This somewhat gloomy picture is punctuated by a positive annotation though - let us
not forget about the successes that were achieved by many school communities! This,
broadly speaking, was the purpose of this study. It tells the story of a historically
disadvantaged secondary school which, in spite of extremely adverse conditions very
similar to those described above, had manifested demonstrable improvements over the
past five years (1993 to 1998). It describes the nature, role, and impact of a particular
school organisation development intervention which this school had engaged in over
this period of time. It triangulates this success story with international and local
research on what constitutes a successful school and how a school can become
successful. It examines this success story in relation to what a successful school
should look like and how it should become successful from the perspective of current
South African education policies and reform initiatives. The study concludes with a
discussion on the insights and implications of the latter in terms of education reform
in South Africa and where appropriate, other contexts.

THE 'EVOLUTION' OF THIS STUDY

International research

Two key international research studies have influenced the development of this study.

Firstly, there was the 'Verspoor study' (Verspoor, 1989) which was launched in 1984
by the Education Department of the World Bank in response to concerns raised by the
international donor community about the apparent incapacity of schools in developing
countries to offer a basic education of minimal acceptable standards to their student
population. Based on a literature review of 21 'successful' educational projects in
developing countries sponsored by the World Bank, the main purpose of the study
was to determine what reform strategies had substantively contributed to the ualit
.m ment of education and learning achievement in these contexts. In summary,
three general strategIes were reported to be crucial in the s ccessful im lementation
uLe.ducationakt;éfofffi)

(1) successful programs paid significant attention to strengthening institutions
and organizational structure, including developing a capacity fgr
innozation management;

(2) successful programs included significant in-service teacher training
components;

(3) successful programs included strategies to_gameLthe-GGmmÏtfRen of
implementors, external agencies, and government authorities.

(Verspoor, 1989, p. iii)

Secondly, there was the 'How Schools Improve' (HSl) study (Dalin, Biazen, Dibaba,
Jahan, Miles & Rojas, 1994) which set out to describe and analyse the change process
at a national and local level of the different national educational reform initiatives in
three developing countries, namely Ethiopia, Colombia, and Bangladesh. Unlike

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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many other studies which focussed on reform failures, the HSl study was interested in
learning from success. The main focus of the study was on finding out what kex,
factors contributed to successful im lementati an i i utionalisation of
educati nal ges. Besides intending to confirm some of Verspoor' s main findings,
the study was particularly concerned with how successfu locakltwel-i-mpl.ementation
QPcurs

How did the Verspoor and HSl studies influence the development of this study?

Firstly, they raised the question of the extent to which the above three key 'Verspoor'
strategies are applicable to national education reform initiatives in South Africa. The
Verspoor study basically argues that three key strategies have to be implemented for
an education reform programme to stand a chance of success. In summary they are:

Secondly, given my interest in school organisation development (school OD), I was
especially struck by the prominence of institutional development and the management
of change in these strategies. The significance and influence of this interest on this
study's focus is discussed in the next chapter. Suffice to say, the basic proposition of
school OD is that for educational change to be successfully initiated and managed, the
organisational capacity of the school needs to be developed. Central to this
proposition is the development of the school's abilit to understand itself a an
organisation and to res ond to ange.,.ina critieall reflective ro tive and sy t.emic
manner.

Thirdly, I was captivated by the idea of learning from success and considered
identifying a school which was engaged in some form of whole school deve!oQ_me.nt
and that could claim some measure of demonstrable success in its reform process.
Coming from an educational psychology background which tends to focus
predominantly on problem analysis rather than solution focus I was especially drawn
to the idea of looking at change processes that make a positive difference to the life of
a school. To this end, in 1997 I contracted with Modderdam High School' to examine
its school development history which had been reported by a number of different
sources to have featured many successes since 1993 when it first engaged in school
organisation development processes facilitated by a local non-governmental
organisation, namely the Teacher Inservice Project (TIP). TIP is situated at the
University of the Western Cape and uses its own 'brand' of school OD as a
development strategy in the mainly disadvantaged schools with which it works in the
Western Cape. In order to contextualise this study further a more detailed description
of the school's context and development history is given at the end of this chapter.

National education policy

A cursory examination of the national education reform 'backdrop' in South Africa
reveals that the notion of developing the school as an organisation is evident in a
number of policy documents. For example, there is the idea of a 'whole school

1 Permission was given to use the name of the school in this dissertation and any publications based on
this study. See chapter three for a brief discussion on the ethical considerations of this study.
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review' (African National Congress, 1994) which advocates continuous educational
change at a whole school level. The White Paper 1 on Education and Training
(Department of Education, 1995) and the White Paper 2 on The Organisation,
Governance and Funding of Schools (Department of Education, 1996a) respectively
emphasise the importance of effective school organisation, governance and
educational management. Arising from these White Papers are the Culture of
Learning, Teaching, and Services (COLTS) document (Chisholm & Vally, 1996) and
the Education Management Development (EMD) document (Department of
Education, 1996b) which advocate institutional development as a strategic reform
intervention In addition, White Paper 1 espouses a holistic and integrated approach to
Education Support Services (ESS) while the proposed model of ESS (Lazarus &
Donald, 1994) is based on the principle of holistic development which emphasises a
contextualised, eco-systemic view of community and school organisation
development. The report of the National Commission on Special Needs in Education
and Training (NCSNET) and the National Committee on Education Support Services
(NCESS) (Department of Education, 1997a) recommends a holistic approach to
institutional development. Policy proposals for in-service teacher education feature
the principle of 'whole school development' too (Robinson & Versveld, 1994).

There are a number of NGO school development initiatives in South Africa which
advocate variations of a 'whole school' and partnerships approach. For example, there
is the Thousand Schools Project (TSP), the Education Support Project (ESP), the
Catholic Institute of Education's Whole School Development and Renewal Project,
the Institute for Partnerships between Education and Business in South Africa (IPEB),
the National Business Initiative's (NBI) Education Quality Improvement Programme
(EQUIP), and the Teacher Inservice Project (TIP).

It is apparent from the above that South Africa's education reform initiatives advocate
partnerships between role-players and institutional development. A review of South
African based literature reveals though that very little research has been conducted in
this area in this country (Human Sciences Research Council, 1995). Recently
however, school OD appears to be receiving increasing attention as a potentially
powerful change strategy in South Africa's educational transformation process
(Davidoff, Kaplan & Lazarus, 1995; De Jong, 1996; Druker & De Jong, 1996;
Davidoff & Lazarus, 1997; Donald, Lazarus & Lolwana, 1997).

With this background in mind what were the aims and questions of this study?

AIMS AND QUESTIONS

With particular reference to current education reform in South Africa, there were two
broad aims to this study, namely:

1. To determine what the characteristics of a succes chool are ('process' and
'product' descriptors);

2. To examine h.ID:Y.JLSchooLca.ILb.e.co.me..sucsful with a special focus on ~hool
or anisation develo ment as a strategy for success.

Two basic processes were used to address these aims. Firstly, four different sources
were scrutinised for their perspectives on successful schools (characteristics and
strategies). They were:

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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1. The literature on School Effectiveness and School Improvement;
2. Current South African education policies and reform initiatives;
3. A South African based school OD model;
4. The successes experienced over a five year period by a historically disadvantaged

South African High School which had engaged in the school OD processes of this
South African based model.

6.1. The school's successes in relation to the literature's perspective on a
successful school?
6.2. The school's successes in relation to current South African education policies
and reform initiatives' perspective on a successful school?
6.3. The school's successes in relation to TIP's school OD model's perspective on
a successful school?

Secondly, the fourth 'perspective', namely the success story of Modderdam High
School, was examined in relation to the other three perspectives with a view to
generating insights on the development of successful schools in South Africa and
beyond.

The purpose of this study was to contribute to education reform in South Africa and
where appropriate, other contexts.

Seven key research questions were used to facilitate the above processes and thus the
aims of this study:

1. What does the literature have to say about a successful school?
2. What do current South African education policies and reform initiatives have to

say about a successful school?
3. What does the South African based school organisation development model,

namely that of the Teacher Inservice Project, have to say about a successful
school?

4. What successes were experienced by Modderdam High, a historically
disadvantaged South African school, over the five year period (1993 to 1998)
during which it had engaged in TIP's school OD processes?

5. What role did TIP's school OD intervention play in Modderdam's successes?
6. What can we learn from this study by examining:

7. What are the implications of these insights for education reform in South Africa
and beyond?

The flow diagram (figure one) on the next page gives a synopsis of this dissertation as
a whole, indicating where the above research questions are located and addressed. It is
intended to illustrate the study's logic and coherence, hence the integration of the
research questions with the units of study and analysis, and process of data collection.
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BACKGROUND, RATIONALE, AIMS AND
QUESTIONS

An introduction to and overvi.ew of the stu!ly_

PARADIGMATIC ORIENTATION
Discussion of the paradigmatic orientation of this study.
Addresses the question: 'How do we define success?'

RESEARCH DESIGN
Describes the plan of research action.

Research question: What does the literature have to
say about a successful school?
Unit of study: The literature on School Effectiveness,
School Improvement, School 00, Educational Change
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of and strategies for
developing a successful school
Process: Content anal sis

TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS: S. A.
EDUCATION POLICIES

Research question: What do current South African
education policies and reform initiatives have to say
about a successful school?
Unit of study: Current education policy documents
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of and strategies for
developing a successful school
Process: Content anal sis

TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS: TIP'S
SCHOOL OD MODEL ata base three

Research question: What does the South African
based school organisation development model, namely
that of TIP, have to say about a successful school?
Unit ofstudy: TIP's school 00 model
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of and strategies for
developing a successful school ~
Process: Focus group interviews, individual
interviews, content analysis of documents

THE CASE STUDY REPORT (Data base four)
Research questions: l. What successes were
experienced by Modderdam High, a historically
disadvantaged South African school, over the five year
period (1993 to 1998) during which it had engaged in
TIP's school 00 processes?
2. What role did TIP's school 00 intervention play in
Modderdam's successes?
Unit of study: Modderdam High School
Unit of analysis: Successful changes and strategies
Process: Content analysis of documents, individual &
focus _g1'0':!P_ interviews,_,!uestionnaires, observations

EMERGING INSIGHTS FROM THIS STUDY
A discussion based on the following research questions: What can we learn from this study by examining:
l. The school's successes with the literature's perspective on a successful school?
2. The school's successes with current South African education policies and reform initiatives' perspective on a successful
school?
3. The school's successes with TIP's school 00 model's_lJ_er~ctive on a successful school?

KEY INSIGHTS FROM THIS STUDY AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR S.A. EDUCATION REFORM AND
BEYOND

A consolidation of this study's emerging insights with a focus on the following research question: What are the implications
of this study's insights for education reform in South Africa and beyond?

SUMMARY OF THIS STUDY'S INSIGHTS, LIMITATIONS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS
A summary ofthis study's insights and a brief discussion of the limitations and contributions of this study

Figure One: Synopsis of dissertation
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The next chapter discusses the paradigmatic orientation underpinning this study and
addresses the question of how we define success. Chapter three describes the
research design of this study. There were four data bases to this study. Data base one,
the literature review (chapter four), constituted a response to the first research
question. Data base two, South African education policies and reform initiatives
(chapter five), addressed the second research question while the third data base, TIP's
school OD model (chapter six), provided a response to the third research question.
The fourth data base, the case study report (chapter seven) addressed research
questions four and five. This data base captured the empirical information pertaining
to the successes experienced by Modderdam High School and the role of TIP's school
OD intervention in these successes. The sixth research question involved an
examination of the case study in relation to data bases one, two, and three. Emerging
insights generated by this examination are discussed in chapter eight. Chapter nine
consolidates these emerging insights and discusses their implications for South
African educational reform and other contexts (research question seven). Chapter ten
concludes this study with a summary of its insights and a brief discussion of the
limitations and contributions of this study.

The basic premise of this research was to learn from success. The intention was to
advance our understanding of how successful educational changes happen on a local
level, especially in an adverse context, and what the relationship is of these successes
to the challenges of educational reform initiatives. This study aimed to offer insights
for the enhancement of quality education in South Africa and other developing and
developed contexts. On the international front the purpose of this study was to
contribute to the body of knowledge in the areas of school effectiveness and school
improvement, especially school OD.

This study's intended audience includes school reform praennoners (particularly
school OD consultants and in-service agencies), educational policy-makers,
researcher-practitioners, funders, evaluators, and academics interested in organisation'
development, education reform, school improvement and school effectiveness.

I would like to conclude this introductory chapter with a descriptive overview of
Modderdam High School's context and development history. This contextual 'back-
drop' is intended to make the rest of this dissertation more accessible to the reader.

MODDERDAM'S CONTEXT AND DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

Modderdam High School is situated in Bonteheuwel, a historically 'Coloured' suburb
which was established in 1959 as a result of the Group Areas Act. The suburb is
approximately 15 km from Cape Town and is characterised by small brick houses
complemented in many cases by wood and iron structures in the backyard. The
inhabitants of Bonteheuwel are mainly working class. Unemployment, crime,
substance abuse and gangsterism are major problems in the suburb.

The school was established in 1965 and has a current roll of about 1100 learners. The
present staff complement consists of 36 teachers and 2 custodial staff members. The
curriculum is essentially academic. As a result of admitting Xhosa-speaking learners
in 1990 who now constitute about 40% of the school's population, English was added
to Afrikaans as an alternative medium of instruction.
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Photograph Two: A squatter camp bordering Bonteheuwel. Cape Town City is in the
background

The lack of facilities and resources in the school is pronounced. In spite of this the
school offers athletics, soccer, netball and rugby. Other extra curricular activities
include the Association of Christian Students, the Muslim Youth Movement, and the
school choir.

Modderdam High School has a long and proud history of being at the forefront of the
'struggle'. This was characterised by an active opposition to apartheid education and
the inequities of the system. 'Peoples' education was an influential source of
development at Modderdam, especially in relation to the critical appraisal of
textbooks and the extension of learning beyond the syllabus. This 'activist' energy
still appears to be very much part of the school's culture. Many educators are key
figures in teacher unions, particularly the South African Democratic Teachers' Union
(SADTU).

The 'activist' culture of the school is also characterised by a remarkably stable staff,
the majority of whom have been at the school for more than eleven years. The current
principal was a learner at the school from 1973 and has been an educator at
Modderdam since the early eighties. He was appointed principal in July 1997. The
staff's collective experience and empathic understanding of the needs of the
community has acted as an anchor to the school's attempts at trying to improve its
conditions.

The macro political changes of the early nineties, marked by the release of Nelson
Mandela, heralded the beginning of the end of the apartheid State and the dawning of
a new democratic order in South Africa. The Convention for a Democratic South
Africa (CODESA) facilitated this political transition creating a shift from 'protest'
politics to 'reconstruction' politics. This launched Modderdam into a different kind of
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'struggle'. Traditionally the 'enemy' had been the State. Now the new State required
the support and input of educators to make the transition towards a democratic order
succeed. This posed a big challenge to the school.

It was against the backdrop of unprecedented political and social change in South
Africa that the school's previous principal was appointed in 1990. The significance of
this change in leadership was the profound shift in management style from what
appeared to be a predominantly autocratic approach to a democratic approach in
running the school. Although some educators and learners described the new
principal's management and leadership methods as being somewhat 'laissez-faire' it
was evident that his style established the foundation of a participatory-democratic
approach to managing the school.

Photograph Three: A typical council house in Bonteheuwel with a small supply store
in the garage

In spite of the new approach to managing the school, Modderdam appeared to be an
'unsuccessful' school. Internally and externally it presented as a severely adverse
learning environment characterised by typical socio-economic problems such as
gangsterism, substance abuse, poor discipline amongst learners and educators, and
high levels of absenteeism and drop-out rates.

This was the context, characterised by a certain level of 'readiness' on the part of the
school, in which TIP became involved in development work with Modderdam during
1993. The relationship between the school and TIP started early that year (for a
comprehensive overview of TIP's principle school-focused interventions see appendix
1). The first intervention was the Mentor Programme which aimed to encourage
schools to be more enabling environments in which student teachers could be
supported in their professional development during teaching practice. This 'whole
school' internship programme became the foundation of Modderdam' s school
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development programme which was launched with a vision-building workshop
conducted by TIP in November 1993.This workshop offered the staff an opportunity
to identify the positive aspects andshortcomings of the school and to determine areas
of vision-building. It provided the 'base-line' of where the school was at featuring
problems and challenges such aspoor discipline amongst staff and learners, discord
amongst staff, poor academic results, adverse socio-economic conditions (for
example, gangsterism, drug abuse, family disintegration), unprecedented political
transformation, accountability issues, and weak financial management. The table
below gives a comprehensive summaryof this 'base-line'.

The ongoing development programme at Modderdam was marked by follow-up
workshops at regular intervals which reviewed how the school was progressing and
particularly how resolutions were being implemented and sustained. For example, the
first vision-building workshop was proceeded in February 1994 by a workshop which

Table One: Summary of first workshop (24 November 1993) on 'Vision for
Modderdam High School' .

Positive aspects Shortcomin2s Vision

• Well qualified staff • Discipline • Establislunent of

• Wide subject choice (latecominglabsence of effective accountability

• Low school fees teachers and staff; alcohol mechanisms

• Enough space for sport abuse; desertion of teachers • Good staff relationships
and cultural activities and students; school rules not (unity; respect for

• Variety of sports applied; staff decisions not different viewpoints)

• Democratic carried out) • Improved discipline
management style • Division/discord amongst staff • Better classroom and

• Educational excursions (school policy; vision; goals; sport facilities

• Environmental function/role of teachers) • Better security
awareness programmes • Academic (poor results/high • Good results

• Cultural activities failure rate; teachers not • School uniform
preparing students adequately • Better relationships
for exams; shortage of text- between students and
books; poorly equipped teachers
laboratories; overcrowded
classes; high drop-out rate)

• Influence of socio-economic
conditions (gangsterism; drug
abuse; family disintegration)

• Role of political
transformation and department
leadership (rationalisation,
role of teacher unions, role of
workers unions, role of
community organisations)

• Finances (poor collection of
school funds, poor support for
school functions)

• Accountability problems
• Too little involvement of

teachers in extra-mural
activities

• Office management
• Caretakers are not doing their

work - need for supervision
• Poor link with parents.
• Need for student council to

function
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took a more in-depth look at examining the school as an organisation, prioritised
burning issues and where the school needed support, and established strategies for
implementation by the school to realise its vision.

Photograph Four: Horse and cart is a common means of transport in Bonteheuwel.
Modderdam High is in the background. Note the wall.

Another feature ofModderdam's development programme was the 'organic' nature of
its evolution. The Mentor Programme raised a number of issues, one of which was the
a sence 0 erJVe te er a raisal s ste . Thus began the development of an
appropriate teacher appraisal system at Modderdam in early 1995 which focused on
the roles and __responsibilities of all staff members in uilding an enahlina.and,
supportivë sGDGG-l-aOO-clas . - -~ vironment. ~ were established for the
appraisal of administrative, ground, educator, and senior management staff in a
collaborative manner.

The organic nature ofModderdam's development was characterised too by the many
capacity-building workshops and training courses that staff, learners, and parents
attended in response to national policy initiatives and debates. These included
governance workshops, workshops on building a democratic SRC, leadership and
management courses, strategic planning workshops, and a series of 'Planning for
change' workshops which focused on the new 'Curriculum 2005'. In 1996
Modderdam's development programme extended to other schools in the community
with the launch of the 'Bonteheuwel schools development programme'.

In the early part of 1997 a few informal consultations with key people involved in
Modderdam's development pointed to a perception that there had been a number of
improvements in the school, particularly in the areas of security, relationships, and
management. This prompted me to conduct a pilot study in the latter part of 1997 to
explore whether or not there was enough substance to these sentiments to warrant an
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in-depth study of the school. This dissertation is testimony to that extensive and
complex substance which illuminated a strong but not uncomplicated sentiment that
Modderdam had experienced many demonstrable successes in its school development
work over the past five years (1993 to 1998) during its partnership with TIP.

This chapter has presented an overview of the background, rationale, aims and
questions of this study. It has included a brief description of Modderdam's context
and development history. The next chapter examines the paradigmatic orientation of
this study.
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CHAPTER TWO

PARADIGMATIC ORIENTATION

It is good medicine, we think, for researchers to make their preferences clear. To
know how a researcher construes the shape of the social world and aims to give us
a credible account of it is lo know our conversational partner.

Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 4.

INTRODUCTION

The pursuit of this study, as is the case with any social inquiry, was to contribute
knowledge to truth or more alistica y approximations of truth. The legitimacy of
this pursuit is inextricably bound y the worldview 'lens' of the researcher and the
clarity with which this perspective is elucidated in relation to the study's focus,
research i n and analysis. Patton (1990, p. 37) reminds us of the _. ......",..........
_ matie and epistemo 0 ca s ng· and w knesse adi nd th

importance of makin. ex licit the par~digm q_Lch_oÏfe as akey criterion for judging
the methodological quality of.the.study:

A aradigW is a world view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down the
complexity of the real world. As such, paradi ms are dee I embedded in the
sccialization.cr-aéhereets-ee practiticners: Paradigms tell them what is
im ortan], le~i!imate, and reasonable. Paradigms are also normative, telling
the practitioner what to do without the necessity of long existential or
eRistemological:__;.c:..:o:;n:.:;.s;.;;id;..;;e..;..;ra;;.;t~io;.;.n..But it is this aspect of paradigms that
constitutes both their strength and weaknesses - their strength in that it makes
action possible, their weakness in that the very reason for action is hidden in
the unquestioned assumptions of the paradigm.

In attempting to make explicit the paradigmatic orientation of this study, it is
necessary to highlight the most important features and related assumptions of its
background, rationale, and focus.

MOTIVATION

My motivation to engage in this research in the first place presupposed some sort of
intrinsic drive, or as someone so aptly once asked me "What is your itch?". To put my
'itch' into some sort of historical perspective it is appropriate to scratch a little into
my past.

Having spent some eight years as a guidance-counsellor in a large secondary school I
was often confronted with issues around my efficacy, particularly in terms of what
appeared to be institutional and broader contextual problems that clearly impacted the
lives of the school community in one way or another. I was raised in a predominantly
®SitiVlstlC pariRilg:m:> - my primary academic upbringing was fundamentally
entrenched in a hY_QQthetico-deductive world with little co.g . Q the.individual-
in-con x. My educational psychology training under Burden at Exeter University in
the mid-eighties introduced me to a radical paradigm shift in the practice and service
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delivery of educational psychology. Dubbed the 'systems revolution' by Burden
himself (Burden, 1993), this transformation basically involved a move away from
logical positivism to an ecosystemic approach which challenges the educational
psychologist to understand behaviour in relation to the complexities of the contex_!_and
offer intervention strategies based on a systems analysis and aimed at systems change
(Burden, 1978). This translated for me into a p'roject-centred approach to my school-
based service deli ery (Arnold & De Jong, 1989; Dovey & De Jong, 1990) and my
more indirect role as a school systems consultant. More recently my introduction to
the academic world has encouraged me to articulate the issues and challenges of
developing a more systemically responsive educational psychology service delivery in
the reconstruction of education in South Africa. I have unashamedly punted for school
OD as a potentially powerful school improvement strategy for the educational
psychologist working in a generally impoverished South African education system
(De Jong, 1996; Druker & De Jong, 1996). My school OD 'itch' has taken on a
number of other faces such as introducing systems theory and school OD in my
teacher education courses at the University of Cape Town and engaging as school OD
consultant in a range of educational institution development projects. My relationship
with TIP was in fact initiated in late 1993 when I was contracted to conduct a
formative evaluation of this fledging NGO's school OD work (see De Jong, 1994).

From the above it is evident that I had entered into this research with a strong
motivational 'itch' which in essence was about examining what constitutes a
successful school, understanding success and educational change in relation to school
OD in general, and TIP's school OD intervention in particular, and then exploring the
implications of this for education reform in South Africa and beyond.

ASSUMPTIONS

How does my systems thinking alignment and school OD interest relate to the
paradi matic orientatlO 0 t IS s udy?

My response to this question brings me to another important feature of this study - the
assumption that change jn social, systems does not occur in the. linear fashion
c aracteristic of the positivistic tradition. Rather, it is charac e .sed b recurs' on, a
p,_henomenon wliicn IS- the_product of multidirectional feedback where there is
mutuality of influence based on experience and anticipation. (Plas, 1986). This key
concept has its roots in ~stem thinkin (Flood & Jackson, 1991) which is a
particular perception of reality noted by thinking in terms of r atieITshi s, •
interconnectedness, -and Genten.

Sociarephenomena are thus considered to be complex and non-linear. Change is
essentially considered to be a process whereby specific propositions of change can be
delineated, whether they be process and/or outcome oriented. Change is seen as the
result of a complex and dynamic interaction of many influences. This implies that
Modderdam's successes could be attributed to a range of interacting influences and
not exclusively to those of TIP's school OD intervention. I assumed too that change
can occur at different levels, a point that Fullan (1991) raises when he refers to
Cuban's categorisation of innovations into 'first' and 'second' order changes. The
former refers to those which improve the efficiency and effectiveness of what is
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currently done in a school. The latter refers to more complex changes that affect the
culture and organisational structure of a school.

In keeping with the above, a further feature of this study I wish to highlight is that the
phenomena under investigation and the context within which these phenomena
occurred could not be separated. The assumption was that there were numerous and
complex contextual variables at play.

Finally, implicit in question five of this study ("What role did TIP's school OD
intervention play in Modderdam's successes?") was a need to explain the relationship
between 'input' and 'outcomes' especially in terms of why these positive changes had
occurred. In spite of the contention that change is a recursive phenomenon, there is a
causal inference in the latter but not in the linear, deductive sense of classical
ositivism.

TRANSCENDENTAL
In trying to make the paradigmatic orientation of this study explicit I would like to
address two fundamental questions which help to clarifying a person's basic belief
system. The first is the ontological question of "What is the nature of reality?", the
second the epistemological. questien (ie.-how knowledge is construed) of "WAat is the
relationship. of the knower to the known 'or the knowable)?" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
The methodological question of how we can find out about knowledge is of a more
p actical nature, the response to which needs to be coherent with the study's questions
and paradi rnatic orientation. This question will be addressed in the next chapter on
the research design of this study.

As an adherent to systems thinking which advocates approximate knowledge rather
than absolute truth (Flood & Jackson, 1991) I see the ontology that underpins this
study as being one which asserts multiple, socially constructed realities. This relativist
position has its roots in a constructivist belief system but, as I shall argue later on,
differs from, as Patton (1990, p. 38) puts it, "the one-sided advocacy" of Guba and,
Lincoln (1989, p. 84) who contend that the rclgtiviu_gntology's assertion of multiple
realities is "ungoverned by any natural laws, causal or otherwise".

It is evident from the above that this study's basic epistemology sees human
experience as being central to the pursuit of knowledge. Central to a systems thinking
approach is a s sternic epistemology which holds to the view that reality emerges
from the transaction between the observer and the observed, the knower and that
which is known (Plas, 1986). This acknowledges "that the actor's accounts 'are as
valid as those of the observer" (McNiff, 1988, p. IS) and thus is in agreement with the
. terpreti:ve tradifi which considers knowledge as being socially and historically
constructed. This affirms the subjective, the phenomenological, and the importance of
the meaning that people attach to their experience. - -

,

As pointed out earlier, this study asked a question of an explanatory nature. There was
a need to understand the complexity of circular causality, a key concept of general
systems theory which views behaviour as cycles of interaction where "instead of
asking whether A causes B, the behaviour of A is seen as affecting and being affected
by Band C" (Dowling, 1985, p. 7). This study was concerned with identifying what
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the discernable patterns of successful change and change strategies were within
Modderdam High School (questions four and five). Patterns and rules are key
concepts in general systems theory too, the former referring to an identifiable
arrangement of relationships which have recognisable gestalts, the latter to either
formally (nomothetic rules) or informally (ideographic rules) prescribed patterns
constituted in human systems, such as schools (Plas, 1986).

o

Our aim is to "transcend" these processes by carefully constructing
explanations that can account for them in plausible ways. Thus transcendental
realism calls both for causal explanation and for the evidence to show that
each entity or event is an instance of that explanation. So there is a need not
only for an explanatory structure, but also for a careful descriptive account of
each particular configuration.

In short, this study was characterised by a belief that while human experience is
central to the pursuit of knowledge, an essentially(inter - relivist ositio (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989), there is a 'lawfulness' about the constructs underpinning human
experience which, although not always visible, can be explicated to varying degrees
by examining regularities, sequences, and patterns that link and characterise social
phenomena. It can be argued that all research is interpretive, given that all researchers
enter their research with a ~radigmatic 'ens (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). However,
the 'either a realist or relativist' ontoio ical osition that some protaganists hold, such
as Guba and Lincoln (1989), was particularly unhelpful for this study. Miles and
Huberman (1994) make the point that there is a blurring of the historical lines
between classical epistemologies. Patton's (1990) pragmatist approach to choosing a
paradigm appears to have roots in both the int etivist and ost 0 . .. camps.
Ultimately though, we should take heed of Christenson, Abery and Weinberg's (1986,

.,/ ~ p. 359) point that "a paradigm is not right or wrong but must be judged with respect to
(_ its usefulness".

With what appears to be a 'mix' of a 'realist'/'relativist' ow12g and a
'subjective'/'objective' e isternaleg which paradigm is most useful in optimally
embracing these apparent contradictory stances? This study is located most
comfortably within the Transcendental Realism paradigm (Bhaskar, 1979), which, as
the term implies, offers an attractive framework for addressing the philosophical and
methodological controversies concerning the age-old question: "To what extent can
society be studied in the same way as nature?" Historically, the response to this
question has been characterised by a dispute between the naturalist tradition which
holds to positivist principles and the notion of generalisabie laws, and the anti-
naturalist tradition which has its roots in hermeneutics where 'meaningful objects' is
considered the subject matter of social science and the illumination of the meaning of
these objects is pursued. Transcendental ~a..pax:adigmatic orientation.which
challenges this polarised view. It argues that social phenomena exist not only in the
mind of the beholder but also in an objective world and that between the two some
lawful and reasonably stable relationships can be found (Miles & Huberman, 1994). It
is from this lawfulness that the constructs which account for individual and social life
are derived. The historical and social nature of knowledge as well as the
phenomenological experience of making meaning are acknowledged by this
orientation. As Miles and Huberman (in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 429) put it:
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DEFINING SUCCESS

Implicit in the questions of this study was the issue of how we define success. The
paradigmatic orientation of this study asserts an interpretivist position which argues
that defining what a successful school looks like ('process' and 'outcomes'
characteristics) and how it can become successful (strategies) can be based on
multiple, socially constructed perspectives. Transcendental Realism requires that we
look for some lawfulness between these perspectives. What constitutes a successful
school was examined from four broad perspectives, namely those based on School
Effectiveness and School Improvement literature, South African education policies
and reform initiatives, TIP's school OD model, and Modderdam's success story. Each
of these perspectives and their 'criteria' for success are examined in chapters four to
seven respectively. For example, the notion of performance indicators as a means of
evaluating educational processes and outcomes is discussed briefly in chapter five
which deals with successful schools from the perspective of current South African
education policies and reform initiatives. The methodological challenge of how to
determine success from Modderdam's perspective is raised in chapter three.
Examining Modderdam' s perspective of a successful school in relation to the other
three perspectives (question six) generated similarities (and differences) which were
considered to be 'lawful' patterns worthy of analytical generalisations (question
seven). Chapters eight and nine focus on this analytical task.

Judging what constitutes success was an integral part of this study's analysis process.
Implicit in this analysis was the 'political' issue of who or what determines the criteria
for judging success. There are ideological, contextual and epistemological dimensions
to this issue which are raised throughout this dissertation. Of course the notion of a
'successful school' begs the question of what the purpose of a school is. This is a
different question to the two posed by this study which are concerned with the
characteristics of a successful school and the strategies that contribute to the
development of a successful school. Fullan (1991, p. 14) reminds us that "what
schools are supposed to do is a complicated question". It is not the purpose of this
study to respond specifically to this question. However, this question cannot be
ignored as defining success must be done in relation to what the purpose of schools is
in the first place. Notwithstanding the ideological and sociological complexities of
defining what schools are for, especially in relation to countries experiencing
profound transformation such as South Africa, I have opted for Fullan's (1991, p. 14)
'universal' position on the general purpose of schools, which is two-fold:

To educate students in various academic or cognitive skills and knowledge,
and to educate students in the development of individual and social skills and
knowledge necessary to function occupationally and sociopolitically in
society.

Based on this broad perspective, the assumption is that a school that achieves these
two goals can generally be classified as 'successful'. Presumably, however, this
simplified notion of a 'successful school' would be qualified by a range of criteria
which reflect the most prominent values of the macro and local context that the school
serves. For example, one would expect a successful school in the South African
context with its political history of minority control to have developed in their
learners democratic values and behaviour.
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The issue of defining success needs to be located within the broader field of
educational change. By linking the idea of change with success it could be read that
all change is 'good'. This is a false assumption to make. Fullan (1991, p. 15) reminds
us that: "Change for the sake of change will not help. New programs either make no
difference, help improve the situation, or make it worse". Similarly, Hopkins,
Ainscow and West (1994) assert that change and improvement are not necessarily
synonomous, while Meyers (1996, p. 15) suggests that "all improvement is change,
but not all change is improvement". The point being emphasised here is that the
notion of 'success' is clearly value-laden and implies change for the better. The focus
of this study was quite explicitly on positive educational change.

How the paradigmatic orientation of this study was methodologically operationalised
is presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH DESIGN

(patton, 1990,p. 67)

The idea of a theory-method linkage means that how you study the world determines
what you learn about the world.

OVERVIEW

There were four data bases to this study, namely the literature, current South African
education policies and reform initiatives, TIP's school Ol) model, and Modderdam
High School. This chapter describes the plan of research action which sets out in a
coherent and operational way the methods and techniques used for collecting,
analysing, and interpreting relevant data pertaining to these four data bases. The
quality of a research design and its methodology is contingent upon the quality of
coherence between the research questions posed, the study's paradigmatic orientation,
the relevant sources deemed necessary for data collection, the appropriate data
collection methods, and the pertinent analysis techniques and procedures.

Based on its seven key research questions, six data collection and analysis steps were
used in conducting this study. They were:

1. Reviewing the literature on School Effectiveness, School Improvement, School
Of), and Educational Change to ascertain what a successful school might look like
and how it can become successful in terms of the latter (question one);

2. Reviewing current South African education policies and reform initiatives to
extract their perspectives on a successful school (question two);

3. Examining TIP's school Ol) model for its perspective on a successful school
(question three);

4. Determining the successes experienced by Modderdam High School over the past
five years (1993 to 1998) and the role of TIP's school Ol) intervention in these
successes (questions four and five);

5. Examining Modderdam' s success story in relation to the first three perspectives
(question six); and

6. Considering the implications of the study's insights for educational reform in
South Africa and other contexts (question seven).

The diagram (figure two) below illustrates these steps.

Given the comparative nature of this study (question six) it was necessary to select a
data analysis method that could be applied to all six steps. Miles and Huberman's
(1994) processes of data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing provided the
qualitative data analysis base for this study.

Most of this chapter is dedicated to the fourth step which, in view of its complex
empirical nature, required careful methodological consideration. The research method
selected for this step was a case study evaluation. The rationale for choosing this
method, general criticisms levelled against it, and how the case study evaluation was
carried out are described in detail in the fourth step of this chapter.
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Research does the literature have to
say about of a successful school?
Unit of study: The literature on School Effectiveness,
School Improvement, School 00, Educational Change
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of and strategies for
developing a successful school

Research question: What do current South African
education policies and reform initiatives have to say
about a successful school?
Unit ofstudy: Current education policy documents
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of and strategies for
developing a successful school
Process:

Research question: the South African
based school organisation development model, namely
that of TIP, have to say about a successful school?
Unit ofstudy: TIP's school 00 model
Unit of analysis: Characteristics of a successful
school, including strategies for developing success
Process: Focus group interviews, individual

of documents

THE CASE STUDY EVALUATION:
DETERMINING SUCCESSES AT MODDERDAM
& THE ROLE OF TIP'S OD INTERVENTION

questions: l. What successes were
experienced by Modderdam High, a historically
disadvantaged South African school, over the five year
period (1993 to 1998) during which it had engaged in
TIP's school 00 processes?
2. What role did TIP's school 00 intervention play in
Modderdam's successes?
Unit ofstudy: Modderdam High School
Unit of analysis: Successful changes and strategies
Process (case study evaluation) : Content analysis of
documents, individual and focus group interviews,

EXAMINING THE CASE STUDY IN RELATION TO DATA BASES ONE, TWO, AND THREE
Cbs terei ht

Research questions: What can we learn from this study by examining:
l.The school's successes in relation to the literature's perspective on a successful school?
2. The school's successes in relation to current South African education policies and reform initiatives' perspective on a
successful school?
3. The school's successes in relation to TIP's school 00 model's ers ctive on a successful school?

CONSIDERING THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY FOR S.A. EDUCATION REFORM AND BEYOND

Analytical generalIsations based on the following research question: What are the implications of this study's insights for
education reform in South Africa and be ond?

Figure Two: The six data collection and analysis steps
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This chapter commences with a brief discussion on the analytical process used in this
study. Each of the six steps used in conducting this study is then described.

THE ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Words formed the essence of this study's data bases. However, the focus on words
did not exclude 'numbers' which were occasionally used to illustrate an emerging
pattern in the data or as a verification source such as the pass rate of Grade 12
learners. The sources of the words varied according to the unit of study of each data
base. For example, the source of qualitative data for the first base was the literature on
School Effectiveness, School Improvement, School Ol), and Educational Change (ie.
the unit of study). The secgrui-data-base obtained its information from South African
e . . ments, while the main sources of data for base three (TIP's
school Ol) model) were documents and focus group jnteoli~s with TIP personnel.
Data base four (Modderdam High School), the 'biggest' of this study, constituted a
wide spectrum of sources ranging from group and individual interviews,
questionnaires, field notes, to documents.

The unit of analysis, namely the characteristics of and strategies for developing a
successful school, was basically the same for all four data bases. Having the same unit
of analysis for all four data bases allowed for the comparative analysis which
generated insights and learnings from the study. Making this unit of analysis explicit
was guided by Patton's (1990, p. 168) contention that:

The key issue in selecting and making decisions about the appropriate unit of
analysis is to decide what it is you want to be able to say something about at
the end of the study.

At the end of this study, in relation to the South African education context, I wanted
to say something about what a successful school looks like and, with special reference
to school Ol), how a school can become successful by examining Modderdam's
success story (the case) in relation to TIP's school aD model (the intervention),
international and local research on successful schools (the literature), and current
South African education policies and reform initiatives (national education reform). I
was particularly concerned with saying something about the implications of this study
for education reform in South Africa and, where possible, other contexts.

All the raw data collected for the case study data base required some inaugural
process of refinement to ensure systematic data storage and to allow for initial
analysis. A contact summary sheet (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used to keep a
written record of observations during the fieldwork (see appendix 2). The contact
summary enabled me to record specific biographical details of the contact and to pose
additional questions for further consideration. This form of data storage allowed for
an iterative process of data analysis. It was used to guide the next planned field
contact and to raise salient issues and questions which needed to be explored further.

Similar to the contact summary sheet was the document summary and analysis
form (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This data storage system was useful for
summarising the contents of documents and recording salient points emerging from a
precusory analysis of the document (see appendix 3).
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Coding was used as a first level analytic process. It was applied mainly to the case
study sources of data collection and included the contact summary sheet. Miles and
Huberman (1994, p. 56) define this analytical tool as a means of "assigning units of
meaning to the descriptive or inferential information compiled during a study". The
analytical feature of coding is its concern with meaning. The more inferential pattern
codes were used to highlight emergent themes, especially in terms of successes and
change strategies.

A second level of memoing analysis was used to give the data more conceptual
substance. Memoing goes well beyond coding. It attempts to cohere different pieces
of data into clusters and to attribute a conceptual label to the cluster. Memoing is
concerned with developing propositions where a coherent set of explanations are
formulated (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

A third level of analysis that was applied to all the data bases was the development of
a data display. Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 91) define this analytic process as "a
visual format that presents information systematically, so the user can draw valid
conclusions and take needed action". There are two basic data display formats.
Firstly, there are matrices which are characterised by interconnecting rows and
columns and secondly, networks which depict a series of 'nodes' interlinking each
other. There are many possible configurations of data displays with the shape of a
data display depending on the unit(s) of analysis. The display used in this study was
the matrix data display. The majority of these displays were designed to exhibit an
anal ysis of what constitutes a successful school based on a particular data source.

STEP ONE: THE LITERATURE REVIEW

Using a content analysis process (pattern coding and memoing of text), step one
aimed to address the question of w at lne~ttteratur. .. ers -tosay-abou success
school. The 'WifteXtuar ancJ__e~i.stémG!Q.gi.caCGmp: 1. e diiliiing S-W:GCeswete
raised. This included examining m__yinterpretative role in analysing the literatillurom
the specific perspective of success. The review covereêl'arange of research drawn
from the United Kingdom, Europe, the United States of America, Canada, Australia,
South Africa and other developing contexts.

Three areas were attended to in the review:

1. An overview of what School Effectiveness knowledge can tell us about successful
schools;

2. An overview of what School Improvement knowledge can tell us about successful
schools. This included Educational Change and School Organisation
development;

3. An attempted synthesis of these two broad fields which summarised what could be
considered to be 'generic' aspects of a successful school. This included the
characteristics of what a successful school might look like and how a school
might become successful. A data display was used to capture this synthesis.

Incorporated in these overviews were contemporary issues, criticisms and limitations
of these paradigms. Differences between developing and developed contexts were
highlighted too.
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STEP TWO: SOUTH AFRICAN EDUCATION POLICIES AND REFORM
INITIA TIVES

This step focused on examining the characteristics of and strategies for developing a
successful school from the perspective of six major areas in current South African
education reform, namely:

The broad parameters of a new education system;
The organisation, governance and funding of schools;
The effective management of education;
The promotion of effective learning of all learners;
Curriculum 2005;
The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools.

_~_ ....d;.;::ucationActs, reports, and working documents were consulted. Using'* a simila .ca proce as in step one, key features of the above six areas were
identified (see appendix 4). Data displays were used to summarise these features. The
assumption made was that for a South African school to be successful it should reflect
most of these features.

Based on the key features of the above six areas, two .additional interpretatiye
....anal}!.S~eswere conducted in this step. Firstly, there was the question of what the
implications are of nati al education polie' es and-reform initiatives fer schools.i
Sout .ca. This question was interested in exploring the challenges facing schools
in their bid to translate policy into effective.practice, This included examining the
proposed role of school OD from the perspective of education policies and reform
initiatives. Secondly, this step was concluded with a set of 'cri ria' of success for
each challenge. These 'criteria' were based on the key features of the relevant policies
and reform initiatives and can be construed as 'performance indicators'. The notion of
'performance indicators' is discussed in chapter five. Generally speaking though, they
can serve as a means of appraising how successful a school is responding to the key
challenges in South Africa's bid to reform its education system and schools.

STEP THREE: TIP'S SCHOOL OD MODEL

This step consisted of two phases. The first phase focused on developing a
hypothesised understanding of TIP's school OD model. This included identifying the
model's core strategies. The second phase involved my reframing this understanding
into what a successful school should look like from the model's perspective (ie. the
characteristics of a successful school). The two phases are discussed separately.

Phase one: Developing a hypothesised understanding of TIP's school OD model

The purpose of this phase, which was conducted between April and September 1997,
was to ascertain what the assumptions, aims and strategies are of TIP's school OD
model. Two primary sources and two methods of data collection were used in order to
develop an understanding of TIP's school OD model. Firstly, documents, articles and
reports which reflected TIP's approach to school OD were carefully analysed using
coding and memoing processes. Secondly, I conducted four 3.5 hour focus group
interviews with six TIP personnel on 17 April, 7 May, 12 August, and 3 September
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1997 (a total of 14 hours). The focus group interviews were semi-structured (see
appendix 5) and aimed at obtaining information that described TIP's approach to
school development. Special emphasis was given to:

This phase involved an interpretative process where I reframed the theory and practice
of TIP's school 00 model into a set of characteristics that constitute a successful
school. This process was guided by the research question of what the model has to
say, both explicitly and implicitly, about what a successful school should look like. A
data display captures the characteristics of a successful school from the perspective of
TIP's school 00 model.

STEP FOUR: THE .cASE--,-~EVALUATION:
MODDERDAM'S SUCCESSES AND THE ROLE
INTERVENTION IN THESE SUCCESSES

DETERMINING
OF TIP'S OD

1. TIP's intervention strategies (including implementation procedures);
2. Anticipated change processes and outcomes (including nature of changes (ie. what

they are likely to look like), and level of changes);
3. 'Measurement' of these change processes and outcomes (what indicators would be

used to assess the latter");
4. The postulated relationship between TIP's intervention strategies and anticipated

change processes and outcomes;
5. Understanding of theoretical propositions underpinning each of the above.

The focus group interviews encouraged a rich dialogue which accounted for multiple
perspectives on the model's theory and practice. These different methods of data
collection (document analysis and interviewing) ensured a checking mechanism by
methods triangulation (Patton, 1990). An additional method of validation was used
in the quest to establish an accurate reflection of the model's theory and practice,
namely analyst triangulation (Patton, 1990) The purpose of introducing an
independent analyst was to enrich the research process with an additional perspective.
He was present at the focus group interviews. He collected data simultaneously and
reviewed this data in conjunction with the documents on TIP's approach to school
OD. This culminated with him presenting his own analysis for comparison with my
analysis and interpretation.

The focus group interviews were semi-structured and aimed at illuminating the
theory, aims and strategies of TIP's school OD model. The interviews were audio
recorded and minuted by an independent scribe. I 'memoed' the raw data and through
an iterative process of the participants reviewing my summaries (perspective
triangulation) which were based on the document analysis and the focus group
interviews, 1 produced a substantive document on the model's theory and practice. A
-data display capturing the model's key theoretical assumptions, broad aims and core
strategies was included in the analysis. Chapter six presents this data display.

Phase two: Interpreting TIP's school OD model in terms of what constitutes a
successful school

This step involved addressing the following two research questions:
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1. What successes were experienced by Modderdam High, a historically
disadvantaged South African school, over the five year period (1993 to 1998)
during which it had engaged in TIP's school OD processes?

2. What role did TIP's school OD intervention play in Modderdam's successes?

As pointed out earlier, in view of its complex empirical nature most of this chapter is
dedicated to this fourth step which is divided into the following seven sections:

1. The rationale for selecting case study evaluation;
2. The intellectual heritage of case study evaluation;
3. The argument for single-case study methodology;
4. General criticisms of case study research;
5. The data collection process;
6. Analysis of case data;
7. The case study report.

Rationale for selecting case study evaluation

There are many different ways in which social science research can be conducted.
Research methodologies have their advantages and disadvantages. The challenge in
selecting an appropriate methodology is to minimise its weaknesses and maximise its
strengths. Three criteria were considered when deciding on the most suitable
methodology for this step (Yin, 1994): Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, was the
criterion of the questions being posed; secondly, there was the criterion of the extent
of control which an investigator has over phenomenon/a under study; and thirdly,
there was the criterion of the focus of the phenomenon/a under study, whether it was
contemporary or historical.

Case study evaluation can be considered an appropriate research method when a
study presents 'what' and 'why' questions, the researcher has little control over the
phenomenon/a under study, and the focus of th henomenon/a under study is
predominantly contemporary and located in a; 1-1' conte (Yin, 1994). Selecting
the case study as the research method for the empirical part of this study was based
upon these broad guidelines. The fourth step of this study posed 'what' and 'why'
questions. The primary phenomenon under investigation, namely successful changes
and change strategies, generally fell outside the control of myself, the researcher. The
site of the case study was a high school which was dynamically alive and
contemporary. The focus was on the 'here-and-now' but not to the exclusion of its
historical context.

The contention that the primary phenomenon under investigation fell outside the
control of myself as the researcher held true mainly for the retrospective
developments in the school. However, given that I had to explore in an iterative way
patterns of multiple understandings of successful change phenomena, there was a
level at which my role as a researcher contributed to the development processes in the
school. I attempted to be empathically neutral (patton, 1990), where I endeavoured to
understand the complexities and multiple realities as they were without manipulating
the data to fit a predisposed 'truth'. This does not mean that I was detached in the
classical logical-positivist way. Rather, I had to acknowledge that as a human being I
was actually an instrument of data collection. This necessitated making explicit my
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paradigmatic orientation (chapter two) and ensuring that data collection and analysis
were rigorously carried out according to conventional 'tests' of 'quality control'
which are discussed later in this step.

The intellectual heritage of case study evaluation

Evaluation as a form of social inquiry has had a rich, if not stormy life, particularly
over the last 30 years. The methodological principles and procedures of evaluation did
not escape the pervasive influence of positivism with its tenets of objectivity and
rationality. Dubbed the 'measurement generation' by Guba and Lincoln (1989) the
first half of this century in the history of evaluation was marked by a proliferation of
developing tests to measure a myriad of behaviours, especially those related to
achievement in schools. Described by Greene (in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) as being
distinctive for its narrow vision and naïve arrogance, evaluation during this period
was equated with measurement where the role of the evaluator was primarily
technical in administering tests Ralph Tyler's (1977) behavioural objectives model of
programme evaluation reflects a good example of the positivist era. This linear-based
'input/output' paradigm was concerned with measuring the extent to which
programme's educational objectives were being met. The sixties and early seventies
saw an influential reaction to this approach where people such as Weiss and Cronbach
questioned the distanced stance of the experimental model. They argued that the
premise of programme evaluation was essentially political and that "evaluation could
more usefully contribute to programme improvement through a focus on programme
planning and implementation" (Greene, in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 534)

Although beyond the scope of this research step to give a detailed account of the
historical and intellectual traditions of case study evaluation, it seems appropriate to
highlight some of the pertinent developments in this research method over the last
century.

The shift from seeing evaluation as a rational, objective process to one which was
formative and descriptive, and mindful of context and politics has played a major part
in the development of contemporary evaluation. Guba and Lincoln's (1989) tracking
of the coming of age of evaluation refers to this earlier shift as first ('measurement'),
second ('descriptive'), and third ('judgement') generations of development. From
being essentially a technician, the role of the evaluator assumed the responsibility of
describing and judging. From the mid sixties to the late seventies a proliferation of
new evaluation models sprang up, most of which acknowledged the integral role of
judgement in evaluation. These models varied in focus ranging from an emphasis on
'decision-making' (Stufflebeam's CIPP model, 1985), to Scriven's Goal Free Model
(Patton, 1990), and the directly judgemental Connoisseurship Model of Eisner
(Patton, 1990).

In locating this study within the intellectual heritage of evaluation research three
further developments now central to contemporary evaluation are important to
highlight.

Firstly, it is apparent from the above that a more subjectivist epistemology began to
underpin the methodologies of evaluation research. For example, this is evident in
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Stake's 'Responsive Evaluation' which is guided by what he refers to as the Ubiquity
and Diversity principles from his' Seven principal cardinals of educational evaluation'
(in Hamilton et al, 1977). These principles stress the interpretivist role of the
evaluator and the multiple realities ontology central to the constructivist paradigm,
both of which are core to the paradigmatic orientation of this study. In his more recent
writings Stake (1995, p. 12) argues that interpretation is an integral part of case study
research:

We tout case study as being noninterventive and empathic. In other words, we
try not to disturb the ordinary activity of the case, not to test, not even to
interview if we can get the information we want by discrete observation or
examination of records. We try hard to understand how the actors, the people
being studied, see things. Ultimately, the interpretations of the researcher are
likely to be emphasised more than the interpretations of those people studied,
but the qualitative case study researcher tries to preserve the multiple realities
(original emphasis), the different and even contradictory views of what is
happening.

Secondly, integral to the more subjectivist epistemology of evaluation research is the
more explicit acknowledgement of the role context plays in contemporary models and
thus the appropriateness of using the case study as the research method. House's
'Transaction Model' (in Patton, 1990) is a good example of this as is Parlett and
Hamilton's 'Evaluation as Illumination' approach (1977, p. 11) where they assert that:

Acknowledging the diversity and complexity of learning milieux is an
essential prerequisite for the serious study of educational programmes. The
argument here is that innovatory programmes, even for research purposes,
cannot sensibly be separated from the learning milieux of which they become
part.

In her seminal paper on 'Case-studies of innovation', Simons (1977, p. 179)
introduces the idea of understanding patterns-in-context in case study evaluation.
She quotes four basic propositions based on case study fieldwork which are similar to
some of the epistemological assumptions underpinning this study. They are worth
stating here as they capture so neatly the key arguments in selecting the case study as
the research method for this study:

• Human action in educational institutions differs widely because of the number
of variable influences that determine it.

• The impact of an innovation is not a set of discrete effects but an organically
related pattern of acts and consequences. To understand fully a single act one
must locate it functionally within that pattern.

• No two schools are sufficiently alike in their circumstances for prescriptions
of curricular action to be able adequately to supplant the judgement of the
people in them.

• The goals and purposes of the programme developers are not necessarily
shared by its users.
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Thirdly, the legitimacy issue of evaluation research and particularly case study
evaluations contributing to theory-building has recently received much attention. In
1974 MacDonald and Walker in their seminal paper on the 'Case-study and the social
philosophy of educational research' argued that "the case can generate a theory as
well as test one; instance and abstraction go hand in hand in an iterative process of
cumulative growth" (1977, p. 182). The legitimacy of the case study as a method of
social inquiry has been well documented (Patton, 1990). For example, internationally,
case studies are now recognised as being a valuable methodology by such
development agencies as the World Bank. Furthermore, Stake (1983) has argued
epistemologically how case studies can contribute both theoretically and
pragmatically in educational research. He contends that human experience is central
to the pursuit of knowledge and truth and that knowledge in itself is a form of
generalisation. Stake (1983, p. 282) calls this naturalistic generalisation which
develops within people as a result of their experience:

(Naturalistic generalisations) derive from the tacit knowledge of how things
are, why they are, how people feel about them, and how these things are likely
to be later or in other places with which a person is familiar. They seldom take
the form of predictions but lead directly to expectation. They guide action, in
fact they are inseparable from action (Kemmis, 1974). These generalisations
become verbalised, passing of course from tacit knowledge to propositional:
but they have not yet passed the empirical and logical tests that characterize
formal (scholarly, scientific) generalisations.

Stake (1983, p. 284) goes on to argue that the importance of experiential
understanding is highly compatible with case study research because the latter tends
to be "more suited to expansionist than reductionist pursuits".

The argument for single-case study methodology

Keeping in mind the intellectual heritage of case study evaluations, this study's
paradigmatic orientation, and the two questions being posed in this fourth research
step, on what basis was a single-case study methodology selected?

From the outset it is useful to take note of Patton's (1990, p. 184) assertion that:

There are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry (original emphasis).
Sample size depends on what you want to know, the purpose of the inquiry,
what's at stake, what will be useful, what will have credibility, and what can
be done with available time and resources.

In presenting a specific rationale for selecting a single-case study methodology for
this step of this study, Patton's 'criteria' offer a useful point of departure.

The purpose of this study, in essence, is to learn from success. Stake (1995) argues
that the first criterion for selecting a case should be to maximise what we can learn
with a view to leading us to understandings, to assertions, and perhaps even to
modifying of generalisations. He says: "Case study research is not sampling research.
We do not study a case primarily to understand other cases. Our first obligation is to
understand this one case" (p. 4).
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In defining the case, Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 25) refer to "a phenomenon of
some sort occurring in a bounded context". Stake (1994, p. 237) points out that "the
more the object of study is a specific, unique, bounded system, the greater the
usefulness of (its) epistemological rationale". Yin's (1993, p. 32) technical definition
of a case study as "an empirical inquiry in which the number of variables exceeds the
number of data points" emphasises the complexity of contextual variables. The
primary phenomena under study in this fourth research step were the successful
changes and change strategies associated with TIP's 00 intervention in a unique
bounded system, namely Modderdam High School. The phenomena under study
could not be separated from the context within which they occurred. The contextual
specificity of the school was one of the fundamental considerations in selecting the
single-case study as the research methodology. As Yin (1993, p. 3) puts it: "The case
study is the method of choice when the phenomenon under study is not readily
distinguishable from its context. Such a phenomenon may be a project or program in
an evaluation study".

What makes a particular single-case special and useful? Modderdam High School was
an information-rich case (Patton, 1990). It was a highly visible case in that it had
displayed demonstrable successful changes over the five year period during which it
had had a relationship with TIP. Furthermore, it was useful too for the opportunity it
offered to explore manifestations of theoretical constructs especially those
underpinning school OD. Patton (1990) calls this theory-based or operational
construct sampling. This type of purposeful sampling allows for potential analytical
generalisations, a point Stake (1994, p. 243) makes when he talks about the pre-
selected intrinsic case where "researchers do not avoid generalisation - they cannot".

Implicit in determining the role that TIP's school 00 intervention played in
Modderdam's successes is the question of the extent to which the model's theory is
reflected in this case. Yin (1994, p. 38) argues that the critical case is a primary
criterion for selecting a single-case study when a clear set of theoretical propositions
are to be confirmed, challenged, or extended: "The single case can be used to
determine whether a theory's propositions are correct or whether some alternative
explanations might be more relevant". He goes on to suggest that a single case can
contribute significantly towards knowledge and theory-building and talks about the
inclusion of causal theory in order to illuminate the causal relationships in a case
study evaluation. Yin (1993) calls such a case study which concerns itself with
presenting data on cause-effect relationships and explaining which causes produced
which effects an explanatory case study. He defines a theory as simply "an a priori
explanation of why some educational phenomenon might have occurred the way it
did" (p. 38) and argues that explanatory 'theory' expresses the identified cause-and-
effect relationship among a series of events as a hypothesis.

Implicit in Yin's argument is the notion oflinear causality which seems contradictory
when considering the rationale of case study research where the phenomenon under
study cannot be easily distinguished from its context and the contextual variables and
events are so numerous and complex that they cannot be manipulated as in
experimental designs. This is an apparent contradiction. However, the assumption in
this case study is that change in social systems does not occur in the linear fashion
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characteristic of the positivistic tradition. Rather, as previously pointed out, it is
characterised by recursion, a systems theory concept which sees social phenomena as
being the product of multidirectional feedback and mutual influence.

Combining case study methodology with evaluation research was based on the
contextual specificity of the school and the inclusion of determining the role of TIP's
school Ol) intervention on Modderdam's successes. Yin (1993) argues that the case
study method suits the needs of many evaluations. In the first instance, case studies
have the distinctive characteristic of including the context as an integral part of the
phenomenon under study. This can serve the researcher's need to monitor and
appraise the programme's intervention processes. Secondly, the case study can
incorporate qualitative and quantitative forms of data and analyses. Evaluations often
require both kinds of evidence.

In summary, the main argument for selecting a single-case study methodology was
based on the key feature ofModderdam School being a critical and 'extreme' case in
the sense that it had manifested demonstrable successes in its development over the
past five years. Having had a reasonable period of time for school development with
its external agent (TIP) and being an information-rich site, this case presented
substantive scope for in-depth study. Understanding the potential role of school
organisation development in building successful schools was an important aspect to
this research too. In short, this single case offered a unique opportunity to learn from
success especially in view of its insights into strategies that contribute towards a
successful school.

General criticisms of case study research

Case study research is not without its critics. Hopkins (1989) and Yin (1993, 1994)
raise a number of traditional criticisms against this method. Firstly, and perhaps of
greatest concern, is the lack of rigour and clarity of case study research. This
includes problems of investigator bias and a poorly conceptualised theoretical
framework. Although such criticisms can be levelled at any research methodology,
the fact that case study research takes cognisance of contextual variables in relation to
the phenomenon/a under study makes this methodology uniquely complex. This
challenge serves to demand that case study research be particularly vigilant about its
design and methodological rigour. The four tests common to all social science
research methods for judging the quality of design, namely construct validity, internal
validity, external validity, and reliability, are equally applicable to case study
methodology (Yin, 1994). Each of these tests is discussed at various points in this
fourth step and chapter in general. However, it is appropriate at this stage to point out
that I have chosen to use these conventional terms which are historically rooted in a
positivist paradigm. This I would argue is acceptable given that the paradigmatic
orientation of this study straddles realist and relativist ontologies (Transcendental
Realism). However, the operational and analytical way in which these 'tests' were
applied do acknowledge the subjectivist epistemology and hermeneutic methodology
of the Constructivist paradigm. While I have chosen not to use the 'purist'
Constructivist terms for judging the quality of research (for example, Guba and
Lincoln's (1989) notions of 'credibility' for internal validity; 'transferability' for
external validity; and 'dependability' for reliability) the iterative approach of this
study's data collection and analysis processes along with its emphasis on multiple
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realities (including those 'realities' of myself as the researcher and certain sources of
triangulation such as the external analyst) were epistemologically coherent with the
interpretivist approach of Transcendental Realism.

A second general criticism deals with vague analytic procedures. Given that the case
study method usually has to contend with a myriad of variables and often is faced
with large quantities of data, analysis might be superficial and perhaps biased. Patton
(1990), Yin (1993, 1994), and Miles and Huberman (1994) present rigorous methods
for qualitative data collection and analysis. The internal validity of a case study will
be greatly enhanced with the careful organisation of a database. The analytical
process described earlier, in particular the use of Miles and Huberman's flow model
(data reduction, display and verification), sought to ensure rigorous analytical
procedures in this study as a whole.

Thirdly, and related to the above, is the criticism that case study research tends to take
a long time resulting in a large number of inaccessible documents. Without clear
research questions and specific data sources and collection methods, this may well
occur. Furthermore, a systematic process of data reduction and display will help
minimise unwieldy data. By their very nature, case studies often require a long
timeframe, especially when the phenomenon/a under study is complex and includes
change processes. However, data collection strategies can either be a short intensive
period of collecting post-hoc longitudinal data or a more extended period of data
collection or a combination of both (Yin, 1993). The case study method is not bound
to any particular data collection method - the kinds of research questions and relevant
data required might necessitate data collection methods that are characteristically
time-consuming, such as interviews, or are relatively quick to administer, such as
surveys. The method of creating the single-case study database applicable to
Modderdam and how the data was synthesised and reported upon will be explained
later in this chapter.

The fourth and the most contentious criticism of case study research is that it offers
limited basis for scientific generalisation. In essence, the issue here is about external
validity and the extent to which the results of a single (or multiple) case study can be
generalised to the 'universe'. As pointed out earlier, a particular feature of the case
study method is its potential for analytic generalisation. A case study does not
represent a 'sample' as one might expect of survey research for example. A case is a
case because of its unique characteristics and the difficulty in distinguishing context
from the focus of study. A case or set of cases may be selected on the basis of a
common phenomenon/a under investigation. The researcher's goal is to analyse the
case study data and to look for patterns that might be generalisabIe to theory and not
to populations or the universe. This is different from' statistical generalisation' which
makes inferences about a population by collecting data on specific samples that are
representative of that population.

The preceding sections of this fourth step in this study's research design have
presented an argument for selecting case study evaluation as the methodology for
determining Modderdam's successes and the role of TIP's school 00 intervention in
these successes. How the process of data collection and analysis was operationalised
and reported upon is the focus of the next three sections.
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Central to conducting a case study evaluation is establishing a data collection process
which is coherent with the study's questions and unites) of analysis Given the
inherent weakness of data overload in case study research, the data collection process
has to be focused, systematic, and relatively economical. The purpose of this section
is to describe briefly when w.here.,_ and hQ.w the rele\::_ant_dé!1Lwjt_j collected. It is,
important to point out that although the data collection process was 'driven' by the
tworeseare uestions posed it did not exclude being vigilant for unanticipated
changes and mindful of change strategies which were not rooted in TIP's school OD
work. The iterative nature of data collection in this case study necessitated eliciting
feedback to verify and revise the preliminary findings. A number of validation
procedures such as triangulation of methods and sources were used to check on the
accuracy of the data.

~ The data collection process

There were six phases of data collection and simultaneous analysis processes. They
reflect the chronology of the case study's empirical work thus allowing the reader to
develop a picture of the iterative nature of this kind of qualitative research which was
characterised by complex processes of triangulating evidence, data validation, and
making sense of multiple perspectives. Table two below presents a summary of these
six phases.

Table Two Summary of data collection process

WHEN WHERE /WHO (source) HOW
Phase one (July 1997 to 18 people (previous principal, 22 individual semi-structured
April 1998): Broad current principal, deputy principal, interviews. Focused on what
spectrum of perceptions two 'internal' agents, seven changes had occurred, which

educators, school secretary, were considered to be
caretaker, two security guards, a key improvements, sources of
parent, TIP facilitator) these improvements

Phase two (January to 21 documents (eg. minutes of Content analysis. Same focus
April 1998): Documentary meetings, reports, evaluation, as phase one
evidence letters)

Phase three (May to 23 staff (including 'non-teaching') 12 areas of improvement
August 1998): Checking & identified from previous two
supplementing data base phases. Questionnaire

administered to 38 staff. Two-
fold aim: 1. Determine level of
consensus re 12 areas of
improvement; 2. Supplement
data base

Phase four (August & 20 Grade Il learners 9 focus group interviews
September 1998): Learner 20 Grade 12 learners
perceptions
Phase five (August & 33 parents/guardians Structured questionnaires
September 1998): Parent orally administered by the
perceptions learners interviewed in phase

four to their respective parents
Phase six (February 22 staff Integrated summary of
1999): Validation of findings given to all staff for
findings comment. 8 written responses

received. Follow-up meeting to
discuss findings. 22 staff
attended
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Phase one: Determining a broad spectrum of perceptions

This initial phase (July 1997 to April 1998) consisted of twenty two individual semi-
structured interviews (appendix 6). Eighteen people were interviewed, four of whom
were interviewed twice. This sample constituted the previous principal, the current
principal, the deputy principal, two educators who had been central in facilitating the
school's development process (the 'internal' agents), seven educators, the school
secretary, the caretaker, the two security guards, a parent who was longstanding
member of the school's governing body, and the TIP facilitator were conducted
during this period. The interviews focused on ascertaining what changes had occurred
over the last 5 years at the school, which of these changes were considered to be
improvements' in the development of the school, why they were considered to be
improvements, and what sources or interventions these improvements could be
attributed to. The interviews also explored possible links between these changes and
national education reform policies. Interviewees were requested to suggest additional
sources (ie. people, documents, processes such as meetings, teaching, and structures)
that could be looked at in order to understand these developments and changes better.
They were encouraged to suggest sources that might contradict their perceptions or
illustrate 'rival' perspectives. The interviews were audio-taped, transcribed verbatim,
given back to the interviewees for verification of accuracy, and then pattern-coded
and memoed according to general changes, successful changes, sources of change,
and possible links between these changes and national education reform.

Phase two: Documentary evidence

Overlapping with the first, the second phase (January to April 1998) involved a
content analysis of twenty one documents which recorded features of Modderdam's
development process. Examples of these documents included minutes of meetings,
reports on development workshops and tasks, a formative evaluation report on TIP's
developmental work with the school in 1993 and 1994 (De Jong, 1994), and a case
study report on the school (Collett, Damon, Ehrenreich, & Swart, 1997). The analysis
was guided by the same questions as posed in the first phase.

Phase three: Checking and supplementing the data base

The third phase (May to August 1998) entailed identifying the main themes from the
data collected in the first two phases. This coding and memoing process revealed a
very high level of consensus that Modderdam High School had experienced
demonstrable improvements in its development process over the past five years. This
was based on the analysis of the twenty one documents and the twenty two semi-
structured interviews. Twelve areas of improvement were identified from both
sources of data. They culminated in a School Development Questionnaire (appendix
7) which, after being critically appraised by a colleague and piloted amongst a sample
of five educators at the school, was administered to all the staff, including 'non-
teaching' staff at the school (38 people). The aim of the questionnaire was two-fold:

2 The term 'successful' was substituted by 'improvement' quite spontaneously by many of the
participants in the case study. For the sake of clarity and consistency in the empirical work of this study
this interpretation with its 'developmental' overtones was used in the interviews and questionnaires
instead of 'successful'. See the discussion on defining success in chapter two and later in this chapter.
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(1) to determine the level of consensus amongst the teaching and 'non-teaching' staff
concerning the school's improvements. The questionnaire acted as a validation
instrument by addressing the question: "To what extent is there agreement
amongst the staff that Modderdam has experienced/is still experiencing these
school improvements?". This included a critical appraisal of these improvements
as they were perceived to be for the period Nov 1993 to June 1997 (when Mr 'SX'
was principal), and the period July 1997 to July 1998 (since Mr 'IOC became
principal). The reason for making this distinction was based on staff perceptions
that there were discernable differences of improvement under the leadership of the
two principals;

(2) to supplement the present data base by inviting all staff to add their perceptions to
what had emerged thus far in the research. This included deepening our
understanding of the nature of the changes by accessing the staff's views on
Modderdam's capacity to manage change, the relationship between its
development and sources/agents of development such as TIP, and the link
between its development and national education reform, especially the Culture of
Learning, Teaching and Service Campaign (COLTS).

Twenty three staff responded to the questionnaire which was analysed according to
the above aims during the latter part of June and July. A summary of the analysis was
given to the staff for further comments/questions/issues/challenges at the end of July
for submission by the middle of August. Eight summaries were received with few
substantive comments. The key person responsible for 'driving' the development
process at the school was interviewed early August for his comments on the analysis.
Informal discussions, which were recorded as fieldnotes, were conducted between
myself and staff during tea and lunch breaks over their responses to the analysis.

Phase four: Learner perceptions

The fourth phase (August and September 1998) involved nine focus group interviews
with a sample of twenty Grade 11 and twenty Grade 12 learners. The purpose of these
interviews was to ascertain a sense of what the collective perceptions were of a total
sample of forty Grade 11 and 12 learners concerning the improvements that had taken
place at Modderdam High since they started at the school in Grade 8.

The learners were selected by their language educators based on the following
criteria:

1. Learners had to have been at Modderdam High since their Grade 8 year, thus
permitting a maximum time period of their having been at the school for
approximately four and a half years in the case of Grade 12' s and three and a half
years in the case of Grade 11' s;

2. Learners had to have an above average spoken and written proficiency in English
and/or Afrikaans;

3. Learners had to be willing to contribute to a group discussion on school
development at their school (the focus of the group interview);

4. Learners had to be willing to interview, under my guidance, their
parent(s)/guardian(s) on their perceptions of school development at Modderdam.
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The language educators were requested to select an even mix of males and females,
and an even mix of Afrikaans-speaking and Xhosa-speaking learners.

With the exception of the first interview, which was conducted in the 'printing' room,
all the interviews were held in the school library. The groups ranged from three to five
learners. As the Afrikaans-speaking learners were given the option of speaking in
either Afrikaans or English they were interviewed separately from the Xhosa-
speaking learners whose choice of response was limited to English. With very few
exceptions, the majority of Afrikaans-speaking learners responded in English. Some
used a mixture of the two languages.

Before the interviews commenced, I explained the overall purpose of my research and
raised the observation that based on an extensive review of educators' perceptions,
Modderdam had experienced many improvements over the past few years. It was
pointed out that the main aim of the group interviews was to find out what the
learners' views were on the changes that had taken place at Modderdam and to
compare them with those of the educators. It was pointed out too that the interview
would explore contrary views and elicit opinions on what still needed to be improved.
The learners were assured that their names would not be used in the report and where
they were quoted, they would simply be referred to as a Grade 11 or 12 learner. The
learners were informed that the interview would be audio-taped and transcribed.
Before being asked whether or not they would like to participate in the group
discussion all the questions were simultaneously presented to the learners for their
consideration. The questions posed to the groups were as follows:

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School
over the past 5 years?

2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?
3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at

Modderdam High School?
4. What aspects of Modderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?
6. Do you feel that your parents/guardians are involved in the life of Modderdam

High School (for example, do they attend parent/teacher meetings)?
Yes. Not sure. No
Please explain your response to this question.
7. There is a belief that Modderdam High School is the best school in Bonteheuwel.
Agree. Not sure. Disagree.
Please explain your response to this question.

A verbatim transcript of the interview was given to each group for them to check on
its accuracy. The interviews were analysed according to: (a) the themes of
improvements; (b) the learners' perceptions of the 'sources' of the school's
improvements and how these sources had contributed towards the school's successful
development; (c) which aspects of the school needed further improvement and how
these aspects could be improved; (d) the level and nature of their parents'/guardians'
involvement in the life of the school; and, (e) their views on the contention that
Modderdam High was the best school in Bonteheuwel. The analysis was summarised
in the form of a brief report (appendix 8) and made available early September to the
interviewees, the principal, a sample of educators, and the Student Representative
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Council for further comment. Five reports were returned with few substantive
comments. Most of the feedback on the report was facilitated informally through
informal discussions with some of the learners, educators and the principal. Their
comments were captured in the form of fieldnotes.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Phase five: Parent perceptions

The fifth phase was conducted simultaneously with the fourth phase. As it was
logistically impossible for me to interview a reasonable sample of parents/guardians I
requested the 'focus group' learners to interview their parent(s)/guardian(s) based on
exactly the same interview process that I had facilitated with them. Their brief was to
use the questionnaire (appendix 9) made available to them as their guideline and to
record in writing the responses of their parent(s)/guardian(s) on the questionnaire
itself. A letter to the parent(s)/guardian(s) explaining the purpose of the research in
English and Afrikaans accompanied the questionnaire (appendix 10). The learners
were taken through the questionnaire at the end of their focus group interview which
in itself was intended to serve as a 'model' to guide them in their task.

As a token of my appreciation, each learner was given ten rand for submitting the
completed questionnaire on 19 August (Grade 12's) or 24 August (Grade 11's).
Eighteen out of a possible twenty questionnaires were returned by the Grade 12's on
the due date. Fifteen out of a possible twenty questionnaires were returned by the
Grade 11' s on the due date. Based on a total of thirty-three questionnaires, twenty
mothers were individually interviewed, five fathers were individually interviewed,
three sets of parents (fathers and mothers) were simultaneously interviewed, and two
guardians were individually interviewed. Five of the questionnaires did not indicate
what the relationship was of the interviewee to the learner. The majority of
interviewees came from Bonteheuwel (fifteen) while the rest were spread across a
range of generally low socio-economic suburbs surrounding the school such as
Kalksteenfontein, Kraaifontein, Valhalla Park, Belhar, Hanover Park, Nyanga East,
Langa, Guguletu, and Khayelitsha.

A composite summary of the analysis (appendix 11) of both the learners' and
parent/guardian interviews was given to each of the 'focus group' learners for their
own comments and parent/guardian comments. The learner summary was a shortened
version (quotes were excluded to save space) of the one referred to in the fourth
phase. The analysis of the parent/guardian interview-questionnaires was conducted
along the same lines as the analysis process described in phase four.

The learners were requested to return the summary on 8 September with further
comments from themselves and parent(s)/guardian(s). Three summaries were received
with no further comments on the analysis.

Using the learners as interviewers had its strengths and weaknesses. Having been
through an interview with me, most of them had a clear idea of what the focus of their
interview was. The majority of interview questionnaires received offered on-task and
fairly detailed responses to the questions. The apparent openness with which
parents/guardians answered the questions was striking. This could have been as a
result of their not feeling threatened by an outsider. However, there was no control
over how the questions were put to the parents/guardians and the possibility of bias on
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the part of the interviewer. There were one or two examples of where it appeared as if
the learner had given his/her opinion which the parent/guardian simply endorsed. Of
course, the questionnaires did not capture the tone nor subtleties of the interview
process. Perhaps the inclusion of some observational notes on the part of the
interviewer would have added some texture to the data.

Area of
improvement

Nature of improvement Whose
perspective

Impact on school Whose
perspective

Phase six: Validation of findings

The sixth phase (February 1999) involved presenting an integrated summary of all the
above sources of data analyses to all the staff for their comment. A meeting was
convened during which staff submitted their written comments and participated in an
discussion on the integrated summary. A number of questions for discussion were
presented to the staff too, such as "To what extent do you think it is important to have
an external agent (such as TIP) to support a school in its adoption and implementation
of new education policies?". Twenty two staff members attended the meeting which
lasted for 50 minutes. Eight written submissions were received.

Analysis of case data

Two different kinds of questions were posed in the fourth step of this study's research
design. The first was a 'what' type of question and it focused on identifying the
successes that Modderdam had experienced over a five year period. The second was a
'why' type of question and was concerned with clarifying the role of TIP's school OD
intervention in the development of the school's successes. The data collected in
response to these two different kinds of questions required different analytical
strategies.

The analysis of the data pertaining to the first question was mainly descriptive by
nature. Pattern coding and memoing were used to identify the successes that had taken
place in the school. A within-case data display (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used
to summarise the pattern-coded and memoed data further. This matrix display
organised the data according to the following headings:

The analysis of the data pertaining to the second question was mainly explanatory by
nature. This analytical process was concerned with the 'why' and focused on '
developing plausible explanations of circular and cyclical causal patterns. This kind of
analysis entailed a particular kind of pattern-matching procedure which Yin (1994, p.
110) refers to as an explanation-building analytic strategy where "the goal is to
analyse the case study data by building an explanation about the case, (and) to
"explain" a phenomenon is to stipulate a set of causal links about it". These links were
assumed to be complex particularly as 'explanation' and 'causality' are often not
easily distinguishable from each other. However, the integrity and soundness of an
explanation are key criteria in determining the internal validity of an explanatory case
study. This test of validity is concerned with "whether what is interpreted as cause
produces the effect" (Hopkins, 1989, p. 79). Explanations in themselves often require
a further explanation which suggests that causality has a number of first, second,
third, levels or layers to them. It is precisely this multiple and recursive aspect of
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causal complexity that determines the iterative process of explanation-building. A
'final' explanation is likely to evolve from a series of iterations which include a range
of triangulations too. Given that' circular causality', which emphasises the non-linear
nature of change processes and outcomes, was a key feature of this study's
paradigmatic orientation, I endeavoured to explore all causal possibilities and rival
explanations.

Sources of
influence

Nature of influence on school's successes

The quest of the above type of analysis was to look for and understand 'lawful'
patterns of successful change based on regular, recurring, and contingent relationships
between people, events and other phenomena. Capturing and displaying these patterns
without unduly oversimplifying their complex nature was a challenge. An
explanatory effects matrix (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used to display the
relationship between the sources of influence, particularly the key strategies used in
TIP's school GD intervention, and Modderdam's successes. The matrix included
other sources of influence which helped explain the school's successes. It was
organised according to the following headings:

The issue of how to define success was implicit in the two questions posed in the
fourth step of this study's research design. Ontologically this study asserts that the
nature of reality is based on multiple, socially constructed perspectives, an essentially
interpretivist position. Methodologically this meant that a range of views had to be
canvassed on what had changed at the school, which of these changes were
considered to be improvements, why they were considered to be improvements, and
what role TIP's school GD intervention had played in these improvements. The
analysis of this data involved examining the regularities with which responses to these
fundamental questions were presented. In the initial interviews (phase one of the data
collection process) many of the respondents interpreted 'success' as 'improvement'.
Their replacement of 'success' with 'improvement' suggested 'betterment' in relation
to the adverse conditions of the school in the early nineties. For the sake of clarity and
consistency, the term 'improvement' was used in the interviews and questionnaires.
However, it was not considered to be synonymous with the process-oriented concept
of 'improvement' as defined by School Improvement research and literature,
especially as many of the improvements identified from the data were 'outcomes' and
'product' based.

The case study report

The purpose of the case study report was to capture in a systematic and summarised
form the findings of the fieldwork conducted at Modderdam High School. The report
formed the basis of chapter seven and was mindful of Yin's (1994) five general
characteristics of an exemplary case study, namely:

1. The case study must be significant;
2. The case study must be 'complete';
3. The case study must consider alternative perspectives;
4. The case study must display sufficient evidence;
5. The case study must be composed in an engaging manner.
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The report was reviewed by academic peers and by a number of participants in the
case (see phase six of the data collection process). This validation procedure was
considered to be part of the analysis process and allowed for corrections, additions,
and rival perspectives to be included in the final draft. Methodologically this
procedure aimed to enhance the construct validity of the case study. It also
acknowledged the right of participants to have access to the research which they were
centrally involved in. This was an important ethical consideration as was the
agreement reached with all the case study participants that the school's name would
be used in the final report and in any subsequent publications. This was based on the
fact that the school had something to be proud of and that it was important to share
their story for the greater 'public good'. It was agreed too that individual's names
would not be used but that the report could include verbatim quotes and dialogue as a
means of illustrating the findings. An exception to this ethical consideration was the
unavoidable identification of the previous and current principals, both of whom are
referred to simply as Mr 'SX' and Mr 'KX' respectively.

STEP FIVE: EXAMINING MODDERDAM'S SUCCESS
RELATION TO THE LITERATURE'S, POLICIES',
PERSPECTIVES OF A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

STORY IN
AND TIP'S

A copy of this dissertation has been given to the school and to TIP.

This step was concerned with generating insights from this study based upon this
question:

What can we learn from this study by examining:

1. The school's successes in relation to the literature's perspective on a successful
school?

2. The school's successes in relation to current South African education policies and
reform initiatives' perspective on a successful school?

3. The school's successes in relation to TIP's school OD model's perspective on a
successful school?

The main analytical tactic in this kind of analysis process was making contrasts and
comparisons (Miles & Huberman, 1994) between the case study and the other data
bases. Conceptually ordered displays were used to organise and exhibit levels of
similarity and difference between the case study data base and the other three data
bases.

STEP SIX: CONSIDERING THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY FOR
S.A. EDUCATION REFORM AND BEYOND

The last step of this study responded to the question: "What are the implications of
this study's insights for education reform in South Africa and beyond?". It was
essentially concerned with learning from success. Based on the rationale of analytical
generalisations, this step consolidated the emerging insights discussed in the previous
step. It then identified the most prominent implication(s) of these insights for
education reform in South Africa and other similar contexts.
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This chapter has described the plan of action for conducting this study. The next
chapter addresses the first research question of this study, namely "What does the
literature have to say about a successful school?".
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(Hopkins, Ainscow, & West, 1994, p. 9)

CHAPTER FOUR

LITERA TURE REVIEW

We are great believers in Kurt Lewin's dictum that there is nothing as practical as
good theory.

INTRODUCTION

What does the literature have to say about a s~ccessfuLschoo? Addressing this
question is the purpose of this chapter.

How do we define success though? From the perspective of the literature it becomes
evident that there are complex epistemological and contextual variables to be
considered. For example, Ekholm and Miles in the report on the International School
Improvement Project (lSlP) (Van Velzen, Miles, Ekholm, Hameyer & Robin, 1985, p.
269) pronounce in the concluding chapter that:

In general, the meaning of improvement varies not only according to the
educational context of a particular effort, but also according to the context -
the web of political, social, economic, cultural and demographic factors ..
What is considered an improvement depends on the values of the participants.

Dalin (1998) appears to take on a contructivist world view when he asserts that sooi
impr:.o..v.eme .s fundamenrall a uestion of values and that.azha Q Il-~S
t~ eaningful_can be of little importanceJor 0 ers. He further argues that every
theory of school improvement must be a contingency theory which concerns itself
with the relationship between the organisation and its environment, and claims that
there are no 'correct' answers to organisational problems. ---

The role of context in understanding school improvement and associated success has
geen vigorously debated by many. For example, Canadians Fullan (1985, 1991,
1992a, 1992b) and Hargreaves (19'97) emphasise the phenomenology ( meanin
.of educational chaJlg_~. Hopkins, Reynolds and Farrell (1996) from the UK talk about
context being a powerful determinant of 'movingness' which they define as a .dialectic~ ..
occurring between the individual school and the external educational enviro ~nt.
Australian's Proudford and Baker (1994) argue that generic school improvement
characteristics and processes assume different meanings in practice and that meaning.
through.context takes cognisan~e of the idiosyncratic and reflexive nature of school
improvement and effective schooling. In South Africa, Schofield (1994), Christie and
Potterton (1997), and Davidoff and Lazarus (1997) all assert the interdependent
com.J1.l.exityof schools and their respective environments.

The issue of what constitutes success also needs to be located within the* _pistemological dêbarec urrounding the separate traditions of School Effectiveness"
and School Improvement ;00. Although there are exciting attempts to blend the two
paradigms (see for example Hopkins, West & Ainscow, 1996) the bulk of empirical
research remains limited to one or the other. The issue here is embedded in the inds---..,
of.questions.asked; In short, posing the question "What are the features of a successful
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school?" requires a focus on the elements of a successful school. This is primarily a
task in identifying the characteristics of 'good' schools but neglecting to focus on
those which make schools 'good' (Austin & Reynolds, 1990). It is this limitation that
motivates the question of "How does a school develop towards being successful?". In
simple terms, the first question (ie. "What are the features of a successful school?")
elicits descriptors of successful schools. Traditionally this has been the domain of
School Effectiveness research. The second question (ie."How does a school develop
towards being successful?") focuses on identifying the strategies that 'make' a school
successful. Traditionally this has been the domain of School Improvement research.

\

EPistemologicallY School Effectiveness research has attempted to generate knowledge
that will contribute to our understanding of the relationship between innut and output.
School Improvement research has concentrated on process-related knowledge.

It is evident from the above that the task of reviewing the literature on what
constitutes a successful school and how a school can become successful needs to
account sensitively and critically for epistemological and contextual perspectives.
However, even a cursory review of the literature reveals that there are many aspects
common to successful schools which have been identified within different contexts,
based on the different traditions and using different research paradigms. Within the
IransGEmde-ntaLRealism..,paradigm_jescribed in chapter two which asserts that social
phenomena exist subjectively and objectively and that it is possible to find lawful
relationships between the two, this chapter attempts to identify some kind of
'generic' response to the question of what a successful school might look like and
how it can become successful. This analytical process is mindful of the complexity of
defining success in the first place and seeks to offer a backdrop against which to
reflect and discuss the meaning of success in relation to Modderdam's story.

There are three sections to this chapter, namely:

1. An overview of what the body of knowledge on School Effectiveness can tell us
about successful schools;

\ 2. An overview of what the body of knowledge on School Improvement can tell us
I about successful schools. This includes (educational chan and (managéïnel11!of

chang , and school organisation development;
3. An attempted synthesis of the above which summarises what could be considered

to be 'generic' aspects of a successful school. This includes the characteristics of
what a successful school might look like and how a school might become
successful.

Incorporated in these overviews are contemporary issues, criticisms and limitations of
these paradigms. Differences between developing and developed contexts are
highlighted too.

SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS

Introduction

Reflecting the results of North American research, the early seventies were
predominated by a widespread belief that 'schools make no difference' and that the
sole determinant of a child's 'educability' was the family (Reynolds, 1995). In
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response to the mid-seventies' pervasive pessimism amongst educationists from many
countries that schools had little to contribute in the way of children's social and
intellectual development, a body of research literature began to emerge which
challenged this sentiment. As Austin and Reynolds (1990, p. 167) put it, this research
focused on:

what was variously called exemplary schools, effective schools, School
Effectiveness and School Improvement which argued that individual schools
could themselves have major effects upon children and that schools could be
changed and improved in many ways that would directly benefit their pupils.

By the late seventies and early eighties there was a formidable research base which
supported the assertion that schools do make a difference. Perhaps the best known
research that challenged the perceived limitations of education systems was that of
Rutter and his colleagues (Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Duston & Smith, 1979)
They revealed that there were significant variations in the characteristics of pupils
graduating from a group of schools even after the effects of a range of variables that
could have influenced these differences had been taken into account This 'watershed'
research highlighted the fact that some schools are more successful than others in
offering quality education and they identified a range of factors that could be linked
with effecti~ss.

Defining School Effectiveness

What is an effective school? Mortimore's (1991) somewhat narrow definition of an
effective school emphasises academic attainment as a primary measure of success. He
wrote: "An effective school is one in which pupils progress further than might be
expected" (p. 216). Implicit in this perspective is a notion of 'out ' where an
effective school "adds extra value to its students' outcomes in comparison with other
schools serving similar intakes" (Sammons, Hillman and Mortimore, cited in Myers,
1996, p. 7). It is evident from the literature that generally speaking e fective schools
are schools atmake a difference for the better. Of course, as Myers (1996) is quid
to point out, this raises the question of what ~tt ' and h .t¥- it.
She suggests though that 'better' most commonly refers to a~ss Dalin
(1998) argues that there is no universal norm that could define what is 'better' for a
school. He emphasises that values play an important part in determining what 'better'
means.

It appears then that to describe what an effective school is must, according to the
constraints.of.ccntex and.values, be limited to eneral indicators which may (in spite
of Dalin's contention) have varying degrees of universal applicability. t is is the
case, what contributions has School Effectiveness research made to our understanding
of successful schooling?

School Effectiveness research

There is a general consensus, even within the traditional School Improvement' camp',
that the research knowledge generated within the School Effectiveness movement is
extensive, generally robust, and illuminating (Reynolds, 1995; Myers, 1996; Hopkins,
1996; West & Hopkins, 1996). For example, Reynolds (1995, p. 13) suggests that
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besides having helped to destroy the assumptions related to the impotence of
education, School Effectiveness knowledge has achieved the following

1. We have taken as our defining variables the key factors of school and
pupil outcomes, from which we 'back map' to look at the processes which
appear to be related to p_Qsitjye com

2. We have continuously in our studies shown teachers to__b_e_imllQ!!Ant
determinants of children-s educational and.social attainments and have
therefore hopefully managed to~nhanc and build professiOil"a self
esteem.

3. We have begun the creation of a 'known to be valid' knowledge base
which can act as a foundation for training.

West and Hopkins (1996, p. 3) cite Levine and Lezotte in their assertion that School
Effectiveness research has contributed substantively towards our knowledge of
schools and schooling:

For example, Levine and Lezotte (1990) remind us that the school
effectiveness movement has carried our understanding along with its
development as an area of study. They portray the stages of this development:
identification of effective schools, description of what effective schools look
like, the development of guidelines and approaches to increase the
effectiveness of schools, and the location of effective schools within the larger
organisational context of school system or district (original emphasis).

In the quest, based on the literature, to present a 'generic' picture of what might
constitute a successful school, School Effectiveness research offers a rich base in
terms of the common elements of an effective school. This knowledge is often
presented as a 'list' of what appears to be a 'fix-it' recipe. The literature is cautionary
on this count, especially the more contemporary approaches to school development
which warn that the mere presence of these elements does not assure a school of being
more effective. The dynamic and developmental nature of school change and thus the
interaction of these elements needs to be accounted for (Hopkins, Reynolds & Farrell,
1996; Myers, 1996). In spite of this, there is a remarkable consensus across the
numerous studies of School Effectiveness around the world as to what common
elements constitute an effective school. Below are six examples from the literature
that illustrate this consensus:

1. Reynolds (1991, p. 24-25) grouped the Rutter et al (1979) factors that could be
linked with an effective school under the following broad headings

f. the pupil control system, with effective schools using rewards, prais:,
encouragement and appreciation more than punishments;

• the school environment for pupils, with effective schools providing good
working conditions for pupils and th~iLtea~s, being responsive to pupil
n~.s_and also providing buildings that- were well cared for and ~welf
decorated; . -_-
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2. Austin and Reynolds (1990, p. 168-174) make a distinction between
organisational and process characteristics of effective schooling. A summary of
their international survey highlights the following characteristics:

45

• the involvement of pupils, with effective schools giving ample
opportunities for pupils to take positions of responsibility _ and to
participate in their running of the school and in the educational activities
within the classrooms;

• the academic development of pupils, with effective schools making
positive use of homework, setting clear and explicit academic goals, and
with their teachers in these effective schools having hi h ex ectations of,
and p'ositive vie of, the capabilities of their pupils;

• the behaviour of teachers, with effective schools providing good models
of behaviour through teachers exhibiting good time keeping and a clearly
apparent willingness to deal with pupils' p'ersonal and socia! problems;

• management in the classroom, with effective schools possessing teachers
who prepared lessons in advance, who kept the attention of the whole
class, who managed to maintain discipline in an unobtrusive way, who
focused upon the [ewardins-o£..gooQ-geluwiouL and who were able to take
swift action to deal with any disruption by pupils;

• the management structure, with effective schools combining firm-leade_rshiJ¥by the headteacher with a deci ion makin rocess in which all_
teachers felt that thei views were represented.. _- -

Organisational characteristics
• Site Management - the need for schools to have some c_QntrQ!_over their

own destiny;
• Leadership - the most important provider of leadership tends to be the

principal or headteacher. All studies have recognised the need for strong
leadership from whatever source;

• Staff Stability - schools which usually do well are those where the staff is
particularly stable. High teacher turnover rates tend to lower school
effectiveness as well as affecting staff morale;

• Curriculum and Instructional Articulation and Organisation - the
curriculum needs to be purpose oriented, clearly defined.and coordinated
so that it generates the skills which are expected among and between years
and grade levels;

• Staff Development - in order for schools to strive to do better, there is a
need for the staff to keep up with their professional development;

• Maximised Learning Time - budgeting time wisely in the classroom and
eliminating excess disturbances are very beneficial in promoting effective
schools. Maximising learning time through well organised lesson plans
helps make sure there is always something of real educational value for the
students to do;

• Widespread Recognition of Academic Success - Recognition of pupil
success is very important in fostering pride and self esteem;
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• Parental Involvement and Support - With regard to the involvement of
parents, effective schools tend to emphasize more communication with
their parents, informing them of the progress of their children.

Process characteristics
• Collaborative Planning and Collegial Relationships - Co-operation and

co-ordination are vital ingredients in any successful school;
• Sense of Community - The one most often cited characteristic was school

climate, or the sense of community;
• Clear Goals and Expectations Commonly Shared - Where the staff and

the students have a clear set of goals which they strive to achieve;
• Order and Discipline - Important to maintain an atmosphere conducive to

learning.

3. Reynolds, Sammons, Stoll and Barber (1995, p. 64-66) offer the following list in
response to their question "What fast0rs make some British schools effective?":

• Professional Leadership;
• Shared Vision and Goals;
• A Learning Environment;
• High Quality Teaching and Learning;
• High Expectations;
• Positive Reinforcements;
• Monitoring Pupil Progress;
• Pupil Rights and Responsibilities;
• Purposeful Teaching.

4. Reynolds (1991, p. 28) cites Corcoran and Wilson's North American study of
exceptionally successful secondary schools. He points out that the list of common
elements generated in their effective schools has distinct similarities with findings
from the British secondary schools studies. Their common elements were:

• A positive attitude towards the students by teachers and the principal;

• Strong and competent leadership;

• Highly committed teaching staff;
• High expectations and standards;

• An emphasis upon high achievement in academic subjects;

• Intensive and personal support services for at-risk students;

• Stable leadership and public support in the catchment area of the school
for a period of years sufficient to implement new policies.

5. Myers (1996, p. 8) quotes Sammons et al who recently produced an authoritative
summary of the School Effectiveness research. They identified eleven common
features that appear to be connected with the process and characteristics of more
effective schools:

• Professional leadership;
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• Shared vision and goals;
• A learning environment;
• Concentration on teaching and learning;
• Purposeful teaching;
• High expectations;
• Positive reinforcement;
• Monitoring progress;
• Pupil rights and responsibilities;
• Home-school partnership;
• A learning organization.

6. Finally, with particular reference to developing countries, Lockheed and Levin (in
Levin & Lockheed, 1993, p. 15-16) summarise eight areas of accord as a
foundation for considering generic approaches to developing schools that will be
more successful. They are:

• A central philosophy which provides the school with a guiding spirit to
the design and implementation of results;

• An overall strategy which uses the central philosophy to design the ideal
school and its programme;

• Community involvement where the community contributes to the school
in a myriad of ways ranging from the provision of in-kind contributions to
reinforcing the education of their children, and where the school addresses
community needs in its programmes;

• Empowerment which emphasises the need for the community at large to
take responsibility for making educational decisions by actively
participating in 'choreographing' their own activities rather than following
a 'script' set out by the education authorities;

• Active learning which encourages a learner-centred approach to teaching
and learning where students engage actively in self instruction and
problem-solving;

• Focus where the learning programme concentrates on a clear and
manageable set of objectives rather than a proliferation of goals;

• Teacher expectations where the view is that students are more likely to
succeed if the school embraces high teacher expectations. Embedded in
this is the 'will to act' which essentially is about commitment to
development and improvement on the part of the authorities, principal, and
teachers;

• Sufficient funding and resources which are essential to effectiveness and
can be managed through systematic reallocation of national budgets and
the involvement of the community.

Lockheed, cited in Myers (1996), points out that the characteristics of effective
schools in developing countries are similar to those of developed countries with one
exception; additional resources can make a bigger difference to effectiveness in
developing contexts than in developed ones.
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Limitations of the School Effectiveness approach

It is evident from this 'sample' of research that in essence there are common,
'generic' kinds of elements which constitute school effectiveness and arguably
successful schools. The latter are summarised in the concluding section of this
chapter. Clearly though, these elements are of a general rather than contextually
specific nature. Furthermore, there are other limitations to the generalisability of these
elements.

As was pointed out earlier, the presence of School Effectiveness elements does not,
per se, guarantee an effective school. West and Hopkins (1996) make the point that
although the extensive studies in School Effectiveness indicate that there are high
levels of overlap between the correlates of effective schools, correlates on their own
do not explain the nature of cause and effect. And yet there is an implicit assumption
in School Effectiveness research which suggests that if certain effectiveness elements
are 'inputted' into a school then there is bound to be an effectiveness 'output'. This
linear notion of educational change and concomitant success is obviously limiting
particularly if one holds a systems view of an organisation (the school is always in a
state of flux and has a dynamic relationship with its environment) and a perspective
on change that includes variables such as power, conflict, and politics. The problem
here is with the epistemology that underpins School Effectiveness research. Hopkins
(1996) argues that the 'process-product' paradigm framing the 'backward mapping'
approach common to this research (techniques that attempt to establish correlations
between outcome and process) assumes that if certain process characteristics are put
in place they will yield certain high level outcomes. He goes on to say that:

When this happens not only is causality imputed on the basis of correlation,
but the descriptors of the characteristics of effective schools are just that -
descriptors. They do not tell us how to make schools more effective, because
that was never their intention (my emphasis) .... A school's capacity for
change, the internal of 'facilitating conditions for effectiveness' (to use their
terminology) are not necessarily the same as the effectiveness factors
themselves (p. 5).

It is the "how" gap of School Effectiveness knowledge that the field of School
Improvement fills. However, School Improvement knowledge is not without its
limitations too, as will become evident in the ensuing discussion.

SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Introduction

The body of knowledge in School Improvement appears to have been developing
longer than its counterpart, School Effectiveness. Dalin (1998) points out that School
Improvement studies have been conducted for some fifty years and if the studies of
organisations and management are included as part of the theoretical base for
understanding change in organisations, then arguably there exists about a hundred
years of research in the field. In endeavouring to understand how School
Improvement knowledge has developed over the past five decades, this introduction
attempts to look at the field from a historical perspective.
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American Matthew Miles spent some forty years conducting full-time research on
school improvement. Although his contextual background was North American, he
collaborated on many international school improvement projects such as the
'International School Improvement Project' or ISIP (see Hopkins, 1990; van Vel zen
et al, 1985) and the 'How Schools Improve Study' or HSl (see Dalin el al, 1994). In
April 1992 Miles was a keynote speaker at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association (AERA). In his address he reviewed his personal
history of engagement with the development of School Improvement research and
knowledge which he plotted as a 'School Change Odyssey' highlighting the historical
phases that characterised the field. The following overview draws liberally from his
paper (Miles, 1993).

Group training was the initial phase of development in the school improvement
field. As early as 1948 the humanistic roots of school improvement were established
in the practice of'selfanalysis'. The contention was that process analysis was critical
for school improvement and so principals and teachers were targetted for group skills
training.

The second phase Miles called innovation, diffusion, and adoption which was
marked by technical rationality and choice. The focus here was on developing
innovations "because they were technically better than the (ineffective, outmoded,
entrenched, etc.) present practice, and would lead to better results" (p. 230)
Temporary groups were used for the development and dissemination of innovations.

Miles called the third phase organisational self-renewal where there was a shift from
focusing on the individual to focusing on the organisation. School organisation
development had its roots in this concept which had already evolved in industry and
business. The idea of organisation health was central to organisational self-renewal.
There was an emphasis on data feedback and normative change.

Knowledge transfer was the term given by Miles to the next movement in the history
of school improvement. The strategy here was to transfer knowledge of effective
practice generated by research and development to schools in a systematic way.
Knowledge utilisation, networking, and capacity building were central ideas during
this period.

During the mid-seventies school improvement in the United States focused on the
creation of new schools. This phase was based on the assumption that new structures
and processes were needed to replace outdated ones in schools. There was a strong
emphasis on participatory decision-making and ownership during this period.

Towards the end of the seventies and into the early eighties there was a major shift in
the development of school improvement Miles called this sixth phase support
implementation. It was characterised by a concern with what took place during the
. implementation phase of school improvement with an emphasis on the meaning that
teachers attached to the renewal process. Focus was also directed at how schools
adapted to new practices and the importance of contextual factors in this process.
Increasing teachers' mastery was emphasised too as research suggested that this
increased a teacher's commitment to innovation.
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Miles referred to the next phase which emerged in the mid-eighties as leading and
managing reform. It was during this period that Louis and Miles (1990) conducted
their large scale study on how 178 upper secondary schools engaged in renewing
themselves. School leadership and its role in successful schools became a specific
focus while there was a growing emphasis on 'evolutionary planning' and 'problem
coping'. Another development during this phase was understanding the participants'
relationship to the reform process and how this affected empowerment.

Training of change agents was the eighth distinct phase of school improvement that
Miles referred to. During this period the role of consultants in school improvement
was researched quite rigorously. Miles highlighted the most important consultant
variables for success as the consultant having good interpersonal skills, being
competent in working with groups and training adults, being skilled in process
management, having the ability to develop trust, establishing a relationship based on
co-operation, and being able to facilitate an organisational diagnosis.

The eighties saw a movement towards what Miles called the management of large-
scale reform. It was during this phase that school improvement studies were
concerned with how national reforms were being managed at both a macro and micro
level. One such study was the International School Improvement Project (ISlP)
sponsored by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
between 1982 and 1986. This decentralised project involved approximately 150
people from fourteen countries and was divided into five areas, namely: school-based
review; the role of school leaders; external support; research and evaluation; and
policy development and implementation. Hopkins (1990) points out that besides
producing a number of tangible outcomes, such as international collaboration on
school improvement policy and practice, and the development of school improvement
strategies, ISIP generated much practical and research experience. He highlights three
main conclusions:

First, achieving change is much more a matter of implementation of new
practices at the school level than it is of simply deciding to adopt them.
Second, school improvement is a carefully planned and managed process that
takes place over a period of several years: change is a process, not an event.
Third, it is very difficult to change education - even in a single classroom -
without also changing the organisation; the cooperation of fellow teachers and
the endorsement of the school leader are usually necessary too (p. 182).

Another major project that studied national reforms was the 'How Schools Improve
Study' or HSl (Dalin et al, 1994). This project was managed by IMTEC (International
Movement Towards Educational Change) on behalf of the World Bank, its main
purpose being to describe and analyse the change process at the national and local
level in the three respective national education reform efforts of Ethiopia, Columbia,
and Bangladesh. Of particular relevance to this study is this project's focus on 'What
makes for success' where an attempt was made to delineate what characterises
excellent and very good schools in a developing context. In summary, they were
described as follows:

• In-service training is well implemented, regular, relevant and practical;
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• School works actively on adaptation of the curriculum and production of local
teaching-learning materials;

• The needed resources are available (buildings, classrooms, etc);
• The head is motivated, plays an active, coordinative and supportive role, is an

instructional leader, works closely with teachers, encourages teachers and shares
responsibilities;

• There is a team spirit amongst teachers and students;
• Supervision is regular;
• The school experiences more success, more positive students, teacher cooperation,

professional exchanges and extra resources;
• The school gets more support from community.

What has been learned from the HSl study about effective reform strategies is
particularly relevant to this study too especially with its focus on the relationship
between macro (national) and micro (local) reform initiatives. In summary, Oalin and
his colleagues reported the following:

• Educational reform is a local process;
• Central support is vital;
• Effective system linkages are essential;
• The reform process is a learning process;
• Think systemic and big;
• Focus on classroom practice;
• See teachers as learners;
• Commitment is essential at all levels;
• Both local and central initiatives work;
• Parent and community participation contribute to success.

They go on to say:

These basic findings, seen at a national and local level, echo what has been
found in the earlier Verspoor study as well as in major studies of national
reform efforts in the industrialized countries (Dalin, 1973; Berman and
McLaughlin 1977; Crandall et al., 1982) and in in-depth studies of smaller-
scaled innovations (Huberman and Miles, 1984; Louis and Miles, 1990;
Fullan, 1991; Dalin and Rolff, 1992). Thus we believe they are generic and
quite fundamental (Dalin et al, 1994, p. xviii, my emphasis).

It is clear that much was learnt about local and national reform strategies during this
'management of large-scale reform' phase. Dalin (I998, p. 116, original emphasis)
sums this up quite succinctly:

What did we learn about school improvement through these comprehensive
studies? Miles calls it 'local strategic grounding'. This means that even

(

strong centralized reforms depend completely on keeping in close touch with
the grass roots - which is to say, with all schools and districts slated for
reform. It was also clear that in those cases where reform was not working,
this illustrated a vast difference in perception at the federal and the local
levels. The studies also showed that there is a considerable difference
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between the development of an innovation and the institutionalization of it.
Only when a innovation has become a natural part of every day school life,
when it works in the classroom, when it is supported and pursued, can we say
that a reform-has-been implemented,

The last phase that Miles refers to, and is particular to the American education system,
is the restructuring schools movement. The focus here is on restructuring the entire
school system, including the re-definition of content, methods and roles. A key
variable is 'shared cognitive maps of content and process'. A number of
'restructuring' projects have recently been established in the United States such as the
'Mapping Restructuring Study'.

Defining School Improvement

The literature abounds with definitions of school improvement. Perhaps the most
comprehensive and oft quoted definition is the one based on the empirical work done
by ISIP:

School improvement is a systematic, sustained effort aimed at change in
learning conditions and other related internal conditions in one or more
schools, with the ultimate aim of accomplishing educational goals more
effectively (van Velzen et al, 1985, p. 48).

Dalin (1998) points out that this well known definition reflects a rational and
somewhat apolitical view of organisations and of educational change. He holds the
view that:

It is simply not possible to agree on a definition of school improvement
without sharing a common view of organizations - which in turn is based on
one's views of humanity, society, and learning. In the deepest sense of the
term, school improvement is a question of values. And so we have to live
with the fact that what for some people is truly meaningful, is of little
importance for others (p.97).

As was raised in the introduction to this chapter, defining 'success' is bound very
much by contextual, epistemological, and phenomenological variables. Clearly this is
equally applicable to school improvement, especially as one's perspective on
organisations and educational change are likely to underpin how one sees
improvement and success. The literature does not, in general, make clear reference to
perspectives and underlying assumptions on organisations and educational change.
The most comprehensive review of the latter appears in Dalin's (1998) recent
publication on the theories and strategies of school development. Space does not
permit for a detailed account of the latter. Suffice to say, Dalin presents an overview
of theories of organisations which he categorises into five perspectives, namely:

1. The Structural Perspective, which sees organisations as 'rational systems' and is
concerned with achieving set goals by focusing on the most effective structure and
procedures;
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2. The Humanistic Perspective, which places the individual's contribution in
organisations and the interaction between people within the organisation as central
to the life of an organisation;

3. The Political Perspective, which considers organisations as 'battle fields'
characterised by conflicts of interest, fights for resources, and dissimilar values;

4. The Symbolic Perspective, which in contrast to the structural perspective,
emphasises the meaning and significance behind what happens rather than what
actually takes place. It is the 'symbolic value' of what takes place that an
organisation's members ascribe to that is key to this perspective;

5. The Integrated Perspective, which as the term implies, bridges the gap between
the above perspectives. An example of this perspective is Senge, Roberts, Ross,
Smith & Kleiner's (1994) theory of 'the learning organisation'

Dalin (1998) also summarises Chin and Benne's three 'strategies' for change:

1. Rational-empirical strategies, which rest on the assumption that a human being
is a rational being that can be persuaded by 'objective knowledge';

2. Normative-re-educative strategies, which focuses on how the user perceives
his/her problem and whether or not changes have taken place in attitudes, norms,
relations, and skills;

3. Power-coercive strategies, where it is assumed that changes take place primarily
by means of coercion or power.

The above perspectives and strategies are useful analytical 'tools' for understanding
and critiquing approaches to school development and reform. As such, they offered a
helpful means for examining the different perspectives on a successful school.

The aforementioned ISIP definition of school improvement captures the broad
parameters of the paradigm. Myers (1996, p. 15) takes a more operational view of
school improvement when she summarises its key features as follows:

School improvement then is:

• a recognition that schools can and should get better;
• that pupil outcomes are paramount but this does not just mean examination

results;
• that there are a variety of ways achieving these outcomes;
• that the experiences of other schools cannot be considered as blueprints

but can be of use and relevance to those attempting improvement;
• that appropriate resources are essential;
• and that together we can make a difference to the lives of our pupils.

Perhaps one of the most contemporary and empirically based definitions of school
improvement is that of Hopkins, West and Ainscow (1996) whose work with schools
involved in the Improving the Quality of Education for All (IQEA) project in the UK
has provided them with a dynamic view of development. They state:

We regard school improvement as a distinct approach to educational change
that enhances student outcomes as well as strengthening the school's capacity
for managing improvement initiatives. In this sense school improvement is
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about raising student achievement through focusing on the teaching - learning
process and those conditions which support it (p. I).

Of particular significance in their approach is the emphasis on managing change.
They argue that the literatures on School Effectiveness, School Improvement and
School Change do not adequately integrate internal school change and external
change and that the dialectical nature between the "movingness" of the school itself
and the external environment is underplayed.

• Changes in the structure and organisation of the school; for example,
timetabling or the formation of new working groups;

• New or additional teaching materials; for example, worksheets or books;
• Teachers acquiring new knowledge; for example, in working with information

technology (IT);
• Teachers adopting new behaviours in terms of teaching style; for example, the

non-didactic or consultancy approach often associated with resource-based
learning;

• Changes in beliefs or values on the part of some teachers.

Educational change

The literature on educational change that Hopkins et al refer to above, while included
under rubric of school improvement in this study, has its own particular identity. Its
contribution to the field is characterised by an emphasis on implementation
strategies, the neglect of which was considered to be a primary reason for the failure
of many large-scale reform programmes (Myers, 1996). Hopkins, Ainscow and West
(1994, pp. 24-25) suggest that one or more of the following features will be included
in the implementation of a significant curriculum or organisational change:

Perhaps the best known protagonist in the area of educational change is Fullan whose
contribution has been prolific in the phenomenology of change and the management
of change. He argues (1985, p. 396) that "it is necessary to understand the
psychological dynamics and interactions occurring between individuals in schools as
they experience change before we can decide which strategies are most effective". In
defining a successful school, Fullan lists eight organisation variables that are typical
of the characteristics of effective schools described in the literature and then presents
four process variables that have been largely overlooked or inadequately understood.
They are:

Organization variables of effective schools

1. Instructionally focused leadership at the school level;
2. District support;
3. Emphasis on curriculum and instruction (eg. maximizing academic

learning);
4. Clear goals and high expectations for students;
5. A system for monitoring performance and achievement;
6. Parental involvement and support;
7. Orderly and secure climate.
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Process variables

1. A feel for the improvement process on the part of leadership;
2. A guiding value system;
3. Intense interaction and communication, and;
4. Collaborative planning and implementation (pp. 399-340).

In attempting to understand educational change Full an (1991) proposed four phases to
the change process, namely: (1) The Initiation Phase; (2) The Implementation Phase;
(3) The Continuation Phase; and (4) The Outcome Phase. He suggests that there are
ten 'do' and 'don't' assumptions basic to a successful approach to educational change,
namely:

1. Do not assume that your version of what the change should be is the one that
should or could be implemented.

2. Assume that any significant innovation, if it is to result in change, requires
individual implementers to work out their own meaning.

3. Assume that conflict and disagreement are not only inevitable but fundamental
to successful change.

4. Assume that people need pressure to change (even in directions that they
desire), but it will be effective only under conditions that allow them to react, to
form their own position, to interact with other implementers, to obtain technical
assistance, etc.

5. Assume that effective change takes time.
6. Do not assume that the reason for the lack of implementation is outright

rejection of the values embodied in the change, or hard-core resistance to all
change.

7. Do not expect all or even most people or groups to change.
8. Assume that you will need a plan (original emphasis) that is based on the above

assumptions and that addresses the factors known to affect implementation.
9. Assume that no amount of knowledge will ever make it totally clear what action

should be taken.
10. Assume that the changing culture of institutions is the real agenda, not

implementing single innovations (pp. 105-107).

The relevance of these ten 'do' and 'don't' assumptions to the question of 'what
constitutes a successful school' is two-fold: firstly, the extent to which they are
reflected in other literature sources on successful schools; and secondly, the extent to
which they are or are not present in the school in this study. For example, there is a
distinct emphasis in recent School Improvement literature on the importance of
changing the culture of the school (see Schofield, 1994; French & Bell, 1995;
Davidoff & Lazarus, 1997; Christie & Potterton, 1997; Dalin, 1998).

Hopkins, Ainscow and West (1994) delineated seven key assumptions upon which
school improvement as an approach to educational change rests:

1. The school is the centre of change (Dalin and Rust (1983) also base their
organisation development approach to school improvement on this central
assumption);
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2. School improvement entails a systematic approach to change (ie. a carefully
planned and managed process that takes place over a period of years);

3. The school's 'internal conditions' are a key focus for change (teaching-learning
activities, procedures, role allocation, resource use);

4. Accomplishing the school's educational goals more effectively is key to the
change process;

5. A multi-level perspective of change must be strategically implemented
(collaboration with a wide range of stakeholders is necessary);

6. Integrative implementation strategies are central to change (for example, a linkage
between top-down and bottom-up strategies);

(j) Change is only successful when it has become institutionalised (ie it has become
part of the natural behaviour of teachers in the school).

Research on educq!_ional change (original emphasis) has been dominated in
recent years by the so-calle im lementatioE paradigm'. As the dynamics of
curriculum implementation and _~y refoI.!)1 have been assiduously
described, a series of explanatory frameworks have been developed that
purport to explicate the process. Careful reading of this literature, however,
suggests that despite the emphasis on 'meaning' and 'post-modernism' in the
discussions on change, the prescriptions still have an historical feeling to
them. Much of the implementation advice is still based on a notion of 'single
innovations' and a relatively uniform set of structural/cultural arrangements at
the school level. The rhetoric is contemporary, the solutions dated, and not
appropriate to situations where there is constant movement in both the
'external-to-school' worlds and the' internal' worlds of schools.

An extension of educational change is the management of organisational learning
(Louis, 1994) and 'The Learning Organisation' (Senge et aI, 1994; Davidoff &
Lazarus, 1997). The essence of this perspective on school improvement is that for a
school to develop itself successfully it must not only develop its capacity to
understand itself as an organisation and manage internal and external change but also
be able to reflect critically .on- its-insights an9 use them for ongoing development.
Learning organisations, according to Senge et al (1994), will manifest to varying
degrees five key disciplines: (1) systems thinking; (2) personal mastery; (3) mental
models; (4) building a shared vision; and (5) team learning.

Educational change as a particular dimension of school improvement has not been
without its critics. Hopkins, Reynolds & Farrell (1996, p. 7-8) have this to say:

School organisation development

Contemporary approaches to school improvement incorporate the notion of
developing the school as an organisation. Earlier definitions and approaches to school
improvement tended to either ignore or underplay this strategy. Dalin (1998, p. 32)
says that:

One of the most important limitations in school improvement has been our
lack of understanding of the schools as an organization. We have taken it far
too much for granted that the schools have functioned in the way that their
formal structure would suggest. We have taken a number of factors about
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schools as an organization for granted, and in doing so have based our school
improvement work on false premises.

As was pointed out earlier, school organisation development (OD) had its roots in
what Miles (1993) called the organisational self-renewal phase of school
improvement during the early sixties. This period of school improvement was
strongly influenced by the organisation development work being conducted in
industry in the United States in the late fifties. School OD as a school improvement
strategy shifted the focus of school renewal onto developing the organisational health
of the school by emphasising data feedback and normative change.

One of the aims of this study was to examine the role of TIP's school OD intervention
in Modderdam High School's successes. With this in mind what does the literature
say about school OD and successful schools? What is school OD and in what way
does this school improvement strategy contribute towards the development of
successful schools?

Organizational development in schools is an interrelated, systematically
planned, supportive effort for achieving self-analysis and renewal. The various
schemes direct their attention in particular to changes in formal and informal
procedures, processes, norms and structures by the application of behavior-
developing concepts and methods. The goal of organizational development is
two-fold: meeting the needs of the individual ('quality of life') and (original
emphasis) improving the wayan organization functions and the subsequent
results.

There are many definitions of school OD. Combining French and Bell's (1995) and
Dalin's (1998) overviews of school OD yields fifteen definitions which reflect the
various nuances of its thirty plus years of history. Space does not permit for a
repetition of these definitions. Suffice to say, the early definitions of OD strongly
reflected a process-orientation emphasising almost exclusively the development of I
human resources. Later definitions sought to balance human and structural factors in ..v-
the development process while certain definitions stressed the importance of giving
organisations a' self-renewing ability'. After reviewing a range of OD projects and
OD research and literature in the late eighties, Miles, Fullan and Taylor (cited in
Dalin, 1998, p. 185) produced this integrated definition:

More contemporary definitions appear to have a wider application and emphasise
managing the school's culture and improving student performance. For example,
French and Bell (1995, p. 28) offer this definition:

Organization development is a long-term effort, led and supported by top
management, to improve an organization's visioning, empowerment, learning,
and problem-solving processes, through an ongoing, collaborative
management of organization culture - with special emphasis on the culture of
intact work teams and other team configurations - utilizing the consultant-
facilitator role and the theory and technology of applied behavioral science,
including action research.

Schmuck (1995, p. 207) defines school OD as follows:
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OD is a planned and sustained effort at system self-study and improvement
that focuses on change in system norms, structures, and procedures. OD
engages the system members in the active assessment, diagnosis, and
transformation of their own educational organization. The goals of educational
OD are to improve interpersonal processes in schools and to improve student
performance.

IMTEC's Institutional Development Programme (IDP) (Dalin, 1998, p. 204) has this
to say about its OD goals:

The goal of IDP is to help each school to carry out a process of self-evaluation
and self-renewal. We regard the individual school - not the school system (nor
the individual, for that matter) - as the unit of change. This does not mean, of
course, that we disregard the significance of the system, or that of the
individual's attitudes, behavior and capacity. Our experience tells us that
school changes must be an integral part of the 'school culture' that each school
and the local community represent. The changes must be rooted in a need on
the part of pupils, teachers, the school leadership, and the local community,
and the solutions must be those of the ones who will be carrying out the
innovations.

Based on the South African educational context, Davidoff and Lazarus (1997, pp. 35-
36) define school OD as follows:

Organisation development can be described as a 'normative re-educative'
strategy for managing change, which is aimed at facilitating de I ment of
'peo~ and the nrganisation.as a whole for the purposes of optimising human
fult.iJment-and increasing organisational capacity.

This means that the school needs to be a learning organisation - an
organisation which is constantly and systematically reflecting on its own
practice, and making appropriate adjustments and changes as a result of new
insights gained through that reflection. In this way we are talking about
professional teacher development (with the emphasis on 'people' change) and
organisation development (organisational change) in order to equip the school
as a whole to become mo effective in its. u ose and goals. We cannot
develop an organisation (school) without developing the people who work in,
th~§.c.hool; thus PJ'ofession.&_(human resource) development i~ seen to be a
necessary aspect of organisation development (original emphasis).

So, what are the key theoretical assumptions, goals, and strategies of school OD?
Based on the deliberations of French and Bell (1995), Schmuck (1995), Davidoff and
Lazarus (1997), and Dalin (1998), the table on the next page summarises them.
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Table Three. Key theoretical assumptions, goals, and strategies of school organisation
development

Theoretical assumptions Goals Strategies
• The school is the unit of • To develop human • Uses an inclusive and

change resources collaborative approach for
• The school is the driving • To develop structures task accomplishment,

force of change • To ernp_Q_Werpeople to > including participation in
• Change is a complex .£han~ and manage ~ problem-solving and

process. There is no .culturé.and.prccesses of decision making by all
blueprint for change the school levels of the organisation-_

• Organisations are • To facilitate • Focuses on conflict which
complex social systems organisational self- creates possibilities for

• Change is a renewal change
developmental process • To seek the betterment of • Emphasises continuous

• Organisation both individuals and the learning through self-
improvement is an organisation analytical methods
ongoing process in the • To create an enabling • Takes on an action
context of a constantly environment which research or experiential
changing environment supports the social, learning approach

emotional, spiritual and • Utilises the three
In summary, school 00 is cognitive development of fundamental strategies of
based on human-systems all learners process consultation,
theory which embraces • To minimise barriers to content consultation, and
democratic values effective learning consultative assistance

with a dual focus on
person-centred and
structural change

• Emphasises rational
planning, including goal-
selling and planning
accordingly

• Sees organisation
development practitioners
are facilitators,
collaborators, and co-
learners

It is evident from the above that school OD as a school improvement strategy is
primarily concerned with the question of 'how do we get there'? Louis and Miles
(1990) in their qualitative study of five urban high schools suggest that if a school
wishes to make significant progress it should use process-based OD techniques such
as school-based evaluations, training personnel in conflict resoluti n skills and team-- ---_.-. ------ -- --
building, It is evident too that OD's humanistic value system emphasises personal
evelopment. Gray (1993), in an article entitled 'OD Revisited', argues that OD's

person-centred approach to making organisations more effective is as relevant today
as it ever was. Staff development is considered to be a major theme of school OD
too. Numerous journal articles espouse the importance of developing teachers'
capacity in process skills, problem-solving, team-building and the like (see Shroyer,
1990; Nebgen, 1990; Killion & Harrison, 1990). Over the past twenty years or so
school OD has also become part of the school/educational psychologist's domain
(Burden, 1978; Maher & Illback, 1983; Stoker, 1992; De Jong, 1996, Druker & De
Jong, 1996). The basic contention is that "one very powerful way and effective way of
achieving change is through the institution or organisation of which the child is part"
(Stoker, 1992, p. 15). Schmuck (1995, p. 212) in fact argues that recent trends in
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school OD indicate that: "applications of OD in education have been moving away
from the classical designs of the 1960s and 1970s toward inclusion in more eclectic
and flexible interventions, in which aspects of OD are being integrated into other
school improvement strategies. It is becoming common place for scholars to argue for
integrating OD strategies into larger school-improvement designs"

The literature on school OD appears to be somewhat 'thin' in explicating its theory of
precisely what it claims to do in developing a school towards success. Although
school OD alludes to improving student outcomes, the link between the latter and
developing the organisation is not made clear in the literature. Greiner (1980, P xi)
observes that "critics have long said that OD is a movement in search of a good
theory" I Dalin (1998) points out that the very process-orientated nature of OD makes
it difficult to present an absolute picture of what this school improvement strategy
does.

What is it then that school OD can claim in terms of contributing towards the
development of a successful school? It would appear that the success of OD as a
school improvement strategy should be evaluated according to consensus and goal
related criteria:

The success of an organization development intervention as an improvement
strategy is measured by the effectiveness with which the recipients - whether
they be ed..u.c.atQ[S.,-S.t.u.d.euts,_orconcerned citizens - _ tog _ iet in~ac':!ing
theie respect,Ï,\lC-ObjeG-ti..ves.The success of an OD endeavor is determined by
how effective the recipients are in defining their problems and goals (which
may, for example, have to do with the content of a program of remedial
writing); how resourceful they are in devising ways to reach their goals (which
may include conferring with a content consultant in reading methods); and
how stable, adaptive and effective the group's products are over time (as
indicated, for example, by measuring the long-term effectiveness of a writing
program) (Schmuck & Runkel, 1994, pp. 13-15).

The above reflects one of the broader and most common criticisms of OD as being
consensus-oriented, apolitical and relativist. Having its roots in industry, earlier OD
approaches tended "to promote the objectives of organisations at the expense of those
of the individual" (Friedlander & Brown, cited in Dalin, 1998, p. 187). Implicit in this
is the danger of OD identifying itself with management who have, by virtue of their
positions, power invested in them. It is apparent that the humanistic and normative
base of most OD models has generally led this school improvement strategy to be
uncritical of power and political issues associated with the hierarchical nature of most
school organisations. The role and associated power of the 'change agent', whether
internal and/or external, has also received minimal critical attention. For example,
Berg (cited in Dalin, 1998) asks where the boundary sits between the change agent as
a 'process supporter' and a 'systematic influencer'.

In spite of these criticisms though, there is evidence to suggest that school OD does
not exclusively limit itself to a humanistic and rational perspective of human
behaviour and organisations. For example, Dalin (1998) argues that an OD process
can be political when it affects the interests of people and groups. Bartunek and Keys
(1982) examined the effects of a three year OD intervention on power equalisation in

,------- -_ -_ -_ _ ---------------------------------------"'
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seven experimental and seven control schools. The study illustrated that through the
OD intervention in the experimental schools the power of the principals and teachers
became more equalised in the experimental schools than the control schools. They
concluded that OD can facilitate the reduction of power differences in schools. De
Jong (1996) highlights 'power' as being a substantive issue in school OD, particularly
in the South African educational context which historically has been fraught with
authoritarianism and social injustices. Davidoff and Lazarus (1997, p. xviii) in their
approach to school OD in the South African context take on a critical perspective:

Our approach, therefore, is a critical (original emphasis) one, by which we
mean that we do not accept everything at face value. Rather, we try to look
beneath the apparent phenomena, to understand the way in which self-
understandings have been shaped by a range of social, political and other
phenomena outside of the school and the individuals in the school. In
organisation development processes in schools, we therefore attempt to deepen
the self-understanding of schools by making the invisible more visible and
understandable.

There is little in the literature too about empirical research carried out on evaluating
the effects ofOD in schools. In their review ofOD projects and the literature, Fullan,
Miles and Taylor (in Dalin, 1998) found that OD impacted positively on teaching
practices, the attitudes of the pupils and community at large, and institutionalised
practice. They linked these positive outcomes to a range of factors such as:

• Larger and more comprehensive projects;
• Strong professional and technical support throughout the entire project period (the

use of external and internal consultants, materials, etc.);
• Continual task-orientation with clarity about what one wishes to achieve, and a

pursuit of the goal;
• Technical and professional support;
• Task orientation, particularly pedagogical ones;
• The more 'classical OD' projects that involve both interpersonal relationships,

norms and values, structural questions and management, have the greatest chance
of continuing (individual training, seen in isolation, was negatively related);

• External support being reduced to give ownership a better chance of developing.

Dalin (1998, p. 198) concludes that:

If we look at those OD programmes that appear to have the greatest impact,
produce the most positive attitudes and guarantee institutionalization, the
following picture emerges:

• Classical OD, i.e. OD which focuses on the entire school, uses data
feedback (or, at the very least, self-analytical methods), which is structured
with external and internal resources, and which lasts at least three years
clearly yields the most positive results.

• Personal development, i.e. in-service training, management training
(isolated), and the training of other individuals without it happening
together (original emphasis) with colleagues, was least likely to succeed.
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School Improvement research

Proposition One
Schools will not improve unless teachers, individually and collectively,
develop. Whilst teachers can often develop their practice on an individual
basis, if the whole school is to develop then there need to be many staff
development opportunities for teachers to learn together.
Proposition Two
Successful schools seem to have ways of working that encourage feelings of
involvement from a number of stake-holder groups, especially students.
Proposition Three
Schools that are successful at development establish a clear vision for
themselves and regard leadership as a function to which many staff contribute,
rather than a set of responsibilities vested in a single individual.
Proposition Four
The co-ordination of activities is an important way of keeping people
involved, particularly when changes of policy are being introduced.
Communication within the school is an important aspect of co-ordination, as
are the informal interactions that arise between teachers.
Proposition Five
We have observed that those schools which recognise that enquiry and
reflection are important processes in school improvement find it easier to gain
clarity and establish shared meanings around identified development priorities,

One of the most regularly cited piece of research on school improvement is that of
Louis and Miles' (1990) multiple case study on the improvement efforts of five large
American urban high schools. They endeavour to answer the question 'How do we get
there?'. Their five major findings are especially relevant to this study as they highlight
important strategies that can be considered central to the development of a successful
school. They were:

1. A good working relationship between the school and the education
authorities where the latter provided support and the former enjoyed the
autonomy of deciding upon its direction and strategies;

2. An evolutionary approach to planning where regular small and incremental
'wins' contributed towards sustaining energy for reform processes;

3. Developing shared images of what the school should works towards (vision-
building which incorporated a strong emphasis on encouraging collective
ownership of the school's direction);

4. Strategically linking resource implications to the school's vision and its
development priorities;

5. 'Problem-coping'. which referred to the school's capacity to deal actively and
promptly with the myriad of problems it faced.

Of particular relevance to this study are the propositions that Hopkins, West and
Ainscow (1996) present on creating the conditions for school improvement based on
the IQEA project. Implicit in these propositions are the conditions, elements, and
strategies that constitute the development of a successful school. They are worth
reporting in detail here:
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1. A sense of responsibility characterised by a willingness and ability to take
initiatives, a preparedness to act by moving from passivity and victimhood to
active agency;

2. Leadership, where most of the principals were ttOpg rnanagerg and leade _with
management styles that featured some sense of accountabilit to staff. some
degree of s sultation.aad.participation, the inclusion of a mana ement
team, an emphasis on motivating staff and learners, and an emphasis on dialogue
and communication with staff Other features of leadership identified were
adaptability, flexibility of approach, preparedness to consult with staff,
commitment, a concern for the wellbeing of the school, sense of purpose, and
courage;

3. Centrality of teaching and learning characterised by a major focus on teaching
and learning, an educational vision, a well organised teaching and learning
programme, timetables being in place, teachers and learners working inside the
classrooms, purposeful movement between classes, and minimal lateness and
absenteeism;

4. Safety and organisation, where a demarcated safe and orderly space for teachers
and students was provided, many schools were fenced, there was a regular routine
authority, accountability and respect were in place, and assemblies and uniforms
were in evidence;

5. Authority and discipline which was linked to the educational vision of the
school and featured personal interaction;

6. A culture of concern characterised by personalised relationships, the wellbeing
of learners outside of school as well as inside, involvement of parents in
discipline, and a focus on engaged teaching and learning.

and are better placed to monitor the extent to which policies actually deliver
the intended outcomes for pupils.
Proposition Six
Our experience alongside that of colleagues in IQEA schools suggests that
through the process of planning for development the school is able to link its
educational aspirations to identifiable priorities, sequence those priorities over
time, and maintain a focus on classroom practice.

(Hopkins, West & Ainscow, 1996, p. 35)

In a recent research project to investigate strategic interventions for quality
improvement in South African schools Christie and Potterton (1997) examined 32
successful primary and secondary schools from a range of adverse rural and urban
contexts. Their research suggested that the resilience characteristic of all these schools
originated from many different, interrelated sources. In summary, the common
features of these schools were:

Their research indicated that governance and community relationships, parental
involvement, and relationships with education departments played a minimal role in
contributing towards the success of these schools.

The limitations of School Improvement

It is evident that the main emphasis of school improvement knowledge is on
strategies. Much like School Effectiveness the literature on School Improvement
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School improvement (their emphasis) research conversely has been committed
to the study of change and the generation of movement. Rarely however has it
used research designs that have embraced reliable frameworks of outcomes,
and the relationship between dependent and independent variables has been
similarly unarticulated. When the relationship between school strategies and
outcomes has been explored, it has often been the study of the impact of just
one strategy, and the effects of this on processes and outcomes has not been
clearly teased out. So, although the dynamics of change are acknowledged,
the relationship between input, output and the structural/cultural arrangements
within the school remains tantalisingly elusive.

tends to list the most important strategies for school improvement. Offering a set of
guidelines for school improvement is a common feature in the literature (see for
example Weindling, 1989) It is evident too that a review of key readings on School
Improvement reveals that there are 'generic' school improvement characteristics
which arguably have a certain universality about them. Common themes emerge
regularly in the literature such as staff development and the role of the principal in
school improvement (see for example Stephens, 1990; Fullan, 1992a; Stoll,
Harrington & Myers, 1995). A further observation in reviewing the literature on
School Improvement is that much of the learnings gleaned from the field appear to be
based predominantly on a 'grounded theory' approach of practitioners This is perhaps
as a result of this paradigm's focus upon 'process' knowledge. Unlike school
effectiveness, school improvement efforts have tended to neglect understanding the
link between improvement initiatives and their impact on student learning and
outcomes. This is neatly summed up by Hopkins, Reynolds and Farrell (1996, p. 7):

Based on West and Hopkins' (1996) critique of School Improvement, and previously
mentioned criticisms of educational change and organisation development, the main
limitations of school improvement can be summarised as follows:

1. School improvement initiatives tend to be too limited to staff development;
2. Not enough emphasis on strategies of change;
3. An under-emphasis on the link between improvement strategies and student

outcomes, with little monitoring of the latter;
4. A rational-technical approach with not enough cognisance of political and power

Issues;
5. A inclination to base strategies predominantly on teacher perspectives and values

without taking other stakeholders' values (eg. students, parents) into account;
6. A tendency to take a 'recipe' approach without paying enough attention to

contextual features of a particular school;
7. Rare empirical evaluations on the impact of improvement initiatives on outcomes.

In concluding this section, Teddlie and Reynold's (in press, p. 22) concise description
of school improvement as a paradigm seems appropriate to cite here:

The school improvement paradigm (focuses) upon qualitative methodology,
upon school processes with rare empirical evaluation of the effects of any
changes on outcomes. School improvement has been concerned exclusively
with change in schools, is more concerned with the journey of school
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improvement than the destination, has focused on practitioner knowledge as a
source of ideas and has a dynamic orientation.

SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS: TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS OF THE
LITERATURE

The main purpose of this chapter is to identify a 'generic' response to the question of
what a successful school might look like and how a school can become successful in
order to offer a 'backdrop' against which to reflect and discuss 'success' in relation to
Modderdam's story of success. In so doing, this analytical process is mindful of the
complexity of defining success, a value-laden concept which is bound by contextual,
phenomenological, and epistemological variables. In spite of this, it is evident from
the literature review that there is considerable common overlap between the features
of a successful school ("What does a successful school look like?" - the primary
concern of the School Effectiveness paradigm), and between the strategies employed
by a successful school ("How does a school develop itself towards becoming
successful?" - the primary concern of the School Improvement paradigm). There is
some evidence too that although these different paradigms ask different questions,
they produce responses which seem to transcend some of their differences by
reflecting common threads that pertain to both. Even though there are attempts at
reconceptualising the broad field of school reform, most notably by Slavin, Madden,
Dolan, Wasik, Ross and Smith (1994), Louis (1994), Reynolds (1995), Hopkins,
Reynolds and Farrell (1996), West and Hopkins (1996), Hopkins, West and Ainscow
(1996), Reynolds and Stringfield (1996), there appears to be little in the way of
synthesising what already exists in this mammoth body of knowledge, Where there
are examples of synthesis in the literature they tend to be presented in the form of
separate lists of organisational elements and process variables (for example Austin
and Reynolds, 1990; and Fullan, 1985). Calhoun and Joyce (unpublished article)
attempt to look at the characteristics of successful schools from an externally driven
Research and Development approach and a site-based school improvement approach.
Their synthesis is however limited to the School Improvement paradigm.

The synthesis that follows acknowledges the different epistemologies of the School
Effectiveness and School Improvement paradigms. However, we need to recognise
that change processes and change outcomes are inextricably bound to one another.
They affect and are affected by each other. This recursive feature of social and
educational change suggests that separating the phenomenon of change into two
distinct categories is oversimplifying its complexity. Chapter eight discusses this
contention in more detail, particularly in relation to the recursive nature of many of
Modderdam High School's successes. It is apparent from the literature though that a
successful school is likely to include both 'process' and 'product/outcomes' kinds of
characteristics which appear to transcend the boundary drawn between the two
tradition's of School Improvement and School Effectiveness. For example, one of the
characteristics of a successful school identified from both bodies of knowledge (see
Louis & Miles, 1990; Austin & Reynolds, 1990; Reynolds et al, 1995; Hopkins et al,
1996) is developing a shared educational vision. This characteristic can be labelled
as an outcome-based variable especially if it features some kind of statement of intent
such as a school mission statement. The notion of development in this characteristic
highlights its process-orientation particularly in relation to its emphasis on
collaboration and collective ownership. Of course the question of how a collaborative
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and collective ownership process is developed can be argued to belong more in the
School Improvement arena as this entails examining change strategies. School OD
with its human-systems approach to development can be considered as a broad school
improvement strategy which aims, amongst other things, at developing a shared
educational vision. However, the relationship between a broad school development
strategy such as school OD and what and how things happen in a school is not made
very explicit in the literature.

What follows then is an attempt at synthesising the most common characteristics
gleaned from the literature on School Effectiveness and School Improvement. An
attempt is made too to account for the nuances and differences between developed
and developing contexts. Twelve' generic' characteristics have been identified. Where
appropriate, a distinction has been made between the 'outcomes/product' and
'process' dimensions of these key characteristics. Broad strategies are included in the
synthesis too. They reflect key methods of school change that were summarised
mainly from the literature on School Improvement including educational change and
school OD. It was not possible from the literature to ascertain what the relationship is
between these broad school change strategies and the key 'generic' characteristics of a
successful school. It is apparent though that there are some instances where a broad
school change strategy is part of a key 'generic' characteristic such as collaboration
with a wide range of stakeholders and encouraging self-analytical methods as a core
element of a learning school. This suggests that through institutionalisation a change
intervention can itself become a key characteristic of a successful school. The
following data display summarises the above.

Data Display One: Key 'generic' characteristics of a successful school based
on a literature review

'Generic' Outcomes/product Process dimensions
characteristic dimensions

Shared educational vision • A mission statement • Vision-building through
or central philosophy • Set of educational goals collaboration and inclusion

of all stakeholders
Strong and competent • The principal is adaptable • Staff are involved in
leadership and approachable leadership and

• Principal has a clear management
personal educational • Consultation and
philosophy participatory decision-

• Focus on well-being of making
school • Understanding of

• Principal shows an managing change within
accountability to staff, organisational complexities
students, school community of school

A collegial and supportive • A commitment to teaching • Collaborative and
culture and learning evolutionary approach to

• Proactive staff who take planning
responsibility for their own
destiny

• Collegial atmosphere

• Sense of community,
ident!tY, andpride

A stable staff • Low teacher turnover
Ongoing and regular staff • Institutionalised staff • Individually and
development collective!Y_focused
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development programme • Emphasis on personal as
well as professional
development

Order and discipline • Linked with school's • Policy collaboratively
educational vision developed

• Emphasises well-being of • Involves parents
all • Features personal

• Understood by teachers and interaction between
students alike principal and students

• Includes praise and
encourage

Strong focus on teacbing • There is a well organised • A learner-centred approach
and learning teaching and learning (active learning) is

programme (timetable in encouraged (not
place in developing uniformally present in all
contexts) the successful S.A. schools

• There is an emphasis on in Christie & Potterton 's
classroom practice study)

• Learning time is maximised • Success (academic,
• Lessons plans are well sporting, cultural etc.) is

organised recognised and celebrated
• Teaching and learning (important in fostering

materials are produced pride and self-esteem)

• Teachers have high • Student progress is
expectations and positive systematically monitored
views of the capabilities of • The curriculum is
their students integrated and adapted

according to local needs
Have many teacbers wbo • Commitment to teaching
are good role-models and learning

• Exhibit good time
management

• Display a culture of concern
for students

Be a safe and secure • From a physical perspective
environment (especially in (fence/wall around the
developing contexts) school; building well tended

to, minimal threat to
personal safety of teachers
and students)

• Social perspective (minimal
threat of social problems)

Reflect a community • Structures such as school • School addresses
involvement (bome-scbool governing body which community needs in its
partnership) ensures community educational programmes

involvement • Community contributes to
the school financially (or in
kind in developing
contexts) and is involved in
the life of the school
(parents take an interest in
the education of their
children)

Has sufficient funding and • A good working
basic resources (in relationship with education
developing contexts tbis bas authorities autonomy
greater impact on success (Christie et al (1997)
tban in developed contexts) reported that this was not a

key factor in the South
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African context)
• Ongoing teclmical and

professional support
Be a learning organisation • Some evidence of individual • Enquiry and reflection

and organisational self- (action research approach)
understanding and self- • Establishing shared
analysis meanings of issues,

• A problem-solving capacity challenges, and
(problem-coping) developmental priorities

• An ability to utilise the
learnings from self-
understanding and reflection
for ongoing development
and management of change
(most successful schools
had engaged in some form
of external support or school
improvement programme)

BROAD INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
• Collaboration with a wide range of stakeholders
• Development of good relationships
• Team-building
• Continuous learning through self-analytical methods
• Rational planning, including goal-setting and planning accordingly
• Integrative implementation strategies (top-down and bottom-up strategies need to be linked)
• District support
• Strengthen school's capacity to manage change and improvement initiatives
• Well implemented, regular, relevant and practical in-service training
• Community involvement
• Institutionalise change
• Ongoing evaluation of development process

From the perspective of the literature on School Effectiveness and School
Improvement it is likely that the following twelve key 'generic' characteristics will
constitute a successful school:

1. A shared educational vision or central philosophy which provides the school
with a guiding spirit, a sense of direction, a set of educational goals which have
been collaboratively developed by all or most of the school's stakeholders. A
Mission Statement might reflect the school's vision;

2. Strong and competent leadership which is generally characteristic of the
principal but often will include the management team and other teachers (ie.
leadership and management is regarded as a function to which many staff can
contribute). Such a characteristic will include to varying degrees most of the
following features on the part of the principal:

• An adaptable and flexible approach
• An openness to consultation and some level of participatory decision-making

(this includes, where appropriate, the students too)
• An emphasis on communication with the staff, learners, and school

community at large
• A focus on the well-being of the school
• A clear personal educational philosophy and sense of educational purpose

------------------------------------------------------------ ------
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• Courage to take decisions and see them through
• An accountability to the staff, students and school community
• Some understanding of managing change within the organisational

complexities of the school as a social unit. This includes seeing the school as
an organisation and focusing on the management and development of human
resources as well as organisational structures and the culture of the school;

3. A collegial and supportive culture which is generally characterised by a
commitment to teaching and learning, a willingness on the part of the staff in
general to be proactive and to take responsibility for their own destiny (rather than
wait passively for something to happen to them), a sense of empowerment to
make things happen, a collaborative and evolutionary approach to planning which
is generally inclusive of all stakeholders, a collegial atmosphere amongst teachers,
and between teachers and students, and a sense of community, identity, pride, and
belongingness;

4. A relatively stable staff with a low teacher turnover;

5. Ongoing and regular staff development, both individually and collectively
focused, with many opportunities for teachers to learner together (teachers are
seen as learners), with an emphasis on personal as well as professional
development. Likely to include a well organised and relevant staff development
programme;

6. Order and discipline which is linked to the school's educational VISion,
emphasises the well-being of the students and school at large, is understood by
teachers and students alike, is generally unobtrusive, includes praise and
encouragement and not exclusively punishment, features a personal interaction
between the principal and students, and involves parents;

7. Strong focus on teaching and learning where:
• There is a well organised teaching and learning programme (a timetable is in

place in developing contexts)
• There is an emphasis on classroom practice
• Learning time is maximised
• Student progress is systematically monitored
• The curriculum is integrated and adapted according to local needs
• Lessons plans are well organised
• Teaching and learning materials are produced
• A learner-centred approach (active learning) is encouraged (according to

Christie et ai, 1997, this was not uniformally present in all the successful
schools that they visited)

• Teachers have high expectations and positive views of the capabilities of their
students

• Success (academic, sporting, cultural etc.) is recognised and celebrated
(important in fostering pride and self-esteem);

8. Have many teachers who are good role-models by showing a commitment to
teaching and learning, exhibiting good time management, and displaying a culture
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of concern by personalised relationships for the well-being of students inside and
outside the school;

9. Be a safe and secure environment (especially in developing contexts) from a
physical perspective (evidence of a fence/wall around the school, the school
building is generally well tended to, there is minimal threat to the personal safety
of the teachers and students from gangsters), and a social perspective (there is
minimal threat of social problems such as drug and alcohol abuse);

10. Reflect a community involvement (home-school partnership) where the school
addresses community needs in its educational programmes, the community
contributes to the school financially (or in kind in developing contexts) and is
involved in the life of the school (parents take an interest in the education of their
children). Although this was a key characteristic identified in developing contexts
by Lockheed and Levin (1993), and Dalin et al (1994), Christie et al (1997)
reported that parental involvement in the 32 successful school that they studied
was limited;

Il. Has sufficient funding and basic resources (in developing contexts this
characteristic has a greater impact on success than in developed countries). This
includes a good working relationship with education authorities who provide
support but respect the school's autonomy (Christie et al (1997) reported that this
was not a key factor in the South African context), and ongoing technical and
professional support;

12. Be a learning organisation where there is some evidence of individual and
organisational self-understanding and self-analysis (recognising the
interconnectedness and complexity of the different aspects of organisational life)
enquiry and reflection (action research approach), establishing shared meanings of
issues, challenges, and developmental priorities, a problem-solving capacity
(problem-coping), and an ability to utilise the learnings from self-understanding
and reflection for ongoing development and management of change (most
successful schools had engaged in some form of external support or school
improvement programme).

This chapter has presented an overview of what the literature has to say about a
successful school. The next chapter will examine the same theme from the perspective
of current South African education policies and reform initiatives.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS: SOUTH AFRICAN
EDUCATION POLICIES AND REFORM INITIATIVES

Changing South Africa's education system requires both structural and cultural
transformation. No just one or the other but an integration of the two.

arker, 1997, . 39

INTRODUCTION

With the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990 and the subsequent imminence of major
political transformation in South Africa there has been an unprecedented effort, if not
scramble, to develop education policy that will provide a framework of principles,
values, and regulations for the building of a new education system. Much has been
written about the difficulties of reconciling an emerging participatory democracy with
policy formulation. For example, Meyer (1996) raises a number of complex issues
around the debilitating tendency of policy debates to get stuck in a state of
'consultative paralysis' while Greenstein (1995, p. 202) traces the tensions inherent in
moving "from a populist emphasis on .Rro ss co sultation .and._equalit to a more
technocratic emphasis on performance, ...outcome.and eConQDli co-tllpetitiveness".

Since the advent of the National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI, 1993) process
in the early 1990' s, an initiative which explicitly established the principles of non-
racism, non-sexism, democracy, redress, and a unitary education system, olic
evelo ment has moved from the abstract into more . e poliQ: guidelines and at

present the challenging phase of implementatian. The years since 1995 have seen a
proliferation of policy proposals, some of which have been legislated ( ational
Educatiï Policy. ct of 1996,; the S uth Afric~chools Act of 1996, the Higher
Education_ Act of 1997) to become the comer stones of the education reform.process
in South Africa. Although more education legislation is in the pipeline, it is evident
that there are urgent calls for more energy to be expended on focusing critically on
olic im lementation. For instance, the theme of the 1997 annual Kenton Education

Conference was 'Going for the Gap: Rekonstituting the Educational Realm' which
focused on, amongst other topics, "disiunctures bet~eeE policy and practice, (and)
between noble igeals and real constraints" (Kenton Conference Abstracts, 1997, p. 1).
This 'gap' metap or IS given a sam at sobering tone in Parker's (1997, p. 25)
observation that policy has changed but practice at school level remains disturbingly
ineffective and inefficient: .

It is now seven years since the liberation movements were unbanned. Three
years since Nelson Mandela was inaugurated as president. During this time,
there have been significant changes in policy, but these have not yet filtered
down into transformation at local school level. Education appears to e
s~rom-a eep- mét~ats ._Mho g e ucation has a relatively large
budget, the qualit of education remains oor. Inequalities and inefficiencies,
corruption and incompetence co~ !9__Q!!ê!e the educatiQlL.ancLtraining
system. There seems to be a collective inabilit to bring about the-kinas-ef
trans ormation heralded in the-visien-of-peeple's-education, This experience.is..
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not unique to South Africa - many revolutionary movements undergo a period
of depression and pessimism after achieving liberation.

It is in relation to the above challenge of closing the 'gap' between policy and practice
that this study wishes to examine the success story of Modderdam High School and
see what we can learn about strategies that contribute towards the ,jU.Cc_es~..___
implementation of education policies.

What do current South African education policies and reform initiatives have to say
about a successful school? To put this another way, from the perspective of current
South African education policies and reform initiatives what should a successful
South African look like and how should it become successful. This chapter is
concerned with addressing these questions. In so doing it endeavours to do four
things:

Firstly, this chapter summarises the key features of current South African education
policies and reform initiatives according to the following six areas of education
reform:

1. The broad parameters of a new education system which are constituted in the
National Education Policy Act of 1996 which was based on the White Paper on
Education and Training (Number 1, Department of Education, 15 March 1995).
This Act sets out the framework of a new education system in South Africa based
on the principles of democracy, human rights, equality, liberty and justice;

2. The organisation, governance and funding of schools which is constituted in
the South African Schools Act of 1996 and the Act's predecessor, the White Paper
on the Organisation, Governance and Funding of Schools (Number 2, Department
of Education, 14 February 1996a);

3. The effective management of education which is documented in Changing
Management to Manage Change in Education, the Report of the Task Team on
Education Management Development, (Department of Education, December
1996b);

4. The promotion of effective learning of all learners which is documented in
Quality Education for All. Overcoming barriers to learning and development, the
Report of the National Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training
(NCSNET) and National Committee on Education Support Services (NCESS),
(Department of Education, 28 November 1997a);

5. Curriculum 2005 which is summarised from Ebersohn (1997);
6. The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools which

is captured in a number of documents on the Culture of Learning, Teaching and
Service Campaign (COLTS) such as the report on The Culture of Learning and
Teaching in Gauteng Schools (Chisholm & Vally, 1996), the report on the COLTS
Consultative Conference (Department of Education, August 1997b), the report on
COLTS Bosberaad (Department of Education, November 1997c), and two
COLTS Posters on the National Consultative Conference Recommendations and
COLTS Priorities for 1998 (Department of Education, 1997d).

These areas are expanded on in tables four to nine below.
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Secondly, based on the key features of these six areas of education reform, this
chapter discusses the most important challenges facing South African schools in their
bid to translate policy into effective practice. This includes examining proposed core
strategies for transforming schools.

Thirdly, this chapter introduces the notion of 'performance indicators' in education. It
suggests that the data displays referred to below offer a useful 'checklist' against
which to examine the success story ofModderdam High School.

Fourthly, based on each of the five key challenges identified, this chapter displays sets
of criteria of what a successful South African school should look and how it might
become successful from the perspective of current South African education policies
and reform initiatives.

KEY FEATURES OF EDUCATION REFORM

Table Four: The broad parameters of South Africa's new education system
(Based on: (a) The National Education Policy Act of 1996, Department of Education, 1996c; and
(bl.The White Paper on Education and Training, Department of Education, 1995)

Summarised below are the key features (based on relevant policies and reform
documents) of the six areas of education reform in South Africa in relation to the
focus of this study.

The National Education Policy Act (1996) represents the moral vision of the Constitution
(realisation of democracy, liberty, equality, justice and peace). According to this Act the new
education system in South Africa should feature:
1. An improvement of quality, equity, productivity (effectiveness) and efficiency.
2. An integrated approach to education and training (view of learning which rejects rigid division

between 'academic' and 'applied', 'theory' and 'practice', 'knowledge' and 'skills', 'head' and
'hand').

3. Lifelong (ongoing and developmental) learning and training of good quality.
4. Inter-departmental cooperation.
5. Transforming the legacy of the past (fulfil the vision to 'open the doors of learning and

culture to all').
6. The empowerment of people to participate effectively in all the processes of a democratic

society with a view to helping citizens to build a nation free of discrimination.
7. The following values and principles:

• Education and Training (E & T) are basic human rights;
• Parents have an inalienable right to choose form of education in terms of language,

culture, religion;
• The education systemmust increasingly open access to E & T;
• The redress of educational inequalities;
• Democratic governance through the restoration of ownership through School Governing

Bodies (S.G.B. 's).
8. The restoration of a culture of teaching and learning and management. This involves the

creation of a culture of accountability and the development of a common purpose or mission.
9. Mutual respect for our people's diverse religious, cultural and language traditions.
10. The diversification of curriculum choice - an approach which combines principles of learner-

centredness, lifelong learning, flexibility of learning provision, removal of barriers to access
learning, recognition for credit of prior learning experience, provision of learner support,
construction of learning programmes in the expectation that learners can succeed, maintenance
of rigorous quali!Y_assurance over design of learning materials and support systems.
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Table Five: Organisation, governance and funding of schools
(Based on: (a) The South African Schools Act of 1996, Department of Education, 1996d; and (b)
The White Paper on the Organisation, Governance and Funding of Schools, Department of
Education, 1996a).
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l. In summary:
Advocates a coherent., integrated, flexible national system which advances redress, equitable
use of public resources on improvement in educational quality, democratic governance,
school-based decision-making within provincial guidelines. New school organisation structure
should embody a partnership between the provincial education authorities and local
community.

2. New structure aims to:
• Ensure national coherence and common purpose while retaining flexibility and protecting

diversity;
• Enable a disciplined and purposeful school environment dedicated to a visible and

measurable improvement in the quality of the learning process and learning outcomes;
• Enable representatives of the main stakeholders of the school to take responsibility for

school governance, within a framework of regulation and support by the provincial
education authorities;

• Ensure that the involvement of government authorities is at a minimum required for legal
accountability. Is based on participative management;

• Enable S.G.B.'s to determine the mission and character or ethos of school, within
framework of constitutional provisions;

• Ensure both equity and redress in funding from public resources;
• Improve efficiency.

3. Two broad categories:
• Public schools;
• Independent schools.

4. Each public school will represent a partnership between the provincial education
department and the local community.

5. Governance policy for public schools is based on the core values of democracy. S.G.B.'s will
have substantial decision-making powers. This includes (subject to Schools Act and any
applicable provincial law):
• Drawing up a constitution;
• Developing a Mission Statement;
• Admission policy;
• Language policy;
• Upholding freedom of conscience and religion;
• Adopt a code of conduct for the learners;
• Prohibition of corporal punishment;
• Developing the curriculum;
• Financial Administration;
• Maintenance of the school.

6. Re-organisation requires a comprehensive programme to build capacity for management and
Governance. Must be_Q!ovided1rr_provincialH.O.D.
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Table Six: Effective management of education
(Based on task team report: Changing Management to Manage Change in Education, Department
of Education, 1996b).
1. Education management development is the key to transformation in education.
2. Management is not an end in itself. Central goal is the promotion of effective teaching and

learning.
3. Task of management at all levels in the education system - the creation and support of

conditions under which teachers and their students are able to achieve learning.
4. Primary focus for any new approach to management must be the school and its community.

Schools are building blocks for transformation of the education system.
5. Management not the task of the few; an activity in which all members of education

organisations engage.
6. Everything is driven by mission of the school. Major stakeholders must feel ownership of the

school's mission.
7. Decentralised management suggests:

• Development of managers through education, training and long-term support;
• Development of management by embracing good management practice;
• Development of organisation by developing and sustaining effective structures, systems

and procedures.
Above elements are interrelated and depend on a participative and holistic approach to the
management of schools.

8. In building competencies of individual managers, shift in emphasis from training the
individual towards support for individual development within the context of organisational
development. Harmony between organisational goals of individual development needs. Whole
school management.

9. How can the goals for improved learning and teaching in a transformed education system be
realised? Central thrust of this is capacity building - developing the ability of individuals to
perform effectively. Address 5 key components:
• Strategic direction: building the capacity to set the course for schools, institutions, and

various levels of the education service, within the context of agreed values and principles
which will guide them;

• Organisational structures and systems: building the capacity to develop and deliver
quality education services through effective structures and procedures;

• Human resources: developing people at all levels of the education service, whether they
are managerial, technical, professional or support staff;

• Infrastructural and other resources: developing the basic infrastructure for decision-
making, and providing adequate technical, financial and material back-up;

• Networking, partnerships and communication: linking institutions, people, resources and
interest groups inside and outside South Africa in a variety of practical, focused ways, and
improving levels of communication.

10. Improving the quality of learning requires strategies which focus on change at the school and
classroom levels.

Il. Education Management Development (EMD) must focus on:
• The ethos and practice of management;
• Organisational development;
• People development.

12. EMD must be more supportive than directive of the change process.
13. EMD needs to pay attention to the meaning and process of educational change.
14. Organisations never remain static, EMD is about developing the capacity to manage the

change process - because managing people is managing change.
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Table Seven: Promotion of effective learning of all learners
(Based on the Report of the National Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training
(NCSNET) and National Committee on Education Support Services (NCESS): Quality Education
for All. Overcoming barriers to learning and development, Department of Education, 1997a).
1. The vision. Promotes education for all, fosters development of inclusive and supportive

centres of learning. Includes the concept of a health-promoting school.
2. Transforming the system. Entails a shift from an 'individualistic' approach to a 'systemic'

approach to understanding learner difficulties. Includes organisation development.
3. A holistic approach to institutional development. Strategy: Developing all aspects of the centre

of learning as an environment where learning and therefore development can take place.
Aspects to be developed include:
• Strategic planning and evaluation;
• Organisational leadership and management;
• Structures and procedures;
• The values and norms of the organisation;
• Staff development;
• Technical support;
• Other mechanisms to facilitate a positive culture of teaching, learning and services.

Practical implications of above: Ongoing organisation development (whole-school'
development).

4. Emphasis on improving the efficiency and productivity of entire education and training system
through COLTS.

Table Eight: Curriculum 2005
(Based on Education in a new changing South Africa, Ebersohn, 1997)
I. Focus: Schools to change to Outcomes-Based Education (OBE). OBE focuses on what and

how you learn (content and process).
2. Principles:

• Integration of education and training;
• All learners will succeed. Time will no longer control the learning process;
• Learners will be expected to show what they have learnt in different ways;
• There will no longer only be exams;
• Assessment an integral part of the whole system. Learners will not get marks just for

remembering content;
• Learners know what and why they are learning. Will be encouraged to take responsibility

for their learning.
3. Eight Learning Areas:

• Communication, Literacy and Language;
• Numeracy and Mathematics;
• Human and Social Sciences;
• Natural Science;
• Arts and Culture;
• Economic and Management Sciences;
• Life Orientation;
• Technology.

4. Three kinds of outcomes:
• Critical Cross-field Outcomes (essential outcomes, apply to all learning areas);
• Learning Area Outcomes (general skills, abilities, values for each area);
• Specific Outcomes (specific knowledge, attitudes, understanding displayed in a particular

context).
5. Continuous and varied assessment: Ongoing assessment by means of a variety of methods

(eg. orals, projects, role-play, exams, self-evaluation, discussions, diaries etc.).
6. Schools need to adopt a holistic approach in implementing curriculum by engaging in whole

school organisation development.
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Table Nine: Restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in
schools
(Based on various reports on the Culture of Learning, Teaching and Service Campai_gl! (COLTS»
1. Background

• COLTS: government's response to the need to address the effects of the protracted
struggle against apartheid on the learning and teaching environment.

• Conceptualised primarily as a campaign to ensure functionality at all learning institutions.
Main goals are:

To address the context (environment) in which learning and teaching take place;
To bring visibility, urgency and popular participation to the Ministry's
commitment to educational quality throughout the system;
To mobilise political, popular and professional energies in support of the goals of
the departmental programmes.

2. National Consultative Conference Recommendations (1997)

KEY CHALLENGES ARISING FROM POLICIES AND REFORM
INITIA TIVES

What are the implications of national education policies and reform initiatives for
schools in South Africa, particularly in terms of school development? In attempting to
address this question it is appropriate to restate my perspective that educational
change is a complex, often unpredictable process which is non-linear and recursive by
nature and characterised by an intricate web of many influences. Invariably though,
policy reform and st- ctural transformation e considered to be the springboard in
educational change. However, as Parker (1997) reminds us, the broad challenge of
reconstructing South Africa's education system necessitates an integration of both
structural and ~ultural transformation. This fundamental challenge is central to the

National Obligations
• Drive COLTS throughout the nation
• Commit to principles of redress
• Make schools safe for learning and teaching

• Initiate partnerships with civil society

Communication
• Develop a coherent and visible communication

strategy
• Focus on aggressive but positive use of media
• Focus on advocacy programmes
• Communicate effectively in all languages
• Make the School Register of Needs a

user- friendly public document
• Open up lines of communication

Structure and Processes
• Make departmental structures service-

friendly
• Create conducive conditions of service

community in which conflict is minimised
• The zeal for driving COLTS must be reflected

at all levels: national, provincial, regional,
district, circuit and school

77

Capacity Building
* Empower all stakeholders to play

their role in support of COLTS
* Inculcate skills for both training and

retraining
* Exercise gender sensitivity in all capacity

building and training programmes

Code of Conduct
* Educators: Honour your duties and be role

models for learners and the community
* Learners: Commit to learning and

advance the principles of COLTS
* Department officials: Commit yourselves

to providing quality service
* The transformation process requires a

new set of attitudes and value systems to
lead the process

Sharing of resources
* Work towards inter-school sharing of

available resources
* Create community ownership of

learning centres
* Mis-utilisation and under-utilisation of

resources must be corrected
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../ S following discussion especially the key challenge of restoring a culture of lea' g,lteaching and service in South African schools.

Before discussing each of the key challenges it is pertinent to raise a further
consideration when contemplating the complexity of educational change. Education

~ ~ofic limited to offering ram~1).Fk-.of' r::in_.- nd-gtrid:etrnes7' There are, 0

critical factors which determine h ic translates into ractice and which im act
the integration of ~!!J:lct!l.!:~and s:ultural transformation:

IJFirstly, there is the question of how. eopl<L_make sense and personal meaning of"
-oi' This factor acknowledges the constructivist -nature of !ww knowl is
const ed and is rooted in the phenomenology of change. Fullan (1991, p. 4)
emphasises the latter and the relationship between the m nd micro levels of
education reform as foIl s:

z: Secondly, the ulture of schools' s as varied as the ra of contexts in which the
are located supporting the contention that "the uniqueness of the- individual setting-is-a
critical factor - what works in one situation mayor may not work in another" (Fullan,
1991, p. 47). This implies that pali.cy-implementation oug~ be flexible and ~xt
sensitive. As Chisholm and Vally (1996, p. 21) point out:

It would be inadvisable for the policy to be applied in a blanket manner to all
schools. This underscores the point made in the introduction that
homogeaisiag polie~ich do not take into account local com lexities and
pJlrticulaRties-are-boun faihtr~. Flexible forms of application are a
necessity.

With the above contextual variables in mind, the rest of this chapter focuses on five
key challenges which are central to South Africa's national education policies and
reform initiatives. These inter-related challenges are:

The establishment and development of democratic overnance;
The development of effective.management,

-1e:- The promotion of e_clucatio-nJorall;
The implementation of Curriculum 2005, and;
The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools.

To what extent had these challenges been addressed in the success story of
Modderdam High School? This question is raised in chapter eight which discusses the
insights generated from this study.
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The establishment and development of democratic governance

The South African Sc ills Act of L9 6 (Department of Education, 1996d) is the
legislative framework for creating a single, non-discriminatory school system which
is based on the fundamental rights of all South Africans as presented in the
Constitution. The main aim of the Act is to imp.rove the quali!y' of education and to
ensure that all children have an e ual opportunity to learn. Central to the Act is
representative governance which, when translated structurally, makes it mandatory for
schools to have democraticall elected 0 e. Jill ho..di~s in lace. The powers
allocated to governing bodies are considerable. They include, within national and
provincial frameworks, admissions P.Q.l.i.cy, r~ligious and Janguage_J;lQlicies, congolof
the school's ..assets, fund- _ais..iDg)determining the curriculum, and a code of conduo
for learners.

There are essentially two kinds of challenges embedded in the Schools Act. The first
is a structural reform which involves the establishment of a governing body
according to a set of Education Department guidelines. The second is a more complex
process of upholding democratic principles and values by developing a culture of
democratic practice. Two questions need to be posed here: (a) What was the
'democratic' quality of the election process like in establishing a governing body?
The same question can be asked of the establishment of the students' representative
council. Implicit in this question is a challenge which all schools face, namely to
spend quality time on the process of electing the governing body so that the
community participates in a meaningful, informed, and credible way. The inherent
danger in establishing a governing body which ignores quality process is that people
simply go through the motions and end up with a governance structure which could,
in spite of being 'democratically' elected, have little legitimacy and possibly operate
as a pawn of the principal and management; (b) How does the governing body
'govern'? To what extent does the body consult the school community? In essence the
challenge here is the development of democratic practice which reflects the
democratic principles of the Schools Act, National Education Act and the
Constitution. Is the governing body a positive role-model in democratic practice and
not simply a 'ghost' structure full of' democratic' rhetoric?

The development and maintenance of democratic governance is clearly a more
complex challenge to schools than merely constituting a governing body. This
challenge includes changing attitudes and the culture of the school which, as argued
later, requires a holistic approach to school development. Establishing partnerships
with the provincial education authorities and local community is a strategy to this end
which the Act supports. However, this does not necessarily ensure effective capacity-
building in democratic practice of the school as an organisation nor the educators,
learners, and parents. With diminishing human resources in the formal education
sector as a whole a further key challenge to schools in developing their capacity to
maintain democratic school governance is to establish a partnership(s) with an
appropriate education development agency or schools which can share their
governance successes.

Perhaps the greatest challenge of all in establishing and developing democratic
governance is for schools to embrace the idea that capacity-building is an ongoing,
developmental process and not an one-ofT event. Meeson (1998, p. 4) raises this
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point in her recent review article on the current status and progress on democratic
governance in schools. Entitled 'Democracy needs a hand', this article emphasises the
need to be circumspect about the technicist approach of training manuals and
programmes and the usefulness of learning from schools which have experienced a
measure of success in their quest for effective democratic governance.

The development of effective management

Flowing from democratic governance is the development of effective management in
schools. The central principle underpinning this challenge is that education
management development is the key to transformation in education Management is
not seen to be an end in itself but rather a process of creating an enabling environment
for meaningful teaching and learning to occur. Although the development of
education management is applicable to all levels of the system, the school and its
community is seen to be the primary focus of this task and the primary building
blocks for transformation of the education system.

From a school's perspective what challenges do the development of effective
management pose?

Firstly, it requires a paradigm shift in understanding the role of education
management in transforming the school and system in the long term. It requires the
development of a holistic perspective of the complexities of the school as an
organisation and how the school is affected by the system at large and how the school
affects the system. This is a profound shift away from seeing management as a
process of delivering instructions and directing action in a unilateral way to whole
school management which takes cognisance of the dynamic nature of a school. This
includes the challenge of developing an understanding of the meaning and process of
educational change and building the capacity amongst all educators to manage change
competently. The school needs to be seen as a learning organisation. The
development of effective management needs to take place within the context of
organisation development - the two are inextricably bound particularly in view of
the positional power invested in the principal and how this, in conjunction with the
principal's understanding of management, can either act as a barrier or support in
whole school development.

Secondly, it necessitates the decentralisation of management where management is
considered to be an important activity in which all educators engage. This implies a
much broader ownership of management and the ongoing development of good
management practice amongst all educators within the context of organisation
development. Implicit in this is the democratisation of management.

Thirdly, there is the challenge of facilitating the implementation of the school's
mission statement in a participatory and collaborative way so that the school
community takes ownership of the school's mission and ethos.

Fourthly, there is the challenge of developing harmony between individual needs
and the school's goals. The essence of this management challenge is to be receptive
to individual needs and to evaluate constantly these needs in terms of where the
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school is heading. This is about understanding the link between individual needs and
organisational goals.

The promotion of education for all

A central challenge facing South Africa's education system as a whole is that of
"recognising and addressing the diverse needs of the entire learner population and
minimising, removing or preventing barriers to learning and development - thereby
promoting effective learning of all learners" (Department of Education, 1997a, p. i).
On a school level this challenge broadly translates into developing an inclusive
learning environment which "promotes the full personal, academic and professional
development of all learners irrespective of race, class, gender, disability, religion,
culture, sexual preference, learning styles and language" (Department of Education,
1997a, p. vi). What are the implications of this task for schools?

Firstly, as is the case with the development of effective education management, there
is the challenge to educators of making a paradigm shift in terms of how they
understand learner difficulties. This entails a shift from an individualistic to a
systemic approach which involves viewing learners within their psychosocial context
and endeavouring to understand their needs in relation to a range of inter-connected
levels of influence. Strategically, this paradigm shift translates into a holistic
approach to institutional development which entails developing all the elements of
the school such as its culture, structures and procedures, management and leadership,
strategic planning and evaluation, human resources, and technical support. Ongoing
organisation development is a strategy which aims to do this.

Secondly, a school needs to ensure that its physical environment is barrier-free. For
example, this may involve rearranging the physical space of classrooms for learners
with a physical disability and building ramps for wheelchairs.

Thirdly, a school needs to create a supportive psychosocial learning environment
where all learners, including those who experience learning difficulties, are disabled,
and/or are emotionally and behaviourally at risk, are fully integrated into the life of
the school. This implies that the school needs to embrace actively values and norms
which are accepting of diversity and to demystify some of the perceptions associated
with the latter. This would entail a sensitive, empathic, and non-patronising approach
by leadership and management in the school and would include promoting the rights
of all learners, educators and parents. An 'inclusive' school would thus be one which
is "free from discrimination, segregation, and harassment and which intentionally tries
to facilitate an atmosphere of mutual acceptance and respect" (Department of
Education, 1997a, pp. vi-vii).

Fourthly, a flexible curriculum needs to be developed so that all learners have equal
access to the learning process. With the advent of Curriculum 2005 this challenge
takes on a number of different forms and allows for considerable creative licence in
facilitating learning for diverse needs. The medium of learning and assessment can be
varied according to the needs of the learners where, for instance, oral presentations
may be more appropriate than written. Another example is the use of appropriate
assistive devices which are required by some learners with disabilities to enable them
to maintain and develop their independence.
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Fifthly, and perhaps the most comprehensive challenge of all, a school needs to
embrace a health promotive approach in its effort to promote the well-being of all
its educators, learners, and parents. The European Network of Health Promoting
Schools (in Donald, Lazarus & Lolwana, 1997, p. 83) defines the concept of a health-
promoting school as follows:

The health-promoting school aims at achieving healthy lifestyles for the total
school population by developing supportive environments conducive to the
promotion of health. It offers opportunities for, and requires commitments to,
the provision of a safe and health-enhancing social and physical environment.

The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (World Health Organisation, 1987)
advocates five major health promotion strategies

1. Building a healthy public policy;
2. Creating supportive environments;
3. Strengthening community action;
4. Developing personal skills;
5. Reorienting health services.

Developing this approach would challenge a school to ensure that its physical
environment is conducive to learning. Not only does this include a barrier-free
environment, but also a school building which is in good condition and which offers
basic facilities. Chisholm and Vally (1996, p.13) point out from their study that:

In contexts where schooling has collapsed, the condition of school buildings
and facilities makes an incalculable difference to the climate of learning and
teaching in a school. The morale of school-goers and teachers alike is deeply
influenced by the physical environment.

be used as a basis for developing a comprehensive programme of school
development that ensures that all aspects of school life are included in the
development of an inclusive teaching and learning environment (and) for

Health promotion also challenges a school to ensure the physical, social, and
emotional safety and well-being of its community. On a basic level a school would
need to minimise the threat of gangsterism and violence on its grounds.

A community-based support system would need to be developed in conjunction with
preventative and health promotive programmes which are integrated into the school's
curriculum.

In summary, the promotion of education for all means the development of an
inclusive school. The challenge is thus to synthesise the concept of a health-
promoting school with the principles of inclusive education in conjunction with
holistic institutional development. Lazarus, Daniels and Engelbrecht (1999) propose a
model for building an inclusive school. They have integrated the elements of school
OD (leadership and management; strategies, school culture, human and material
resources, technical and other support services) with the elements of policy,
curriculum, and external factors into a framework which they contend can:
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placing specific problems or challenges in a holistic frame, ensuring a
comprehensive understanding and, eventually, comprehensive strategy aimed
at developing an inclusive school (p. 62).

The framework offers a useful means of conducting a systemic needs assessment
particularly in terms of identifying factors that inhibit and promote the development
of an inclusive school.

* The implementation of Curriculum 2005

It is evident that the differences between the conventional approach and the outcomes-
based approach to the curriculum are going to present profound challenges to schools
in the future. There appears to be three kinds of core challenges associated with the
transformation of South Africa's education curriculum:

Firstly, educators need to move away from a teac.her-centred pedagogy to a
>(:; learner-centred pedagogy. With the emphasis on transmission teaching in most

teacher training programmes in South Africa for decades this shift poses a complex
challenge. It requires educators to uj}derstand learners within their psycho-social.
cQ!ltext and to place them as as:;tivea ents and not passive recipients in the-irTëarning
process. The educator will need to re-define her/himself as a mediator in the learners'
development rather than a transmitter of knowledge in a one-sided manner. The
educator will be challenged on many levels to make this shift _ deeply entrenched
values, attitudes and practices will have to be confronted in a supportive and
developmental way. ~IJ_a.c.ity-building programmes. to this end will be an ongoing
necessity.

Secondly, learners will be challenged to take more responsibility for their
learning. They will have to take their cue from their educators. However, the
pervasive culture of passivity in learning runs generations deep and learners will have
to be actively challenged and encouraged to participate in a more self-directed wa}' 'Il
their learning.

Thirdly, the school as an organisation needs to accommodate, support, and
develop the new curriculum so that the princi les, vqju~u.nd methodologi~s of the
curriculum's outcQmes-based approach become an integral part of the school's
culture The school's organisational structures, procedures, and resources need to
create an enabling environment in which OBE can _be_ p~velo2.~LEffective
management and l~gership would play an important role in this process as well as
establisliing partnerships with education authorities and a encies which can contribute
to_wards this transformation. In sum, as is the case with the othër key ëhaïïë~ges
facing schools in managing education reform, schools need to _illl.Qpt.a..Jiolistic
approach to embracing t e. new curriculum by engaging in some form of whole
SChool organisation development

The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools

Perhaps the greatest challenge that faces the education reform process in South Africa
at present is the restoration of a 'culture of learning, teaching and service'. On a
simplistic level the challenge of restoring the culture of learning and teaching is about
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ensuring that educators and learners alike attend school regularly, are punctual, .and
are res ectful ottJ.iëiLcilll.es_ oi. conduct. In many South African schools these
fi.li1cfamental elements are sorely missing However, developing a culture where
teaching and learning offers more than attendance, punctuality, and respect is deeply
complex and needs to be understood within the broader context of the legacy of
apartheid.

Chisholm and Vallys (1996) report provides a useful framework for understanding
the major areas of school life which need to be focused on in developing a culture of
learning and teaching. For the purposes of this brief discussion the four issues that
they see as contributing towards the collapse of schooling can be considered as
challenges. In sum, these challenges are

1. Improving the physical environment of the school where the school building is
intact and operational, and where there are basic facilities and resources available;

2. Developing effective leadership, management, and administration;
3. Promoting good relationships between the principal, educators, learners, and

parents, and;
4. Developing a multi-disciplinary approach to managing and improving the school's

socio-economic context.

Viewed from a developmental perspective, it is likely that a school addressing the key
challenges as previously suggested will enhance its chances of establishing a culture
of learning, teaching and service. However, the COLTS Campaign proposes some
very specific challenges to schools in the form of three core components (Department
of Education, 1997b, pp. 74-79):

1. The' All Teachers All Learners' Component

• All teachers to teach a full day, a full five-day week and a full term
• All teachers to prepare for all their classes and mark all their

students' work
• All learners to attend school for a full day, a five-day week, and a

full term
• All learners to complete all their homework assignments

2. 'We Make Our Schools Work For Us' component

• All governing bodies elected and working
• All governing bodies receive capacity building
• All governing bodies dedicate themselves to the improvement of

learning
• All governing bodies actively support 'All Teachers and All

Learners' component
• All governing bodies commit themselves to care for and improve

their schools
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3. 'No Crime in Schools' component

• All schools ban weapons and build solidarity to enforce the ban
• All schools ban drugs and enforce solidarity to enforce the ban
• All schools ban rape and sexual harassment and build solidarity to

enforce the ban
• All schools ban trashing and vandalism and build solidarity to

enforce the ban
• All schools ban all other forms of violence and build solidarity to

enforce the ban
• All schools build and implement conflict-resolution processes
• All schools build commitment to human rights for all.

It is evident in examining the key features and challenges of South African national
education policies and reform initiatives that institutional development, people
development, and partnerships, the three key 'Verspoor' strategies (see chapter
one), are considered to be central in the successful implementation of national
education reform in this country. To what extent did the success story of Modderdam
High School reflect these strategies? To what extent did the school manage to address
the key reform challenges raised in this chapter? These questions will be discussed in
chapters eight and nine.

The concept and role of performance indicators in education has received
considerable international attention over the past two decades. A perusal of some of
the literature on this topic (Hopkins & Leask, 1989; Fullan, 1991; Holdaway &
Johnson, 1993; Cuttance, 1994) highlights the inextricable relationship of national
reform programmes and the need to measure their impact on education systems and
schools alike. For example, unprecedented attention was accorded to performance
indicators in the United Kingdom during the eighties as the country engaged in
implementing the Education Act of 1980 and the Education Reform Act of 1988.
Furthermore, as education has become a more market-related commodity with
diminishing budgets in many developed countries there has been a strong trend
towards establishing better mechanisms to ensure the public accountability of schools.
As education systems in many developed countries have become decentralised there
has been increasing prominence on quality management and quality assurance with a
particular emphasis on outputs and outcomes.

South Africa too, in its unprecedented education reform, is reflecting very similar
shifts and trends. Over the past few years much attention has been given to quality in
education and performance indicators (Chetty, 1992; Archer, 1995; Meyer, 1996,
National Business Initiative, 1996). More recently the Department of Education
(Department of Education, 1998b, p. 1) has embarked on developing a framework for
education indicators "to keep track of the performance of the education system, and to
monitor the impact of the new education policies".

It is beyond the scope of this study to examine in any detail the issues and debates
surrounding the concept of performance indicators. It is appropriate, however, to
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present a definition of performance indicators and to submit a brief rationale for their
inclusion in this study.

A performance indicator is a statement against which achievement in an area
or activity can be assessed; they are also useful for setting goals and clarifying
objectives. For some performance indicators, a brief statement is sufficient; for
others, the statement should be more specific and refer to supplementary
processes which would give a measure of depth, quality and/or commitment in
the particular area. In our view there is a place for both quantitative and
qualitative indicators. For the purposes of school improvement, performance
indicators should reflect a synthesis of LEA, national and local aims and be
constructed in such a way as to provide signposts for development.

The term 'performance indicator' is often considered to refer to final outputs while
the term 'education indicator' is often seen to be synonymous with intermediate
outputs and educational processes (Cuttanee, 1994). For the purposes of this study a
performance indicator incorporates both notions. Hopkins and Leask's (1989, p. 6)
definition of performance indicators captures the formative (developmental) and
summative (outcomes) nature of the concept and offers an appropriate framework for
this study:

The scope and use of performance indicators has received much attention in the
literature too. They range from measuring impact of educational reforms, to informing
decision-making, ensuring accountability, and monitoring standards and trends
(Cuttance, 1994). The South African Department of Education (Department of
Education, 1998b) in its bid to develop a framework for education indicators has
identified three critical purposes for the use of performance indicators, namely:

1. Informing policy and planning;
2. Development and capacity-building, and;
3. Ensuring accountability.

One of the aims of this study (see question 6.2) was to examine the success story of
Modderdam High School in relation to the perspective of a successful school based on
South African education policies and reform initiatives. Implicit in this aim was the
task of investigating how the school had managed these policies and reform initiatives
and especially the role that school organisation development had played in this
process. The rationale for including the idea of 'performance indicators' in this
chapter was based on these analytical tasks which required an appraisal of
Modderdam's successful development in relation to what might be called the 'criteria'
for a successful school which are based on national policies and reform initiatives.
The five data displays below summarise these 'criteria' of success which present a
mix of descriptors ('outcomes' and 'process' variables) and strategies. Although not
strictly written as a set of 'performance indicators', the displays offer a useful kind of
'checklist' against which to 'measure' Modderdam's successes in relation to what a
successful South African school should look like, and how it might become successful
from the perspective of South African education policies and reform initiatives.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AND STRA TEGIES FOR DEVELOPING A
SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

This chapter concludes with five data displays which summarise the characteristics of
what a successful school should look like and how it might become successful from
the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives. The
data displays are organised according to the five key challenges discussed earlier,
namely:

./ 1. The establishment and development of democratic governance;
v2. The development of effective management;
-3. The promotion of education for all;
4. The implementation of Curriculum 2005, and;
5. The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools.

Data Dis la Two: Establishin and develo in democratic overnance
From the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives a successful
South African school will have established and developed democratic governance which features:
l. A fully operational School Governing Body (S.G.B.) which was procedurally elected according

to the guidelines as set out by the Department of Education;
2. A S.G.B. which is a truly representative body, comprising elected representatives of: (i)

parents/guardians; (ii) teachers; (iii) learners (secondary); (iv) non-teaching staff; (v) the
principal; (vi) members of the community;

3. A S.G.B. which is actively involved in developing a mission statement with the school
community;

4. A S.G.B. which is actively involved in establishing a constitution, admission and language
policies, and a code of conduct for learners;

5. A S.G.B. which is actively involved in establishing an efficient financial management structure
and process in the school. This should include a policy for school fees and fundraising;

6. An effective and truly representative SRC which is operational and involved in the governance
of the school;

7. Where appropriate, participatory decision-making processes which are used by the S.G.B. and
management;

8. A culture of consultation and tolerance where educators, learners, and parents communicate
openly with each other and respect each other;

9. An ongoing developmental approach to establishing and developing democratic governance (ie.
a capacity-building programme is in place). This could be in the form of workshops and forums
which are context sensitive and learner-centred. This includes managing discipline in the school.

10. Partnerships which are being actively forged with the provincial education authorities, school
communi ,education develo ment a encies, and indus .

Data Dis la Three: The develo ment of effective mana ement
From the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives a successful
South African school will have developed effective management which features:
1. A holistic understanding of the role of management in school development. This would include:

• Understanding the school as an organisation
• Seeing management in the context of organisation development
• Conceptualising management as whole school management where the primary focus is on

developing an enabling environment for meaningful and effective teaching and learning
• Developing a harmony between individual needs and organisational goals
• Developing an understanding of the meaning and process of educational change;

2. Decentralised management where all educators have the opportunity to participate in managing
the school on a daily basis;

3. Strategies which in a coherent way support the implementation of the school's mission statement
in a visible way;

4. A mana ement s Ie which is artici to ,collaborative and more su rtive than directive of
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the change process;
Ongoing capacity-building in developing the organisational structure and life of the school;
Ongoing capacity-building of human resources in good management practice and the
management of change;
Partnerships with other institutions, agencies, people, and resources which aim to develop
effective education mana ement in a collaborative wa .

ata Display Four: The promotion of education for all
om the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives a successful
uth African school will be promoting education for all which features:
A health promotive approach in the school's effort to promote the well-being of its educators,
learners, and parents. Signs of this would include:
• A mission statement that recognises the diversity of all the school's learners and school

policies that facilitate inclusion and prevent discrimination;
• A supportive psycho-social learning environment where the rights of all learners are

promoted, where there is an empathic, sensitive, and non-patronising attitude towards fully
integrating the needs of all learners, including those who experience learning difficulties,
are disabled, and/or are emotionally and behaviourally at risk, and where there is minimal
risk of social problems such as substance abuse;

• A physical school environment which is barrier-free (eg. ramps for wheelchairs);
• A physical school environment which is conducive to learning, where the buildings and

facilities are operational and in good order, and where the learners are safe from
gangsterism and violence;

• The development of a flexible curriculum which allows all learners equal access to the
learning process. This should be evident in a range of teaching and learning processes
which take into account diversity. The use of appropriate assistive devices by learners with
disabilities would be in evidence too;

• The existence of preventative and health promotive programmes which are integrated into
the school's curriculum and incorporate lifeskilIs development of learners and educators
alike in their management of their social, emotional, physical, and spiritual needs.

• The development of a community-based support system which helps to facilitate the well-
being of the school community and supports the school's preventative and health
promotive programmes;

• Intersectoral collaboration between the school and community-based organisations and
relevant state departments which have a stake in the development of healthy schools.

An understanding of learners' needs from a systemic perspective within their psycho-social
context. This would include a holistic approach to institutional development (school 00) which
entails developing all the elements of the school such as culture, structures and procedures,
management and leadership, strategic planning and evaluation, human resources, and technical
su rt.

m the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives a successful
uth African school will have implemented Curriculum 2005 which features:
Educators using a learner-centred approach to their teaching where:
• Educators understand learners within their psycho-social context and see them as active

participants in shaping their own learning;
• There is an emphasis on applied knowledge;
• The needs and prior learning of the learners are taken into account in the learning process

(there is an underlying belief that all learners will succeed);
• The learning process is flexible, in other words, time is no longer the exclusive criterion for

judging and controlling the learning process;
• Assessment is continuous and ongoing by means of a variety of methods (not exclusively

exams) such as orals, projects, role-play, exams, self-evaluation, discussions, diaries;
• Learners take responsibility for their learning and use the variety of learning opportunities

open to them;
• Educators see and apply themselves as mediators of learning and class managers rather than

soleI authorities in and transmitters of knowied e;
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2. A redefinition of the current curriculum in terms of the eight learning areas and the three kinds
of learning outcomes (ie. there is a shift from subject content to learning outcomes). This
includes evidence of the Curriculum 2005 concepts and language being used as part of the
teaching and learning discourse in the school (eg. 'learners' instead of 'students/pupils';
'continuous assessment' instead of the exclusive use of 'exams'; 'outcomes' instead of the
exclusive use of 'marks'; 'grades' instead of 'standards');

3. The school engaging in an organisation development process in order to accommodate, support,
and develop the new curriculum by:
• Taking a holistic approach in creating an enabling environment where the school's

organisational structures, procedures, and resources are being reviewed, changed and
managed accordingly (eg. the timetable is flexible enough to accommodate cooperative
learning, tearn-teaching, outings, etc.; opportunities for educators are created to enable them
to support each other and plan properly; parents are encouraged to take an interest in the new
curriculum; learners are informed about the changes and included in developing learning
outcomes);

• Establishing partnerships with education authorities and agencies which offer capacity-
buildin ro rammes in develo in the new curriculum.

Data Display Six: The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service
in schools
From the perspective of current South African education policies and reform initiatives a successful
South African school will have restored a culture of learning, teaching and service where:
1. All teachers are teaching a full day, a full five-day week and a full term;
2. All teachers are preparing for all their classes and are marking all their student's work;
3. All learners are attending school for a full day, a five-day week, and a full term;
4. All learners are completing all their homework assignments;
5. The governing body has been elected and is working;
6. The governing body is receiving capacity-building;
7. The governing body has dedicated itself to the improvement of learning;
8. The governing body has committed itself to care for and improve its school;
9. The school has banned weapons and is building solidarity to enforce the ban;
10. The school has banned drugs and is enforcing solidarity to enforce the ban;
Il. The school has banned rape and sexual harassment and is building solidarity to enforce the ban;
12. The school has banned trashing and vandalism and is building solidarity to enforce the ban;
13. The school has banned all other forms of violence and is building solidarity to enforce the ban;
14. The school is building and implementing conflict-resolution processes;
15. The school is building commitment to human rights for all;
16. The school building is in tact, operational, and clean;
17. Basic facilities and resources are available;
18. Good relationships exist between the principal, educators, learners, and parents characterised by

collegial support, tolerance of views, and mutual respect;
19. A multi-disciplinary approach has been established by the school in order to manage and

improve the school's socio-economic context. This includes partnerships with the education
authorities, development agencies, and the community at large;

20. Mana ement is takin a holistic a roach to its role in school develo ment.

This chapter summarised the key features of current South African education policies.
Based on these key features it discussed the most important challenges facing South
African schools in their bid to translate policy into effective practice and displayed
what a successful South African school should look and how it might become
successful from the perspective of current South African education policies and
reform initiatives. The notion of performance indicators in education was introduced
and proferred as a useful checklist against which to appraise the success story of
Modderdam High School.

The next chapter identifies what the Teacher Inservice Project's school organisation
development model has to say about the characteristics of a successful school.
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CHAPTER SIX

TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS: THE TEACHER
INSERVICE PROJECT'S SCHOOL ORGANISATION

DEVELOPMENT MODEL

To the extent that an organisation does not understand itself, to that extent it is
incapacitated.

INTRODUCTION

What does the Teacher Inservice Project's school organisation development model
have to say about a successful school? Addressing this question is the purpose of this
chapter. This consisted of two phases. The first phase focused on developing a
hypothesised understanding of TIP's school Ol) model. This included identifying the
model's assumptions, aims and core strategies. The second phase involved my
reframing this understanding into the characteristics of a successful school from the
model's perspective. Chapter three discussed the methodological processes used in
these two phases. This chapter presents a summarised response (i.e. data base three) to
the above research question.

PHASE ONE: DEVELOPING A HYPOTHESISED UNDERSTANDING OF
TIP'S SCHOOL ODMODEL

Preamble

The Teacher Inservice Project (TIP) originated from the Teacher Action Research
Project (TARP) which was a small project located within the Faculty of Education at
the University of the Western Cape. The focus of this project was, in the face of an
impoverished education system in South Africa, to assist educators to engage more
critically in their own classroom practice by providing triangulating evidence in their
action research projects. Although many of the educators made dramatic advances in
terms of the transformation of their approach to teaching it became apparent that a
focus on the classroom alone was not sufficient to ensure sustained improvement in
their teaching practice. Teacher development in a disabling environment appeared to
have limited impact on the quality of education. It was with this experience that in
1993 TIP established itself with a particular focus on working against a culture which
acted as a barrier to self-reflection, autonomy, creativity, and self-confidence. In
essence, the shift was from working exclusively with educators in the classroom to
working with the school environment as a whole where school development was
placed on the agenda in the school and where there was a recognition of the need for
guided change. In order to build the capacity of the school to manage change
effectively, TIP needed to develop an understanding of the school as an organisation.
Thus emerged school organisation development (Ols) as TIP's modus operandi - a
particular approach to school development which the proceeding summary attempts to
describe in relation to the transformation of education in South Africa.
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TIP's vision, broad aims and general strategies

According to TIP, the broad purpose of education is to contribute towards creating a
society which is vibrant, prosperous and safe, and which holds underlying respect for
the rights of the individual and human dignity.

In relation to the above, TIP's broad aims are:

1. To activate an educational movement of critical self-reflection, life-long learning
and a strong voice among educators in our school communities. This movement
will encourage a commitment to building an educational environment which
ensures the holistic development of learners;

2. To build the organisational capacity of the school so that it functions more
coherently, and through having a strong organisational base, is able to meet the
challenges of change and development in order to provide quality, relevant and
purposeful education. This entails using appropriate interventions designed to
build the capacity of the school to take control of its present circumstances and
anticipate the future in a proactive and ongoing way;

3. To stimulate critical engagement around issues of education policy and practice
(advocacy);

4. To build democratic schools which feature:
• a common understanding of democracy;
• a commitment to the building of democracy in the school;
• a culture of democracy in the school;
• democratic management and leadership;

5. To develop a coherent discourse and practice around organisation and school
development;

6. To encourage schools to be 'outward-looking' where they see themselves as being
an integral part of the community and broader context, and where schools engage
in collaborative problem-solving and sharing of resources.

There are 3 general strategies which are central to TIP's development work:

• Self-understanding is facilitated and mediated at a personal and organisational
level within educational institutions so that they are able to make conscious
choices about their future;

• TIP accompanies these institutions and individuals through their processes of
transformation towards their own effective and sustainable organisation and
individual practices.

1. Service (Practice) where:

2. Advocacy where:
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• The exploration of meaning is facilitated around the purposes of education and
the making conscious of educational values which can contribute towards
building a just and human society.

3. Discourse where:

• Through engagement with, and reflection on service (practice) and advocacy,
TIP works towards the development of a coherent discourse and practice
around organisation and school development. TIP makes this discourse
accessible through various forms of communication, and is also responsive to
ongoing development of such discourses by others.

TIP's guiding principles

TIP's approach to school development is guided by thirteen fundamental principles:

1. The principle of empowerment which encourages people through experiential
learning to take control of their own lives.

2. The principle of ownership of the change process by the school where the school
takes control of its own development processes.

3. The principle of development which holds that there is no blueprint for change. A
true developmental process cannot provide a set way of doing things which holds
true for all schools at all times. Rather, it provides a rigorous and systematic
discipline for building the capacity of particular schools at particular times.
Development is seen as a process which helps to make conscious the unconscious
within a specific context.

4. The principle of holism which sees an organisation as a system of interdependent
parts located within and influenced by the micro and macro levels of its context.
School development interventions. must be based on the perspective of the whole
and an understanding of the relationship between the school and its context at
these different levels. Interventions can and do involve working with parts of the
organisation, but only when the holistic process demands the development of that
particular part.

5. The principle of uniqueness which considers each school to have its own unique
culture and character and which emphasises the importance of determining the
needs of the school as an initial intervention strategy.

6. The principle of flexibility when working with schools which necessitates a
responsive and open approach to development that is not based on a
predetermined package.

7. The principle of readiness which holds that a school must commit itself to a
development process before a contract is negotiated.

8. The principle of teacher development where leadership and management
capacity-building is focused mainly, but not exclusively, on educators and
management personnel such as the principal and HoD's.

9. The principle of recursive complexity and unpredictability of the change
process (i.e. change is a cyclic and not linear process).

10. The principle of creative controversy which sees conflict as a natural, powerful
and often desirable force to be identified and utilised in the change process.

11. The principle of mediation as a critical intervention in change where perspectives
and attitudes are challenged, creative tensions are generated, and the respective
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understandings of all participants are clarified. Implicit in this principle is
reflective practice which aims at making conscious the unconscious by
encouraging people to examine their practice in a critical way.

12. The principle of confidentiality which upholds the importance of respecting
information and not disclosing it.

13. The principle of transparency which, in the interests of development, encourages
openness, constructive confrontation, and conflict management and resolution.

TIP's framework for understanding schools

TIP sees schools as organisations which are made up of a number elements which
need to be functioning healthily for the school as a whole to be functioning healthily.
Any element that is malfunctioning will have a negative ripple throughout the school
system. The diagram below illustrates the interdependency of these elements within a
sociological context on a micro and macro level. Although the elements are depicted
separately of one another, they are intertwined in many ways. The school is
considered to be in a dynamic relationship with its broader context. Central to TIP';._j__
framework is the culture of the school which reflects the values norms and overalV- -- -climat e school.

Source: Davidoff and Lazarus (1997, p. 18)

Figure Three: Elements of organisational life
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TIP's strategies

There are nine core strategies which are central to TIP's school OD model. They are:

1. Assessing where the school is at. This involves:
• Conducting an initial survey using individual and/or focus group interviews

with staff and representative parents and learners where appropriate;
• Submitting a report to the school which offers various possibilities for the way

forward;
• Conducting a base-line study where data is gathered about the school (before

intervention) in terms of TIP's 7 elements of their OD framework;
• Using further processes with the staff and other relevant role-players to

develop a picture of the school as it is now. Special emphasis is given to
understanding the school's culture by helping the school to become more
conscious of where it is and of the unconscious norms and habits which shape
its culture.

2. Designing and implementing appropriate interventions. This usually entails
establishing a development plan which involves:
• An environmental analysis;
• Building a vision;
• Developing appropriate structures to support the realisation of this vision;
• Raising issues in relation to curriculum, governance, and anti-bias.

3. Giving ongoing support to assist the school in its transformation process.

4. 'Clustering' of schools in order to maximise resources and to build strategic links.

5. Developing partnerships with other important role-players such as the education
department, business and the private sector, and NGO's.

Running courses which are designed as intervention strategies to support
fieldwork. Special emphasis in these courses is given to:
• Developing leadership and management capacity at all levels in the school

which focuses holistically on:
- building an understanding of the school as an organisation ~

developing knowledge and skills around the roles and responsibilities of
leadership
understanding group dynamics ~
vision building and strategic planning
different styles of leadership
democratising the school
conflict management
facilitation skills
staff development
action research
personal empowerment (understanding one's strengths and weaknesses);

• Establishing democratic school governance strategies and structures which
take cognisance of:
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understanding the school as an organisation
understanding the roles and responsibilities of the various roleplayers
power relations
empowering the governing body so that it has a clear understanding of the
particular purpose and role of the school;

• Financial management and fund raising which includes:
prioritising what the immediate, medium-term and longer term needs of
the school are in relation to its vision;

• Building a culture of good discipline, respect and authority in the school
which focuses on:

shifting the mind-set of participants from punishment to affirmation, from
punishing misbehaviour to rewarding good behaviour
exploring the multiple causes of misbehaviour;

• Managing school development which addresses:
the meaning of change
the meaning of managing change processes
roles and responsibilities of management
stress, time and conflict management
key aspects of effectiveness and efficiency
group dynamics
facilitation skills
team building
vision-building
strategic planning.

7. Identifying key conflict areas, which is central to democratisation and the
development of a common vision and commitment to democracy. These areas
might involve:
• Decision-making processes;
• The relationship of personal and organisational goals;
• Leadership;
• Teacher appraisal and accountability;
• Transparency;
• Equitable access to resources;
• Rights and responsibilities.

8. Working with key conflict areas by concentrating on dissatisfactions, discomforts,
internal and external conflict and then providing resources to help people move to
a new position (a new way of thinking, or a new skill, or a new attitude);

9. Focusing on the culture of the school by:
• making the present culture conscious - all members need to develop a self-

understanding of the existing situation, making the unconscious or the
invisible, visible;

• clarifying the meaning of culture, and who contributes towards this culture;
• grappling with contradictions and sharing meanings (values);
• understanding contextual trends, and constraints;
• building a shared vision accompanied by strategic planning;
• building awareness of necessary changes for each individual;
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• working with small groups in school;
• conscientising principal and management about need for change;
• highlighting contradictions between stated values and practices;
• encouraging supportive top-down policy.

Summary of TIP's school organisation theory, broad aims, and core strategies.

Data Display Seven: TIP's school organisation theory, broad aims, and core
strategies
School Orzanisation Theory Broad Aims Core Strategies
• Schools are organisations • To activate an educational • Assessing where the

made up of a number movement of critical self- school is at
elements which need to be reflection, life-long • Designing and
functioning healthily for learning and a strong voice implementing appropriate
the school as a whole to among educators in our interventions
be functioning healthily school communities • An environmental analysis

• Any element that is • To build an educational • Building a vision
malfunctioning will have environment which ensures • Developing appropriate
a negative ripple the holistic development of structures
throughout the school learners; • Raising issues in relation
system • To build the organisational to curriculum, governance,• The main interdependent capacity of the school so and anti-bias
elements of school that it functions more • Giving ongoing support
organisational life are: (I) coherently, and through • "Clustering" of schoolsCulture; (2) Human having a strong • Developing partnershipsresources; (3)Identity; (4) organisational base, is able • Developing leadership andStrategy; (5) Structures to meet the challenges of management capacityand procedures; (6) change and development in • Establishing democraticTechnical support; (7) order to provide quality, school governanceLeadership and relevant and purposeful strategies and structuresmanagement education • Financial management and• These elements are • To stimulate critical fund raisinginterdependent within a engagement around issues
sociological context on a of education policy and • Building a culture of good
micro and macro level practice (advocacy) discipline, respect and

• The school is considered • To build democratic authority in the school
to be in a dynamic schools • Managing school
relationship with its • To develop a coherent development
broader context discourse and practice • Identifying key areas of

• Central to this framework around organisation and conflict and working with
is the culture of the school school development them
which reflects the values, To encourage schools to be • Focusing on school culture•
norms, and overall 'outward-looking' where
climate of the school. they see themselves as

• A well-functioning school being an integral part of the
has an understanding of community and broader
process and must be able context, and where schools
to be responsive to its engage in collaborative
development and learn problem-solving and
from its practice. sharing of resources.

• Change is recursive
nature - affecting and
being affected by each
other over time and space

• Changes are essentially
complex 'developmental
shifts' characterised bv
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quantitative and
qualitative 'products' of a
primary, secondary,
tertiary etc order over
specified and unspecified
tem ral riods.

PHASE TWO: INTERPRETING TIP'S SCHOOL OD MODEL IN TERMS OF
WHA T CONSTITUTES A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

From the perspective of TIP's school OD model what should a successful school look
like? Based on the data collection processes described in chapter three the data matrix
below displays the characteristics of a successful school in terms of TIP's framework
for understanding schools (ie. the seven elements of the organisational life of a
school). These characteristics are a mix of 'outcomes' and 'process' descriptors and
although they have been categorised into seven areas they are interdependent. In
much the same way as the data displays in the previous chapter, the one below offers
a 'checklist' against which to appraise a school's development towards success
according to TIP's school OD model.

Data Display eight: Characteristics of a successful school from the perspective
of TIP's school OD model

Elements Characteristics
• There is a shared sense of commitment and vision by all role players -

Identity and teaching staff, non-educators, learners, parents, governing body;
Direction • The school has an understanding of its past and present;

• The school has a 'living' mission statement;
• Staff, learners and parents feel confident and proud of their school.
• Embodies the school's vision (a sense of purpose in and focus on education)

and pride (possible manifestations: litter-free, well maintained grounds,
buildings, toilets and utilised equipment);

• Reflects essentially non-authoritarian, friendly and open relationships
between the Governing Body, management, educators, learners, and parents
(i.e. healthy interpersonal relationships);

• Is characterised by critical, active, participative, committed educators,
learners, and parents in the teaching and learning process;

• Has a staffroom that is congenial and welcoming and where the staff talk
about education. issues;

• Upholds democratic principles and practice;
• Manifests a strong sense of self-discipline, respect, and development of a

healthy self-esteem (a culture of acknowledgement and affirmation);
Culture • Discipline focuses on becoming better, more innovative educators and self-

discipline rather than detention corporal punishment;
• Sees the school as a learning organisation (a culture offeedback -

continuous reflection and replanning, learning from successes and failures,
eg. whole school review);

• Acknowledges and manages conflict as a natural, constructive, and essential
force in change processes and development;

• Indicates a strong motivation for teaching and learning where educators and
learners enjoy coming to school, where there is minimal tardiness, where
learners and educators are involved in learning activities, and the school
offers multiple extra-curricular activities (i.e. a culture of teaching and
learning);

• Offers to all a safe and healthy environment (physical and psychological)
where, for example, sexual harassment, vandalism, and gangsterism are not
pervasive (or are at least promptly dealt with).
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• The school has a realistic and operationalised development plan in place
which is coherent with its vision and mission;

• The development plan has been collectively constituted by all stakeholders;

Strategies • There is a willingness to take responsibility for implementing the
development plan;

• An evaluation process of the development plan is established reflecting
regular appraisal with an emphasis on self-reflection;

• Teacher appraisal occurs regularly.
• A democratically elected, legitimate, and well-functioning governing body

has been established with the responsibility of setting and revising policy
which enables and supports the day-to-day leadership and management of
the school;

• The vision of the school can be realised through the establishment of clear
goals and objectives with specific time frames and the designation of
certain tasks to individuals and teams of people (eg. a school development
committee);

• Authority and responsibility is well defined;

Structures • Lines of communication and accountability are clearly established;
• Decision-making is transparent and more participatory, and once decisionsand are taken, they are implemented and binding, but not inflexible;

Procedures • Student leadership is developed and supported by staff and learners within
and across various structures, and is of a broad and representative nature
(eg. clubs and SRC's);

• There is evidence of 'working' partnerships with the provincial education
department, business, tertiary institutions, NGO's, community structures,
other schools;

• An effective teacher and general staff appraisal system is in place;
• There is formal collaboration with education support services (i.e. Health,

Welfare, Specialised Education);
• The timetable is functioning effective!Y_and includes staff devel<?Q_ment.
• Reflects a visible and efficient and effective administration and financial

management which is coherent with the school's mission and development
Technical plan;

• Offers adequate physical resources that are utilised effectively (technicalSupport capacity being developed) and equitably accessible;
• Includes strategies for fundraising and prioritising for resource acquisition.
• A relevant and effective staff development programme which is located

within a school development programme, is established;
• Forums exist to air and deal with grievances and where personal and

professional contributions are acknowledged;
• Student leadership (learners with leadership positions and the general

student body) is developed;
• Conflict management strategies are employed;
• Educator/staff appraisal is linked to personal and organisational goals, and

Human to staff promotion;
Resources • The promotion process is open, transparent, collectively developed,

connected to overall development, and has clear developmental criteria;
• The staff is well informed around policy;
• Individual staff members increasingly take initiative and take responsibility

for sustaining the change process;
• Cliques and groupings among the staff are not rigid and the principal begins

to see herlhimself as 'staff' (and vice-versa);
• Educators are excited, enthusiastic, creative and innovative about their

work;
• Development programmes for parents are in place.
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Leadership
and
Management

•
• There is a common conceptual understanding of the school as an

organisation;
Leadership is diversified - there is an understanding that all educators are
leaders;
Management is diversified - it is not limited to the principal and
management team but to the staff with most expertise in particular areas;
There is a friendly, relaxed and trusting relationship between the principal
and the rest of the staff;
The principal begins to see her/himself as 'staff' (and vice-versa);
Leadership and management capacity building is supported at all levels
within the school (including the Governing Body) and in relation to the
school development plan and staff development programme.

•
•
•
•

The purpose of this chapter was two-fold: firstly to develop a hypothesised
understanding of TIP's school OD model, and secondly, based on my interpretation,
to reframe this understanding into the characteristics of a successful school from
TIP's perspective. As a strategy for the development of successful schools, TIP's
school OD model will be appraised in chapters eight and nine.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE CASE STUDY REPORT

Data analysis includes selecting, condensing, and transforming data; displaying
these data in an organised way; and drawing and verifying conclusions from the
condensed, displayed data. Any interim or final report will deal, more or less
explicitly, with this flow of analytical processes and their resulting products
(original emphasis).

OVERVIEW

This chapter is concerned with the fourth data base which constitutes a collection of
responses from a range of sources (documents, observations, educators, learners, and
parents) in reply to the following two research questions:

1. What successes were experienced by Modderdam High, a historically
disadvantaged South African school, over the five year period (1993 to 1998)
during which it had engaged in TIP's school OD processes?

2. What role did TIP's school OD intervention play in Modderdam's successes?

The process of collecting and analysing the data in this fourth step of this study was
described in detail in chapter three. The purpose of this chapter is to present the
findings of the fieldwork relating to the case study of Modderdam High School.

There are many alternative ways of writing such a chapter. Case studies tend to be
presented in the traditional narrative form. The story of Modderdam High School is
briefly told at the beginning of this dissertation in order to familiarise the reader with
its context and history. This chapter, however, does not adopt this format. With the
audience of this dissertation being of a somewhat diverse nature (academics,
researchers, practitioners, the school community, and combinations of the latter), an
attempt has been made to report the findings of the fieldwork in a methodical and
concise way rather than the narrative style of a typical case study. This is done
according to the questions posed in this case study and the main themes that have
been identified across all the data sources. Selected verbatim excerpts from a range of
interviews and questionnaires are included to give this report some narrative flavour
and to illustrate the emergent themes and patterns. Where appropriate, photographs
are included to give the report some additional 'texture'. A data display for each
question summarises the key findings.

The question-and-answer format used in this chapter is considered appropriate for
case study reports (Yin, 1994). Its expedience permits for selective reading and
greater accessibility to specific data, issues, and conclusions. Furthermore, this format
and style has helped to facilitate examining the case study in relation to the other three
data bases, namely the literature, policies, and TIP's school OD model (see chapter
eight).
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There are two parts to the case study report. The first focuses on areas of
improvement' which is based on these three key questions :

1. What improvements have occurred at Modderdam High School over the five year
period since the inception of TIP's OD interventions in 1993?

2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?
3. Who considers these to be improvements?

The second focuses on sources of influence and intervention which is based on the
key question:

4. To what sources of influence and intervention can the improvements at
Modderdam be attributed?

FOCUSONE:AREASOF~PROVEMENT

Nine major areas of improvement in the life of Modderdam High School were
identified from the data. The data display below summarises them.

Data Display Nine: Areas of improvement at Modderdam High School
Key: (S=Staff; L= Learners; P=Parents)
Area ofim- Nature of improvement Whose Perceived impact on Whose
provement perspeet school perspeet

ive ive
The wall S,L&P Lower incidence of S,L&P
Security guards S,L&P gangsterism
Greater control of attendance S,L&P Lower incidence of S,L&P

Security burglaries & vandalism
Staff & learners feel safer S,L&P
Minimised bunking L&P
(truancy) S,L&P
Can learn better P
Better results

Broken windows replaced S,L&P Protection from the L
Physical Improved cleanliness S&L 'elements'
conditions Greener environment S School environment more S,L&P

More welcoming staffroom S conducive to learning
Relation- Better communication S Improved culture of S
ships Greater tolerance S teaching & learning
between staff Common understanding S

Team spirit S
More mutual respect S,L&P Improved culture of S,L&P

Relation Relaxed & friendly S&L teaching & learning
ships atmosphere
between staff Caring culture S,L&P
& learners Greater commitment to S,L&P

teaching
Learners more confident S&L

3 The term 'success' was substituted with 'improvement' by many of the interviewees at Modderdam.
'Improvement' implies change for the better (see chapter two).
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Relation- Low incidence of racism L&P Improved culture of L&P
ships Acceptance of different L teaching & learning
between cultures
learners Integration of cultures L, S&P

Broader use of 2nd languages L&P
Better communication P Community support S&P

Relationship Parents called in when there S&P Improved discipline of S,L&P
between is a problem learners
school & Gréater attendance of parents S,L&P
parents at meetings

Decentralisation S Improved discipline S&L
Ownership S amongst staff & learners

Management Democratisation S&L Better financial S
& All stakeholders represented S,L&P management
governance Committee system S&L School better organised S&P

Participative & consultative S Learners more punctual S,L&P
Accountability S&L Better attendance amongst S
~odernisingofadmin S learners
More innovative S Learners more serious about S&L
Less reliant on textbooks S work

Quality of More learner-centred S&L Learners more assertive S&L
teaching Better preparation of exam S with educators

papers - greater relevance Greater confidence for L
Educators more committed S&L exams, especially matric
Positive role-models L Better motivated L
Extended curriculum S&L Lower drop-out rate S
Inclusion of computers S&L
Inclusion of technical S
drawing

Sense of Increased pride S,L&P Increase in number of S,L&P
identity & The school as a 'family' S,L&P learners wanting to register
community More school uniforms worn S&P at school

Best school in Bonteheuwel S,L&P

Each of these areas will now be elaborated on.

Security

Security as an area of improvement was overwhelmingly raised across every data
source in this study. Clearly with the building of the wall around the school and the
inclusion of security guards, security at the school had improved considerably. This
had resulted in a much lower incidence of gangsterism in the school, staff and
learners generally feeling much safer in the school, and the incidence of burglaries
and vandalism decreasing. In the recent 'verification' meeting with the staff (February
1999) it was reported that there had been no burglaries at the school over the summer
holidays. Floodlights were installed around the school in March 1999.

There was a very high consensus amongst staff that the security at the school had
improved considerably with the construction of the wall playing a vital role:

The construction of the wall has definitely improved the safety measures at school.
I can't think of when last we had incidents of gangsterism at school,"

4 Excerpts from interview transcripts and questionnaires are 'boxed' to make reading easier. They are
quoted verbatim and reflect a dialect particular to the Western Cape.
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I Now with the building oj the wall less burglaries takeplace. We dofeel safe.

The steel gates at school made a difference and locking oj gates and controlling the
entrance to the school made a hell oj a difference. The wall is keeping out gangsters
from the area, although Jrom time to time people in the new building get insulted
and sweared at through the windows but the 'klipskerms ' (wire mesh) secured
sa~

Photograph Five: The wall

Other factors raised by staff that had contributed to this improvement included the
role of the security staff, their improved work ethic and pride, and the fact that they
carried fire-arms. Concern was raised recently that the Western Cape Education
Department was considering phasing out its financial allocation for security guards.
A few staff referred to the school as being a safe haven and sanctuary where learners
could find protection from the hostile environment in which they lived. The role of
awareness programmes and community organisations was seen to contribute to the
safety at the school. Some staff were of the opinion though that the wall tended to
constrain the learners in the sense that their energy was often channeled negatively
(being destructively mischievous, fighting amongst themselves) instead of being
transferred constructively on the sportsfield where they could run and play games.
Personal observation supported this perception particularly when learners were
confined to the limited space of the building during bad weather in winter and the
very hot weather in summer.

The improved security at the school was raised in every focus group interview with
the learners. They spoke about the difference that the wall had made to their sense of
safety and well-being. They referred often to how the wall and security system,
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particularly the guards, kept the gangsters out of the school grounds. Many
commented on the link between feeling safe and thus being able to concentrate on
learning. The magnitude of the gangsterism problem of the past and its impact on
learning was raised by many in the interviews. There were some comments that
highlighted the initial perception amongst learners that the school felt like a prison
when the wall was first erected. For example:

And sometimes it can also be a kind of negative point - it seems like you are in a
prison, because the walls, the wires and the bars and there's sometimes not enough
space and freedom for us as students. So it has its positive points and it's negative
points.

However, without exception, the learners were unanimous in their conviction that the
improved security at Modderdam had made a very positive difference to the learning
environment. Some learners pointed out that not only did the improved security
system keep the gangsters out but it also minimised bunking (truancy) amongst the
learners (some parents pointed this out too). Reference was also made to the improved
management of attendance at the school where learners had to receive written
permission to leave the school grounds. A sample of verbatim comments and dialogue
below illustrates the theme of improved security from the learners' perspective:

Photograph Six: One of the security guards

...the classes that face the field - I mean some of those windows are still broken
because people that pass them - OK see who gets the most windows - it's almost
like a competition for them. I can remember once we were sitting in the class and
somebody from outside threw a brick through the window and the boy inside the
class threw the brick back and he hit another man a~ainst the head, and it was a
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whole commotion thing and he wanted to jump through the window and the one
man wanted to come into the school and - after school they waited outside with
sticks and knives and such ...

TdJ: Theguy that threw the brick?
L: Ja - the guy that threw the brick,yes.
TdJ: And when the brick came.flying out again was it the same guy who was hit on
the head that threw the brick in?
L:Ja.
TdJ: Now do you have those incidents here anymore or not?
L: No. Everything has changed really -people start looking up toModderdam.
TdJ: Whyare they looking up toModderdam?
L: First of all I think the safety - their children are in the school. OK, Arcadia they
got a lot of securities, but the securities don't help you. The securities can't run like
gangsters - walking and passing the school here ... before when I was here, like I
said - every day or every week you would hear somebody was shot or like that. But
now we got more security. There were only two of them - I think it's not safety for
us. The ... and theparents are there about the safetyfirst, the child must have safety
in the school, and you can trust the school you see. So now we have sC!É!J!:..

I would like to say that when I came here in 1995, there was no fence - the school
ounds was like a war-zone, children ran aw

OK, people used to say that Modderdam is this - a primitive school - look at the
school - you get the learners and soforth but since thefence has been here people
don't run away any more, and the classes are juller. The level that we pass at is
better - everything is improved

I think before the wall was here there was lots of killings and murdering and rape
cases - before the wall, but since the wall is here we have more protection for
ourselves and more disciplinary from each other. Because when the wall wasn't
here every second interval, first interval, - I went home to go and drink a cup of
coffee. But now I can't do that because the wall is there.

When we started in std 6 it was open and the children were standing outside the
school and standing outside the shops and they were bunking classes, and the
gangsters were entering the school and violencing. And other kids, the gangsters,
were coming and fighting at school, and maybe after 3 years, 3 and a half years -
it was Mr SX was the principal at that time - he developed the school very nicely
that they can put wires and fence around the school, and build the school that the
children can stay at the school and no-one can enter the school without the
permission of the teachers, or bunking classes and things like that.

The other thing that the people - in 1995 when I came here, there was no, like
there was afence, bigfence around, we didn't have any wall, there were gangsters
who were walking through around here. Sometimes they stay at our school, now
they are making that for the teachers. That make............ to do the walls
and all the other stuffs, they are making the wall for our safety. So from that time
on - we became safe, the other thing, and we get new walls and we get new
windows and all that stuff. I think that is the thing that has improved because
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sometimes we were disturbed in class, you see the gangsters, they knock on the
windows all that stuff and our classes were broken down and all that stuff - but
now it's better.

Photograph Seven: Installing floodlights (March 1999)

L: I think it's safety.
TdJ: Safety - How has safety helped?
L: Because the gate is closed now. If you want to go outside you must have a note.
Some of theparents weren't happy with their children's safety. The gangsters were
coming in the school and they decided no, our children can't stay at this school
because there is no discipline in the school and they have taken their children to
the other schools. They make a gate to close the school and putting the wires on
for the children to stay inside the school and not going outside - I think it's better.

And we can draw our attention more to the work that we doing at school because
first we used to get interruptionsfrom people used to comefrom outside the school
and they disturb us - but now we don't have that, uniessyou come to school and
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ask permission to see a certain student and then security will take you up to the
class.

That's why other other schools like Arcadia and Bonteheuwel High, they want to
come to our school because it's safer. I walkpast both their schools, - thefences
was down, the windows shattered, and the fields wasn't in such good condition.
Because all the children want to come here because it's saf!!_rhere.

Parents commented extensively on the improved security at Modderdam too. Many
of them made reference to the wall and security measures. They seemed to emphasise
the importance of their children being safe. A number of parents made connections
between the better security and improved discipline, particularly from a 'bunking'
perspective. Some parents feit that the improved security enhanced better results at
the school too. The sample of comments below illustrate these sentiments:

The building of the wall has made a good improvement because now the learners
are not bunkin the classes an more.

I think the tight security which was employed to the school make sure that our
children are safe from gangsters. Thefencing around the school assures us that
no learner will be able to bunk classes or leave school without permission.

Our children get good results at the end of the year because they don't leave
school early. We no longer fear gangsters, because we know that there are
securities who are employed to look after our children.

There is safety and security around the school. The classes are warm. The
children had been disciplined There is no bunking, and the number of failers had
decreased since there are walls around the school. There is no leaving the school
premises without a permission slipfrom your class teacher. The teaching is good
in the classes.

Physical conditions

The majority of staff, learners and parents made several references to the improved
physical conditions of the school. The replacement of broken windows was
consistently raised by all three groups. Many of the staff commented that there were
considerably fewer windows broken or missing at the present than in the past. The use
of perspex windows instead of glass windows had clearly played no small part in this:

In 1993 windows were broken because they were glass windows. These windows
can't be braken now because the are ers ex.

Most of the learners made reference to how this positrve development had
contributed towards a better learning environment by keeping the 'elements' (ie. the
rain, wind, and cold) out of the classrooms. For example:

L: The replacing of windows - it also sets a good environment.
TdJ: In what way does it set a good environment?
L: Because a lot 0 the classes we went to had no windows there. Now s or
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instance in winter you go there, it's cold Nobody wants to learn if it's cold
Nobody can concentrate when its cold, and now it's an improvement because when
you go into the class it's warm, there's no wind coming in.

L: And another thing, the teachers improved the windows - they fixed all the
windows at school, but they (the learners) break the windows. We have improved
so much here at school.
TdJ: You mean the windows...
L: Yes, you used to be cold when you are inside the classroom, so now we are not
cold anymore and you feel safe inside.

L: Toe die vensters nog stukkend was het die kinders koud gekry en in sommige
klasse het dit in gereenlWhen the windows were still braken the children were cold
and in some classes the rain came in'.

Photograph Eight: Intact perspex windows

Connections were made, particularly by the learners and parents, between the
improved physical conditions of the school and improved security. For example:

L: In die winter is die klasse nie meer so koud nie en onderwysers en leerlinge voel
albei meer veiliger want toe die heining nie daar was nie toe het die gangsters
ingestap soos hulle wil/In the winter the classes are no longer so cold and the
teachers and pupils bothfeel safer because when thefence (wall) was not there the
gangsters entered when they wanted to.

5 Where Afrikaans transcripts are used they are followed by an English translation
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Reference was made by staff and learners alike to the improved cleanliness of the
building. Although some learners felt that the condition of the toilets was better, many
complained that there was still room for improvement in this area:

Sometimes there is improvements in the toilets because there have been
replacements, toilets have been replaced. It has been cleaned, - in the past the
toilets have been filthy, but now you can go into a toilet that has a cleaner smell.
You feel like using it but it's not always that way because sometimes it smells really
awful.

Although there was a fairly high consensus amongst staff that the school was
'greener' than in the past (neither the learners nor parents commented on this) two
comments suggested that this improvement had not been sustained

Since we started school development we tried to improve the physical conditions of
our school.

The trees which were planted were never really looked after. Some of them have
died over the ears.

Because vandalism occurs in the community, trees are stolen as soon as they are
Ianted.

There was also a consistently high agreement amongst staff that the staffroom
environment was more welcoming. Indicators of this improvement were that the
staffroom had been painted, curtains and tableclothes had been added, and that there
was evidence of personal touches such as photographs of the staff on the walls.

A number of staff highlighted factors that they considered as contributing towards the
development of a better physical school environment at the school. One comment
linked school development with this area of improvement:

The positive role of management and the school's committee structure was raised too:

The building is cleaner because more pressure is put on the cleaning staff In this
regard mana ement does a goodjob with controllin cleanin sta members.

The work of the Non-Teaching Staff committee conscientised non-teaching staff of
the important role they are playing and helped lift the morale of these people.
Also the energy in staff on their level made a great difference. The non-teaching
staff are more reliable and accountable.

One management staff member felt that the cleaning staff could do more though.
Pride in the school and the positive role of the school's caretaker was seen by one
staff member to play an important part in this area of improvement:

Almal is trots op hulle omgewing. Meneer X is 'n 'Jack-of-all-trades' en hy
beteken geweldig baie vir die skoal/Everyone is proud of their environment. Mr X
is a 'Jack-of-all-trades' and he means a lot to the school.
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The inclusion of environmental awareness in the school's extra-curricular activities
was raised by staff too as a contributory factor:

The Arbor Day campaign the school runs with the Environmental Club teachers
made the beautification of the school possible, and also the sense of responsibility
amongst learners. Learners are involved in environmental projects eg. recycling,
cleaning of the school, Arbor Day, water conservation, and become more
responsible regarding the cleanliness of the school although there is still a lot to
do.

Photograph Nine: A clean corridor

Relationships between staff

There was generally a strong consensus amongst staff that relationships between staff
had improved over the past 5 years, especially in relation to there being better
communication between staff This was manifested by greater collegial assertiveness
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where people seemed to have the courage and willingness to speak about things in a
'public' forum (eg. staff meetings). Tolerance of different views amongst staff and a
common understanding of issues were further characteristics of the improved
relationship between staff. However, there was some evidence that staff relationships
had taken a slight 'dip' during the first year of the new principal (June 1997 to June
1998). Team spirit which was considered by some to be not as prevalent as in the past.
Some references were made by staff to the change in management structure and style
as having had a negative influence on staff relationships, especially in relation to
ownership issues and less participatory decision-making. Relationships amongst staff
appeared to have been unusually strained too as a result of pending rationalisation of
teaching posts. This was compounded by a lack of procedural clarity as to how this
would happen.

There certainly is a better relationship between staff and pupils, maybe because of
the chan e 0 a trmer mana er.

Photograph Ten: The staffroom.

Relationships between staff and learners

At least two thirds of the staff said the better relationship between themselves and the
learners was more evident since the new principal took over in 1997. It was suggested
that this shift could have been as a result of a firmer manager:

At least fifteen of the twenty three staff who responded to the questionnaire indicated
agreement that there was more respect between staff and learners and that they were
more relaxed and friendly with each other. This characteristic was raised consistently
by the learners and parents too with references often being made to a more caring
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culture in the school and a greater commitment to teaching by the educators. The
quotes below capture these sentiments:

L: ...it was the children against the teachers - there used to be these two groups.
But in time we've changed, like for instance they've put up the wall. We used to feel
as it was a way of keeping us from going out - but 1 now see it as well as keeping
them out. So our views, mine, my parents, have changed, so now 1 see things
differently and that is now why 1 can communicate with my teacher, 1 can form a
comradeship with my teacher. Now it's not me against you, you know, we not
jïghling each other - we working together now.

P: In these years all the parents want to sent the children at Modderdam High,
because the school had a care for student. eg. My daughter doesn't understand
English even a one word in previous but later on she did understand because of
care of teachers and the principal.

P: Die kinders het meer respek vir die onderwysers want die kinders kan sien dat
die onderwysers regtig omgee vir hulle en dat die onderwysers wil he hulle moet
suksesvol wees/The children have more respect for the teachers because they can
see that the teachers genuinely care for them and that the teachers want them to be
successful.

There was strong support amongst staff that learners were more confident about
speaking to staff and expressing their opinions (ie. being more assertive), especially in
the classroom. One explanation for this was that the school had made an effort to
implement the new South African Schools Act of 1996 which, amongst other things,
advocates learners' rights, learner representation on the School Governing Body (in
high schools only), and greater accountability of educators to their learners.
Documentation had indicated that a number of workshops facilitated by TIP on the
Act had been attended by many staff (including the caretaker) and learner (student)
representatives. Trust and accountability seemed to be a feature of this improvement,
as illustrated by this staff comment:

Learners confide in their teachers and question them on the academic work as well
as actions taken in class. Things are not being taken for granted. Everybody is
accountable and being held re!>ponsiblefor their aClions.

Many learners made reference to their improved confidence in communicating with
the staff too. The theme of caring and commitment often pervaded their perspectives
as suggested in this learner's opinion:

Because the teachers are making it easy for us to communicate with them. It's easy
to communicate and when we don't understand something we go to the teachers,
we go and ask - it's easy. Because now they care for us.

In spite of the general support that a better relationship between staff and learners had
developed over the past five years there were some striking comments on the role of
the education crisis (rationalisation, increase in learner/educator ratio, shortage of
resources) and its impact on relationships between educators and learners. One
educator had this to say:
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This year I feel that co-operation between learners and teachers has somewhat
dropped Personally J think the reason is that the education crisis looming over our
heads, has demotivated me. Ifeel that I'm not that enthusiastic about my work and
therefore the learners' response/reaction to me has reflected this lack of motivation.

Another observed that the increase in learner 'confidence' was more a reflection of
poor discipline and' acting out' in an environment which was under-resoureed

Learners tend to be more undisciplined and behave inappropriately than being
confident. I think it probably has to do with workload of staff and extra pressure
placed on learners (learners tend to 'act out' more often).

Unlike the more direct role that TIP had played in the development of better
relationships amongst staff it would appear that the improvement of educator/learner
relationships was more indirectly related to the school's development work. As one
staff member put it:

In our school development we never focused much on our learners. Although there
were improvements in relationships between learners and educators it was not at
the same rate as that hetween educators.

It would appear that two major areas of improvement in the school, namely the
quality of teaching and management and governance (see below), had contributed
indirectly and substantively towards the improvement of educator/learner
relationships.

Relationships between learners

In terms of the improvement of relationships between learners there was considerable
reference made by the learners themselves (to a lesser extent the educators and
parents) to low incidence of racism at Modderdam High School. This was a view
expressed by both Afrikaans-speaking and Xhosa-speaking learners. Some of the
learners made comparisons between Modderdam and other schools, pointing out that
there is a much higher and healthier level of integration between the two language
groups at Modderdam than at other schools. References were made to the positive role
that the teachers were playing in developing this integration and the 'zero' tolerance
rules at the school should someone behave in a racist manner. Some of the Xhosa-
speaking learners commented specifically on feeling accepted in the historically
'Coloured' community at the school. The following excerpts from the interviews
demonstrate this area of improvement:

TdJ: Can I just pick up on what you were saying afew minutes ago, about racism,
and I had wondered particularly from the 3 of you who had been here since std 6,
whether or not you think that there's been an improvement here at Modderdam, in
terms of intergration, of learners who come from different language groups,
different backgrounds. You are all nodding yes '.
First Xhosa-speaking learner: Yes, there is improved because like for instance
when we come there std 6, I can say especially the Coloureds, when we on the
sports grounds like we do some sports - when we there then the gangsters used to
come there and fought with us - they called us names, I can't even mention the
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names, they were such rude, but we did ignore that - but the teachers did
encourage us, and they stand there and try 10 explain to those people. Now it is
better it is not happening there, but they do sometimes ...
TdJ: But occasionally there is some racism but you seem to be saying that there is
far less racism, that the so-called Coloured and black people are not calling each
other names - is that what you said?
First Xhosa-speaking learner: They just ignoring the fact that they are one like us -
they just ignoring that they are black.
Second Xhosa-speaking learner: They are afraid now to call us names because they
can be suspended - in std 6 there was no suspending. They called us names and we
go to the teacher and sometimes the teacher would say, no 1 am going to punish
him or her, but they would never do that. But now there is an improvement. A
person who calls you names or beat you up, can be suspended because that is
wrong to say to someone.
IdJ: So just to take that a step further - what would you do, 1 mean the school as
an organisation, what would it do to support you with a grievance that you might
have?
Second Xhosa-speaking learner: When something like that happens we go to our
teacher, if our teacher feels she can't solve the problem she sends us to the office
where we put in a complaint - the principal calls both the students, the one that
was called the name and the one that called the name and they will sit down and
ask what the problem is and they will speak about it and if the principal doesn't get
through ta this student that is calling the name, he just, if he doesn't have an option
- you either try and deal with this problem - you either say you're sorry and see
that it never happens again or you leave the school. And 1 think that's the best
thing because ifwe just going to sit here every day and nothing is being done about
the problem it's just going to go out of hand and nobody is going to like the school
anymore, but because of the patience of the teachers and the learners - we do solve
the problem and we do relax.
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Xhosa-speaking learner: They (the Afrikaans-speaking learners) are willing to
speak to us (the Xhosa-speaking leamers)- to learn our language properly, so 1
think that change a lot. They learn about our cultures, so they always ask us,
what's that in our culture, why ...... so 1 think they are now more interested than
before in our culture.

Afrikaans-speaking learner: Like 1 said before it's a multi-racial school, it involves
Xhosa speaking and Afrikaans - it's a way of gelling different people from
different backgrounds, and learn more about other cultures, in a way, you get to
learn more things from different kinds of people, and J think our school is in the
meantime in the process of achieving goals like that. Making learners interact
with each other. And 1 think it's a very good thing.

The improved relationships in the school was viewed by a number of parents in terms
of the school being successfully integrated (non-racist). As one parent put it:
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Relationships between the school and parents

There was some evidence, albeit limited, which suggested that there was a better
relationship between the school and parents. A few parents commented on the
improved communication between the school and parents which was facilitated by
regular circulars and newsletters. Some parents and educators referred to the
school's policy of calling parents in when there was a problem with the learner. There
were a few comments from parents which referred to the caring culture of
Modderdam. One parent expressed her appreciation that the school offered its
condolences and support when a family experienced a death.

The attendance of meetings is still not where it is supposed to be - maybe because
we are serving a working community and notforgetting the violence in the area.

An indicator which supported this area of improvement was the greater attendance of
parents at school meetings. This was evident in the interviews with the learners and
the questionnaire completed by the staff. However, parental involvement was still
considered to be limited. Most of the learners pointed out that their parents took an
interest in their school work but found it difficult to attend meetings. It was apparent
that the parents of those learners who lived closest to the school (especially the
Bonteheuwel community) seemed to be able to attend school meetings. Many of the
Xhosa-speaking learners indicated that it was very difficult for their parents to attend
meetings at the school as they did not have transport, were often tired from work, and
feared for their safety. This response was not exclusive to these learners though as
some of the Afrikaans-speaking learners who lived closer to the school made similar
comments. These constraints were confirmed by one of the educators who said

Management and governance

Management and governance as an area of improvement was strongly evident across
all the sources of data. Although the general sentiment of the staff indicated that
management of the school had improved there was a discernable difference expressed
in the level of improvement between the period when the new principal took over and
that of his predecessor. This difference was associated with a marked change in
ownership of managing the school where many staff felt that since the new principal
had taken over the structure of management had changed significantly with the staff
playing a less active role in the running of the school. It was apparent that one of the
most celebrated changes in the management and governance of the school was its
democratisation through the involvement of all stakeholders. Many staff associated
this with the OD work that TIP had done with Modderdam making comments such as:

Every component of the school community was/is involved. From the learner to
educator, parent, non-teaching staff, SRC, back to the learner. Each component
needs to have a vision - thus a mission statement in it's questfor development. The
development of the school as an organisation thus relied on the individual
development of every component of this organisation.

TIP focuses on accountability of each role-player at school and makes sure that
each role player understands its role and commitment in the development of the
school.
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Many staff expressed a concern that the decentralisation of management where
committees had been established in the past to run the school had been replaced with
a more centralised approach. Concern was raised about a lack of participatory
decision-making, as illustrated by these comments:

Decision-making might be consultative but not participatory, due to staff not really
bein involved in mana 'n the school

Nov 1993 to June 1997 staff members were more involved in decision-making.
Issues will be brought to the staffroom and major stakeholders (stafJ) will decide on
the issues. We felt part of the school. Nowadays management will come and make
statements such as 'management' has decided that eg. school will close early etc.

Decision-making and participation in some cases tends to be autocratic (top down).
Management would decide on issues and try and implement decision without
debating it.

These issues were acknowledged by staff management, some of whom suggested that
the rationalisation process had increased the workload, and thus stress levels, of the
educators leaving less time for their involvement in managing the school.

The significance of the above is that the staff were emphasising the importance of two
key elements which constituted the improved management ofModderdam, namely:

1. Management had been decentralised by way of committee structures where many
staff were involved in the running of the school (ie. greater ownership of
managing the school amongst staff);

2. Decision-making processes were more participatory and consultative.

A further key element raised by the staff in relation to this area of improvement was
that of accountability, especially in terms of financial management. There was a high
consensus amongst staff that the school's finances were being managed more
efficiently and transparently. One indicator of this was that school fees had been paid
more readily (this was seen by some staff as being a reflection of improved parent
support too).

The modernising of the school's administration through the use of computers (for
example, the 'marks schedule') was also considered to be an improvement in the
management of Modderdam.

There was also some indication from staff that there had been an improvement in the
discipline of staff and learners in terms of more of them being at school on time and
being in their classrooms (ie. they were more responsible). This development was
associated by some staff with better accountability of staff towards learners and the
more firm management of the learners by the new principal. However, there were
mixed feelings amongst the staff that discipline had in fact improved with a number of
staff commenting on how the rationalisation process had affected the morale and
commitment of some staff and how the strain on resources and larger classes had
contributed towards learners being at times undisciplined.
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.\:\"TI-STRESS KIT

"I.",
hl!

They're (the educators) determined to so/ve the problem when a problem faces us,
they'll come to us then they will come to each class and speak to us. It takes a lot of
time to get through to us students, especially, I know that, but they take all their
time to Ket through to us.

Photograph Eleven: The 'anti-stress' kit advocated by the principal

There were a range of comments which indicated that many learners believed that the
school had improved in its management and governance over the past few years.
These comments referred to the school being better organised, and there being a more
consultative approach to governance through the establishment of structures such as
the school's governing body and the SRC. For example one learner emphasised the
consultative approach that educators used:

Another learner stressed that the establishment of governance structures had helped to
facilitate collective problem-solving:

I The other thing what I found changed since I was here in std 6 - ifyou can look the I
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way teachers used to act towards when they are teaching, at first it wasn't that
good - it's like there was no SRC - there was no governing body - those organisers
you know which make educators and learners work hand-in-hand And the other
thing what I also found improved in our school, learners a/first - it's a multiracial
school - at first it was difficult for Xhosa-speaking people, maybe involving with
Afrikaans- speaking - but in the meantime like the governing bodies where parents,
learners and educators are involved - they can solve their problems and come to a
conclusion and with the S"RC also working hand-in-hand with learners, 1 find it
very easy in solving the problems we have at school because long ago we didn't
have this bodies we have now. The SRC, governing body and the whole community
outside the school and the learners and educators and our parents.
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Perhaps the most significant aspect raised by the majority of learners in relation to
the development of better management and governance at the school was the
improved discipline amongst staff and learners alike. Many learners associated this
with the improved security at the school and the increased commitment to quality
teaching by the educators. The new principal was considered by a large number of
learners to have contributed to the improved discipline through his firm and fair
management of the learners and educators. This Grade 12's 'Holiday Inn' metaphor
and emphasis on the role of the current principal captures a common sentiment held
by many of the learners:

L: At first we used to go out as we wanted to - it was like a Holiday Inn here, and
everyone can come in like gangsters and all that and there was a lot C?! violence al
our school and all that stuff and our teachers also, they more strict and more active
with us in classes and all that.
TdJ: In what way do you think they are more active with you?
L: At first they were like interested, like that - but now our principal Mr 10( he's
like strict on our teachers as well as on us, and everything is now OK.
TdI: Do you mean that the discipline has improved?
L: Yes.
TdI: Discipline amongst the teachers?
L: .... and the children.
TdI OK - and you're saying Mr KX is partly responsible for that.
L: Fully responsible.

The inclusion of rules for educators (an educators' code of conduct had been
established by the educators themselves) and rights for learners was highlighted by
one learner as being important aspects to the improved discipline at Modderdam:

L: I mean they've (the teachers) been given rules, like we have rules - they also
have a set of rules, and those are the rules they have to obey by. And 1 mean in the
past those rules weren't there - they were just allowed to do whatever they want
because they were the teacher - and because we were so valueless we had no
rights. But because times have changed and we have changed - we've also received
rights now. 1 can say but you can't hit me and you can't speak to me that way - in
the past 1 had tojust sit there and keep my mouth. Just like they have rights we also
have rights - just like we have rules they have rules. And 1 think that those are rules
that have been put since that time that they have to obey now - that weren't there in
the past.
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TdJ: So teachers are more disciplined?
L: Just like we are more disci lined.

Better management of the school was a significant theme that arose in the interviews
of the parents. Many of them commented about the more stringent control the school
had over the learners, especially in terms of permission having to be obtained should a
learner wish to leave the school premises. Mention was often made to the positive
effect that the wall and added security had had in keeping the learners in the grounds.
This was linked to the gates being kept closed, improved punctuality, and a lower
incidence of bunking. Some parents commented on the neater appearance of the
learners who were required to wear the correct school uniform. A number of parents
referred to the strict but caring management style of the current principal as being
responsible for many of the improvements at the school. Reference was made too to
the better communication between parents and the school, especially in relation to
disciplinary matters:

When our children or my child made something wrong in the school, like the child
didn't obey the rules of the school he/she have to call his parents. What I'm trying
to say is that the school Modderdam H.s. without the teachers shouldn't im]!!ove.

Quality of teaching

There was a high level of consensus amongst the staff that the quality of teaching at
Modderdam High had improved substantively. This was manifested in the following
ways:

1. Educators were more innovative in their lesson preparation (eg. worksheets were
more creatively prepared);

2. Educators were less reliant on text-books (ie. they used materials from a range of
resources such as newspapers and outings);

3. Educators were using a more learner-centred approach in their teaching (eg.
learners worked more often in groups on a co-operative basis, they were expected
to research information more independently of the teacher);

4. Educators prepared their examination papers more creatively and with greater
relevance to current affairs and issues.

Apart from the opinions of staff, this was also apparent through independent
observations of the quality of worksheets and examination papers.

Some staff suggested that the above improvements had developed out of necessity
rather that pedagogical wisdom:

People had to cope with larger classes and had to stop 'talk and chalk' and
became facilitators in class and give learners assignments to do eg. research on
recycling, budgeting, birth control and more conscientious issues. Teachers tend
to learn methods and share ideas with one another.

Work sheets are the best methods used because textbooks are more expensive and
it is impossible to provide books for students. Textbooks in any case contain
outdated ideas.
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There were suggestions that the decrease in the 'drop-out' rate amongst the junior
grades in particular was an indicator of the improved quality in teaching at the school.
This was difficult to verify as the school records were inconsistent and in some
respects misleading. For example, the 1996 and 1997 records for Grades 8 and 9
reflected a very low drop-out which upon further examination revealed that learners
who had not attended the mid-year and September examinations were deleted from
the final roll thus inflating the drop-out rate. In more recent discussions with some of
the staff this observation was still held but could not be confirmed statistically.

Wehave the type of student that wants to do little at home so the teacher must do all
the work.

It was evident that there were issues concerning educators being overloaded, needing
more support in developing their teaching methods, and learners having to take more
responsibility for their learning:

Teachers are loaded with work, more so than the past years. Teachers are too tired
to attend subject workshops after school. If it was during school time, more of the
above-mentioned method will be implemented.

From the learners' perspectives there were very significant indications that the
quality of teaching had improved at the school over the past few years. Many learners
referred to the greater levels of commitment to teaching at Modderdam as compared
to a few years ago. This was considered evident in the way in which the majority of
teachers 'went the extra mile' in offering extra lessons, encouraged and motivated the
learners to apply themselves seriously to their work, manifested a more caring and
mentoring disposition towards the learners, and facilitated a more interactive process
of teaching and learning in the classroom (for example, they would encourage
learners to ask questions). A number of learners pointed out that as a result of these
positive changes learners were generally more serious about their work and more
assertive in class by asking more questions, and challenging the teachers. Some
learners said that with the improved teaching at the school many Grade 12 learners
felt more confident about their matric exams. Although some learners commented on
the unacceptable social behaviour of some of the teachers (for example, smoking in
the corridors, smelling of alcohol), there was a strong sentiment that the educators
were taking their teaching more seriously than in the past. Some learners pointed out
that the educators at Modderdam were generally positive role-models. The quotes
below capture the above:

The teachers, like I comefrom a different school right. Most of the teachers weren't
as patient as the teachers here at Modderdam - they take their time to listen to us.
Like other schools, they just give you the work and you just have to do it, and to-
morrow you come back and you just have to give it back. But at Modderdam we
have time to do our work and if we don't understand something we can go up to the
teacher, speak to them about it and then they'll help us a chance to complete it and
give it in.

Some of us don't get motivation at home, but when we come to school we get
motivation. They motivate us that we want to come to school every day. Even if we
come late - sometimes that's because we lef!_late or the trains were late, but we
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late and we WANT to be here. It's just an indication that we need our
ion and like when I come to school I look forward to seeing my teachers every

e teachers do sometimes respond as our friend - like we have problems, - like
problems, not problems based on our school - they respond like they give us
and ersuade us to not do some thin .

r instance business economics, at first the teachers just read out of a book and
ave to copy the work and as he is reading you have to dictate and write and
but now she explains the work and she tells you look in your text book, and
ine this and underline that, and as she explains it you take in more and you
more, because she makes it clear and she uses exam les.

teachers are motivating the children more and more. Like the teachers are
r like, telling them to do this and to do that and it's not that the teachers are
g on your head - they only want the best for you and if you don't want to
or whatever the case is then you can go, you can leave the school. But if you
o stay and listen to the teachers what they're saying, and if you just sit down
ink about it, then if you're more constructive - it's up to yourself - entirely up
rsel.

he past we had teachers that didn't care about the students - they seldom came
ss and at the end of the year when examination time comes they just stack us
lot of work, say OK do that it's coming in the examination - you don't know
going on - but now you don't get teachers like that anymore. The teachers
dicated to their jobs. And in the past there were incidents where the teachers
to school and they were still drunk. But recently I haven't seen a teacher in

, now that's also an im rovement.

ometimes also the teachers had an effect on the improvement, they are
lly the people that puts more in for us, to receive more - they are putting in
time at home - like preparing lessons, marking. Even after school classes,
teachers 've extra classes.

has also improved is - to go back if we have a problem with our work in the
oom - don't understand the work, then the teachers will always say no I
'd be listening in the classroom or whatever. Now I can go back to the teacher
ell the teacher, freely and openly, I don't understand it, and the teacher will
m no, OK fine you can come after class or interval and you can, the people
pay them to do it, but you can go to them still and they will still tell you, OK
come in to ask me, I'll teach you whatever the case is. That's improved a lot -
an 0 an time to the teachers now.

eachers are more than happy to work with the students - you know in other
Is someone hates the teacher and he won't attend to his classes. At
erdam people like working with the teachers - they show more interest. They
imes call them, askin them to work a ternoon classes and durin the breaks.
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I think the computers was a great improvement for us - some of us doesn't have
knowledge. Because every work of to-day you must have knowledge of the
computer.

There were comments made by the learners that pertained to an improved 'extended'
curriculum (the inclusion of career education, environmental awareness, sexuality
education). Many of the learners said that the recent inclusion of computers at the
school was a great improvement given the importance of learning computer literacy
for the workplace. They suggested too that the number of computers should be
increased so as to give more learners access to learning how to use them. For
example:

We are

Well, they did give us some computers. Like when you have work now most work is
on computers, so they noticed that and now they trying to let us ... next year when
we go to work. That's another im_l!!ovement.

Recent information (February 1999) confirmed that there were 26 computers available
and that all classes had a computer period in a 7 day cycle.

StafT also raised the recent addition of Technical Drawing to the curriculum as being
a considerable improvement, especially as it allowed learners to enter into a technical
senior certificate at a technical training school after Grade 9:

Technical Drawing has been implemented three years ago and has become very
popular amongst students. We even have one student in Grade 11 doing this
subject on Grade 10 level.

The inclusion of Xhosa and extension of Afrikaans to second and third language was
also pointed out by a few staff members as being an improvement to the school's
curriculum.

In relation to quality of teaching the most prominent theme that emerged from the
interviews with the parents was the improved commitment of the educators. This was
often referred to in terms of their offering extra support to the learners (eg. afternoon
classes), their caring and encouraging approach to teaching, and the better
communication between educators and learners. The following quotes illustrate the
latter:

In these years all the parents want to sent the children at Modderdam High,
because the school had a care for student. e.g. My daughter doesn't understand
English even a one word in previous but later on she did understand because of
care of teachers and theprincipal.

The relationship between teacher and student is better and they can communicate
eel.
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I like the way how the teachers cares about our children. One day I received a
letter from 'X' (my child) who received itfrom school, it said that Mr Dular Duma
was in the school which means Modderdam is the best school. I can say it is the
best school around the city because Mr Dular Ouma was the only school who
visited at.

Photograph Twelve: The newly installed computer room

Sense of identity and community

There were several references made by the staff, learners and parents which alluded to
an improved sense of identity and community at Modderdam.

There was a very high consensus amongst the staff that there was generally an
increased pride within the school community, especially amongst the learners, at
being a member of Modderdam School. Comments by staff tended to associate this
positive development with the increase in numbers at the school which they in turn
linked with the good security and firm discipline at the school. For example:

MHS is definitely a more popular choice for parents if compared to other schools.
MHS is more sa er.

Since we are striving to become a safe environment, learners want to attend our
school.
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responsible manner in which the educators handle their children.

Numbers have increased dramatically prior to this period Parents want their kids
to be safe at school - we provide that especially with the gangsterism within the
community.

Some staff and parents often talked about the school as being a family. For example,
one parent had this to say in response to a question on who or what was responsible
for the improvements at the school:

Learners used the 'family' metaphor too referring to the principal as a strict but
encouraging guardian/parent of the learners at the school. There were numerous
comments made by the learners about the improved sense of identity and pride in
being a member of the Modderam community. An indicator of this, which many
parents mentioned, was the better dress code at the school with many more learners
than in the past wearing the correct school uniform. The Grade 12' s made particular
reference to their smart tracksuit tops which identified them as the 1998 matriculants
ofModderdam High School. The transcripts below illustrate the latter:

L: Anybody was very scared about our principal because he was very straight - the
other principal wasn't straighter than Mr 'lac, because Mr 'KJ(' is very straight
now - he was smiling and encouraging the kids and explaining how you must do it
and encouraging, it's like a parent toyou and everything ....
TdJ: So Mr 'KJ(' is like a parent to you, but he's strict. And do you think that's an
improvement?
L: Yes.
TdJ: In what way is that an improvement?
L: Because Mr 'KJ(' he don't likes people who come late in school - he wants
people to wear school uniform always.
TdJ: Why school uniform?
L: A full school uniform - everybody looking at the kids you know - it's very
beautiful to see kids like intervals kids standing there, no-one wearing a grey or a
pink shirt or white jeans and that stuff - it doesn't look nice. And to identify
ourselves from the gangsters which are outside.

People can identify you as a pupil of Modderdam Senior, that is why you have to
wear a school uni arm. It 'ves au a sense 0 ride.

I can say this - in our school, to be here, it just feel ... If you come to the school of
Coloureds, they are Coloureds, we expected a lot, but when I'm here I feel
welcome, and there is no such thing like racism - they treat us equal in the
education. It's like afamily....
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And I have to say that there's a change in the teachers, the learners and the
management staf! at the school - came with the change of environment. When the
environment of the school then their attitude changed also, everybody was eager to
start anew - 10 motivate everybody else and 10 see 10 make the best of what they
have. 1 can just say I wouldn't change this school for anything in the world, and I
don't have any regrets coming to this school, because my father wanted to send me
to Garlandale .

1 think it's a good thing I mean I'm proud ~fModderdam, and I would be proud
wearing the school track-suit. I would want to show everybody that I am at
Modderdam High. And most of the people will think, ag, why should I wear school
track-suits, - if I know that I'm going to find a way to run away during the day and
I don't want everybody to know that I'm in Modderdam High. And then they'll see
that I ran away and the principal will recognise ... and stop me and all that type.
Rul I think it's a very positive thing to be wearing the school track-suit - I mean
make a school pride.

In summary, when asked whether or not they agreed with the statement that
Modderdam was the best school in Bonteheuwel, staff, learners and parents
unanimously replied 'yes'. The same themes of improvement described above
emerged in the analysis of their responses to the contention that the school is the best
in the community (this 'claim' was initially based on the collective perceptions of the
staff interviewed in the first and third phases of this study). The reasons given for
agreeing with this sentiment were basically that the school provides a safe and secure
environment for its learners, the physical environment of the school is relatively better
than most of the other schools in the area, discipline is good at the school, the school
is generally well managed, the teachers are generally committed to offering a good
education at the school, relationships at the school are good (especially in terms of the
multi-cultural nature of the learners), parents are kept informed, and learners appear to
be proud of the school. Below is a sample of learner and parent explanations for
saying 'yes' to the statement that Modderdam is the best school in Bonteheuwel:

L: This school is I must say is the best school because there's no gangsterism in the
school and people selling drugs inside the school and all that stuff. But you can go
there in Belhar where I stay, the people are selling drugs in the school and there's
gangsterism and the people are just yelling and swearing to each other and the
teachers - they just don't care about where they are and all that stuff. But in this
school you can't just go and swear where you want to swear and all that stuff. Std 5
I've been here I haven't seen people selling drugs in the school and all that stuff.

L: ...1 think many years ago this school was corrupt. 1 don't want to compare this
school with other schools, but there are schools who are corrupt, like this school,
before. And most schools they can't do anything because the teachers are afraid. I
really think our teachers are brave enough to stand in what they doing in front. The
teacher is showing us the way to live because this is not just here in school
community, it's the way we will be living outside the school, and by learning how to
live in school, it can improve in our community too ...

L: And another thing I wanted to say if you can see how many Xhosa- speaking
learners at this school in Modderdam, com are it to other schools in Bonteheuwel,
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communicate one another and the students if they school is out early, they come
with lettersfor theirp_arents.
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you laterfind outModderdam has the most learners who comefrom different areas
- why? Because they accept learners as they are, not for the sake of other things,
and they - like for instance, many people from different areas choose to come to
this school, because they have their own ideas reasons why they come to school -
there is too many things we can't even mention all of those things - why they come
to this school. Each and ev(?_ryone has his own reasons.

L: At first Modderdam was dealing with gangsters and most of thepeople sent their
children to attend other schools, except this one. Because of it's high violence. But
now since we had the wall, the security has been good People they did accuse us of
being a war-zone, is come creeping on their knees asking if there's one more place
for their child to attend Very secure so they canfocus more on education.

P: It is the safest school with the most dedicated staff and motivated leaders making
it a success I educational institution.

P: I don't only think Modderdam is the best school in Bonteheuwel, but also in
Mitchells Plain and Athlone. It doesn't matter if you are going to send your kids to
posh schools, it is their safety and their ability to want to learn that counts at the
end You don't have to worry about gangsters and can learn in peace. There at
that schools you get as much schooling as here, but the children arefree to walk in
and out of classes and off school premises as theyplease, while here at Modderdam
you have tofollow the rules or else you will get suspended You can achieve your
goal at Modderdam.

The above sentiments were supported by a recent newspaper report entitled 'Inside
our city's schools of shame' (Singh & Gooi, 1999) which described the severely
adverse conditions of Modderdam's two neighbouring schools, Bonteheuwel High
School and Arcadia High School. The article highlighted the plight of these two
schools in their battle to manage gangsterism, vandalism, and learner apathy. The
debilitating context of Arcadia High School was captured in this description:

Arcadia High School is in a sorry state. A science laboratory has been
vandalised to such an extent that all the equipment has been stolen and nearly
every window pane broken. Graffiti screams out from the walls of all the outer
buildings, marking this state-owned property as gangster territory.

More often than not it is not worthwhile to make repairs or replacements
because it just happens all over again, Arendse said.

There is no fence preventing people from coming and going as they please,
although in the past week - after much pleading with the education department
- fence poles were being erected for the much-needed barricade (p.13).

The two photographs below illustrate the severity of the physical conditions under
which teaching and learning is expected to take place.

__j
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Photograph Thirteen: Windowless (Photograph by Benny Gool, 1999)

Photograph Fourteen: Broken Ceiling (Photograph by Benny Gool, 1999)
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FOCUS TWO: PERCEIVED SOURCES OF INFLUENCE AND
INTERVENTION

1 think it happened from the management of the school, the educators because they
are the vely people who pul an effort and try their best in coming out with the sort
of development like we are experiencing now, if it wasn't for the teachers and they
say - Oh, 1 don't care about the students, what we are here for is only teaching,
and we get paid, then 1 don't think we'll have a school like Modderdam. They are
playing a very important role. If you can see the way teachers are working with us.
Not to say all of the teachers, most of the teachers, they are helping us in improving
whatever we are doing, whether it's maybe sports, maybe with SRC, with the
governing body, they are playing a very important role.

Using an explanatory type of analysis, this part of the report focused on developing
explanations of 'why' Modderdam experienced the range of successes described
above. It was a response to the question "To what sources of influence can the
improvements at Modderdam be attributed?" This included examining specific
strategies which had contributed towards the school's development, especially those
associated with TIP's OD intervention. In short, this section of the case study report
was mainly concerned with addressing the fifth research question of this study,
namely: "What role did TIP's school OD intervention play in Modderdam's
successes?"

The notion of circular causality was central to the analytical process applied to this
question. This concept acknowledges the complex recursive nature of change and
takes into account the multi-directional character of causal relationships between
variables. In essence, the analytical task in this section was to determine as best as
possible the causal links between the developmental processes experienced by the
school and sources of influence. This was done by asking staff, learners, and parents
who or what they thought was responsible for the improvements at Modderdam.
Using the analytical techniques of coding and memoing, themes were identified as
being sources of influence and intervention. Given this study's specific interest in the
role of TIP's school OD intervention in Modderdam's successes staff were asked to
identify, where possible, particular TIP OD strategies that contributed towards the
school's improvements. As learners and parents never mentioned TIP as being a
source of influence this question was not posed to them. What then did the learners
and parents have to say in response to the question of who or what was responsible for
the improvements at Modderdam?

The majority of learners interviewed attributed the school's improved status to the
current principal in particular (his strict, firm but fair management of the school) and
the educators (their commitment to the school, their involvement in managing the
school; and the better communication between the educators and learners). For
example, one learner associated the improvements with the management of the
school:

Some of the learners pointed to the establishment of committees in the school, such as
the governing body and SRC, as being a significant source of improvement at
Modderdam. Reference was made to the Reconstruction and Development Project
(RDP) funds made available to the school to build the wall and the improved
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contribution of school fees. Some learners commented on the way in which the
educators, learners, and parents were contributing as a team to the well-being of the
school. There were a few comments which made links between the improved
management of the school and the consequent improvement of discipline amongst
learners (and educators). In general though, the learners interviewed appeared to have
difficulty in responding to this question in any substantive way.

From the parents' perspective the current principal and educators had played a
central role in improving the school. Comments pertained to the commitment of the
educators to making Modderdam a good school. They mentioned encouraging the
learners, being inspirational, involving the learners in decision-making, and ensuring
that the school rules were adhered to as specific examples. Some parents referred to
the strictness of the principal as being responsible for the improvements. The RDP
was considered by a few as contributing towards the school's development while the
establishment of the School Governing Body was seen by some as a source of the
school's improvement. There were suggestions that parents themselves were playing a
role by being more involved in the life of the school and the management of their
children. This was as a result of the parents being informed as to what was happening
at the school and being called in if there was a discipline problem. Learners, through a
better relationship and cooperation with the educators and an improved respect and
love for the school, were responsible too for the improvements at the school. As with
the learners, this question was not responded to by the parents in a substantive way.

In those days the principal and to a greater part, the inspector as they were termed,

Given that the staff were more directly involved in the development processes at the
school, their responses to the question of who or what was responsible for the
improvements at Modderdam are included in the discussion below on the role of
TIP's on interventions.

Five major sources (themes) of influence were identified from the interview data,
documents (especially the 'minutes' of workshops and reflective reports on
developmental processes), and fieldnotes. They were:

l. The 'activist' culture ofModderdam;
2. A stable staff;
3. Macro political changes;
4. New leadership;
5. TIP's on interventions.

Theme One: The 'activist' culture of Modderdam

Modderdam High School has had a long, and by many accounts, proud history of
being at the forefront of the 'struggle' for an equitable and non-discriminatory
education system in South Africa. The school had a high profile in its vigorous public
protests against 'gutter education' so much so that during the eighties it was often at
the receiving end of police searches and arrests. Although it was apparent that the
school experienced complex internal problems, especially in relation to power issues
and autocratic management styles it was characterised by a collective energy which
seemed to place it consistently on the edge of change. As one educator put it:
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With the political climate (CODESA I, Il and Ill, 1994 elections) changing, there
was an urgency to bring about change at Modderdam High School. With
Modderdam High School at the front of political activities during the 80 's and

I was thejudge, jury and executioner"

'Peoples' education was often cited as being a historical source of development at
Modderdam, especially in relation to the critical appraisal of textbooks and the
extension of learning beyond the syllabus. This 'activist' energy still appeared to be
very much part of the Modderdam culture. Many educators were key figures in
teacher unions, particularly the South African Democratic Teachers' Union (SADTU).
The school still participates very actively in education issues, not least of those which
recently involved rationalisation. Some educators had played an active role through
SADTU in contributing towards Curriculum 2005 (see chapter five for a description
of Curriculum 2005). There was a perception amongst some of the educators that
Modderdam was three to four years ahead of other schools in terms of implementing
new policies. The overall impression that I was left with was that Modderdam's
legacy of 'struggle' still pervades its culture giving rise to a natural tendency for its
educators in general to be open to reform initiatives. Although there was resistance on
the part of some educators in 1993 and 1994 to engaging in development work with
TIP, it was apparent that Modderdam' s 'activist' culture facilitated to some extent the
school's readiness for change. Conflict, controversy, and perhaps a certain amount of
political will in the school seemed to energise its development process from the
outset.

Theme Two: A stable staff

The 'activist' culture of the school was also characterised by a remarkably stable staff,
the majority of whom had been at the school for more than eleven years. The current
principal was a learner at the school from 1973 and had been an educator at
Modderdam since the early eighties. He was appointed principal in July 1997. This
stability appears to have contributed towards the development of Modderdam. There
was a strong sense in which the staff's collective experience and empathic
understanding of the needs of the community had acted as an anchor to the school's
attempts at trying to improve its conditions

Theme Three: The macro political changes

The macro political changes of the early nineties launched Modderdam into a
different kind of 'struggle'. With the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990 and the
negotiation for a new democratic dispensation in South Africa through the Convention
for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA), there was a shift from 'protest' politics to
'reconstruction' politics. In 1994 a new democratically elected government was
mandated to 'reconstruct' the country. Education was a priority and the challenge was
to develop policies that were based on equity and non-discrimination (see chapter five
for a more detailed account of this). Traditionally the 'enemy' had been the State.
Now the new State not only required but expected the support and input of educators
to make the transition work towards a democratic order. This posed a big challenge to
the school The 'war' metaphor is striking in this educator's observation which neatly
captures the essence of this challenge:
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early 90 's, it had to crawl out of its trenches and bepart of the process/the creation
of a new dispensation. The staff adapted to change and were able to implement
many of its workshopped policies (though raw and with trial-and-error). From
political activist to democratic policy-maker was indeed a major change.

Theme four: New leadership

It was against the backdrop of unprecedented political and social change in South
Africa that the school's previous principal was appointed in 1990 after the untimely
death of the incumbent principal. The significance of this change in leadership was
the profound shift in management style from what appeared to be a predominantly
autocratic approach to a democratic approach in running the school. Although some
educators and learners described the new principal's management and leadership style
as being somewhat 'laissez-faire' it was evident that his approach established the
foundation of a participatory-democratic approach to managing the school. It was
evident that along with the establishment of this new approach came many challenges,
especially in terms of developing democratic 'behaviour' such as accountability and
shared responsibility. Furthermore, it was mainly in relation to the participatory-
democratic culture that had developed in the school that some staff experienced
difficulties with the new leadership which was considered to be less participatory in
style.

This was the context, characterised by a certain level of 'readiness', in which TIP
became involved in development work with Modderdam during 1993.

Theme five: The role of TIP's on interventions in Modderdam's successes

There was a considerable amount of evidence which indicated that one of the primary
sources of influence in Modderdam's development over the past five years had been
the OD work that the school had engaged in with TIP. However, the extent of TIP's
influence varied according to the source of data examined. It was apparent from the
documents, observations (especially the workshop conducted in April 1998), and the
staff's perspective that TIP had played a direct and important role in the development
of the school. As pointed out already, TIP was not mentioned at all by the learners and
parents as being a source of influence in Modderdam' s development. This was not
surprising as the development of the educators was a critical feature of TIP's OD
work. Although learners and parents were included in the school development
process, their involvement was limited in comparison to that with the staff.
Nevertheless, the main sources to which the learners and parents had attributed
Modderdam's improvement were the development of staff and governance structures
- elements which TIP had focused on most directly.

TIP was considered by all the staff who participated in the research to be a major
source of influence in the development of Modderdam. From the data, seven major
themes were identified as representing the key strategies that contributed to the
success of TIP's organisation development work at the school. They were:

1. People development;
2. Vision-building;
3. Workshops;
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4. Strategic planning;
5. Critical entry points;
6. Quality of facilitation;
7. Understanding how a school functions as an organisation.

TIP's self-reflection strategy was evident in all their development work, including
their own appraisal of their own process and progress. Most staff referred to this sel f-
reflection feature of TIP in a way which suggested that introspection and change
within people is fundamental to organisational change. The critical edge to self-
reflection was emphasised too where staff were encouraged to question their
perspectives and views and examine them in relation to those of their colleagues and
other more external sources such as the Department of Education. As one educator put
it:

-

1. People development

People development was a consistently strong theme that kept emerging in the data.
There were two main dimensions to this.

Firstly, and perhaps most profoundly, was TIP's focus on self-reflection. Consider
the mirror metaphor in the following excerpt from an interview with an educator:

What TlP has basically done is, without telling us anything, without showing us
this is a document - or follow this manual - they were able to tell us: look in the
mirror and look at yourself, and where you want to go. How would you like to get
over and why is it? But then also don't just concentrate on yourself. Look in the
background of that reflection, look in the background - what else do you see?
What is behindl'_ou? And what wouldyou like to see infront of you.?

TIP had introduced that things become easier when you really look at them - when
you analyse things. Irrespective of the depth of analysis, but the moment that things
become, when you have to - when people see the needfor reflecting on it - what you
are doing and what you have done and 1think we have advanced to that stage
where we are not just doing things, and we have characters, we have personalities
who can, who do question those things. And those questions do not go unanswered,
whether the answers are satisfactory, whether the answers are completed is besides
the point. That things are being questioned, if you want to put it within the
politically correct vocabulary, people are accountable to a large extent, and they
are accessible and they are transparent, more than used to be under the old system.

Some staff used the term 'self-investigation' to describe the above highlighting the
experience that staff seem to discover a lot within themselves which they were
previously unaware of. Others emphasised the problem-solving nature of this process
where answers to problems had to be created by staff themselves.

Secondly, the development of self-confidence and empowerment appeared to be
themes intrinsic to TIP's people development focus. Take for example this educator's
reflection on the links between Modderdam's development and TIP's 'self-
investigation' strategy:
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Teachers have discovered a lot within themselves that they didn't know before and
this is, I think, partly due to the probing nature, the developmental nature of the
work that TIP did here at our school. Teachers started to ask very pertinent
questions, not only about the school, but also about themselves, but these were
questions raised by TIP, not by ourselves. These were questions we'd never asked
before. Now since we've started asking questions on the basis of the questions put
by TIP, we can now carry on and ask our own questions about our own
performances, about our own work, our own involvement in the school. So that has
been significant, a very important role TIP played, bringing the teacher to the
realisation that there's a lot within themselves.

Another educator associated the development of self-confidence with managing
change:

I think what TIP has done over the past few years that they've been working with
us was developing thatpersonal image with our teachers so that they can actually
adapt to this new system oLchange.

The building of the wall was a good example of staff problem-solving and their
having the confidence to raise the funds through the Reconstruction and Development
Project.

2. Vision-building

Implicit in the above was the facilitation of more open, honest, and respectful
relationships between staff A range of strategies were used in support of this process.
TIP's focus on involving all the stakeholders in vision-building was raised by most
staff as being a key strategy in the development of the school. One educator defined
this strategy as follows:

This is what we'd like the school to be like, this is what we'd like to see happening
at our school.

This included educators, 'non-teaching' staff, learners, and parents. There appeared to
be an appreciation on the part of the staff that each group of stakeholders played an
important part in the organisational life of the school. One educator pointed out that:

Everybody (cleaning staff, teachers, learners, community) is playing an integral
art in the or anisation and develo ment and takin the school orward.

while another stressed that:

... even the cleaner at school can make a meaningful difference at school, change at
school, because eve bo is im ortant.

The caretaker himself commented on his attendance at TIP's conflict management
course and 'Governing Body' workshops which he felt had contributed towards better
relationships:
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I've learnt so much and it's a pity that I've got to know these things so late in life
because it's been a great help, not only to me, but to other workers on the
Governing Body and all the people who actually attend these courses - it's been a
great help. It has helped improve my work relationships with my fellow colleagues
- we've got a great relationship going now. It's improved on the maintaining of the
school because now I know how to interact with the fellow people and pupils of the
school. That's why you can see improvements at the school and I think TIP played
a bi role in the school.

(It) provides a platform where people could speak their mind, be creative, -level _. .. ..
criticism without being afraid of reprisals. People get the opportunity to gain
insight into others' approach and way of doing things which would otherwise be
impossible to gauge. Brings everyone to the same level. I think it is the main reason
wh there is such a iendl relaxed atmos here and ood inter ersonal relations.

Central to vision-building in particular was the development of a common
understanding of issues and challenges amongst staff. In the data, many references
were made to team-building and the role that workshops played in facilitating better
communication.

3. .Workshops

There was consistently strong evidence from the staff interviews and questionnaires
which pointed to TIP playing a positive role in the development of good
relationships amongst the staff. Vision-building was a strategy that contributed to
this. TIP's use of workshops was another:

Teachers enjoyed these workshops because they saw it as a forum where staf!
could 0 enl evaluate the siren hs and weaknesses 0 all activities at school.

Their school OD approach was considered by some as focusing specifically on
improving relationships. For example:

However, reference was made to the fact that workshops and meetings had decreased
of late which had negatively impacted the chances of communicating:

Through TIP's workshops everyone was given the opportunity to communicate,
participate, exercise tolerance of different views and to understand various
perceptions and learn to accept these different perceptions. Number of meetings
and worksho s have decreased thus chances or communication are less.

When TIP conducted its first workshop with the staff in September 1993 on
examining the school's strengths and weaknesses there was clearly much scepticism
about this method. lts novelty and uniqueness took on a somewhat humorous tone
when the educator who was primarily responsible for initiating and driving the
development process was labelled as 'Mr Workshop'. The facilitative role that the
workshops played in improving communication and relationships amongst the staff
cannot be under-estimated. One educator seemed to emphasise its cathartic influence
when she said:
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I think at the beginning we had some problems with some colleagues and I think
there was room for development. What is wrong with the staff, what is bugging you.
I think TIP played a very good role there. They came to us and asked us to have
some workshops and so on, and so we had these workshops talking about what is
bugging them. f think that really helps a lot, if you talk about it in a group situation
or, what is important to you, what is negative to you.
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Another highlighted how the workshops helped staff to work towards finding a
common ground in their vision-building, and encouraged openness and unity. His
reference to this process unfolding in the context of the negotiating climate prevalent
at a national level at the time is noteworthy I

Rul the thing is this that there was so lots of mayhem going on at school that the
thing when YIP came in, the very first thing that we addressed or the first
successes were that you were that you were able to sit, not just as a staff, or like in
a staffmeeting, but you were able to sit down in various groups and talk. And then
we realised we, despite things going on at the school, despite the exterior things in
education, the political things, we knew we had to find a common goal that the
school belongs to the community and we have to take it forward. It was also the
time when the various negotiations with the ANC (African National Congress) and
NP (National Party) went ahead, it was during that atmosphere that we thought,
basically understood that we have to get up and not look for answers, we have to
create solutions. And that is to basically sit down and look at our problems, and
then start from there, I think that is the first success. Finding common ground
through talking, communication. Then of course this branched out to teacher unity,
teachers were able, staff were able to talk, they were able to cry amongst each
other, they were able to laugh amongst each other, they were able to shout at one
another ...

As a facilitative school OD strategy workshopping at Modderdam had come a long
way since 1993. In February 1999 three educators at the school themselves conducted
a workshop for the staff on strategic planning.

It is apparent from the preeeeding three strategies (people development, vision-
building, and workshops) that in its OD work with Modderdam, TIP took a critical
humanistic approach which focused on the development of people-in-context. This
perspective (see chapter four) of organisations places the individual's contribution in
organisations and the interaction between people within the organisation as central to
the life of an organisation (Dalin, 1998). This normative re-educative position which
aims at facilitating the development of people and the organisation as a whole
(Davidoff & Lazarus, 1997) will be critically examined in chapters eight and nine.

4. Strategic planning

Inter alia, workshops were used to facilitate strategic planning too. The significance of
this strategy was raised in relation to the intensive work TIP had done with staff,
learners, and parents in preparing them in advance for the establishment of a School
Governing Body. When interviewed in 1997, the outgoing principal made the point
that the quality of governance at Modderdam was likely to be of a high standard. He
linked this with the effort expended by TIP on Modderdam' s strategic planning
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...in many cases 'X' (the l1P facilitator) would come in the school and ask us how
far we are, and there was a sort of stagnation - if that's the correct word, and the
process was a bit too slow, and then l1P would come in and ask us how far you
are, or did you plan this, or did you do this, so they were keeping us like, - soos in
Afrikaans se: 'altyd op ons tone hou' (as they say in Afrikaans: 'always keep us on
our toes 'j, and that is the kind of interaction we had with TIP, especially with 'X'.
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programme which focused on building the governance capacity of the school. He
suggested too that with the school's proactive stance the implementation of the new
Education Act (1996) would be exciting as:

... there is now congruence between what we are doing here, (and) what the aims of
education are.

It was apparent, mainly from the documents, that strategic planning included specific
input on the content of certain policies such as the criteria for electing a Governing
Body (see appendix 1 for a summary of TIP's main interventions at Modderdam High
School). While most of TIP's development strategies appeared to be process-oriented,
there was a parallel focus on establishing structures and procedures in strategic
planning. It is likely though that the latter evolved out of the problem-solving
processes encouraged by TIP rather than directly from TIP itself The creation of
committees to manage the school, such as the Disciplinary Committee and the
Finance Committee, was a good example of a structure which had to ensure that the
process of democratising the management of the school stood a good chance of being
successful.

Included in strategic planning was an ongoing formative evaluation of the
development process. This strategy was manifested most significantly in the
developmental kind of relationship that TIP established with Modderdam. This was
characterised by cooperative planning often based on fairly extensive 'auditing' of
views and needs. One educator pointed out that while TIP played a consultative role it
also kept the school on its toes, suggesting that accountability in their relationship was
a two-way process:

TIP was considered to be a critical friend of Modderdam. The facilitator was referred
by an educator to be a 'honorary member of staff' .

5. Critical entry points

A core element to TIP's consultative and cooperative planning was their strategic use
of critical entry points. In conjunction with key people in the school this involved
identifying important areas in need of development and then facilitating a project to
address those needs, the benefit of which would most likely extend to the whole
school context. TIP's history with Modderdam (see appendix 1) reflected how a
number of projects, initiated out of particular needs, became vehicles for wider
organisation development. In the earlier years (1993 to 1995) this included the Mentor
Programme and Teacher Appraisal Programme. More recently, the Strategic Planning
Programme focused on the implementation of the new Schools Act of 1997,
especially the establishment of legitimate governance structures. Curriculum 2005
also became a focal point in TIP's work with the school. Another project that TIP and
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The beautiful thing about np is that they are able to guide us, not giving us the
answers but looking at how are we going to do it in a respectable humanitarian
way not tramping on each others toes and all that how are we going to do it not
losing self respect. And that is the beauty of it people started to have dignity,
people startedto have respectfor each other.

Modderdam launched was the Bonteheuwel Schools' Development Programme which
involved eight schools in Bonteheuwel building their leadership capacity and ability
to manage change.

6. Quality of facilitation

Another aspect of TIP's role in the development of Modderdam that was raised in one
way or another was the quality of facilitation Reference was often made to the
respectful manner in which TIP guided the process. One educator expressed this
feature as follows:

It was suggested too that many staff had benefitted personally from observing the
facilitation skills of the TIP people when they were conducting workshops. One staff
member felt that some of these skills (for example, establishing a set of 'rules' at the
beginning of a workshop which would encourage listening and tolerance amongst the
participants) were transferred by Modderdam educators into other forums such as
teacher unions.

7. Understanding how a school functions as an organisation

Although a concern was expressed by a few staff that the developmental process of
building a healthy organisation at Modderdam was poorly understood by the staff in
general, there was considerable evidence to suggest that most of the staff had a fairly
sound conceptual understanding of TIP's school OD approach. Perhaps TIP's visual
presentation of their organisation development 'map', which one educator explicitly
credited with helping him understand how a school functions as an organisation, had
contributed to this. It is also possible that the emphasis on self-reflection contributed
to the level of insight shown by staff There were a number of themes that emerged as
being common to the staff s collective understanding of this approach. They included
'the involvement of all stakeholders', a theme common to almost every description,
'individual development of every part', 'accountability', 'vision-building',
'management of change', 'developing a common understanding', and 'developing an
open and critical self-evaluation'. The use of 'workshops' was often referred to as a
useful means of facilitating development. This quote captures most of these themes:

All stakeholders are part of the school organisation development. Each component
workshops their approach/suggestions/solutions to how/what the school should be
like. Though components are different, their common objectives are: 'what is the
vision of MHS? ' and 'how are we going to keep on track in spite of rationalisation,
clarity of Curriculum 2005?' etc.

This chapter concludes with an explanatory effects matrix (Miles & Huberman,
1994) which endeavours to display the relationship between the five major sources of
influence and the successes experienced at Modderdam. Special emphasis is given to
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TIP's seven OD strategies. The matrix helps to give a comprehensive picture of the
causal relationships that may be involved. However, it is not intended to capture the
causal complexity between the sources of influence and the school's successes.
Although the data does in some cases illuminate the complexity of causal
relationships, for example the link between the improved self-confidence of the staff,
the building of the wall, the improved security, and the more conducive learning
environment, it is not possible to explain all the relationships between 'causes' and
successes.

Data Display Ten: Sources of influence on Modderdam's successes
Sources of Nature of influence on school's successes
influence
'Activist' culture • Active participation in education issues

• 'Readiness' and openness to reform initiatives
Stable staff • Empathic understanding of the needs of the community

• Commitment to school
• Sustainability of successful changes

Macro-political • Shifted from 'protest' politics to 'reconstruction' politics
changes • Opportunity for school to engage in policy developments

• Catalyst for change
• Energised people

New leadership • Shifted from autocratic leadership and management style to
participatory-democratic approach

• Set the 'scene' for major changes at the school, allowing school to
engage in reform processes

TIP: • Development of problem-solving skills lead to staff and school finding
own answers to problems

1. People • Development of common understanding of issues
development • Staff took responsibility for own development
Focused on: • Staff became more proactive and more innovative in problem-solving• Problem-solving • Gave staff more self-confidence to initiate change, eg. the raising of

skills money for the wall and purchase of computers• Self-reflection • Encouraged formative evaluation which established a 'checking'• Empowerment mechanism of 'how are we doing?'
and self- • Improved relationships between staff
confidence • Linked to improved safety and security

• Linked to improved physical conditions of school
2. Vision-building • Development of better relationships between staff (mutual respect,
Focused on: greater tolerance )
• Developing • Team spirit

shared • Relaxed and friendly atmosphere
educational • Sense of ownership
philosophy • Development of better relationship between staff and learners, learners• Including all and learners, and school and parents
stakeholders • More confidence amongst learners• Team-building • Greater commitment to quality teaching and learning• Improving • Contributed to a more caring culture at school
relationships
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3. Workshops • Improved relationships and communication amongst staff (especially
Focused on: openness and unity)
• Improving • Forum for expressing feelings and problem-solving

relationships • Helped staff find common ground
• Facilitating • Contributed towards better planning and management of school

strategic • Allowed for participation and consultation
planning • Facilitated inclusion of all stakeholders and thus sense of ownership

• Including all and commitment
stakeholders • Through better communication improved quality of teaching

4. Strategic • Contributed towards better governance and management of school
planning • Established structures and procedures for democratic governance and
Focused on: management of school
• Preparing school • Facilitated decentralised management system at school

for • Supported proactive problem-solving
implementation • Encouraged accountability
of new • Gave a sense of direction and purpose
education • Helped to improve quality of teaching (especially in relation to
policies Curriculum 2005)

• Ongoing
formative
evaluation of the
development
process

5. Critical entry • Facilitated implementation of education policies
points • Contributed towards sustainable development and success
Focused on: • Became vehicles for wider organisation development
• Immediate and

relevant issues
and challenges

6. Quality of • Positive role-model for effective facilitation
facilitation • Encouraged listening and tolerance
Focused on: • Established 'ground rules'
• Creating a 'safe' • Educators used the facilitation skills in other forums such as teacher

forum for union meetings and the classroom
sharing feelings • Encouraged better relationship between staff
and ideas

• Improving
relationships

7. Understanding • Promoted holistic problem-solving rather than a piecemeal approach
how a school • Contributed towards empowerment of staff
functions as an • Encouraged the importance of all stakeholders being considered to be
organisation equally vital in the successful development of the school
Focused on: • Emphasised the need for multiple strategies
• Developing a

holistic
understanding of
the challenges
facing the school

The aim of this chapter was to present in a systematic way the findings of the
fieldwork relating to the case study evaluation of Modderdam High School (data base
four). The next chapter examines these findings in relation to the other three data
bases (the literature, South African education policies and reform initiatives, and
TIP's school OD model). The purpose of this analysis is to generate insights on what
the characteristics of a successful school are and how a school can become successful
in relation to education reform in South Africa and, where appropriate, other contexts.
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This includes investigating the role of school organisation development as a strategy
for success.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

EMERGING INSIGHTS FROM THIS STUDY

Analysis brings moments of terror that there's nothing there and times of
exhilaration from the clarity of discovering ultimate truth. In between are long
periods of hard work, deep thinking, and weight-lifting volumes of material.

Patton, 1990,p. 371

INTRODUCTION

Patton's empathic observation of the analysis process has a resonance to it. However,
this study did not aspire to discover the ultimate truth. Rather, its purpose was to
achieve a contribution to an approximation of the truth by deepening our
understanding of what constitutes a successful school and how a school can become
successful. This was with particular reference to the South African educational
context and current reform initiatives. The nature of this study was illuminative and
not scientifically absolute. As such, it aimed to provoke insights with a view to
expanding awareness, adding another perspective, extending an explanation,
challenging assumptions, galvanising existing knowledge, inducing debate, and
encouraging further questions and research. In essence, this is the purpose of this
chapter. Based on the theme of learning from success it discusses emerging insights
on the characteristics and strategies of a successful school generated by this question:

What can we learn from this study by examining:

1. Modderdam's successes in relation to the literature's perspective on a successful
school?

2. Modderdam's successes in relation to current South African education policies
and reform initiatives' perspective on a successful school?

3. Modderdam's successes in relation to TIP's school OD model's perspective on a
successful school?

The main analytical tactic in this kind of analysis process was making contrasts and
comparisons (Miles & Huberman, 1994) between the fourth data base (the case
study) and data bases one (the literature), two (the policies), and three (TIP's OD
model). Conceptually ordered displays were generated by extensive comparisons
between these data bases and are used in this chapter to organise and exhibit levels of
similarity and difference arising from this analysis. This process was naturally
influenced by my interpretation of what these similarities and differences were.
Likewise, the subsequent insights generated by this analysis were interpretative too.

This chapter is divided into three sections:

1. Insights arising from a comparison of Modderdam' s success story with the
literature's perspective of a successful school;

2. Insights arising from a comparison of Modderdam's success story with South
African education policies and reform initiatives' perspective of a successful
school;
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3. Insights ansing from a comparison of Modderdam's success story with TIP's
school on model's perspective of a successful school.

SECTION ONE: INSIGHTS ARISING FROM AN EXAMINATION OF
MODDERDAM'S SUCCESS STORY IN RELATION TO THE
LITERATURE'S PERSPECTIVE OF A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

An examination ofModderdam's successes (the case study findings) in relation to the
twelve 'generic' characteristics of a successful school (see chapter four) reveals
striking similarities. Consider the display below which includes a comparison of TIP's
school on strategies which were identified as contributing towards Modderdam's
success with the broad intervention strategies as identified in the literature:

Data Display Eleven: An examination of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the literature's 'generic' characteristics of a successful school and strategies
for developing a successful school
Characteristics of a successful school ('outcomes' and 'process' descriptors)

Similarities
Modderdam's successes 'Generic' characteristics of a successful

school based on the literature
• Security and safety (the wall, security guards, • Be a safe and secure environment

lower incidence of gangsterism, burglaries,
vandalism, minimised bunking, better learning
environment) .

• Physical conditions (improved cleanliness, • Be a safe and secure environment
broken windows replaced, better learning
environment)

• Relationships between staff, and staff and • Reflect a culture characterised by a
learners (mutual respect, team spirit, caring collegial atmosphere and a collaborative
culture, common understanding, relaxed and and evolutionary approach to planning
friendlyatmo~here,bettercommunication)

• Management and governance (decentralisation, • Manifest strong and competent
ownership, all stakeholders represented, leadership
participative and consultative, accountability). • Have order and discipline
Improved discipline amongst staff and learners • Reflect a culture characterised by a

proactive staff, a sense of empowerment
to make things happen, a collaborative
and evolutionary approach to plannin_g_

• Quality of teaching (more innovative, more • Focus strongly on teaching and learning
learner-centred, better preparation, staff more • Have many teachers who are good role-
committed, positive role-models, extended models
curriculum, inclusion of computers) • Reflect a culture characterised by a

commitment to teaching and learning
• Sense of identity and community (increased • Reflect a culture characterised by a

pride, school seen as a 'family') sense of community, identity, pride, and
beloJ!g_ing

• A low staff turnover • Have a relatively stable staff
• Mission statement as a result of vision-building • Have a shared educational vision or

_process central _Qhilosophy
• Relationship between school and parents • Reflect a community involvement

(better communication, greater attendance of
parents at meetings, improved discipline of
learners)

• Staff have developed problem-solving skills, • Be a learning school
become more proactive, more confident,
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understood school holistically
• Staff and school's engagement in ongoing • Include ongoing and regular staff

school OD processes with TIP development
• With rationalisation Modderdam was having to • Have sufficient funding and basic

do 'more and more with less and less'. This resources
factor was seen to be a major barrier in the
school's ongoing success. This suggests that it
was important for the school to have sufficient
funding and basic resources for sustained
development

Differences
• Relationships between learners: emphasis on • This characteristic received no emphasis

lower incidence of racism and cultural diversity in the literature
Strat~ies for developinj a successful school

TIP's key school OD strategies which Broad strategies: Literature
contributed to Modderdam's successes I

Similarities
• People development • Continuous learning through self-
Focused on: analytical methods- Problem-solving skills • Strengthen school's capacity to manage- Self-reflection change and improvement initiatives- Empowerment and self-confidence • Well implemented, regular, relevant and

_Qractical in-service trainin_g_
• Vision-building • Collaboration with a wide range of
Focused on: stakeholders
- Developing shared educational philosophy • Development of good relationships- Including all stakeholders • Team-building- Team-building
- Improving relationships

• Workshops • Collaboration with a wide range of
Focused on: stakeholders
- Improving relationships • Development of good relationships- Facilitating strategic planning • Team-building- Including all stakeholders

• Strategic planning • Collaboration with a wide range of
Focused on: stakeholders
- Preparing school for implementation of new • Continuous learning through self-

education policies analytical methods- Ongoing formative evaluation of the • Rational planning, including goal-setting
development process and planning accordingly

• Integrative implementation strategies
(top-down and bottom-up strategies need
to be linked)

• Strengthen school's capacity to manage
change and improvement initiatives

• Well implemented, regular, relevant and
practical in-service training

• Institutionalise change
• Ongoing evaluation of development

_Qrocess
• Understanding how a school functions as an • Continuous learning through self-

organisation analytical methods
Focused on: • Integrative implementation strategies- Developing a holistic understanding of the (top-down and bottom-up strategies need

challenges facing the school to be linked)
• Strengthen school's capacity to manage

change and improvement initiatives
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• Although there was no evidence of this strategy • District support
having contributed to Modderdam's successes
there was a strong sentiment amongst staff that
district support (ie. the education department)
was vital for the ongoing development of the
school

• Although there was limited evidence to suggest • Community support
that parental support had contributed to the
school's successes (eg. parents supporting the
school in its disciplinary procedures), there was
no strong evidence to suggest that community
support had done so

Differences
• Critical entry points • There was no evidence of this specific
Focused on: strategy in the literature
- Immediate and relevant issues and challenges
• Quality of facilitation • As above
Focused on:
- Creating a 'safe' forum for sharing feelings and

ideas
- Improving relationships

It is evident from the above comparison that the case study of Modderdam' s success
story closely resembles the 'generic' profile of a successful school which is based on
a content analysis of the literature on School Effectiveness and School Improvement
(see chapter four). A synthesis of the two culminates in a set of ten core
characteristics ('process' and 'product' descriptors) and seven core strategies for
developing a successful school. The display below captures this synthesis.

Data Display Twelve: A synthesis of Modderdam's success story with the
literature's perspective on the characteristics of a successful school and
strategies for developing a successful school

• Empowerment of people to understand
themselves and the school as an
organisation through continuous learning by
focusing on self-analytical methods such as
self-reflection and problem-solving skills

• Through people empowerment, strengthen
school's capacity to manage change and
improvement initiatives

• Vision-building and ownership, where a
wide range of stakeholders are included in
developing shared educational philosophy

• Team-building
• Creating a 'safe' forum for sharing feelings

and ideas (eg. workshops)
• Strategic planning which focuses on rational

planning, including goal-setting and
planning accordingly. This includes
ongoing formative evaluation of the
development process

• Institutionalising change

• A safe, secure and physically conducive
learning environment

• A shared educational vision
• Respectful, tolerant, and open

relationships within the entire school
community

• Strong, innovative, and decentralised
leadership and management

• Order and discipline amongst learners and
educators

• A commitment to quality teaching and
learning

• Ongoing school development
• Sufficient resources
• A learning school (self-reflection and

management of change)
• Institutionalisation of change
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This synthesis is useful in that it confirms the importance of establishing certain key
conditions in South African schools which education policies and reform initiatives
are advocating in their quest for quality education. For example, there is the parallel
between the initiative of restoring a culture of learning, teaching and services in South
African schools and a successful school reflecting the core characteristics of 'a safe,
secure and physically conducive learning environment'; 'respectful, tolerant, and
open relationships within the entire school community'; 'order and discipline amongst
learners and educators'; and 'a commitment to quality teaching and learning'. The
emphasis of establishing and developing democratic governance and management in
South African schools is verified by the inclusion of such characteristics as 'a shared
educational vision' and 'strong, innovative, and decentralised leadership and
management'. The presence of core strategies such as 'ongoing school development'
and 'the institutionalisation of change' in the above synthesised 'list' also supports the
policies' emphasis on ongoing capacity-building. The centrality of 'organisation
development' in South African education policies is also given credence by these two
characteristics as well as the inclusion of 'a learning school' which is the primary aim
afschooi OD.

What strategies were employed at Modderdam to achieve this? Understanding the
organisational life of a school appeared to be an initial and vital OD strategy in the
process of improving the safety and security at the school. This included
conducting an 'audit' of the schools strengths and weaknesses and deciding on

When viewing these synthesised characteristics and strategies in relation to the South
African educational environment it is important to take context into account. Even
though there are striking similarities between the case study and the literature on the
characteristics of a successful school, the notion of 'generic' must be qualified in
terms of its contextual 'fabric' and particular application. A safe and secure learning
environment in a successful South African school is likely to reflect a different
meaning to that of, for example, a successful school in the UK. Furthermore,
establishing such an environment in a South African school may differ vastly from
doing so in a school in the UK. Building a three metre wall topped with barbed wire
may not be the answer to security problems in a developed context. The local context
of Modderdam High School with its adverse social conditions and the broader socio-
political context of South Africa has highlighted that the establishment of certain
characteristics using certain OD strategies is more vital to success than others. Five
characteristics with associated strategies were identified, namely:

1. The establishment of a safe and secure environment which was clearly of
paramount importance to the overall success of Madder dam. Although a 'generic'
characteristic of a successful school, a safe and secure learning environment in
'Modderdam terms' reflects a very particular contextual meaning which is
arguably resonant of many South African schools in similar adverse contexts.
Christie and Potterton's (1997) research appears to confirm this. They investigated
strategic interventions for quality improvement in South African schools and
reported that security was an important characteristic of the thirty two successful
primary and secondary schools which were located mainly in adverse
environments. Ensuring that a South African school environment is safe and
secure requires priority because of the profoundly negative impact problems such
as gangsterism and vandalism have on the lives of educators and learners.
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what the development priorities were to be. Building a fence or wall around a
school is perhaps the obvious thing to do in the South African context.
Modderdarn's story tells us though that while the wall made a huge difference to
the well-being of the learners and educators, the process of 'getting there' was
equally important. Improving the safety and security of the school community was
part of a vision-building process which took a holistic look at the needs of the
school. Developing a shared educational philosophy was intrinsic to this.

The wall at Modderdam reflected more than physical safety. It symbolised a
hierarchy of basic needs. Modderdarn's story highlights the principle that people's
basic needs have to be met for meaningful learning to take place. The bitter irony
of the wall was that it had been created to protect the school community from the
very community which the school was serving - this at a time when the South
African educational rhetoric is crying out for schools and the community to work
closely together. Perhaps it is not so surprising after all that Christie and Potterton
(1997) discovered that community relationships and parental involvement played
a minimal role in contributing towards the success of the thirty two primary and
secondary schools that they examined in their research.

The profound and shocking poignancy of this Modderdam parent's comment sums
up the critical importance of ensuring the safety and security of learners in many
of our embattled schools:

Hulle kan maar se dat Modderdam is nou 'n tronk maar ek se dis liewers 'n
tronk waar dit veilig is as wat dit 'n oorlogsveld is. / They can say that
Modderdam is now a jail but I say better a jail where it is safe than it being a
war-zone.

Schools are microcosms of society. One of the most pressing issues in South
Africa at present is the unacceptably high level of crime that besets all. Although
in other contexts a wall may not be the appropriate answer, it is likely that all
schools, not only those in historically disadvantaged communities, will have to
take practical steps to protect their learners. However, the erection of a fence or
wall on its own without a strategic school development plan is likely to be very
limited in its impact. Ultimately, the pervasive culture of violence in South Africa
will have to be tackled on a macro level as well in order to make a real difference
to the well-being of all its citizens.

2. The establishment of a physically conducive learning environment where the
school building and facilities are in good condition, clean, and operational. This
was especially emphasised by the learners at Modderdam for the pragmatic
difference that, for example, intact windows made (keeping the 'elements' out) in
contributing to a better learning atmosphere. Singh and Goal in their special report
(Cape Times, March 18, 1999) raised the debilitating effects that the vandalised
buildings of Modderdam's two neighbouring schools, Arcadia and Bonteheuwel
High Schools had on teaching and learning. Chisholm and Vally (1996, p. 13)
point out from their study on the culture of learning and teaching in South African
schools that:
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In contexts where schooling has collapsed, the condition of school buildings
and facilities makes an incalculable difference to the climate of learning and
teaching in a school. The morale of school-goers and teachers alike is deeply
influenced by the physical environment.

Vandalism is certainly not exclusive to South Africa. Many inner-city schools
around the world experience this problem. However, Modderdam's story suggests
that poverty is related to vandalism. Before the wall was built the school was often
stripped of its doors, windows, and toilets. Bonteheuwel High School tells a
similar story:

Before that (the hiring of private security guards) the school was used as a
thoroughfare and a "market" for nearby squatters who took as much of the
school as they could, including the doors of 18 classrooms.

As if this was not enough, window frames, the aluminium gates and frames
holding up the walls, and all the toilets and basins were ripped out. Roof tiles,
ceiling boards, electrical boxes and fuses disappearing overnight were also
nothing new to September and his staff, who continued teaching despite these
obstacles (Singh & GooI, The Cape Times, March 18, 1999, p. 13).

The magnitude of poverty experienced in South Africa (see the photograph of the
squatter camp bordering Bonteheuwel in chapter one) presents particular
challenges to the reconstruction of education in this country. Vandalism and other
socio-economic problems such as gangsterism can have a profound effect on the
internal and external conditions of a school. Establishing a safe, secure and
physically conducive learning environment is clearly a priority in the pursuit for
quality education in South Africa and probably other contexts that experience
similar problems.

3. Developing good relationships across all the natural boundaries in a school's
social fabric. This is fundamental to a healthy learning environment, particularly
in the South African context (Chisholm & Vally, 1996; Christie & Potterton,
1997). Modderdam's story of success underpins the importance of open, honest,
and respectful relations between all the stakeholders in the school community.
Racial tolerance and cultural diversity were central to the improved relationships
between learners at Modderdam - another characteristic of the school's success
which was accentuated. This was not surprising given the legacy of apartheid in
South Africa. The challenge of developing good relationships in South African
schools which have been segregated for so long cannot be taken lightly. Racism,
and for that matter cultural, language, and gender bias run deep in South African
society.

It was apparent from Modderdam' s story that besides developing a shared
educational philosophy, the process of vision-building did much to foster good
relationships in the school too. The 'audit' that was conducted in November 1993
('Vision for Modderdam High School') identified that there was much division
and discord amongst staff, especially in relation to school policy, and vision and

- goals for the school. To some extent this division was a microcosm of the broader
political and social discord of a South Africa in unprecedented transition. The
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'activist' culture at Modderdam undoubtedly added a certain level of fervour to
the complex issues of the day. Relationships at Modderdam in the early nineties
were at a low ebb. Poor relationships amongst the staff in particular were
considered to be a major factor in the collapse of a culture of teaching and
learning in many South African schools (Chisholm & Vally, 1996). Given the
complexities of South African society with its unique history, and the
transformation challenges the country is still facing, it is not surprising that,
generally speaking, relationships in many South African schools are fragile. As a
strategy towards developing successful schools in South Africa, the 'generic'
characteristic of establishing a common educational philosophy requires special
emphasis. Vision-building in a historically discordant society such as South Africa
necessitates sensitive and patient facilitation of developing a shared understanding
of issues, challenges and ultimately a collective educational vision. Building
solidarity around a common purpose and thus sound relationships is central to this
process. There is an extraordinary parallel between the latter and the process of
nation-building which is such an intrinsic component to the transformation of
South African society.

4. Developing good management and leadership, which at Modderdam was
marked by the democratisation of the school. Against a historical background of
autocratic educational management in South Africa this shift was profound. By
ensuring that the governance of a school is spread across all the main
stakeholders, the South African Schools Act of 1996 played a catalystic role in
this development. The apartheid legacy of disempowerment and power
differentials in South African schools gave this element of success at the school a
particularly significant meaning. Staff ownership of managing the school through
participatory decision-making was a key strategy which improved management
and leadership at Modderdam. It was apparent that the 'flattening' of the
management structure at the school did much to distribute power and to give staff
a much needed vote of confidence. This was clearly a major focus of TIP's OD
work which was facilitated mainly through capacity-building workshops and the
establishment of structures such as management committees.

5. The development of self-reflection and problem-solving skills. Modderdam's
story tells us that this was a critical ingredient in staff feeling more empowered
and behaving more proactively when it came to addressing problems and
managing change. Self-investigation and strategic planning is very much a school
OD strategy. The twelfth 'generic' characteristic identified in literature (see
chapter four) was that a successful school will most likely be a learning
organisation where there is some evidence of individual and organisational self-
understanding. A general South African contextual feature that needs to be kept in
mind when considering this 'generic' characteristic is that schools tend to be
notoriously inert and still experience feelings of disempowerment which are
deeply rooted in the legacy of apartheid. In an education system which has
historically encouraged subservience the development of independent, critical and
creative thinking educators is vital to success. As Christie et al (1997) observed, a
successful school in the South African context will feature a willingness and
ability on the part of the educators to take initiatives and move from passivity and
victimhood to active agency. However, what needs to be acknowledged is that if
the broader educational context is generally disabling (a feature of the current
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South African condition I would contend), then people empowerment as a
characteristic of a successful school is likely to be severely limited in the
sustainable difference it can make to the quality of life in a school. This somewhat
contradictory argument needs to be located in the context of an education system
in South Africa which presently does not seem to have the capacity to support
schools in their endeavour to reform themselves, especially while they are under
extreme external pressure to implement a myriad of radically new education
policies. Recent developments at Modderdam were indicative of this. The irony
here is that the education system has 'swung' from one extreme to the other -
from a highly centralised and authoritarian structure and culture to a decentralised
and arguably 'laissez faire' approach to management.

The comparison of Modderdam's success story with the literature's perspective on a
successful school has emphasised that although there are common characteristics and
strategies that pertain to both sources, the South African educational context requires
that certain of these are more imperative to success than others. The implications of
this for education reform in South Africa will be discussed in chapter nine. It is
evident too from the comparison that TIP's use of 'critical entry points' was a strategy
quite particular to the South African context. The significance of this will be
examined later in relation to TIP's school OD approach and the role of school OD in
making a school successful.

SECTION TWO: INSIGHTS ARISING FROM AN EXAMINATION OF
MODDERDAM'S SUCCESS STORY IN RELATION TO SOUTH AFRICAN
EDUCATION POLICIES AND REFORM INITIATIVES' PERSPECTIVE OF
A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

Chapter five focused on what a successful South African school should look like and
how it could become successful from the perspective of current South African
education policies and reform initiatives. I identified five key challenges which are
central to South Africa's education reform process:

1. The establishment and development of democratic governance;
2. The development of effective management;
3. The promotion of education for all;
4. The implementation of Curriculum 2005, and;
5. The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools.

To what extent have these challenges been addressed in the success story of
Modderdam High School? What role did TIP's school OD intervention play in
addressing these reform challenges? Endeavouring to answer these questions is the
analytical task of this section. This process focused on evaluating Modderdam's
successes in terms of the above key challenges. The five data displays which conclude
chapter five were summarised and used as separate 'templates' against which to
appraise Modderdam's successes. Categorised according to the above key challenges,
each data display captures the characteristics of what a successful school should look
like and how (ie. via what strategies) it might become successful from the perspective
of current South African education policies and reform initiatives.
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In accordance with the above five key challenges this section presents five
conceptually ordered displays which attempt 'to evaluate' Modderdam's successes in
relation to policy and reform initiatives. A rudimentary rating scale was used to
indicate the level of correlation between Modderdam' s successes and the
characteristics and strategies of a successful school from the policy and reform
perspective. In other words, to what extent did Modderdam's successes reflect the
'expectations' of policy and reform initiatives? The displays include evidence (or
lack thereof) in support of the rating. Each display is followed by a brief discussion on
the insights offered by this analysis, particularly in terms of the role that TIP's school
OD intervention played in addressing the five key reform challenges.

The establishment and development of democratic governance

Based on the perspective outlined above, the display below illustrates the extent to
which Modderdam' s successes in terms of establishing democratic governance
correlates with the criteria for 'governance' success based on the South African
School's Act of 1996.

Data Display Thirteen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the establishment and development of democratic ~overnance
SA education policies and reform initiatives Modderdam High School
Characteristics of a successful school i.t.o. Rat Evidence
democratic governance ing
• A fully operational School Governing vv SGB established end of 1996

Body (SGB)
• A SGB which is a truly representative vv SGB was established according to the

body 'representative' requirements of the Act
• A SGB which is actively involved in ? Mission statement developed before SGB

developing a mission statement with the established (appendix 12 )
school community

• A SGB which is actively involved in V Some of these were in place before SGB
establishing a constitution, admission and established (eg. code of conduct for
language policies, and a code of conduct learners), others developed by SGB
for learners

• A SGB which is actively involved in V Finance committee set up during governance
establishing an efficient financial workshops in May 1996 (ie. before SGB
management structure and process in the established)
school

• An effective and truly representative SRC V Established 1996 but not considered to be
effective enough. Prefect system re-
introduced 1999

• Where appropriate, participatory vv Management and governance major area of
decision-making processes which are improvement, especially decentralisation and
used by the SGB and management participation of staff

• A culture of consultation and tolerance vv Relationships major area of improvement,
where educators, learners, and parents especially tolerance, respect and open
communicate openly with each other and communication
respect each other
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overnance

Rat Evidence
in
VV Numerous workshops which included all

stakeholders over a long period of time

School development partnership with TIP,
and other schools in area (Bonteheuwel
Schools Development Programme). Not
much evidence of partnership with education
de artment

Strategies for developing a successful
school i.t.o. democratic overnance
• An ongoing developmental approach to

establishing and developing democratic

• Partnerships which are being actively VV
forged with the provincial education
authorities, school community, education
development agencies, and industry

Key: VV = high level of correlation; V = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ? =
unclear/not sure.

From the above display it is evident that Modderdam had met most of the criteria of
the establishment and development of democratic governance which are contained in
the South African Schools Act of 1996. An interesting anomaly with the latter is that
Modderdam had elected its Governing Body before the Act was passed, a process
which technically did not fulfil all the requirements. This resulted in the school having
to repeat the election. It is also a reflection of the proactive stance that characterised
the school in its approach to managing change.

A cursory examination of the display reveals that most of the 'criteria' for
'governance' success are 'outcomes' descriptors. This is the case with the other four
displays pertaining to the key challenges identified as being central to South Africa's
education reform process (see chapter five). My observation is that generally speaking
South African education policies and reform initiatives are strong on 'outcomes'
descriptors (ie. the characteristics of a successful school in terms policy requirements)
and notably weak on how to get there (ie. strategies). As pointed out in chapter five,
South African policies do reflect quite explicitly the three broad 'Verspoor' (1989)
strategies identified as being crucial in the successful implementation of educational
reform, namely institutional development, people development, and partnerships.
However, the policies tend to leave these three strategies at a somewhat broad level
giving little further detail other than using general concepts such as 'capacity-
building', 'organisation development', and 'collaboration'. This is not surprising as
educational reform is universally notorious for neglecting implementation strategies
(Fullan, 1991; Myers, 1996). Furthermore, the emphasis on 'outputs' and 'outcomes'
criteria in the South African education policies is in keeping with the international
trend towards quality assurance with its concern for greater public accountability (see
chapter five). This emphasis is of course intrinsic to the outcomes-based focus of the
new South African Curriculum 2005.

The significance of the above observation is that most of this chapter's section on
evaluating Modderdam's success story in terms of the South African education
policies' 'criteria' for success is dedicated to examining the strategies, especially
TIP's OD ones, that were used in implementing policy at Modderdam High School.

How did Modderdam prepare itself for the imminent and unprecedented reform on
governance as proposed by the Act? They embarked on an intensive governance
capacity-building programme with TIP from May to November 1996. This
programme included educators, parents, and learners, who were involved in
establishing a Student Representative Council (SRC). Documentary evidence revealed
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that this programme took a holistic approach to capacity-building and governance. It
was very much grounded in the 'meaning' of governance. People's feelings (hopes
and fears) about the proposed governance structure were explored. They were asked
to reflect on the school's current governance structure and to consider ways in which
the new democratic governance structure could address the school's needs. Input was
given on the proposed governance structure. The value of the new structure was
examined in a holistic way with an emphasis being placed on improving management,
team work, communication, accountability, vision-building, and financial needs and
management. Issues were discussed, especially those relating to power, gender and
race.

It is apparent that TIP used a phenomenological, contextually grounded, and
developmental approach in its capacity-building programme on governance with
Modderdam. This approach facilitated critical self-reflection which was individually
and organisationally focused. It appeared to help participants make connections
between governance and the different elements of the school such as relationships,
resources, identity (vision-building), and decision-making procedures. The data
display indicates that there was a high level of correlation between the two 'process'
oriented 'outcomes' and the school's improvement in relationships and management,
especially participatory decision-making.

It is noteworthy that TIP's intervention was not driven by the technicist approach of a
training manual (ie. a step-by-step set of guidelines) which Meeson (1998) warns us
against in a school's quest for effective democratic governance. Herein lies the
challenge of facilitating change at a pace that makes a real difference while
simultaneously allowing people to develop a sense of meaning and ownership. The
urgency to change the legacy of the past in South Africa needs to be tempered by
sensitive mediation and not quick-fix solutions. Capacity-building at Modderdam was
an ongoing process marked by a quality of facilitation which a number of the staff
identified as respectful, sensitive, and above all, nurturing of relationships.

In sum, it would appear that the largely successful establishment of an operational
democratic governance structure at Modderdam was rooted in four key school OD
strategies:

1. Giving input on the aims, requirements, and parameters of the Schools Act;
2. Sensitively mediating for educators, learners, and parents their understanding and

interpretation of the features of the Schools Act;
3. Facilitating an understanding of the challenges of establishing a democratic

governance structure from a critical perspective (eg. power, gender, race issues);
4. Locating the challenges of establishing a democratic governance structure within

an understanding of the organisational life of a school.

It was apparent too that this process was developmental and took time (see appendix
one for a summary of TIP's main interventions at Modderdam).

The implications of these strategies for education reform in South Africa are far-
reaching, especially in relation to the resources required and what arguably is still a
very fragile environment. This will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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The development of effective management

Education management development is widely considered to be the key to
transformation in education in South Africa (Education Management Development
Report, Department of Education, I996b). Management is seen to be a process of
creating an enabling environment for meaningful teaching and learning to occur. The
school and its community are seen to be the main focus of this task and the primary
building blocks for transformation of the education system.

How did Modderdam fare against the 'criteria' for success which underpin effective
education management development? According to my interpretation, very well.
Consider the display below:

Data Display Fourteen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the development of effective mana_gement
SA education policies and reform initiatives Modderdam High School
Characteristics of a successful school i.t.o. Rat Evidence
effective management inS!
• A holistic understanding of the role of

management in school development. This
would include:

- Understanding the school as an VV Most staff indicated a good understanding of
organisation the school as an organisation

- Seeing management in the context VV Involvement of all stakeholders. Many staff
of organisation development associated this with OD

- Conceptual ising management as V Management included a wide range of
whole school management functions (eg. SRC, teacher appraisal,

custodial staff)
- Developing a harmony between ?
individividual needs and
organisational _goals
- Developing an understanding of V Many staff appeared to understand the
the meaning and process of developmental nature of change
educational chan_g_e

• Decentralised management where all VV Decentralised management (committees), all
educators have the opportunity to stakeholders represented. Participative and
participate in managing the school on a consultative style
daily basis

• Strategies which in a coherent way V Some evidence, eg: participative democracy,
support the implementation of the environmental awareness, zero tolerance
school's mission statement in a visible (safe school environment)
w~

• A management style which is VV Participatory-democratic style established by
participatory, collaborative and more previous principal. This had been modified
supportive than directive of the change though (less participatory)
~ocess
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Strategies for developing a successful
school i.t.o. effective mana ement
• Ongoing capacity-building of human

resources in good management practice
and the management of change

• Partnerships with other institutions,
agencies, people, and resources which
aim to develop effective education
mana ement in a collaborative waf---___;;';;_

• Ongoing capacity-building in developing "" TIP's leadership and management courses
the organisational structure and life of the attended by a number of educators. School's
school commitment to OD work with TIP~--------------------~--~-----------------------------

Rat Evidence
in
"" Some staff attended TIP courses on

leadership and management. Focus on good
management practice (eg. 29 April1998
workshop on managing future facilitated by
TIP)

"" Partnership with TIP

Key: "" = high level of correlation; " = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ? =
unclear/not sure.

An immediate observation based on this display is that Modderdam's success in
developing effective management was associated with capacity-building of
developing the school as an organisation, capacity-building of developing human
resources, and the establishment of partnerships. These are the three 'Verspoor'
strategies. What were the more specific strategies that contributed to the school's
success in this area?

With reference to the challenges that were identified as being central to education
management development, there were clear signs that Modderdam had shifted away
from seeing management as a process of delivering instructions and directing action
in a unilateral way to whole school management which takes cognisance of the
dynamic nature of a school. A very important influence on this approach was TIP's
governance and management capacity-building programme. This incorporated their
leadership and management training courses which a number of educators from the
school attended. The programme included facilitating the profound 'flattening' of the
management structure of the school where all staff were given an opportunity to
manage collectively the school through a decentralised sub-committee system. It was
apparent that this characteristic of Modderdam' s success positively impacted many
other aspects of life at the school. For example, with the inclusion of more
stakeholders in the management of Modderdam discipline improved amongst staff.
Being accountable was considered an important dimension of management. This
encouraged responsibility and motivation amongst staff who generally seemed to take
their work more seriously. This in tum appeared to impact the behaviour of many of
the learners positively. They perceived their educators to be more committed and
caring which seemed to motivate them to take their work more seriously.
Furthermore, the physical environment of the school improved as a result of
establishing a committee for the custodial staff who were required, as was the case
with all the committees, to be more accountable for their responsibilities. The sense of
ownership and teamwork was strongly prevalent amongst staff during this period of
shared responsibility. Being accountable for managing aspects of the school seemed
to raise levels of responsibility and self-discipline. In sum, Modderdam's success
story illustrated the key importance of decentralising management and thus creating
an opportunity for much broader ownership of management which is guided by an
understanding of the school as an organisation.
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It is important to acknowledge that the shift described above was influenced strongly
by the participatory management style of the previous principal which was criticised
by some staff and learners as being laissez faire and too soft on discipline. Would
Modderdam have been able to tell a story of success today if the leadership and
management style of the principal who took over the school in the early nineties was
autocratic? This hypothetical question begs more questions than answers. My
sentiment leans towards scepticism as I believe that changing a person's leadership
and management style necessitates changing a person's worldview which is a
complex and time-consuming process. Of relevance here is the question that this issue
raises of how influential positional power is in the development of effective
management. If, as contended by the EMD report (Department of Education, 1996b),
the development of effective management should take place within an 00 framework,
then clearly it is important that those people who have positional power understand
management as a whole school process. By virtue of their positions, the power that a
principal and executive management have invested in them is a very influential
variable in the role that school 00 can play in facilitating effective management. The
point is that management and OD are inextricably bound to each other. In order for
this 'symbiotic' relationship to work both have to be based on human-systems theory
and democracy. An autocratic leadership and management style will be highly
incongruent with the democratic principles of 00, especially if it advocates a
consensus ideology where the primary goal of school development is to minimise
differences and push for agreement by all the stakeholders on the school's vision,
structures and strategies. The identification of 00 exclusively with management and
its apparent consensus ideology are two prominent criticisms levelled against OD
(Dalin & Rust, 1983; Dalin, 1998). What needs to be taken into account here is that if
there is a substantive incongruence between the leadership and management style of
the principal and the principles of 00 then it is likely that OD as an intervention on
its own will be limited in its contribution towards making a school successful. This is
a 'readiness' issue which can be addressed by initially focusing on working with key
people such as the principal to develop a more conducive leadership and management
style for 00 to be initiated in a school. Burke and Ellison (in De Jong, 1996) suggest
content consultation as a strategy where individual performance is enhanced by
changing cognitive variables such as attitudes and skills. TIP's leadership and
management courses appear to have been a strategy towards this purpose with their
emphasis on locating leadership and management within whole school development:

This course (Developing Leadership and Management Potential at your
School) focused on building an understanding of the school as an organisation,
and developing knowledge and skills around the roles and responsibilities of
leadership. Our approach in TIP is to take a wide view of leadership, and to
emphasise the importance of building leadership at all levels within the school
(TIP Annual Report, 1996, p. 21).

The change of management at Modderdam in July 1997 highlighted other issues. It
brought an apparent shift away from the decentralised management system to a more
centralised system which, although still largely consultative, was not as participatory.
This shift appeared to impact some relationships within the staff negatively,
emphasising the critical importance of staff participation in management and
decision-making. This development was against the background of unprecedented
rationalisation (ie. retrenchments of educators) which not only created insecurity
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amongst staff but also placed much strain on the human resources of the school. The
new principal along with some of his management colleagues argued that logistically
it was not possible for the staff to be as involved in the running of the school when
their teaching load had increased significantly as a direct consequence of the school
losing educators. There were counter arguments to this point of view which contended
that the management committee system should be institutionalised by creating a fixed
time in the school timetable for staff to meet in order to manage their responsibilities
in an ongoing manner. This suggestion was implemented towards the end of 1998.
Despite this development, recent observations (February 1999) of staff involvement in
managing the school pointed to a general lack of motivation. Staff sentiments at that
time were strongly indicative of a generally low morale as a result of poor conditions
of service and a high level of frustration with the lack of external support from the
education authorities. What this suggests is that if the broader educational
environment is disabling for its personnel (poor conditions of service and lack of
support in managing change), it is unlikely that staff, and educators in particular, will
feel inclined to take on 'extra' responsibilities, not least of all those pertaining to
management. Expecting staff to do 'more and more with less and less' does not sound
like a viable 'recipe' for effective management development in schools.

._-------

The above raises a number of issues which will be discussed in more detail later in
this chapter. Suffice to say at this point, Modderdam's success story does signal a
level of 'fragility' amongst its staff, this despite the school's relatively long history of
development, especially people development. Can a school in the South African
context really be the primary unit of change, an assumption made by the EMD report
(1996) and others from different contexts (Dalin & Rust, 1983; Fullan, 1991;
Hopkins, Ainscow & West, 1994; Dalin, 1998)? How influential are external factors
such as those mentioned earlier in impacting the quality of teaching and learning in
South African schools, especially those which have engaged in development work and
capacity-building like Modderdam High School? What does 'top-down' and 'bottom-
up' management mean in reality in the South African education context? With these
questions still 'hanging', I wish to examine Modderdam' s successes in relation to the
next area of policy and reform.

The promotion of education for all

The report of the National Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training
(NCSNET) and the National Committee on Education Support Services (NCESS)
(Department of Education, 1997a) recommended that the diverse needs of the entire
learner population need to be recognised and subsequently addressed by minimising,
removing or preventing barriers to learning and development thus promoting effective
learning for all learners. Broadly speaking, this means that schools are required to
develop all the aspects of their school context so that the environment becomes a
more enabling centre. To what extent did Modderdam meet the criteria for the
successful promotion of education for all based on the NCSNET and NCESS report?
The display below presents in a summarised form my response to this question .
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Data Display Fifteen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the promotion of education for all
SA education policies and reform initiatives Modderdam H!g_hSchool
Characteristics of a successful school i.t.o. Rat Evidence
the promotion of education for all inl!
• A mission statement that recognises the X Mission statement existed but did not

diversity of all the school's learners and specifically emphasise diversity
school policies that facilitate inclusion
and prevent discrimination

• A supportive psycho-social learning ..J..J A safe and secure environment. Safe schools
environment where the rights of all policy with zero tolerance for harassment etc.
learners are promoted

• A physical school environment which is X
barrier-free (eg. ramps for wheelchairs)

• A physical school environment which is ..J..J Safe and secure environment. Physical
conducive to learning, where the environment improved. Incidence of
buildings and facilities are operational gangsterism dropped
and in good order, and where the learners
are safe from gangsterism and violence

• The development of a flexible curriculum X Curriculum did not appear to recognise
which allows all learners equal access to diversity
the learning process.

• The existence of preventative and health ..J Environmental awareness, sexuality
promotive programmes which are education, career education
integrated into the school's curriculum
and incorporate lifeskilIs development of
learners and educators alike in their
management of their social, emotional,
physical, and spiritual needs.

Strategies for developing a successful Rat Evidence
school i.t.o. the promotion of education for ing
all
• The development of a community-based X

support system which helps to facilitate
the well-being of the school community
and supports the school's preventative
and health promotive programmes

• Intersectoral collaboration between the X
school and community-based
organisations and state departments
which have a stake in the development of
healthy schools

• A holistic approach to institutional ..J..J School OD work with TIP
development (school OD) which entails
developing all the elements of the school

Key: ..J..J = high level of correlation; ..J = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ? =
unclear/not sure.

It is evident from the above display that the 'promotion of education for all' criteria
that Modderdam met most successfully were those concerned with the internal
physical and psycho-social conditions of the school. This excluded a barrier-free
environment for disabled learners though. The criteria that were least successfully met
were those to do with curriculum development and building partnerships with the
community and agencies which have a stake in the development of healthy schools.
Overall however, the school did not do well in this policy area of development. The
variance of success raises the question of why the 'unevenness'?
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An obvious response to the preceding question is that the concepts of' diversity of all
learners' and 'inclusive education' are relatively new to South African education.
Their absence in Modderdam's discourse is not surprising. Like any new discourse, it
will take some time before such concepts are assimilated into the language of
educators and people in general. Furthermore, it is apparent that the key concepts used
in the notion of promoting education of all, namely 'inclusive education', the 'health-
promoting school' and 'a holistic approach to institutional development' require
clarity in terms of how they conceptually relate to each other. As pointed out in
chapter five, Lazarus, Daniels and Engelbrecht (1999) have attempted to synthesise
these concepts into their proposed model for building an inclusive school. They
suggest that building an inclusive school should be guided by the health-promoting
school concept and located within the framework of school OD which is the broad
strategy for 'getting there' Of note in their proposed model is the inclusion of
curriculum development which is notably missing from TIP's school OD model.
Perhaps the 'unevenness' in Modderdam's success in terms of the key challenge of
promoting education for all is associated most strongly with the 'unevenness' of the
school's development focus and the lack of a well-defined health-promoting school
policy in this process. Another way of expressing this is that Modderdam had the OD
strategy in place for building itself into an inclusive school but it lacked the inclusive
education vision and health-promoting policy. The OD work that the school engaged
in with TIP appeared to be strong in its human resources development and
establishment of internal organisational structures and procedures but weak in
curriculum development (see the next section for a more detailed discussion on this
point). In addition, building the wall and establishing a safer school environment
seemed to be paradoxically alienating in the sense that the school was trying to protect
itself from the very community that it presumably should have been developing a
support system with.

Having attempted to respond to why there was such a variance in Modderdam' s
success in terms of the criteria of promoting education for all, I would now like to
take a closer look at the two areas where the school experienced success, namely the
development of a supportive psycho-social learning environment and the development
of a physical school environment which was conducive to learning.

It is significant to note that although the school has a mission statement (appendix
12), which is a requirement of the Schools Act of 1996, it did not specifically
emphasise diversity nor inclusive education. However, the notion of inclusivity and
its emphasis on anti-discrimination was to some extent implicit in this document. For
example, multi-lingual ism was recognised which, in the context of Modderdam
having opened its doors to Xhosa-speaking learners in the early nineties, was strongly
associated by the learners in particular with the improved racial tolerance and
integration at the school. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the school's mission
statement though was its explicit emphasis on creating a safe school environment
through its 'zero' tolerance policy which outlawed harassment, intimidation, threats,
vandalism, theft, violence, physical and sexual assault, carrying of weapons or
replicas of weapons and trespassing. A number of references were made by staff,
learners and parents that Modderdam at one stage was like a war-zone. It was no
wonder that banning these anti-social behaviours had to be so explicitly spelt out by
the school in its mission statement. While mission statements are important
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proclamations of intent they tend to be of a general rather than specific nature. Many
schools in South Africa are located in adverse and particularly violent environments.
Learning from Modderdam's experience it is evident that the building of an inclusive
school should be firmly rooted in the development of a health promoting school
policy which is one of the five major health promotion strategies advocated by The
Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (World Health Organisation, 1987). This policy
should become a statutory addendum to the school's mission statement. The argument
here is that making explicit what is often implicit in a mission statement seems to be a
good way of setting clear boundaries around what is considered to be acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour. 'Zero' tolerance may arguably have unfortunate authoritarian
connotations to it but in South Africa where violence and crime is currently
widespread, such a school policy may well contribute to a safer and more secure
environment for all its learners. This certainly appeared to be the case at Modderdam.

Following on from the above was Modderdam's success in making its intent to
provide a safe school environment actually happen. The school's story of success has
highlighted the practical yet critically important steps the school took to ensure a
more safe, secure and physically supportive environment (ie. the building of the wall,
having armed security guards, erecting flood-lights, replacing broken windows,
improving the cleanliness of the building). Learners in particular commented on how
these improvements promoted a more conducive learning environment for all.
Chisholm and Vally (1996) point out that the morale of learners and educators alike is
deeply influenced by their physical environment. Creating supportive environments is
the second of the five major health promotion actions advocated by The Ottawa
Charter. In this respect, but not for learners with disabilities, Modderdam had by-and-
large met this core criterion which underpins the promotion of education for all.

It was apparent that with TIP's OD facilitation the school approached the challenge of
creating a supportive environment in a holistic and not piece-meal manner. Building
the wall went a long way to establishing a more secure environment. However,
without the multiple strategies that were implemented (security guards, improving the
physical conditions of the school, 'zero' tolerance policy) it is unlikely that
Modderdam would have made such great strides in establishing a more safe and
secure learning environment. The cautionary note being flagged here is that a wall on
its own, no matter how high and nasty it is, will not necessarily create a safe and
secure environment. Walls are permeable when it comes to values, attitudes and
behaviour. Inclusive education does not only challenge a school to ensure the physical
well-being of its community but also its emotional and social well-being. The
development of good relationships within the school community was an important
feature of Modderdam's success. A culture of concern characterised by personalised
relationships was a major factor that Christie and Potterton (1997) identified as being
a feature of the thirty two successful secondary and primary South African schools
that they examined.

In concluding this section it is apparent that much greater emphasis needs to be given
to the concept of inclusive education in education reform in South Africa. By virtue of
its holistic approach to improving the quality of education, school OD does not
necessarily guarantee that a school will become inclusive. Clearly it has a lot to offer
as an inclusive education strategy especially in building the capacity of schools to
manage not only social, cultural, and language diversity, in which Modderdam had
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manage not only social, cultural, and language diversity, in which Modderdam had
experienced some success, but also learners who experience learning difficulties, are
disabled, and/or are emotionally and behaviourally at risk. The principles of inclusive
education and the concept of a health-promoting school need to be assertively placed
on the reform agenda. They need to be integrated into vision-building which is a key
strategy of school OD. Historically though, inclusive education is a response in part to
one of the most disproportionately resoureed and marginalised areas in education in
South Africa (NCSNETINCESS report, Department of Education, 1997a). Given the
present educational climate which is over-subscribed with change and under-
subscribed with resources and support, the introduction of inclusive education into
schools could be in met with resistance and be in danger of being marginalised.

The implementation of Curriculum 2005

The introduction of Curriculum 2005 in 1997 was one of the logical outcomes of the
National Education Policy Act of 1996 which established the broad parameters of a
new South African education system. The task of the Curriculum was to present a
coherent teaching and learning framework which was congruent with the principles of
the Act. In essence, this included an integrated approach to education and training, the
diversification of curriculum choice, learner-centredness, lifelong learning, flexibility
of learning provision, construction of learning programmes in the expectation that
learners can succeed, and a move away from content to outcomes-based teaching.
Curriculum 2005 is being phased in over six years. However, to date there has been
very limited implementation of the Curriculum, especially in secondary schools. In
chapter five I identified three core challenges associated with the new Curriculum.
They are:

1. Educators will have to move away from a teacher-centred pedagogy to a learner-
centred pedagogy;

2. Learners will have to take more responsibility for their learning;
3. The school as an organisation will need to accommodate, support, and develop the

new curriculum.

With reference to its success story, how has Modderdam fared so far in meeting these
Curriculum 2005 challenges? Consider the display below:

Data Display Sixteen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the implementation of Curriculum 2005
SA education policies and reform initiatives Modderdam Hiah School
Characteristics of a successful school i.t.o. Rat Evidence
the implementation of Curriculum 2005 ing
• Educators understand learners within vv Many educators demonstrated an empathic

their psycho-social context and see them understanding of the learners' psycho-social
as active participants in shaping their own context and a belief that learners must be
learning active participants in shaping their own

learning
• There is an emphasis on applied vi? Computer studies for all classes. Addition of

knowledge Technical Drawing. Not sure about applied
knowledge within subjects though
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• The needs and prior learning of the ?

learners are taken into account.in the
learning process

• The learning process is flexible, in other ?

words, time is no longer the exclusive
criterion for judging and controlling the
learning process

• Assessment is continuous and ongoing by ?

means of a variety of methods (not
exclusively exams) such as orals,
projects, role-play, exams, self-
evaluation, discussions, diaries

• Learners take responsibility for their ...Jrx Mixed evidence. Some educators reported
learning and use the variety of learning that learners were still too reliant on
opportunities open to them educators Others, including some learners

and parents, said that they took more
responsibility

• Educators see and apply themselves as ...J Educators more innovative, less reliant on
mediators of learning and class managers text-books, used co-operative learning
rather than solely authorities in and
transmitters of knowledge

• A redefinition of the current curriculum ...J Evidence of concepts and language being
in terms of the eight learning areas and used. Current curriculum has not been fully
the three kinds of learning outcomes. redefined yet
This includes evidence of the Curriculum
2005 concepts and language being used
as part of the teaching and learning
discourse in the school

Strategies for developing a successful Rat Evidence
school i.t.o. the implementation of ing
Curriculum 2005
• The school is engaging in an organisation ...J...J TIP's ongoing school OD work with

development process in order to Modderdam
accommodate, support, and develop the
new curriculum by taking a holistic
approach in creating an enabling
environment where the school's
organisational structures, procedures, and
resources are being reviewed, changed
and managed accordingly

• Establishing partnerships with education ...J...J Partnership with TIP which included
authorities and agencies which offer workshops on the new Curriculum
capacity-building programmes in
developing the new Curriculum

Key: ...J...J = high level of correlation: ...J = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ?
unclear/not sure.

The above display indicates that I had difficulty in appraising how Modderdam had
done in terms of some of the 'criteria' associated with the implementation of
Curriculum 2005. The reason for this was that the process of data collection did not
explore in any depth whether or not, for example, the needs and prior learning of the
learners were being taken onto account in the learning process. In this respect the
available data was limited in its use for making informed judgements about how well
Modderdam had fared against some of the specific Curriculum 2005 'criteria' (see
chapter ten for a more detailed discussion of this limitation). Despite this limitation,
the case study data base was comprehensive enough to permit a legitimate appraisal
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of how Modderdam had featured in terms of the three broad challenges referred to
earlier which are implicit in the implementation of Curriculum 2005. The discussion
that follows focuses on examining Modderdam's successes in relation to each of these
three challenges.

With reference to the Curriculum 2005 challenge of educators having to move away
from a teacher-centred pedagogy to a learner-centred pedagogy it is important to note
that one of the core areas identified in Modderdam's success story was improved
quality of teaching (see chapter seven). This was characterised by educators adopting
a more learner-centred approach to their teaching. The improved quality of teaching
appeared to be directly linked with the school's Teacher Appraisal Programme which
for most of 1995, using TIP's school OD as its framework, focused on developing
criteria and a model for an appraisal system at Modderdam with a view to supporting
a better standard of teaching. This was before Curriculum 2005 was introduced. The
intensive workshops that were conducted by TIP in November 1997 on Curriculum
2005 seemed to consolidate the shift for some educators from a teacher-centred
pedagogy to a learner-centred pedagogy. The detailed documentation on the
workshops indicated that TIP gave comprehensive input on the Curriculum's
concepts. It is likely that this process established the foundation of Curriculum 2005
discourse within the school.

What is important to note from the above is that the improvement in the quality of
teaching at Modderdam, which included the shift towards becoming more learner-
centred, took place over a relatively long period of time and with intensive capacity-
building and commitment. The advent of Curriculum 2005 appeared to consolidate, in
a new language, the learner-centred pedagogy which many of the educators had
already been practising in various ways. There was a view expressed though that the
improved quality of teaching at Modderdam developed more out of necessity rather
than pedagogical wisdom. For example, the increased use of the media as a source of
learning was considered by a few educators to be motivated by the lack of learning
resources in the school and not by the intrinsic value of having learners access the
materials themselves. This observation does raise the importance of facilitating a
fundamental change in pedagogical values and attitudes so that a learner-centred
approach to teaching and learning is driven primarily by a belief that learners can be
active participants in shaping their own learning and is not simply based on the
pragmatism of' adapt or die' .

Facilitating this change cannot be left to chance though. This is an apparent tendency
of school OD which assumes that empowering educators in the management of
change will ensure curriculum development. This issue is discussed in more detail
later. The point I wish to make here is that there is a predominance of a transmission-
based teaching culture in South Africa which, in relation to the challenges posed by
Curriculum 2005, will require ongoing, supportive and developmental capacity-
building of educators and schools as organisations. The complexity of this process
should not be underestimated especially as it requires a fundamental re-definition of
teaching and learning where deeply entrenched values, attitudes and practices have to
be sensitively challenged and changed. There are issues of power entwined in this
shift. For example, placing learners as active agents and not passive recipients in their
learning process may be construed by some educators as a loss of power. The
historically hierarchical and authoritarian nature of many schools in South Africa
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could become a barrier to this process, particularly if changing the school as an
organisation is neglected. The patriarchal nature of South African society adds
another dimension to this challenge. In many African cultures age, gender, and status
are important variables in the social fabric of communities, especially rural ones.
What is being emphasised here is that implementing Curriculum 2005, in particular
facilitating the shift from a teacher-centred to a learner-centred pedagogy, is a
complex process which needs to be culturally and contextually sensitive. Atechnicist
approach to this would most likely be very limited in impact, if not counter-
productive.

With reference to the second key Curriculum 2005 challenge, that is learners having
to take more responsibility for their learning, some educators at Modderdam felt that
the learners were generally passive and lazy while others, including the learners
themselves and a few parents, said that they were more responsive, proactive and
motivated in their learning. These contradictory perceptions were the source of my
mixed rating for this criterion (see the data display). How can these differences be
explained and where does school OD fit in here?

The main reasons given for learners taking more responsibility were that the educators
had become more committed to quality teaching and learning, a better relationship
had developed between educators and learners, the learning environment was more
caring, and educators were generally good role models. TIP's people development
strategies and its focus on improving relationships seemed to account largely for the
latter. What is especially noteworthy here is that the perception that learners were
taking more responsibility for their learning was associated more with the humanising
of the school culture than improved classroom practice. This is not surprising given
the emphasis in TIP's OD approach on humanising the school with, as will be argued
later, minimal focus on classroom practice. Clearly humanising the school culture is
an important strategy for success, especially as it helps to create an enabling psycho-
social learning environment, but on its own is not enough to make a difference in the
quality of education and its outcomes.

What were the main explanations given by educators and learners for their perception
that learners were not taking enough responsibility for their learning? The most
striking were poor learning conditions at home and a culture of violence in the
community. A number of learners pointed out that for many of them the conditions at
home were not conducive to learning. Living quarters were cramped, there was a high
level of noise and distractions, parents (most of whom were working class) did not
have the time nor the energy to support their children in their learning, and often
household chores were all consuming. Some learners and educators also referred to
communities living in fear of gang violence. The insight to be gained from this is that
even with educators having an empathic understanding of the psycho-social context of
their learners, it is likely that there is a limit to the difference that they can make in
encouraging them to take more responsibility for their learning. This argument may
hold true for any school in any context anywhere in the world. However, in relation to
South Africa where the majority of people are still living in poverty, Curriculum 2005
needs to be implemented with realistic expectations. This does not imply that quality
education cannot contribute to breaking the poverty cycle. Empowering learners is
critical in this process, especially in South Africa where the pervasive culture of
passivity in learning runs generations deep. The point is that the new curriculum, and
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for that matter the new education system in South Africa, cannot be expected, even
with its emphasis on learner-centredness and empowerment, to improve the quality of
life of all South Africans on its own. In the same way as the safety and security of all
learners needs to be addressed at national and regional levels, so breaking the cycle of
poverty in South Africa requires a holistic multi-faceted approach. Education is an
important but not exclusive component in this approach.

As far as the third challenge is concerned, it is evident from the display that
Modderdam had met the Curriculum 2005 criteria of establishing a capacity-building
partnership and of adopting a holistic approach in embracing the new Curriculum
through its OD work with TIP. Implementing the Curriculum is still very much in its
infancy hence the difficulty of drawing too many conclusions from the success story
of Modderdam at this stage. The school's use of OD in facilitating this long term task
along with the cautionary insights raised above present a challenging opportunity for
further research.

In concluding this section on comparing Modderdam with education policies and
reform initiatives I would like to examine the school's successes in relation to the
restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools.

The restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and service in schools

Restoring a culture of learning, teaching and service in South African schools is a
core aim of the National Education Policy Act of 1996. Introduced in 1997 by the
Department of Education, the Culture of Learning, Teaching and Service campaign
(COLTS) was established as a means "of addressing this challenge which, as pointed
out elsewhere, is considered key to the successful education reform process in South
Africa. In the early nineties Modderdam High presented as a school where the culture
of learning and teaching had all but collapsed. The first workshop conducted in
November 1993 by TIP provided a profile of the school which featured typical
problems of an insolvent culture of learning and teaching such as poor discipline
amongst staff and learners, discordant relationships, and a culture of violence (see
chapter one). How did Modderdam fare in its quest to restore a culture of learning and
teaching over the five year period during which it was engaged in OD work with TIP?
Contemplate the display below.

Data Display Seventeen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the restoration of a culture of learnin " teaching and service in schools
SA education policies and reform initiatives Modderdam High School
Characteristics of a successful school i.t.o, Rat Evidence
the restoration of a culture of learning, ing
teachinz and service in schools
• All teachers are teaching a full day, a full vv Improved commitment to teaching and

five-day week and a full term learning
• All teachers are preparing for all their vv As above. More innovative and leamer-

classes and are marking all their student's centred approach
work

• Alileamers are attending school for a full V Better discipline. Lower drop-out rate. Still
day, a five-day week, and a full term room for improvement

• All learners are completing all their vlX Mixed evidence. Not alileamers taking more
homework assignments responsibility for their learning
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• The governing body has been elected and VV SGB elected in 1997
is working

• The governing body is receiving VV Governance workshops in 1996
capacity-building

• The governing body has dedicated itself ? No available evidence but likely
to the improvement of learning

• The governing body has committed itself ? As above
to care for and improve its school

• The school has banned weapons and is VV Mission statement (zero tolerance)
building solidarity to enforce the ban

• The school has banned drugs and is VV As above
enforcing solidarity to enforce the ban

• The school has banned rape and sexual VV As above
harassment and is building solidarity to
enforce the ban

• The school has banned trashing and VV As above
vandalism and is building solidarity to
enforce the ban

• The school has banned all other forms of VV As above
violence and is building solidarity to
enforce the ban

• The school is building and implementing ? No specific evidence, perhaps because
conflict -resolution processes relationships have improved

• The school is building commitment to VV Mission statement (zero tolerance)
human rights for all

• The school building is in tact, V Although generally so there are still sections
operational, and clean of the building which are not in tact and

clean
• Basic facilities and resources are V Facilities and resources have improved (eg.

available computers) but still lacking in some respects
(eg. noli~

• Good relationships exist between the VV Major area of improvement
principal, educators, learners, and parents
characterised by collegial support,
tolerance of views, and mutual respect

Strategies for developing a successful Rat Evidence
school i.t,o. the restoration of a culture of ing
learning, teaching and service in schools
• A multi-disciplinary approach has been VV Partnership with TIP. Establishment of the

established by the school in order to Bonteheuwel Schools Development
manage and improve the school's socio- Programme. Involvement in 'Taking back
economic context. This includes our communities' programme
partnerships with the education
authorities, development agencies, and
the community at large

• Management is taking a holistic approach VV Improved management and governance
to its role in school development through decentralisation of management

Key: VV = high level of correlation; V = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ? =
unclear/not sure.

Restoring a culture of learning, teaching, and service in schools is in many ways the
desired cumulative outcome of education policies and reform initiatives in South
Africa. My evaluation of how Modderdam fared with respect to this challenge is that
with the qualified exception of the learners taking more responsibility for their
learning, the school had generally met the 'criteria' for success as far as restoring a
culture of learning, teaching, and services in schools was concerned. What is striking
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about the COLTS campaign though is that its 'criteria' for success are very basic but
very vital. In some respects the COLTS requirements are a sad indictment on the
generally poor state of education in South Africa. However, the reality in this country
is that the basics of a minimally operational schooling system are generally lacking.
They need to be re-established as a matter of foundational urgency for the quality of
education to be advanced. Other than highlighting the broad strategies of establishing
partnerships and taking a holistic and multi-disciplinary approach to managing the
school, the COLTS guidelines tend to be primarily summative in nature with few
substantive suggestions as to how to achieve a culture of learning, teaching and
services in schools. This is not surprising given the great emphasis on outcomes-based
education in South Africa and the need to measure the impact of education reform.
With this in mind what can we learn from Modderdam's success story about key
strategies that are essential in the restoration of learning, teaching, and services in
schools?

Improving the safety and security of a school is the most obvious starting point. As
previously pointed out, the wall, security guards, and improved physical environment
at Modderdam made a big difference to the sense of well-being of the educators and
learners. Setting clear 'public' boundaries (the 'Safe School Environment' campaign
with its zero tolerance policy) around acceptable behaviour and humanising the
culture of the school were equally important strategies too. For the 'No Crime in
Schools' component of the COLTS campaign to work schools need to supplement the
establishment of a safe and secure environment with the ongoing development of
good relationships within the school community. The COLTS campaign recognises
the importance of sound relationships in a school. Chisholm and Vallys (1996)
COLTS report identifies poor relationships as being a major factor in the collapse of
learning and teaching in schools. Specific relationship-building strategies which TIP
used in its OD work with Modderdam included creating a forum where people could
discuss their concerns without reprisal ('ground rules' of tolerance and respect were
always set) and a vision-building process which involved all stakeholders. Developing
a sense of identity, pride and belonging were central to the vision-building process
and undoubtedly contributed towards building solidarity and unity against crime and
vandalism.

The 'We Make Our Schools Work For Us' component of the COLTS campaign is
essentially concerned with effective governance and management of a school. This
was another major area of weakness that Chisholm and Vally (1996) raised in their
report as contributing towards the collapse of learning and teaching in schools. The
South African Schools Act of 1996 is the statutory vehicle for ensuring that proper
governance structures are established in schools. Modderdam' s success story
highlighted the importance of decentralising management as a core strategy towards
improving the governance and management of the school. Developing a sense of
ownership and distributing responsibility with clear lines of accountability were
important aspects to this strategy. Strategic planning with a particular focus on
problem-solving through self-reflection was a broad strategy that TIP used in its OD
work with Modderdam.

It is apparent that the improved culture of learning and teaching at Modderdam was
primarily an indirect and cumulative outcome of the school's holistic and multifaceted
approach to school development. There was no one specific strategy that on its own
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made the difference at the school. All the strategies that TIP implemented in its OD
work appeared to impact positively in an interconnected way to the restoration of the
culture oflearning, teaching, and services at the school. However, Modderdam' s story
tells us that many of its successes were rooted in what Cuban (in Fullan, 1991) called
'first order' changes (see chapter two). An obvious example to illustrate this point was
the building of the wall at Modderdam which was a 'first order' outcome of the
vision-building process that the school initially engaged in. There were multiple
changes and developments that resulted from this 'first order' change. Many of them
were associated at 'second' and 'third order' levels of change, such as a drop in
gangsterism and violence. They in turn contributed towards improving the physical
and psycho-social conditions at Modderdam which was key to addressing the 'No
Crime in Schools' component of the COLTS campaign

The 'back to basics' premise of the COLTS campaign suggests that schools 'must get
their house in order' before they can engage in more complex reform endeavours such
as building an inclusive school. Modderdam's story informs us that restoring a culture
of learning and teaching in a school is a recursive and intrinsic part of the reform
process. The anomaly with this is that education policies tend to see the restoration of
a culture of teaching, learning and services in schools as an end in itself rather than an
intrinsic part of the reform process. Perhaps this is a reflection of the importance and
magnitude of this challenge. However, Modderdam' s story also reveals that an
improved culture of learning, teaching and services in a school does not on its own
guarantee a higher pass rate and better results. In other words, ensuring that the basics
of a conducive learning environment are in place and functional is not enough to
assure quality teaching and learning. The significance of this observation for school
OD is that while its strength lies in facilitating the COLTS process towards an
enabling teaching and learning environment, it does not pay enough attention to what
happens in the classroom. This contention will be discussed in more detail in the next
and last section of this chapter.

In sum, the restoration of a culture of learning, teaching, and services in South
African schools is core to the overall quest for improving the quality of education in
this country. School OD can play a powerful role in facilitating this endeavour.
However, restoring the culture of teaching and learning in schools should not be seen
as an end in itself but rather a fundamental and intrinsic part of the reform process.
Furthermore, succeeding in this challenge does not guarantee quality teaching and
learning and improved academic outcomes. Curriculum development and classroom
practice need to be areas of focus too.

How did Modderdam' s successes compare with the characteristics of a successful
school from the perspective of TIP's school OD model? Addressing this question is
the focus of the next section.

SECTION THREE: INSIGHTS ARISING FROM AN EXAMINATION OF
MODDERDAM'S SUCCESS STORY IN RELATION TO TIP'S SCHOOL OD
MODEL'S PERSPECTIVE OF A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

Using a similar analytical process to the one in the previous section, the conceptually
ordered display below attempts to evaluate Modderdam's successes in relation to the
characteristics of a successful school from the perspective of TIP's school OD model.
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Based on a summarised version of data display eight (see chapter six), these
interdependent characteristics are a mix of 'outcomes' and 'process' descriptors
which are categorised according to the seven elements of TIP's framework for
understanding schools.

Data Display Eighteen: An evaluation of Modderdam's successes in relation to
the characteristics of a successful school from the perspective of TIP's school
OD model

Teacher Inservice Project Modderdam High School
Characteristics of a successful school Rat Evidence

ing
Identity and direction Evident amongst staff. Not sure about

• There is a shared sense of commitment learners, parents and SGB
and vision by all role players ..Jl?

• The school has an understanding of its ..J References made about activist history of
past and present school

• The school has a 'living' mission ..J..J Mission statement exists
statement

• Staff, learners and parents feel confident ..J..J Sense of identity and community a major
and proud of their school. area of improvement

Culture Quality of teaching improved. Evidence of
• Embodies the school's vision (a sense of ..J Curriculum 2005. Physical environment

purpose in and focus on education) and improved but still in need of attention
pride (eg, litter-free, well maintained
grounds, buildings, toilets and utilised
equipment)

• Reflects essentially non-authoritarian, ..J..J Relationships improved within school
friendly and open relationships between community
the Governing Body, management,
educators, learners, and parents (i.e.
healthy interpersonal relationships)

• Is characterised by critical, active, ..J Quality of teaching improved. Mixed
participative, committed educators, evidence re learners and parents being more
learners, and parents in the teaching and committed
learning process

• Has a staffroom that is congenial and ..J..J Improved physical conditions (more
welcoming and where the staff talk about welcoming staffroom) and improved
education issues relationships

• Upholds democratic principles and ..J..J Participative and consultative decision-
practice making processes

• Manifests a strong sense of self- ? Difficult to assess
discipline, respect, and development of a
healthy self-esteem

• Discipline focuses on becoming better, ..J Improved quality of teaching: more-Iearner-
more innovative educators and self- centred and innovative. Improved discipline
discipline rather than detention, corporal amongst staff and learners
punishment

• Sees the school as a learning organisation ..J..J Problem-solving skills of staff. More
(a culture of feedback - continuous proactive. Understood school as an
reflection and replanning, learning from organisation
successes and failures, eg. whole school
review)

• Acknowledges and manages conflict as a ..J Openness amongst staff to differences of
natural, constructive, and essential force opinion. Used in workshops to generate
in change processes and development energy
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• Indicates a strong motivation for teaching V Evidence of improved quality of teaching.
and learning where educators and Discipline better amongst staff and learners.
learners enjoy coming to school, where Mixed views on learners taking more
there is minimal tardiness, where learners responsibility
and educators are involved in learning
activities, and the school offers multiple
extra-curricular activities (i.e. a culture of
teaching and learning)

• Offers to all a safe and healthy VV Safety and security a major area of
environment (physical and psychological) improvement
where, for example, sexual harassment,
vandalism, and gangsterism are not
pervasive

Strategies No specific evidence of an overall plan but
• The school has a realistic and V many strategies in place (eg. governance

operationalised development plan in workshops)
place which is coherent with its vision
and mission

• The development plan has been V Inclusion of most stakeholders in various
collectively constituted by all workshops
stakeholders

• There is a willingness to take V Some staff very keen to pursue development
responsibility for implementing the work regularly, others not as enthusiastic
development plan

• An evaluation process of the VV Number of workshops (most recent in Feb
development plan is established reflecting '99) which critically appraised development
regular appraisal with an emphasis on
self-reflection

• Teacher appraisal occurs regularly X Teacher appraisal used to occur regularly.
St~d end of '96

Structures and procedures SGB elected according to requirements of
• A democratically elected, legitimate, and VV Schools Act

well-functioning governing body has
been established

• The vision of the school can be realised V Establishment of management committees
through the establishment of clear goals
and objectives with specific time frames
and the designation of certain tasks to
individuals and teams of people

• Authority and responsibility is well V Yes, under previous principal. Less so since
defined new principal but being addressed

• Lines of communication and V As above
accountability are clearly established

• Decision-making is transparent and more V As above
participatory, and once decisions are
taken, they are implemented and binding,
but not inflexible

• Student leadership is developed and V Some evidence through governance
supported by staff and learners within and workshops. Prefect system recently re-
across various structures, and is of a introduced
broad and representative nature (eg. clubs
and SRC's)

• There is evidence of 'working' vv Relationship with TIP, University of Western
partnerships with the provincial education Cape (Mentor Programme), Bonteheuwel
department, business, tertiary institutions, Schools Development Programme. To a
NGO's, community structures, other lesser extent with the education department
schools

• An effective teacher and general staff X Teacher appraisal used to occur regularly.
appraisal system is in place Stopped end of '96
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• There is formal collaboration with ?.
education support services (i.e. Health,
Welfare, Specialised Education)

• The timetable is functioning effectively V School better organised. Staff development
and includes staff development recently included but possibly not

comprehensive enough
Technical Support Area of improvement in school (ie. financial

• Reflects a visible and efficient and vv management)
effective administration and fmancial
management which is coherent with the
school's mission and development plan

• Offers adequate physical resources that v Some evidence of resources being improved
are utilised effectively (technical capacity (eg. computers)
being developed) and equitably
accessible

• Includes strategies for fundraising and ?
prioritising for resource acquisition

Human resources Programme under previous principal well
• A relevant and effective staff V established. Currently not as regular

development programme which is located
within a school development programme,
is established

• Forums exist to air and deal with vv Many workshops which encouraged staff to
grievances and where personal and express views openly
professional contributions are
acknowledged

• Student leadership (learners with v Limited to SRC
leadership positions and the general
student body) is developed

• Conflict management strategies are v Some evidence in workshops (ie. setting of
employed 'ground rules')

• Educator/staff appraisal is linked to ? Appraisal system dormant.
personal and organisational goals, and to
staff promotion

• The promotion process is open, ? As above
transparent, collectively developed,
connected to overall development, and
has clear developmental criteria

• The staff is well informed around policy vv 'Activist' culture of staff. Input by TIP (eg.
Curriculum 2005)

• Individual staff members increasingly v Some (not all) staff centrally involved in
take initiative and take responsibility for change process. Since '93 more and more
sustaining the change process staff have become involved

• Cliques and groupings among the staff V Some evidence of staff and principal
are not rigid and the principal begins to (previous and current) mixing freely. Are
see herlhimself as 'staff' (and vice- some cliques though
versa);

• Educators are excited, enthusiastic, vIX Mixed evidence. Enthusiasm has generally
creative and innovative about their work waned recently (issue of sustainability)

• Development programmes for parents are V Limited to school governing body
in place

Leadership and management Majority of staff had a good conceptual
• There is a common conceptual vv understanding of this

understanding of the school as an
organisation

• Leadership is diversified - there is an vv Strong evidence during previous principal's
understanding that all educators are time
leaders
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• Management is diversified - it is not "" Decentrnlised management system
limited to the principal and management
team but to the staff with most expertise
in particular areas

• There is a friendly, relaxed and trusting " More so with previous principal. Appears to
relationship between the principal and the be improving with current one
rest of the staff

• The principal begins to see her/himself as " Current principal and staff mix freely
'staff' (and vice-versa)

• Leadership and management capacity " Governance workshops covered all levels.
building is supported at all levels within Not sure about link with school development
the school (including the Governing plan
Body) in relation to the school
development plan and staff development
programme

Key: "" = high level of correlation; " = moderate level of correlation; X = no correlation; ? =
unclear/not sure.

The above display illustrates my appraisal of Modderdam's successes in terms of
TIP's 'checklist' of a successful school which was based on my interpretative
reframing of TIP's OD theory and practice (see chapter six). With some variance, it is
apparent that Modderdam had generally met TIP's 'criteria' of a successful school.
The school as an organisation had shifted from a largely dysfunctional teaching and
learning environment in the early nineties (see chapter one) to a significantly more
enabling and functional teaching and learning environment in the late nineties.
Keeping this broad conclusion in mind, what can we learn from this evaluation
though? More specifically, what insights has this study generated with reference to
Davidoff et al's (1995, p. 170) contention that school OD "can be used as a tool for
understanding and working with school dynamics for the purposes of building "good"
schools and addressing problems in schools within the South African context"? A
core aim of this study was to examine how a school, especially in the South African
context, can become successful, with a particular focus on school organisation
development as a strategy for success. What role can school OD play in the building
of successful schools in this country and possibly elsewhere? What are its strengths
and limitations? In the discussion that follows, I have tried to respond to these
questions by drawing on my previous deliberations in this chapter in conjunction with
my reflections on this particular comparative analysis of this study. In doing so I have
attempted to identify and highlight the emerging insights that pertain to school OD
and its role in building successful schools. These insights are consolidated in the next
chapter.

Staff are central but they cannot go it alone

Would Modderdam have improved the way it did without the OD interventions of
TIP? This question was put to the staff at the 'verification' meeting held at the school
on 18 February 1999. The response was a unanimous 'no'. In support of the extensive
data that had already been collected and analysed the meeting confirmed that TIP had
played a very important role in empowering staff to problem-solve through self-
reflection and strategic thinking. TIP's focus on people development had enabled staff
to be more proactive in managing day-to-day challenges and change in general.
Although learners and parents were involved in some of the capacity-building work
that TIP had conducted at the school (the SRC and Governing Body workshops), the
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major focus of TIP's development work was with the staff (mainly educators). The
power to change a school's culture was thus invested in the staff primarily through
human resources development. The assumption is that for schools to develop
successfully school staff must first and foremost be developed. The School
Improvement literature places much emphasis on staff development. For example,
Hopkins, West and Ainscow (1996) present six propositions on creating the
conditions for school improvement based on their experience of the Improving the
Quality of Education for All (IQEA) project in the UK (see chapter four) They reflect
a strong humanistic perspective highlighting variables such as enquiry and reflection,
ownership, vision-building, and cooperative learning. Three of Senge el al's (1994)
five learning organisation disciplines, namely 'Personal Mastery', 'Building a Shared
Vision', and 'Team Learning' mirror a similar emphasis. School 00 literature is of
course notable for the prominence it gives to developing the educator's capacity in
process skills, problem-solving, and team-building in order to make school
organisations more effective (see chapter four) The underlying assumption here is
that staff, particularly educators, are the primary driving force of change. This holds
true in the sense that educators and especially the principal have positional power
invested in them. This means that by virtue of their position in the school staff cannot
be neglected as a target for change in a school development programme. However, it
is equally important to recognise that staff cannot go it alone and can collapse under
contextual constraints' This point was made earlier and although there was
unequivocal evidence that staff at Modderdam felt more empowered as a result of
TIP's OD work, recent observations based mainly on the 'verification' meeting with
the staff suggest that this sense of well-being was quite fragile. This fragility was
aptly equated by an educator with the 'skittish' behaviour of a 'dragon-fly' - some
days were up, some days down. There was a pervasive sentiment amongst staff that
their feelings of instability and disillusionment were strongly associated with external
factors over of which they felt they had little control. The most prominent of these
factors was the lack of support from the Education Department which not only
included limited material resources but also minimal human resources development
and above all, acknowledgement for what had been successfully achieved by the
school.

Schools are centres for educational change but they cannot go it alone

The 'How Schools Improve' (HSL) study (Dalin et al, 1994) with its focus on the
relationship between macro (national) and micro (local) reform initiatives in
developing contexts alerts us to two important strategies: (1) Central support is vital;
(2) Commitment is essential at all levels. The South African experience of educational
transformation needs to take serious note of these findings. As an exemplar of
successful school development in adverse conditions, the story of Modderdam has
offered some valuable insights, one of which cautions that for the ability of a school
to sustain ongoing and meaningful development central support and commitment at
all levels must be forthcoming.

What the above challenges, with reference to the South African education reform
process, is the assumption that the school is the centre of change (Dalin & Rust, 1983;
Fullan, 1991; Hopkins, West, & Ainscow, 1994; EMD report, Department of
Education, 1996b; Dalin, 1998). The contention is that even with the relatively
intensive OD work that a school such as Modderdam successfully engaged in, if the
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broader environment is disabling it is unlikely that the school will be able to sustain
its ability to initiate and manage change effectively. I would argue that the notion that
the school is the primary unit of change probably holds true more in developed than
developing contexts although district support in a developed context is considered an
important characteristic of a successful school (Fullan, 1985). Perhaps this is because
the educational contexts in developed countries are better resoureed and thus the
external and internal environments of their schools are more enabling, allowing for
schools to feel more empowered to change themselves and the system. In an under-
resoureed educational context such as South Africa and most developing countries it
is highly unlikely that the school can solely be the centre of change. The macro
educational context needs development too so that its conditions can support and not
impede schools in their own internal reform processes. What are these conditions?
Responding to this question in any substantive way goes beyond the scope of this
study. However, I would speculate that in the South African context these core
conditions, which pertain mainly to the local, provincial, and national education
authorities, would include:

1. Strong transformational leadership;
2. A clear educational vision;
3. A strategic development plan in operation which facilitates this vision;
4. A well coordinated internal infra-structure to manage this vision;
5. A collegial, collaborative, and supportive atmosphere;
6. Sufficient material and human resources to facilitate the educational vision In

schools;
7. Ongoing staff development;
8. Ongoing formative and summative evaluation processes which are internally as

well as externally focused;
9. A critical and self-reflective approach to problem-solving and evaluation.

These internal conditions are similar to a number of the key 'generic' characteristics
of a successful school identified from the literature. In particular they correspond
closely to Hopkins, West and Ainscow's (1996) six propositions on creating the
conditions for school improvement (see chapter four).

In sum, the message is that schools cannot go it alone nor can they be expected, as
contended by the South African Education Department (EMD Report, Department of
Education, 1996b), to be the primary building blocks of a new education system in
South Africa.

Classroom practice and the school as an organisation need to be simultaneously
and dialectically developed

TIP's school OD model grew out of the Teacher Action Research Project (T ARP)
which focused on assisting educators to engage more critically in their own classroom
practice. TARP raised the issue that a focus on the educator in the classroom was not
sufficient to ensure sustained improvement in the quality of teaching and learning.
The development of educators in a disabling school environment appeared to have
limited impact. In response to this shortcoming TIP established itself with a focus on
working with the school environment as a whole. However, the story of Modderdam
has alerted us to an anomaly in this shift of focus. Clearly Modderdam's school
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environment as a whole had become more enabling, largely due to TIP's OD
interventions. Nonetheless, this success was not sufficient to ensure sustained
improvement in the quality of teaching and learning either. In the proceeding
discussion I argue that for the quality of learning and teaching in a school to be
improved in a sustainable way the educator in the classroom and the school as an
organisation need to be simultaneously and dialectically developed. This contention is
based on the fact that although there had been a steady improvement over the past five
years in the pass rate of the Grade 10's (1994-55.9% to 1998-66.8%) this trend was
not evident in the Grade 12 records which, even though incomplete for the years
1993,1994, and 1995, pointed to a decline from 58.9% in 1992 to 42% in 1998 (46.9
% in 1996 and 31.8% in 1997). Several possible explanations for this incongruity
were proposed by various staff members. Firstly, there had been a major increase in
Xhosa-speaking learners in the school over the past few years (currently constituting
40% of the learner population). The school had not had the resources 10 offer Xhosa
as a first language and in order to accommodate these learners had had to introduce
English as an alternative teaching and learning medium to Afrikaans. This had
resulted in the Xhosa-speaking learners having to manage their curriculum in English
which was considered to be a disadvantage as many of them had taken 'content'
subjects which required competent articulation and expressive language. Secondly, in
spite of being weak at them, many learners chose to continue with Mathematics and
Science, seeing them as 'status' subjects without which they could never get a good
job one day. The school did not seem to have a mechanism to select learners for these
subjects nor give them additional support. Thirdly, many learners were not taking
enough responsibility for their learning which, as pointed out earlier, was a complex
problem given the poor socio-economic conditions that most learners live in.
Fourthly, with reference to the rationalisation process, some staff said that there was
great uncertainty and insecurity that many educators were feeling about their work.
This was considered to affect negatively the quality of teaching and learning at the
school. Finally, and of particular relevance to the above contention, the school's
Teacher Appraisal Programme, which was established in 1995, was never fully
institutionalised and its two year dormancy was considered by some staff to be a
reason for the poor Grade 12 results. The main reason given for this dormancy was
rationalisation which, due to the reduction in staff, constrained the timetable
flexibility needed for the appraisers to be available simultaneously. There was an
opinion expressed by some staff that educators needed to be more accountable in their
teaching and that greater liaison between subject educators was required.

Clearly the preceding discussion is suggesting that the improvement of academic
results is an important indicator of success. However, it should not be the sole
indicator of how well a school is doing, a point some educators at Modderdam made
in view of the multiple variables in their context that negatively influence the
achievement of a better pass rate and quality of results. What needs to be highlighted
though is that despite the great strides Modderdam had made through TIP's OD
interventions in becoming a more enabling teaching and learning environment there
was a decline in the pass rate of the Grade 12' s. The reasons, mostly 'social',
proffered above do explain this contradiction to some extent.

Modderdam's story of success featured a distinct improvement in the quality of
teaching which from the learners' perspective was associated more with the
humanising of the school's culture than improved classroom practice. Although
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humanising a school culture is a fundamental condition for improving the quality of
teaching and learning, on its own as a broad school OD strategy it is likely to have
limited impact on improving the quality of teaching and learning in any sustainable
way. The simultaneous, ongoing development of effective classroom practice (ie.
quality mediation and management of learning) is a fundamental condition too. Based
on their experience of the IQEA project Hopkins, West & Ainscow (1996, p. 37)
make a similar point when they argue that:

We have found it necessary to establish certain conditions within the
classroom alongside those at the level of the school, if school improvement
strategies are to impact fully on student achievement.

With particular reference to developing countries, Lockheed and Levin (1993) draw
our attention to the importance of paying attention to pedagogy and quality classroom
practice in the building of successful schools. One of the effective reform strategies
identified in the 'How Schools Improve' study (Dalin el aI, 1994) was a need to focus
on classroom practice. The apparent neglect of this important aspect of Modderdam' s
development since the beginning of 1997 could have contributed to the poor Grade 12
results and the observation that learners were not taking enough responsibility for
their learning.

In conclusion, it is apparent from the case study and the school OD literature review
that the link between developing the organisational capacity of a school and
improving classroom practice is at best poorly understood and at worst simply
ignored. Perhaps the most accurate observation of the nature of this link is Schmuck's
(1987, p. 9), who suggests that the relationship between OD and student outcome is
indirect:

Organisation development is based on human-systems theory. It posits that
acting on the educational system as a target for improvement offers a
promising, indirect strategy for ameliorating the mental health and academic
learning problems of individual students.

Curriculum development: the missing link

Where does the above leave school 00 as a strategy for building successful schools?
What are its parameters for success? TIP's school OD model is very quiet on
academic outcomes. Is this because the relationship between OD and the classroom is
poorly understood, or because the link is understood to be indirect? The answer is
probably a combination of both. However, even if school OD limits its 'claim to
fame' to building a school's organisational and human capacity to initiate and manage
change, there still remains a 'gap' between its impact on improving the school
environment and learner outcomes. Perhaps this 'gap' has something to do with
curriculum development. Where does curriculum development, which traditionally
focuses on creating an effective teaching and learning framework, fit in with school
OD? In fact, how does school OD define the curriculum? The literature on school OD
reflects very little on this issue. TIP's school OD model does not feature the
curriculum as one of its elements of school organisational life. However, teaching and
learning is ultimately the core business of a school and as such warrants special
attention. It is apparent that school 00 assumes that by building the organisational
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capacity of a school to initiate and manage change, the quality of teaching and
learning will improve as a consequence of this broad strategy and likewise the
academic results will improve. This linear logic is tenuous particularly if the
development of classroom practice is left to chance based on the assumption that
empowering educators will automatically lead to their initiating and sustaining a
specific development programme which focuses on pedagogy. In the current South
African education context this assumption is especially questionable given the
challenge of having to do 'more and more with less and less'.

It is evident that from the preceding argument that I am recommending that
curriculum development be given an explicit place in TIP's school OD framework
and, for that matter, in school OD in general. As raised earlier in this chapter, Lazarus,
Daniels and Engelbrecht (1999) have included curriculum development in their
proposed model for building an inclusive school. This model is located within a
framework of school OD which has its roots in TIP's model (see Davidoff & Lazarus,
1997). On a conceptual level the inclusion of curriculum development will explicitly
acknowledge the importance of pedagogy and classroom practice in the building of a
successful school. How school OD strategises around developing a school's
curriculum is another matter. Modderdam' s story suggests that there is an 'indirect'
route to curriculum development that OD can follow.

Connecting with the school: the strategic use of critical entry points

Modderdam's story of success offers a distinctive insight which could strengthen the
relationship between developing the organisational capacity of a school and
developing the classroom as centre of quality teaching and learning. A key aspect to
TIP's consultative and cooperative planning was their strategic use of critical entry
points. In conjunction with key people in the school this involved identifying
important areas in need of development and then facilitating a project to address those
needs, the benefit of which would most likely extend to the whole school context. The
Teacher Appraisal Programme was a critical entry point in that it took cognisance of a
collective need amongst educators to improve the standard of teaching and learning at
Modderdam. This opportunity for whole school development actually arose from the
Mentor Programme which, as an internship for educators-in-training (student
teachers), raised many issues concerning the quality of their learning experience in a
context which was generally disabling and thus a poor role model. There was strong
evidence that the Teacher Appraisal Programme, through its focus on classroom
practice and the collegial process of developing a model of appraisal, impacted
positively on the quality of teaching at Modderdam. The inclusion of all staff and the
emphasis placed on accountability were central elements of this programme which
appeared to improve commitment to quality teaching (see chapter seven). The OD
approach used in establishing this programme had a paradoxical twist to it though. It
was apparent that the school as an organisation was not enabling enough to support
the programme in a sustainable way. There were structural problems in that the
timetable was not flexible enough for educators to be available for peer supervision.
The rationalisation process severely depleted the school's human resources thus
limiting the time and inclination of educators had for appraising one another. Perhaps
most significantly, the programme was never properly institutionalised. The lesson to
be learnt here is neatly expressed by Dalin (1998, p. 116, original emphasis):
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The (school improvement) studies also showed that there is a considerable
difference between the development of an innovation and the
institutionalization of it. Only when an innovation has become a natural part
of every day school life, when it works in the classroom, when it is supported
and pursued, can we say that a reform has been implemented.

In sum, Modderdam's success story suggests that a critical entry point is a
strategically useful OD tool to establish a programme which facilitates in a dialectical
way the simultaneous development of the school as an organisation and classroom
practice with a view to sustained improvement of the quality of teaching and learning.
Determining what this entry point is, requires sensitive and careful 'auditing' which
should be as inclusive as possible and takes into account the level of readiness of the
school to engage in development work. Modderdam's story tells us that although
there was an initial resistance to development work the school's activist culture,
unprecedented political changes, and amenable principal were important factors that
'set the scene' for change. I have argued elsewhere (De Jong, 1996) that assessing a
school's readiness and capacity for OD work is in itself a vital preliminary step which
will help to determine what, if any, initial strategies are likely to work in engaging the
school in a change process.

A bit of pressure in the process could enhance getting there

School OD is a potentially powerful 'how do we get there?' strategy. Louis and Miles
(1990) suggest that if a school wishes to make significant progress it should use
process-based OD techniques. There are strong similarities between TIP's school OD
approach and the key process-oriented OD strategies summarised from the literature
(see Table Three, chapter four). It is apparent from Modderdam's story that TIP
predominantly played a kind of mediatory role in enabling the staff to manage internal
and external change. The quality of the facilitation process was considered by the staff
to be influential in the school's success. The trusting relationship between the school
and the external agent, TIP, was clearly central to this. It was evident from the case
study data that this trust was based on the respectful and essentially non-directive
style of TIP's facilitation. Modderdam's development was 'organically' based. When
challenges arose, the school, with TIP's support, more often than not addressed them
in a proactive manner. Many of these challenges were externally driven by policy and
reform initiatives. The enthusiasm with which the school engaged during 1996 in
establishing governance structures in anticipation of the Schools Act of 1996 is a case
in point. Helping staff, learners and parents at Modderdam to make sense and thus
develop their own meaning and understanding of policy was central to the mediatory
role that TIP's school OD interventions played. A strength of TIP's OD work was its
non-technicist, responsive approach to the 'here-and-now' needs of the school which
were often initiated by external reform. Fullan (1991, p. 4) reminds us of the
importance of understanding how people make sense and personal meaning of policy
when he argues that:

Neglect of the phenomenology of change - that is, how people actually experience
change as distinct from how it might have been intended - is at the heart of the
spectacular lack of success of most social reforms.
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Perhaps one of the weaknesses though of TIP's school OD approach was its tendency
to be too process-oriented and not enough of a 'systematic influencer' (Berg, in Dalin,
1998). There was some evidence from the case study which suggested that the school
was 'kept on its toes' by TIP, particularly in terms of mutual accountability. As a
mediator of educational change, if TIP had been more directive, in other words more
of a 'systematic influencer' in its facilitation would Modderdam have institutionalised
the Teacher Appraisal Programme and experienced more success in improving its
quality of teaching and learning and perhaps its academic results? This hypothetical
question is based on one of Fullan 's (1991, p. 106) assumptions basic to a successful
approach to educational change, namely:

Assume that people need pressure to change (even in directions that they desire),
but it will be effective only under conditions that allow them to react, to form their
own position, to interact with other implementers, to obtain technical assistance,
etc.

This assumption is acknowledging that for educational change to be successful people
need some pushing while simultaneously being given the opportunity to make sense
and meaning of the process. One without the other is unlikely to achieve success. In
other words, there has to be a balance between the change agent being a 'process
supporter' and a 'systematic influencer' - in the South African context at any rate.
Provided the basic enabling conditions are in place in a school, such as staff
development, involvement, leadership, co-ordination, enquiry and reflection, and
collaborative planning (Hopkins, West & Ainscow 1996), I would argue that a school
should be 'pushed' in a direction that is congruent with policy. By-and-Iarge these
conditions were established in Modderdam primarily through TIP's OD work (see
chapter seven). Nonetheless the OD process was not able to ensure that some of the
innovations at the school were institutionalised, especially the Teacher Appraisal
Programme. There were a number of internal factors that mitigated against the
programme being institutionalised. However, the primary source of influence was
externally based - the rationalisation process. To what extent did TIP's OD work
'push' the school to examine this 'external' threat and possibly turn it into an
opportunity? I raise this question being acutely mindful of the negative impact that the
rationalisation process had on the school and the argument I raised earlier about
disabling external conditions and schools not being expected to go it alone. The
question I have asked is really concerned with how schools can manage to deal better
with their external contexts and the role that school OD can play in this process. To
this end I turn to the final point I wish to make in this chapter.

OD as a mediator between the external and internal worlds of a school

In relation to the above I would contend that school OD needs to pay more attention
to helping schools manage the recursive and often paradoxical nature of the
relationship between their internal and external worlds. Hopkins, West and Ainscow
(1996) make the point that internal school change and external change need be
integrated and that greater emphasis should be given to understanding the dialectical
nature between the 'rnovingness' of the school itself and the external environment.
This is particularly relevant to the South African education context which is
experiencing such a radical and rapid transformation. Initiating and managing change
is a primary aim of school OD. This means that a school needs to be a learning
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organisation which is one of the identified 'generic' characteristics of a successful
school (see chapter four). Implicit in this is the challenge for a school to not only be
'inward' looking in its development initiatives but also 'outward' looking in its
endeavour to understand and manage the influences of the external terrain. With its
focus on people empowerment school OD is potentially in a good position to mediate
the dialectic relationship between a school's external world and its internal world so
that threats are minimised and opportunities maximised.

Modderdam's story reflects many successes on the school level, very few successes
on the classroom level, and a distinct fragility on managing the relationship between
the school's external world with its internal context. In concluding this chapter I am
left with one pervasive impression. The strength of school OD as a strategy in
building a successful school lies in its ability to impact the internal conditions of a
school. Its limitations lie in making a substantive difference to classroom practice and
helping a school work more strategically with its external world. All three domains of
a school need to be worked with in order for a school to be successful in achieving
quality education. Hopkins, West and Ainscow (1996, p. 8) echo similar sentiments:

In the pursuit of changes that enhance the achievement of students we have
therefore identified three main influences - classroom practice, the internal
conditions of the school and the policy context. When all three elements are
pulling in the same direction, then school improvement has much more chance
of success.

School OD would be most potentially profitable if it could extend its focus to all three
fronts. This means playing a more robust role in mediating a school's management of
its external terrain. It also means that within the context of an enabling teaching and
learning environment, channelling more energy into developing the curriculum and
classroom practice.

The next chapter consolidates the insights that have been raised in this chapter into
three key insights and their implications for education reform in South Africa and
other contexts.
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CHAPTER NINE

KEY INSIGHTS FROM THIS STUDY AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOUTH AFRICAN EDUCATION REFORM

AND BEYOND

We need knowledge not just for the sake of 'knowing' but actually to live a better
life.

OVERVIEW

This chapter responds to the last research question of this study, namely: 'What are
the implications of this study's insights for education reform in South Africa and
beyond?' Based on the rationale of analytical generalisations (see chapter three), this
chapter has consolidated the emerging insights from this study discussed in the
previous chapter into three key insights and highlighted the most prominent
implication(s) of these insights for education reform in South Africa and other similar
contexts. This is in response to this study's core enquiry which was, with particular
reference to the South African context and its current education reform, two-fold:

1. To determine what the characteristics of a successful school are ('process' and
'product' descriptors); and,

2. To examine how a school can become successful, with a special focus on school
organisation development as a strategy for success.

The three interrelated key insights and their relevant implications are discussed below.

INSIGHT ONE: The characteristics of a successful school are essentially
conditions that have to be developed on a school level and a classroom level in
order for the school as a whole to become an enabling teaching and learning
environment for the maximum enhancement of learner achievement

This insight raises a subtle but significant conceptual shift in the use of the term
'characteristics' for describing the features of a successful school. This study has
alerted us to the anomaly that a school such as Modderdam can reflect most of the
'generic' characteristics of a successful school but be simultaneously unsuccessful in
enhancing learner achievement - on an academic level at any rate. This incongruity
appeared to be associated with a lack of focus on the dialectic relationship of the
organisational context of school with the classroom context, and the dialectic
relationship of the internal environment of the school with its external environment.
Implicit in this observation is the key systems thinking notion of recursion, a
phenomenon which is the product of multidirectional feedback where there is
mutuality of influence (Plas, 1986). Talking about the characteristics of a successful
school does not capture the dynamic nature of the interface between the school as an
organisation and its classroom and external environments. Nor does this term
encapsulate the complex and recursive relationship between outcomes of change,
processes of change, and strategies of change. This study has highlighted many
examples of the inextricable boundedness of outcomes, processes, and strategies in
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educational change For example, a characteristic of a successful school is 'the
institutionalisation of change' which is in itself a process variable and a core strategy
for developing a successful school. Another example is 'participatory management'
which is not only a 'generic' characteristic of a successful school (see chapter four)
but is also a desired outcome of education policy in South Africa. Furthermore,
'participatory management' has to be an ongoing process in a school for sustaining an
enabling school environment.

Although the term 'characteristics' in this study has incorporated the idea of
'outcomes' and 'process' descriptors it still tends to reflect a somewhat absolute and
positivistic notion of change. Hopkins, West and Ainscow (1996, p. 7) use the notion
of 'conditions' in their work and define it as "the internal features of the school, the
'arrangements' that enable it to get work done". I would like to argue that extending
'characteristics' to the notion of 'conditions' captures more than 'arrangements'. It
accounts for the recursive nature of change outcomes, processes, and strategies and
for the dynamic temperament of educational change. Its developmental 'tone'
suggests that there can be different levels of conditions in the process of developing
an enabling school environment. A good example of this is the policy challenge of
restoring a culture of learning, teaching and services in South African schools. In the
previous chapter I pointed out that from the Department of Education's perspective
(the COLTS campaign) this challenge appeared to be predominantly 'outcomes'
based with little cognisance of it being an intrinsic part of the reform process itself
The danger in viewing the restoration of a culture of learning and teaching in our
schools as an end in itself is the implicit assumption that once this has been achieved,
the quality of education will be better and learners will achieve better. The story of
Modderdam told us otherwise. The development of other conditions, such as
classroom practice, is essential for the building of a successful school in its endeavour
to become an enabling teaching and learning environment. Using the notion of
'conditions', it seems more appropriate to talk about the characteristics of restoring a
culture of learning, teaching and service (see chapter eight) as first level conditions,
which when in place, are likely to create in a recursive way a second level of
condition, namely a culture of learning and teaching. Achieving a culture of learning
and teaching can then be considered as a broad second level condition in a school
which, when developed in conjunction with other first and second level conditions
internal and external to the school, will most likely contribute to quality education and
improved learner achievement. Making the distinction between first and second level
conditions is similar to Cuban's categorisation of innovations into 'first' and 'second'
order changes (Fullan, 1991). The former refers to changes which improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of what is currently done in a school. The latter refers to
more complex changes that affect the culture and organisational structure of a school
(see chapter two).

What are the conditions at a school that require development for it to move towards
becoming an enabling environment? Based on this study, the framework in figure four .:.-
presents what I consider to be the core school level conditions that have to be
developed in order for a school as a whole to move towards becoming an enabling
teaching and learning environment. It is important to note that these conditions are
particular to the organisational life of a school. The inclusion of developing certain
classroom and externally based conditions and a strategic understanding of the
dialectic relationship between the internal and external environments of a school is
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considered to be equally important in the process of developing an enabling school as
a whole. This is the focus of the next insight.

The framework highlights nine areas at a school level which require development.
Each area contains one or more specific condition(s). I have made a distinction
between two different levels of conditions: firstly, there are those which are
foundational (level one) to the development of an enabling school level environment,
and secondly, there are the broader 'school culture' kinds of conditions (level two)
which would developmentally evolve from the foundational conditions. Making this
distinction is not meant to signal some kind of hierarchical importance of the one over
the other. Rather, I wish to emphasise that policy and reform initiatives in South
Africa and elsewhere should make a qualitative distinction between conditions that
are of a more basic and 'visible' nature to those which reflect the more 'invisible'
culture of a school. This could help policy-makers in identifying specific strategies for
the development of specific foundational conditions instead of, as raised in the
previous chapter, simply leaving strategy recommendations at a broad level. A good
example of this would be the building of a wall or fence around a school in order to
develop conditions of safety and security. Making the distinction between the two
levels of conditions also acknowledges the developmental and recursive relationship
between the foundational conditions and the 'school culture' ones. Restoring a culture
of learning, teaching and services is, as discussed earlier, a good illustration of this. I
have also indicated in the framework which of the five key South African policy
challenges identified in this study advocate the development of these conditions. This
helps to clarify the relationship between policy and the focus of development in
schools.

Implicit in using the idea of developing conditions for, rather than simply stating the
characteristics of, a successful school is the acknowledgement of context which will
determine not only the nature of the conditions to be developed but also the most
appropriate ways of developing those conditions. An important insight generated by
this study is that the features of the broader socio-political context of South Africa and
the adverse environments that many of this country's schools are located within
suggests that the development of some of the core school level conditions is more
vital to the building of a successful school than others. I identified five (see chapter
eight) which I would argue, when examined in relation to other research on successful
schools in developing contexts (Verspoor, 1989; Lockheed & Levin, 1993; Dalin et
ai, 1994), and especially in South Africa (Chisholm & Vally, 1996; Christie &
Potterton, 1997) are likely to apply to the majority of schools in South Africa. To
remind the reader, they are:

1. The establishment of a safe and secure environment;
2. The establishment of a physically conducive learning environment;
3. Developing good relationships;
4. Developing good management and leadership;
5. The development of self-reflection and problem-solving skills.

These five conditions are represented by the six shaded sections of the framework
signaling that their development is a priority for the majority of South African
schools. Consider the framework on the next page.
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CORE CONDITIONS FOR AN ENABLING SCHOOL LEVEL
ENVIRONMENT
Foundational level

Areas Core conditions

Planning • Goal-setting
• Strategic approach
• Inclusive

Resources • Sufficient material resources available
• Sufficient human resources available

Development • Ongoing staff development

• A culture of learning, teaching, and services

• A culture of democracy

• A culture of order and discipline

• A collegial and supportive culture

• A culture of tolerance and inclusion

Promotion of ed for
all
Culture ofT,L, & S
Promotion of ed for
all
Culture ofT,L, & S
Democ Govern
Effective Man
Democ Govern
Effective Man
Culture ofT &S
Democ Govern
Effective Man
Democ Govern
Effective Man
Promotion of ed for
all
Curriculum 2005
Democ Govern
Effective Man

• Democ Govern
• Effective Man

• All

• All

•
•
• Democ Govern
• Effective Man
• Democ Govern
• Effective Man
• Culture ofT &S
• Promotion of ed for

all
• Culture ofT,L, & S
• Democ Govern
• Effective Man
• Promotion of ed for

all
• Culture ofT,L, & S
• Curriculum 2005

Figure Four: Core conditions for an enabling school level environment
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The inclusion of identifying which of the five South African policy challenges are
most strongly associated with the core school level conditions is illuminating. Firstly,
the key challenges of establishing and developing democratic governance and
effective management is markedly pervasive at a school organisational level. This
highlights the importance of developing core conditions at a school level that will
facilitate sound governance and management. Implicit in this is the message that a
school must get its organisational life in order for effective teaching and learning to
take place. Secondly, the framework draws attention to the link between the challenge
of restoring a culture of learning, teaching and services in schools and establishing
democratic governance and management. The common denominator between them is
developing a culture of order and discipline. Thirdly, the general absence of
Curriculum 2005 at the foundational level and its stronger association with the 'school
cultural' level suggests that its successful implementation is indirectly dependent on
an enabling school level environment. In other words the interface between
curriculum development and the development of an enabling school level
environment appears to be at a broader 'school culture' level rather than at the
foundational level. The inclusion of a culture of curriculum development at this level
signals this and emphasises the importance of a school engaging in developing its
curriculum.

Of what use is the above framework? Although it has a particular South African
'flavour' to it, I would argue that this framework, being mindful of contextual
circumstances, has three potentially useful applications:

1. It offers a 'template' against which a school can evaluate how enabling it is on a
school environment level for quality teaching and learning to take place;

2. It offers a basis for a school development plan where strategic choices can be
made in terms of which school environment conditions require priority
development;

3. It presents an opportunity to examine the relationship between the focus of
education policy and a set of core school level conditions that are deemed
necessary for the building of a successful school and thus the enhancement of
learner achievement. To what extent does policy emphasise or neglect the
development of the core school level conditions proposed by this framework? The
framework can facilitate answers to this critical question.

In concluding the discussion on this first key insight I would like to point out that the
limitation of this framework is that it only focuses on one area of school development,
namely the organisational level of a school. The second key insight raises the need to
look beyond this level in the quest to build a successful school.
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INSIGHT TWO: The development of a successful school should not be limited to
the capacity-building of a school at its organisational level only. It is also
dependent on the capacity-building of the classroom, the capacity-building of the
external levels of the education system, and the development of a strategic
understanding of the dialectic relationship between the internal and external
environments of a school

One of the emerging insights discussed in chapter eight was the contention that
building the organisational capacity of a school through people development will not,
on its own, necessarily guarantee sustainable success in the initiation and the
management of change. TIP's focus on people development at Modderdam had
enabled staff to be more proactive in managing day-to-day challenges and change in
general. The power to change a school's culture was thus invested in the staff
primarily through human resources development. However, this study indicated that
despite the intense focus on people empowerment in the OD work that Modderdam
engaged in over a five year period, there was a distinct vulnerability of the staff to the
disabling external environment. This was to a point where the sustainability of school
level successes appeared to be under severe strain.

What can we learn from the above observations? Firstly, as an exemplar of successful
school development in adverse conditions, Modderdam cautions that for the ability of
a school to sustain ongoing and meaningful development central support and
commitment at all levels must be forthcoming. External support from a change agent
and the education authorities is essential for sustained development work. This
includes sufficient funding and resources, without which there is a serious threat to
the morale and commitment of the educators. Secondly, the necessity for external
support suggests that the capacity of the broader education system must be developed
to meet this challenge. The 'pendulum' is a useful metaphor to describe the
educational context within which capacity-building for better external support to
schools has to take place. Schools in the apartheid era were generally managed in an
autocratic, highly centralised, 'top-down' way. Since 1994 when South Africa's first
democratic government was elected the 'pendulum' has swung in the opposite
direction to a position which can best be described as a laissez faire, decentralised,
and 'bottom-up' style of departmental management. Although there are signs that the
pendulum may be swinging away from its 'laissez faire' position the current reality is
that as yet there is no balance between a 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' approach to
decision-making and accountability. Finding this balance, this 'middle of the road'
position where the broader educational infra-structure can support schools
appropriately would have to be at the heart of a capacity-building process.

In sum, it is clear that the South African education system at national, provincial and
district level has to become more enabling for schools to develop an enabling teaching
and learning environment in any sustainable way. The 'How Schools Improve' study
(Dalin et ai, 1994) reported that effective system linkages are essential in successful
reform initiatives. Dalin (1998) points out that the successful management of large-
scale reform depends very much on keeping in close touch with the grass roots. The
implication of this for education reform in South Africa and most likely for other
developing contexts is that the capacity of the local, provincial and national education
authorities needs to be built to manage and support the reform challenges that schools
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at 'grass roots' level are generally being expected to do on their own. The implication
of this for the role of school OD will be raised in the next insight.

This study also found that despite the substantive improvements in the capacity of
Modderdam to manage change better, learner achievement in the academic domain
actually deteriorated. This supports the contention that the link between developing
the organisational capacity of a school and improving classroom practice is at best
poorly understood and at worst simply ignored. The insight that has emerged from
this finding is that for the quality of learning and teaching in a school to be improved
in a sustainable way the educator in the classroom and the school as an organisation
need to be simultaneously and dialectically developed.

Organisational
development is
the development
of the school's
organisational
structures and
procedures

Examples of other
OD areas of focus:
• Vision-building
• Strategic

planning
• Leadership and

mana ement

Classroom level

Classroom development

Of what particular relevance is the above to education reform in South Africa and
possibly beyond? As pointed out previously (see chapters one, five, and eight), much
emphasis is placed by South African national education policies and reform initiatives
on institutional development as a key strategy in the reform process. The prominence
given to this strategy is supported by one of the 'Verspoor' study's major findings that
successful reform programmes paid significant attention to strengthening institutions
and their organisational structures (Verspoor, 1989). However, this study suggests
that while institutional development is vital it is not enough to ensure improved
learner achievement. My concern is that too much uncritical emphasis is being placed
on institutional development by South African education policies and reform
initiatives without defining what its parameters are, recognising its limitations, and
locating it within a more systemic framework of multiple strategies. A good starting
point would be to make a more critical distinction between the concepts of
'institutional development', 'whole-school development', 'organisation development',
and 'organisational development'. Education discourse in South Africa tends to use
these terms somewhat interchangeably (and so does the literature at times). These
concepts are not synonymous. I propose the following:

EDUCATION INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Whole school develo ment

School levelCommunity level

Community
develo ment1-=--=

For example, capacity
building of parents in
school governance,
supporting their children
in their learning process

School organisation development

For example, the
development of:
• Teaching methods
• Classroom management
• Authentic relationships
• Assessment

Figure Five: A framework for clarifying school development concepts

In this framework:

1. Education institutional development refers to the development of all levels of
any education organisation such as a school or university;
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2. Whole school development refers specifically to the development of all levels of
a school. This includes the community level, school level, and classroom level;

3. School organisation development is a whole school development strategy aimed
specifically at building the capacity of the school as an organisation to manage
change. This can include working with the community, especially in relation to
the governance of a school;

4. School organisational development is a specific strategy within school OD that
focuses on developing the organisation's structures and procedures.

One of the things that we had learned from research and our previous work is
that change will not be successful unless it impacts all levels of the school
organisation.

What is it that the key insight under discussion here is saying to education reform in
South Africa and elsewhere? There are five basic messages

1. Education reform needs to be clear about how its defines key concepts such as
'institutional development', 'whole-school development', 'organisation
development', and' organisational development', and in doing so needs to provide
an unambiguous rationale for choosing one or more of these broad strategies;

2. The capacity-building of a school at its organisational level is a vital but not
exclusive component in the development of a successful school;

3. Developing a successful school must include building the classroom into an
enabling teaching and learning environment too. It's no good only tending to your
garden while the interior of your house is a messl;

4. Developing a successful school is dependent on the support of the education
authorities. This implies that the capacity of the broader education system needs to
be built in order for it to support the development of successful schools;

5. Developing a successful school requires a more robust effort in understanding
how the external environment is impacting the internal world of a school and in
trying to turn threats into opportunities.

In sum, this study is suggesting that education reform, especially in South Africa,
pays attention to all the components of the education system. This means that the
school as a part of the system cannot be expected to be the sole source of educational
change and development. The broader system must become more enabling for schools
to become more enabling. It also means that development of a school as a whole
should include all levels of the school and not exclusively the organisational capacity
of the school. As Hopkins, West and Ainscow (1996, p. 3) point out:

How can a school become successful? More specifically, what role can school OD
play in a school's quest to become an enabling teaching and learning environment?
The third key insight of this study focuses on these questions.
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INSIGHT THREE: The role of school OD as a strategy in building a successful
school would be considerably strengthened if it extended its focus to mediating
more rigorously the dialectic relationship between the school level and classroom
level, and the dialectic relationship between the external and internal worlds of
the school

• People empowerment with a focus on •
problem-solving through self-reflection and •
strategic thinking •

• Vision-building •
• Inclusion of most stake-holders
• Relationship-building •
• Emphasis on leadership and management
• Non-technicist, responsive approach to the

needs of the school •
• Focus on the phenomenology of change
• Strategic use of critical entry points
• Sensitive, respectful, and non-directive

facilitation and mediation of the
development process

• Developing an understanding of the
organisational life of a school

Too process-oriented
Not enough of a 'systematic influencer'
Absence of curriculum in model
No clarity on the relationship between OD
and curriculum development
No clarity on the relationship between
developing school level conditions and
classroom level conditions
Not enough focus on helping the school to
manage the influences of the external terrain

Implicit in the above insight is an assertion that school OD has certain strengths and
can thus playa positive role in the development of a successful school Implicit in this
insight too is an assertion that school 00 has certain weaknesses and that presumably
if it addressed these weaknesses and extended its 'repertoire' of strategies, it could
play an even more influential role in the development of a successful school These
assertions are based primarily on the case study evaluation of Modderdam High
School's successes and the relationship of these successes to TIP's school OD
intervention. Modderdam's success story tells us how, through a school OD process
facilitated by TIP, the school as an organisation had shifted from a largely
dysfunctional teaching and learning environment in the early nineties to a
significantly more enabling and functional environment in the late nineties.
Modderdam's story highlighted the main strengths and limitations of TIP's school OD
approach too which, in view of the above assertions, are briefly summarised below.

Table Ten: A summary of the main strengths and weaknesses of TIP's school OD
approach

Main strengths of TIP's school OD
approach

Main weaknesses of TIP's school OD
approach

In essence, the general strength of school OD as a strategy in building a successful
school lies in its ability to facilitate the development of the core conditions necessary
for an enabling school level environment. Its general weakness is two-fold: firstly, it
pays little attention to the dialectical relationship between the organisational level and
classroom level of a school; and secondly, although school OD theory recognises the
mutuality of influence between the school and its broader context (see chapter four,
page 59), Modderdam's story suggests that in practice school OD may not work
robustly and strategically enough in helping a school manage the dialectical
relationship between its internal world and the external environment. Keeping its
strengths and weaknesses in mind, I have attempted in the diagram (figure six) below
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to illustrate the 'conventional' role and parameters of school OD as a whole school
development strategy. I have included the core strategies used by school OD based on
the synthesis of the case study and the literature review (see chapter eight) and the
core conditions necessary for the building of an enabling school level environment
(see insight one).

Strategies used by school on

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Whole school development

Community level School level Classroom level

Community School organisation development Classroom development
development

Broad goal
To facilitate the development of
certain core conditions at a school
level that will provide an enabling
environment for quality teaching
and learning

• Empowerment of people to understand themselves and the school as an organisation through
continuous learning by focusing on self-analytical methods such as self-reflection and problem-
solving skills

• Through people empowerment, strengthen school's capacity to manage change and
improvement initiatives

• Vision-building and ownership, where a wide range of stakeholders are included in developing
shared educational philosophy

• Team-building
• Creating a 'safe' forum for sharing feelings and ideas (eg. workshops)
• Strategic planning which focuses on rational planning, including goal-setting and planning

accordingly. This includes ongoing formative evaluation of the development process
• Institutionalising change

T
Core conditions for an enabling school level environment

Foundational level
Areas Core conditions

Physical • Safe and secure
• Intact buildings and facilities
• Clean

Psycho-social • Respectful, caring, and friendly relationships between all sectors
• 'Safe' forum for expressing feelings and opinions

Management • Decentralised
• Participatory
• Clear structures and procedures in place

Leadership • Innovative and transformational
• Participatory

Critical • Self-reflection and enquiry
Thinking • Understanding self and school organisation

• Problem-solving skills
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Identity • Shared educational philosophy and vision
• Involvement of all stakeholders
• Sense of ownership

Planning • Goal-setting
• Strategic approach
• Inclusive

Resources • Sufficient material resources available
• Sufficient human resources available

Development • Ongoing staff development
'School Culture' level

• A culture of learning, teaching, and services
• A culture of curriculum development
• A culture of democracy
• A culture of order and discipline
• A collegial and supportive culture
• A culture of tolerance and inclusion
• A learning organisation culture (managing change)

Figure Six: The 'conventional' role and parameters of school OD as a whole school
development strategy

The diagram above presents an overview of where school OD 'fits' within the broad
strategy of institutional development, what its general goal is, what its core strategies
are, and the core conditions that it would aim to develop at an organisational level in a
school. Even though this diagram offers greater conceptual clarity on the role of
school OD I would argue that essentially it portrays a 'conventional' picture of this
strategy in that its parameters are generally similar to those identified in the literature.
This observation is in itself useful because it serves to confirm the 'universality' of
many of the features of school OD. However, what this diagram does not do is
capture the weaknesses of school OD that have emerged from this study. As pointed
out earlier, they are associated with the poor attention that school OD gives to the
dialectical relationship between the organisational level and classroom level of a
school, and it apparent tendency not to work rigorously enough with the dialectical
relationship between the external and internal worlds of a school. The contention of
the insight under discussion here is that if school OD could turn these weaknesses into
development opportunities by using its mediation 'skills', then it could make an even
greater impact on building a successful school. In reality, what does this mean and
how can it be done?

I would argue that at the centre of this challenge is a need to clarify the relationship
between school OD and curriculum development. Of course, the nature of this
relationship depends very much on how these two strategies are defined in the first
place. Furthermore, defining the parameters of curriculum development is dependent
on how curriculum is defined. It is beyond the scope of this study to review the range
of definitions of curriculum and curriculum development. Given the particular focus
of this study on South African education reform though, it is appropriate to examine
briefly how curriculum and thus curriculum development is defined by policy in this
country.

The definition of curriculum in the South African education system has a generally
broad frame of reference. The term incorporates all of the teaching and learning
opportunities that occur in learning institutions (Centre for Education Policy
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Development, 1995). It includes the aims and objectives of the education system as a
whole and those specific to learning institutions, what is taught, the strategies of
teaching and learning, methods of assessment, how the curriculum is serviced and
resourced, and how the curriculum reflects the needs and interest of those it serves
(ANC, 1994). Curriculum 2005 defines the curriculum as "everything that influences
learning, from the educators and the work programmes, right down to the
environment in which teaching and learning takes place" (NCSNETINCESS report,
Department of Education, 1997a, p. vi). The extensive parameters of these definitions
suggest that the curriculum in the South African context is an all encompassing
framework for teaching and learning incorporating a wide range of sites, activities,
methods, and sources of influence. Conceptually its parameters seem to look like this:

THE CURRICULUM

EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

THE
CLASSROOM

Figure Seven: The parameters of the South African curriculum

Based on the above definitions of curriculum and its broad parameters, curriculum
development in the South African education context would have to focus on
developing a wide range of variables within and outside of a school that influence
teaching and learning. These variables include, amongst others, education policy, the
capacity of the education department to implement policy and support schools, the
role of the community in the teaching and learning process, the capacity of the school
to create an enabling teaching and learning environment, and classroom practice.

What are the implications of these broad parameters of curriculum and curriculum
development for school OD? Four are apparent:

1. With reference to the conventional role of school OD, it is evident that in building
a school level environment which is enabling for teaching and learning, school
OD is contributing towards the development of the curriculum. As was pointed
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out earlier in this chapter, there is an interface between curriculum development
and school OD at a 'school culture' level which should reflect an openness to
working proactively and strategically with the challenges of the curriculum.

2. With particular reference to the insight under discussion here, school OD can play
a critical 'curriculum development' role by facilitating a stronger link between the
development of an enabling school level environment and the development of an
enabling classroom level environment. School OD, with all its strengths (see table
ten), is well placed to facilitate a wide range of dialectic and recursive processes
between the school environment and the classroom. An example might be
encouraging educators to examine their classroom management style in relation to
how the school is being managed as an organisation. To what extent are they
congruent? How do they influence each other? In terms of the South African
education context this critical appraisal could involve using as a source the
'criteria' for success which underpin effective education management
development (see chapters five and eight). Another possibility could be appraising
the extent to which the development of certain organisational conditions is
impacting the quality of teaching and learning in the classroom. For example, is
the core school level condition of collaborative strategic planning influencing
educators to plan their learning programmes collaboratively? Do educators, who
are being empowered with critical thinking skills so necessary for managing
change effectively, encourage self-reflection and enquiry in the classroom? In
sum, school OD could mediate the relationship between the classroom and the
school more authoritatively by engaging educators in critically appraising the
extent to which these two inter-related domains influence each other and how the
development of an enabling organisational environment can have maximum
impact on the classroom. TIP's strategy of finding a critical entry point is a
potentially powerful way of initiating this process. Modderdam's Teacher
Appraisal Programme is a good example of the latter and a sobering reminder of
the importance of institutional ising change. Perhaps the programme's demise
could have been avoided had TIP been more of a 'systematic influencer' and
pushed for its institutionalisation (see chapter eight). Although it is beyond the
'repertoire' of school OD to offer specific skills development in classroom
practice, it could be more of a 'systematic influencer' by ensuring that there is a
programme in place in the school which addresses this need in a context where
there is a 'culture' of curriculum development.

3. Clearly one of the primary sources of influence on teaching and learning is
education policy which, in terms of the parameters described above, falls squarely
within the ambit of curriculum. Understanding, developing, and implementing
policy is very much a focus of school OD too in its pursuit to empower the school
community to manage change effectively. In the same way that OD is well placed
to mediate the relationship between the classroom and the school more
authoritatively, it can do likewise with the relationship between the school and its
external context. Helping a school 'make meaning' of policy and planning
strategically for its implementation is central to the role of school OD and
arguably curriculum development too. However, the contention of this third
insight is that school OD needs to play a more robust and critical role in mediating
the often paradoxical nature of the relationship between a school and its external
context. This is based on Modderdam's story which illustrated how the education
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reform process was simultaneously 'giving' on the one hand and 'taking' on the
other. A requirement of effective education management policy in South Africa is
the decentralisation of management in schools. Modderdam met this requirement
most successfully (see chapter eight). However, the school lost a number of
educators through the rationalisation process which aimed at establishing a ratio
of one educator to thirty-five learners in secondary schools. Although there is
wide support for the 'equity' principle underpinning rationalisation (the need to
re-distribute education resources more equitably), the reality is that for schools
such as Modderdam which have had to 'down-size', the loss of human resources
places severe strain on the implementation and sustainability of the very
innovations that education reform demands of a school. It is this kind of
anomalous situation that school OD needs to engage with more vigorously,
especially as the external education terrain is always in a state of flux. Sustaining
major innovations in a school, such as the decentralisation of management, will
require vigilant monitoring of potential external (and internal) 'threats'. This is an
area where school OD could play a more active role by, for example, strategically
mediating the anomalies and conflicts of interest between the internal and external
worlds of a school.

4. The last implication of the broad parameters of curriculum and curriculum
development for the role school OD brings me back to the question of what the
relationship is between the two. In chapter eight I recommended that curriculum
development be given an explicit place in school OD. I cautioned though that it
was not clear as to how school OD would strategise around developing a school's
curriculum. Implicit in the latter is the issue of whether curriculum development is
a school OD strategy or whether school OD is a curriculum development strategy.
From the above discussion it is evident that given the broad definition of
curriculum and the specific modus operandi of school OD, I am suggesting that
school OD is a particular kind of curriculum development strategy.
Conceptually, this means that the relationship between the two looks something
like this:

THE CURRICULUM

POLICY

Figure Eight: The relationship
between school OD and the curriculum
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In summary, school OD can impact the development of the curriculum in three
broad ways:

Ca) It can facilitate the development of certain core school level conditions which
are essential to the establishment of an enabling school environment which, in
tum, is fundamental to quality teaching and learning - the central concern of
any curriculum;

(b) It can mediate the relationship between the classroom and the school more
authoritatively by engaging educators in critically appraising the extent to
which these two inter-related domains influence each other and how the
development of an enabling organisational environment can have maximum
impact on the classroom. In other words, school OD can facilitate a stronger
link between the development of an enabling school level environment and the
development of an enabling classroom level environment.

Cc) It can playa critical mediation role in helping a school to understand and
manage strategically the recursive and often paradoxical nature of the
relationship between its internal environment and external context.

This chapter consolidated the emerging insights from this study discussed in the
previous chapter into three key insights and raised the most prominent implicatiorus)
of these insights for education reform in South Africa and beyond. The next and final
chapter consolidates this study as a whole by briefly summarising its main insights,
examining its limitations, highlighting its contributions, and concluding with some
general comments.
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CHAPTER TEN

SUMMARY OF THIS STUDY'S INSIGHTS, LIMITATIONS, AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

INTRODUCTION

In concluding this dissertation I am reminded of Patton's (1990) contention that in
order to decide what the appropriate unit of analysis is in a study, you need to decide
what it is you want to be able to say something about at the end of the study. The unit
of analysis of this study was the characteristics of and strategies for developing a
successful school. At the end of this study, in relation to the South African education
context, I wanted to say something about what a successful school looks like and,
with special reference to school OD, how a school can become successful by
examining Modderdam's success story (the case) in relation to TIP's school OD
model (the intervention), international and local research on successful schools (the
literature), and' current South African education policies and reform initiatives
(national education reform). I was particularly concerned with saying something
about the implications of this study for education reform in South Africa and, where
possible, other contexts. These intentions were based on the two broad aims of this
study which were:

1. To determine what the characteristics of a successful school are;
2. To examine how a school can become successful, with a special focus on school

organisation development as a strategy for success.

The purpose of this final chapter is to sum up what it is that I am able to say in
response to the aims of this study. This includes summarising this study's main
insights, examining its limitations, highlighting its contributions, and concluding with
some general comments.

SUMMARY OF INSIGHTS

The nature of this study was illuminative and not scientifically absolute. Based on the
principle of learning from success it endeavoured to deepen our understanding of
what constitutes a successful school and how a school can become successful. The
particular context is the South African education reform process. As such, it aimed to
provoke insights rather than definitive answers in response to the aims of this study.
The insights that have been generated by this study have manifested at different levels
of 'depth'. Chapter eight discussed emerging insights which ranged from findings
such as the striking similarity between the case study's successes and the twelve
generic characteristics of a successful school based on the literature, to the contention
that, unlike schools in a developed context, a school in the South African context
cannot be the primary unit of change. Chapter nine consolidated these emerging
insights into three key insights which have in some respects gone beyond the aims of
this study by, for example, proposing a framework of core conditions for an enabling
school level environment. In summarising this study's insights I have attempted to
portray the iterative nature of the analysis process by starting with those which are of
a more basic, 'findings' level and finishing with those which are of a more deeper,
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propositional order. In accordance with its two broad aims, the table below
summarises this study's main insights and the implications of these insights for
education reform in South Africa and beyond.

Aim one: To determine what the characteristics of a successful school are
Insights pertaining to aim one

• Striking similarities between the case study's •
success and the twelve 'generic'
characteristics of a successful school based
on the literature

Implications for education reform in South
Africa and bevond

Emphasises the importance of establishing
certain 'universal' features in a school in
order to maximise success, regardless of
context (developing or developed)
As above. Depending on its particular
focus, policy needs to reflect some or all of
these characteristics in its aims and
objectives. For example, one would expect
to see something about a shared
educational vision in a policy document
school governance. The South African
Schools Act of 1996 features this
characteristic

•

Policy must give priority to ensuring that
South African school enviromnents are
safe and secure because of the profoundly
negative impact problems such as
gangsterism and vandalism have on the
lives of educators and learners
South African policy must ensure that
basic resources and facilities are made
available, especially for the securing and
upgrading of school buildings
South African school mission statements
should include a public health policy
which could feature 'zero tolerance'
criteria in certain contexts
South African policy should emphasise the
importance of staff ownership of managing
the school through participatory decision-
making
For the empowerment of school
communities in South Africa, policy
should make special provision for the
development of independent, critical and
creative thinking

• A synthesis of the two culminated into a set •
of nine core characteristics, namely:

A safe, secure and physically conducive learning
environment
A shared educational vision
Respectful, tolerant, and open relationships within the
entire school community
Strong, innovative, and decentralised leadership and
management
Order and discipline amongst learners and educators
A commitment to quality teaching and learning
Ongoing school development
Sufficient resources
A learning school (self-reflection and management of
change)
Institutionalisation of change

• The nature of the broader socio-political •
context of South Africa and the adverse
enviromnents that many of this country's
schools are located within suggests that the
development of some of these characteristics
are more vital to the building of a successful
than others. Five were identified: •

The establishment of a safe and secure environment
The establishment of a physically conducive learning
environment
Developing good relationships •
Developing good management and leadership
The development of self-reflection and problem-solving
skills

The characteristics of a successful school are •
essentially conditions that have to be
developed on a school level and a classroom
level in order for the school as a whole to
become an enabling teaching and learning
environment for the maximum enhancement
of learner achievement. There are two levels
of core conditions for an enabling school
level enviromnent:

•

•

Policy should make a qualitative
distinction between conditions that are of a
more basic and 'visible' nature to those
which reflect the more 'invisible' culture
of a school. This could help policy-makers
in identifying specific strategies for the
development of specific foundational
conditions instead of simply leaving
strategy recommendations at a broad level.
Making the distinction between the two•
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Aim Two: To examine how a school can become successful, with a special
focus on school organisation development as a strategy for success
Insights pertaining to aim two Implications for education reform in South

Africa and beyond

The foundational level which consists of nine areas
(Physical; Psycho-social; Management; Leadership;
Critical Thinking; Identity; Planning; Resources;
Development)

The 'school culture' level which consists seven 'types'
of culture (learning, teaching, and services; curriculum
development; democracy; order and discipline; collegial
and supportive; tolerance and inclusion; learning
organisation)
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•

levels of conditions also acknowledges the
developmental and recursive relationship
between the foundational conditions and
the 'school culture' ones.
The framework of core conditions for an
enabling school level envirorunent has
three potentially useful policy and
development applications:

- It offers a 'template' against which a school can
evaluate how enabling it is on a school
environment level for quality teaching and
learning to take place

- It offers a basis for a school development plan
where strategic choices can be made in terms of
which school environment conditions require
priority development

- It presents an opportunity to examine the
relationship between the focus of education
policy and a set of core school level conditions
that are deemed necessary for the building of a
successful school and thus the enhancement of
learner achievement.

• A synthesis of the case study's success story
with the literature's perspective on strategies
for developing a successful school revealed a
set of seven core strategies:

- Empowerment of people to understand themselves and
the school as an organisation through continuous
learning by focusing on self-analytical methods such as
self-reflection and problem-solving skills

- Through people empowerment, strengthen school's
capacity to manage change and improvement initiatives

- Vision-building and ownership, where a wide range of
stakeholders are included in developing shared
educational philosophy

- Team-building
- Creating a 'safe' forum for sharing feelings and ideas

(eg. workshops)
- Strategic planning which focuses on rational planning,

including goal-setting and planning accordingly. This
includes ongoing formative evaluation of the
development process

- Institutionalising change

• The general strength of school 00 as a •
strategy in building a successful school lies
in its ability to facilitate the development of
the core conditions necessary for an enabling
school level envirorunent

• The general weakness of school 00 lies in •
the poor attention it gives to the dialectical
relationship between the organisational level
and classroom level of a school, and the
dialectical relationship between the external
and internal worlds of a school

• School 00 is a whole school development •
(WSD) strategy. WSD is a broad institutional
development strategy. WSD refers
specifically to the development of aI/levels
of a school. This includes the community

• Policy should recognise that there are
certain core strategies which if applied
appropriately are likely to contribute
towards the development of a successful
school

Policy should recognise quite explicitly the
focus and strength of school 00 and when
it is recommended as a strategy, give a
clear rationale for its application

As above. Where applicable (eg.
curriculum policy) policy should also
recognise the weakness of school 00

Education reform needs to be clear about
how its defines key concepts such as
'institutional development', 'whole-school
development', 'organisation development' ,
and 'organisational development', and in
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level, school level, and classroom level

• The capacity-building of a school at its •
organisational level is a vital but not
exclusive component in the development of a
successful school
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As above• Developing a successful school must include •
building the classroom into an enabling
teaching and learning environment too

doing so needs to provide an unambiguous
rationale for choosing one or more of these
broad strategies

Education reform, especially in South
Africa, needs to pay attention to all the
components of the education system. This
means that the school as a part of the
system cannot be expected to be the sole
source of educational change and
development. The broader system must
become more enabling for schools to
become more enabling. It also means that
development of a school as a whole should
include all levels of the school and not
exclusively the organisational capacity of
the school.

• Developing a successful school is dependent •
on the support of the education authorities.
This implies that the capacity of the broader
education system needs to be built in order
for it to support the development of
successful schools

As above

• Developing a successful school requires a •
more robust effort in understanding how the
external environment is impacting the
internal world of a school and in trying to
tum threats into opportunities

As above

If, as suggested by the corresponding
insight, school OD can extend its focus to
mediating more rigorously the dialectic
relationship between the school level and
classroom level, and the dialectic
relationship between the external and
internal worlds of the school, then as a
strategy for education reform, especially in
the area of curriculwn, it has a much
greater potency

• School OD is a particular kind of curriculum •
development strategy. This is based on the
broad parameters of curriculum and the three
ways in which school OD can potentially
impact the development of the curriculum:

It can facilitate the development of certain core school
level conditions which are essential to the establishment
of an enabling school environment which, in turn, is
fundamental to quality teaching and learning - the
central concern of any curriculum

It can mediate the relationship between the classroom
and the school more authoritatively by engaging
educators in critically appraising the extent to which
these two inter-related domains influence each other and
how the development of an enabling organisational
environment can have maximum impact on the
classroom
It can playa critical role in mediating the recursive and
often paradoxical nature of the relationship between a
school and its external context (policy challenges, the
education department, and the community)

Table Eleven: Summary of this study's insights
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

I have identified five main limitations of this study:

1. The 'snapshot' constraint

Any case study is bounded by its context and a time-frame. Although a five year
period in the life of a school is a reasonable 'chunk' of time to examine its
development, it still remains a 'snapshot'. This does not necessarily mean that
Modderdam's story of success should be undervalued. On the contrary, the
'boundedness' of the school's story is very much part of its fabric and thus needs to
highlighted as such. However, development is never static. Modderdam's story
continues and indeed appears to be assuming new and quite profound dimensions.
This study captured some of the flavour of these latest developments such as the
apparent pervasiveness of the educators' disillusionment with the lack of the
education department's support for the school's reform successes and initiatives.
However, as is the case with most research endeavours, time and resources ran out on
me. Even though it was 'seductively' tempting, I was unable to pursue the latest
developments at the school in any substantial way and therefore cannot claim to have
explored them in the same depth as it did for the period 1993 to 1998.

2. Life in a Modderdam classroom: unexplored territory

There was substantive evidence based on the perspectives of many of the educators
and learners who participated in the study that the quality of teaching and learning had
improved at the school. It was evident though that this did not translate into improved
academic outcomes. What was happening in the classroom at Modderdam? I am
unable to say much in response to this question. As was the case with the previous
limitation, time and resources did not permit me to gather any substantive data on life
in a Modderdam classroom. This was unfortunate especially as this study has
highlighted the importance of understanding the relationship between the
organisational life of a school and life in its classrooms. In addition, as I pointed out
in chapter eight, this limited my ability to make an informed appraisal of how the
school was faring in the implementation of Curriculum 2005.

3. Life in the world around Modderdam High: unexplored territory

It was apparent from this study that the impoverished socio-economic context within
which Modderdam is located was a constraining influence on the learning experience
of many of the learners at the school. Poor learning conditions at home and a culture
of violence in the community were reported by learners and educators to be negative
factors that mitigated against learner achievement. In much the same way as the
school, classroom, and broader educational contexts need to be developed into
enabling learning environments, so arguably would certain conditions in the home and
community have to be created in order to enhance learning. Although I was able to
ascertain a sense of what life is like in the 'Modderdam' community it remains a
largely unexplored territory. It was beyond the scope of this study for me to have
immersed myself in what is clearly an important part of the contextual fabric of the
school and the teaching and learning process. I argued in chapter eight that even with
educators having an empathic understanding of the psycho-social context of their
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learners, it is likely that there is a limit to the difference that they can make in
encouraging them to take more responsibility for their learning. This raises many
questions (and thus further research opportunities) about the extent to which a school
which offers a quality learning experience can make a real positive difference to the
lives of its learners when their social environment is so adverse.

4. Inaccurate and incomplete record keeping

A significant finding of this study was that although Modderdam's school
environment as a whole had become a more enabling learning environment, this
success did not translate into improved academic achievement at the school. Reasons
for this anomaly were discussed in chapter eight. However, the school's incomplete
and in some cases misleading records severely limited the parameters of analysis and
constrained the process of triangulating evidence. For example, it was not possible to
verify the perception amongst that educators that less learners had dropped out of
Modderdam since 1993 when the school had embarked on its development
programme because the records were inaccurate and incomplete (see page 120,
chapter seven). A decrease in the 'drop-out' rate of learners is considered to be a key
indicator in the successful restoration of a culture of learning, teaching and services in
schools (see chapter five). The broader implication of the limitation being raised here
is that if schools neglect to keep an accurate record of pertinent data the process of
quality assurance could be seriously compromised.

5. Beware of the complexities of evaluating educational change

One of the insights that emerged from this study is the inextricable boundedness of
the characteristics of a successful school with the strategies that contribute towards a
successful school. There is a complex, non-linear, recursive relationship between
'outcomes' of change, processes of change, and strategies of change. Although this
understanding of educational change may not in itself be particularly 'revolutionary'
what it does do is alert us to the complexities and thus limitations of evaluating
educational change. With the increasing prominence of quality assurance in education
in South Africa and in many other countries (see chapter five) the evaluation of school
development programmes will become increasingly driven by the need to measure
impact with a predominantly summative objective in mind. Notions of linear causality
tend to underpin this approach which is further compounded by political and
economic pressures to induce change at the quickest and cheapest rate with instant
tangible results. Little cognisance is taken of the complexities of change which is an
intricately interconnected and often unpredictable process. This could result in
oversimplifying the evaluation of school development programmes into distinct areas
of outcomes and process. In evaluating any social development intervention we need
to recognise that change outcomes and change process are inextricably bound to one
another. The building of the wall at Modderdam was a distinct outcome of TIP's
intervention. It became a powerful source of a complex change process in itself The
security at the school improved which in tum contributed to numerous other positive
change outcomes and processes. Thus, change outcomes and processes affect, and are
affected by, each other. This recursive feature of social and educational change poses
a formidable challenge to any evaluation process. While an attempt was made in this
study to identify the relationship between TIP's on strategies and the improvements
experienced at Modderdam, it was not always possible to illuminate the recursive
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intricacies of these links. Recognising this limitation is acknowledging that
educational change is complex and evaluating educational change is even more
complex!

In concluding this discussion on the limitations of this study I wish to revisit very
briefly the methodological issue of case study research offering a limited basis for
scientific generalisation. In chapter three, which focused on the research design of
this study, I discussed at some length the rationale for selecting a single case study
evaluation as my research methodology. I raised the criticisms and limitations of this
methodology and indicated how I had attempted to address its shortcomings. I am
satisfied that my choice of methodology was appropriate and that I applied myself as
rigorously as possible to ensuring that the quality of the research process was
maintained throughout. I am, however, aware that the ideal would have been to have
gone the multiple case study route which arguably would have enriched the research
and enhanced its external validity. Needless to say, resources did not allow for this.
Nonetheless, Modderdam High School's story, albeit a single one, has offered some
useful insights, some of which I have generalised to theory such as challenging the
proposition that the school is the centre of change (see chapter eight). Ultimately
though, the value of this case study and study as whole lies not only in its insights and
contributions, but also the opportunity it creates for others to pursue related research.
Perhaps this study will motivate someone to look at other similar stories of success
and endeavour to deepen our knowledge and insights further on developing successful
schools.

CONTRIBUTIONS

What are the contributions of this study? In sum, they include:

1. A synthesised version of a expansive literature on school development which
focuses specifically on the 'generic' characteristics (conditions) of and strategies
for developing a successful school. Although this synthesis is of a general rather
than contextually specific nature, it can provide a useful basis upon which to
examine the notion of a successful school.

2. A summary, in accessible tabular form, of the main elements of five key South
African education reform challenges which could serve as a basic set of criteria
against which to evaluate the extent to which a school is being successful in its
endeavour to implement policy.

3. A framework of the core school level conditions that need to be developed in
order for a school to become an enabling environment. This includes highlighting
those conditions which are likely to require priority development in the building
of a successful South African school. This framework could be used as a
'template' against which a school can evaluate how enabling it is on a school
environment level for quality teaching and learning to take place. It offers a basis
for a school development plan where strategic choices can be made in terms of
which school environment conditions require priority development. It presents an
opportunity to examine the relationship between the focus of education policy and
a set of core school level conditions that are deemed necessary for the building of
a successful school and thus the enhancement of learner achievement. The concept
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of this framework could be applied to the conditions that need to be developed in
the classroom and possibly to the conditions external to the school that require
development.

4. A framework for clarifying school development concepts such as institutional
development, whole school development, school organisational development, and
school organisation development (OD).

5. A conceptual 'map' of the conventional role and parameters of school OD as a
whole school development strategy which presents an overview of where school
OD 'fits' within the broad strategy of institutional development, what its general
goal is, what its core strategies are, and the core conditions that it would aim to
develop at an organisational level in a school.

6. An argument that school OD can be considered to be a particular kind of
curriculum development strategy. This is based on the contention that school OD
can play a critical 'curriculum development' role by facilitating a stronger link
between the development of an enabling school level environment and the
development of an enabling classroom level environment. It is based too on the
premise that helping a school 'make meaning' of policy and planning strategically
for its implementation is central to the role of school OD and curriculum
development too. In clarifying the relationship between school OD and curriculum
development this study has recommended that school OD plays a more robust and
critical role in mediating the often paradoxical nature of the relationship between a
school and its external context.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Is there a 'recipe' for developing successful schools, especially those in South Africa?
If there were a simple answer to this it is likely that this study would not have been
conducted in the first place. The expansiveness of the literature on this subject is
testimony to the complexity involved in responding to this question. Having said this,
I would argue that although there is no one simple 'recipe' for success that can be
applied universally to all schools, there are common 'ingredients' which are essential
for success in most schools and education systems world wide. How these
'ingredients' are interpreted and assimilated within the contextual fabric of a school
constitutes the intrinsic complexity of trying to answer such a broad question.
Modderdam's story clearly highlights the importance of taking context and the
phenomenology of change into account. This includes how success is defined from an
education policy perspective which will obviously vary from country to country.

With the 'recipe' question in mind, it seems appropriate to revisit one of my reasons
for conducting this study which was to examine the extent to which the three key
'Verspoor' strategies (institutional development, people development, and
partnerships) are reflected in the national education reform initiatives in South Africa
and the case study of Modderdam High School.

It is evident in examining the key features and challenges of South African national
education policies and reform initiatives that institutional development is considered
to be one of the central strategies in transforming schools in this country. However,
this study has pointed out that the notion of institutional development needs to be
clarified and that although it is a vital strategy in education reform it is not enough to
ensure learner achievement. It is evident too that besides building the capacity of a
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school as an organisation to embrace and manage reform there is a strong emphasis in
national education policies and reform initiatives on people development. Implicit in
this is a critical need for educators to engage in a paradigm shift which necessitates
the development of a systemic perspective where the school is understood as a
complex and dynamic organisation. A further reform strategy that is pervasive across
all the policies and initiatives is the establishment of partnerships between schools,
provincial education departments, education development agencies, business, and
local community.

Modderdam's success story strongly featured these three reform strategies. School
organisation development was the institutional development strategy that the school
engaged in. People development was a central focus of this approach. Establishing
partnerships, not least of all with TIP, was intrinsic to the school's development.
However, the under-developed partnership with the education authorities appeared to
be a constraining factor in the school sustaining its success.

As an 'ingredient' of success, this study illustrated that school OD, albeit TIP's
particular 'brand' which embraces most of the classical OD features, has a lot to offer.
Its strength lies in it ability to facilitate the development of certain core school level
conditions which are fundamental to quality teaching and learning. It is apparent from
this study that school OD has distinct weaknesses though. It appears not to pay
enough attention to the relationship between the school and the classroom, and the
school and its external context. Developing a more enabling school environment does
not automatically transfer into improved learner achievement. However, school OD is
well placed to mediate and develop these relationships especially in the South African
education context with its legacy of oppressive and authoritarian management and
current fragility.

The theme of this study was learning from success. One of the questions put to the
staff at Modderdam was what they thought the education reconstruction process in
South Africa could learn from the school's development experiences? In concluding
this study, it seems appropriate to let an educator from Modderdam have the last word
on this matter. Perhaps he has the recipe for success!

Modderdam High School might not have all the answers but its experiences speak
volumes! Each school, like a family, is different. Like most families there is the
belief that problems should be addressed within. This is how to avoid the 'easy
solution ': (J) Find an independent and motivated facilitator; (2) Institutionalise a
forum/workshop to speak continuously; (3) Acquire tolerance and patience, respect
differences, listen to criticism; (4) Implement policieslcommittees; (5) Re-
examine/access policies and committees; (6) Endure and endeavour with respect;
(7) Be honest with yourself; (8) Acknowledge/praise success no matter how small or
insignificant.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Summary of TIP's main school-focused interventions at Modderdam
High School

DATE TYPE PARTICI THEME FOCUS
PANTS

Feb to Workshops One Mentor Workshops held at University of Western Cape on
June educator Programme Mentor Programme. Aim was to build schools or
1993 from enabling environments in which student teachers

MHS could be supported in their development while on
teachin~ractice

24Nov Workshop Educators Our vision First workshop facilitated by TIP with school.
1993 forMHS Focused on positive aspects, shortcomings, and

areas of vision-building of school. Offered a base-
line.

21 Feb Workshop Educators Follow-up Looked at nature of school as an organisation and
1994 on previous where it needed to grow and develop. Identified

worksh~ where the burning issues were.
Whole Workshops Educators Teacher Developed criteria and a model for an appraisal
of 1995 and Appraisal process at MRS. Included support staff and

meetings management. Aim was to support a better
standard of teaching.

2May Workshop Educators Sch. Gov- Development of a democratic governance
1996 ernanee structure
20May Workshop Reps from Forming a Establishment of an effective SRC. Linked with
1996 each class SRC governance of school
26May Workshop 25 parents Sch. Gov- Effective governance structures at school. Roles
1996 ernanee and functions of governing bodies as proposed in

SA Schools Bill
30Aug Workshop Reps from Building a Follow-up of previous workshop. Focused on role
1996 each class democratic of the SRC, qualities and skills needed, election

SRC process
Sept to Workshops Educators, Sch. Gov- Governance structure, purpose and value of
Nov support ernanee structure. Knowledge, skills, capacities needed.
1996 staff Gender and race issues. Role of parents. Areas in

school which GB needed to pay attention.
Nov Workshop Educators Evaluation What had worked well/not well in the first cycle
1996 of appraisal of teacher appraisal system at the school.

process
9Mar Workshop Educators, Strategic Successes and failures of school. Identification of
1997 learners, planning school's strengths and weaknesses.

support Developmental needs identified. Future context of
staff, school in 5 years time examined. Broad goals and
parents resources.

29 Oct Workshop Educators, General Took stock of where the school was in terms of its
1997 learners, assessment general strengths and needs. Reviewed what was

support happening in subject committees and general
staff, school committees.
parents

17 & 18 Workshops Educators Planning Critical look at planning for the implementation of
Nov for change: Curriculum 2005. Understanding the curriculum.
1997 Curriculum Challenges. Goal setting. Strategies.

2005
29 Apr Workshop Educators Taking Decreasing resources, increasing pressures. What
1998 stock with is management doing well/not well? Clarification

a view to of role of management and where staff fit i.t.o.
managing management.

the future

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_---- -
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Appendix 2

Type of contact:
Key Participants:
Contact date:

Site:

CONTACT SUMMARY FORM

Today's date:

1. Summary of information on target questions.

2. Main issues/themes that struck me in this contact.

3. Issues/ questions to be explored furthered
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Appendix 3

SCHOOL DOCUMENT SUMMARY & ANALYSIS FORM

Name/description of document:
Document number:
Date received:

Site:
Date(s) summarised & analysed:

Event/contact doc. is associated:

Significance/importance of doc:

1. Summary of contents:

2. Issues/themes

3. Questions arising from document
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Appendix 4

POLICY DOCUMENT SUMMARY & ANALYSIS FORM

Name/description of document:
Document number:
Date received: Date(s) summarised & analysed:
Significance/importance of doc:

1. Key features:

2. Challenges

3. Questions arising from document
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Appendix 5

PROCESS OF FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW WITH TIP

(1) Introduction
• Brief discussion of research and purpose of focus group interview
• Contracting with TIP - my role

TIP's role
Doug's role
Ownership of research

(2) TIP's vision
Central questions: In broad terms, what does a successful school look like to TIP?

What are the 'generic' features of a successful school?
Facilitative question: "If you walked into a well functioning school, what would you expect to see and
experience?"

Each person given a koki and asked to brainstorm this question collectively on a centrally displayed
piece(s) of newsprint. Brief discussion afterwards. Relate to TIP's framework of organisational life.

NB: As a parallel process, keep pieces of newsprint displayed throughout the interview for capturing
TIP's assumptions, propositions, and guiding principles concerning concepts such as organisations,
organisation development, school effectiveness, school improvement, change processes. When
appropriate, explore these assumptions and propositions with TIP.

(3) TIP's mission
Central question: What are the aims of the project?
Facilitative questions: "What are the aims of TIP?"

"How do these aims relate to your framework of organisational life and vision?"

Group as a whole will address these questions. Responses captured on newsprint.

(4) TIP's strategies
Central question: What strategies does the project use?
Facilitative question: "What strategies are used in TIP to achieve its aims? i.e. How do you get there?"

Same process as above.

Looking at TIP's vision, mission, and strategies should not take longer than 1.5 hours. I plan to take a
tea break at around 10.30. The next section is the most important part of the morning. The above will
be supplemented by TIP documents.

(5) TIP's anticipated changes
Central question: What change processes and outcomes does the project anticipate?
Facilitative questions: "When facilitating OD with a school, what are some of the main change
processes and outcomes that you would expect?"
"Describe what you would expect these change processes and outcomes to look like."
"Where would you look for them?"
"At what 'level' would you expect them to happen?"
"Describe the relationship/links that you think these changes would normally have with TIP's
intervention"
Each TIP person to respond to these questions on her own (approx 20 to 30 mins) followed by a
plenary discussion (45 mins). Capture on newsprint. Individual reponses to be handed in afterwards.

(6) Consolidation
• Revisit newsprint on assumptions, propositions, principles
• Discuss briefly what further processes are needed to supplement information (eg documents,

possibly individual interviews, another focus group?")
• Request that TIP examines draft copy of their 'Programme Logic Model' as part of triangulation

(ie. Validity)
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Appendix 6

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR STAFF

MODDERDAM HIGH SCHOOL

1. How and when did TIP's relationship start with MHS?

2. What have been the main interactions that have characterised this relationship
since its inception?

3. What has been the primary focus of these interactions?

4. In your opinion, what changes/developments have taken place at MHS since the
inception of your relationship with TIP?

5. To what extent do you see these developments/changes as being directly related
to the work that TIP has done with MHS?

6. To what extent do you see these developments/changes as being indirectly related
to the work that TIP has done with MHS?

7. What indicators do you base your responses to the previous two questions?

8. Where could I look further to understand these developments/changes better?
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Appendix seven

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

School of Education
Terry De Jong

Dear Colleague

Room 4.32.1
New Education Building
University of Cape Town

Private Bag
Rondebosch n01
Ph: (021) 650 3920

Fax: (021) 650 3489
Email: TDJ@education.uct.ac.za

3 June 1998

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

I have been gathering information since June last year about Modderdam High School's contextual and
school development history. To date, I have analysed 21 documents on workshops, reports, minutes,
and letters that reflect the school development work carried out at your school since November 1993. I
have also conducted 22 interviews with a range of staff (including 'non-teaching') at Modderdam.
Since I started reading the documents, interviewing people, and observing the life of Modderdam it has
become evident that your school has experienced a number of significant improvements, particularly
over the past four and a half years. Subsequently, the focus of my research has shifted to learning from
Modderdam 's experience of school development work, especially its successes.

The overall aim of my research is to learn from success by: (a) examining the development of
Modderdam High School which has manifested demonstrable successes over a 5 year period; (b)
determining the relationship of this development to sources of influence and change strategies,
especially the school OD approach of the Teacher Inservice Project (TIP) which has been centrally
involved in the development of Modderdam over this 5 year period, and (c) exploring the links of
Modderdam's development with the key features of national education reform policies and initiatives
in South Africa.

In my initial analysis of the interviews and documents I have conducted and reviewed so far, I have
attempted to extract the most common improvements that are consistently evident across these sources
of data. The questionnaire that follows serves as an interim summary of these improvements. There are
two main aims to this questionnaire:

(1) to determine the level of consensus amongst the teaching and 'non-teaching' staff concerning
these improvements. The questionnaire acts as a validation (checking) instrument by addressing
the question: "To what extent is there agreement amongst the staff that Modderdam has
experienced/is still experiencing these school improvements?". This includes a critical appraisal of
these improvements as they are perceived to be for the period Nov 1993 to June 1997 (when Mr
SX was principal), and the period July 1997 to the present (since Mr KX became principal).

(2) to supplement the present data base by inviting all staff to add their perceptions to what has
emerged so far in the research. This includes deepening our understanding of the nature of these
changes by accessing the staff's views on Modderdam's capacity to manage change, the
relationship between its development and sources/agents of development such as TIP, and the link
between its development and national education reform, especially the Culture of Learning,
Teaching and Service Campaign (COLTS).

I would be most grateful if you would complete this questionnaire with much thought and great care.
Please place it in the box in the staffroom no later than 12.0Opm on Monday8 June. Thank you very
much for your participation in completing this important questionnaire.
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SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

MODDERDAM HIGH SCHOOL

INSTRUCTIONS

This questionnaire is strictly confidential. I shall be the only person to see it. Please
do not write your name on the questionnaire.

The questionnaire forms an important part of my doctoral research. The results of the
questionnaire will be made available to the staff for further comment early next term.

This questionnaire consists of 3 sections. It should take 30 to 45 minutes to complete.

Section A covers relevant biographical information.

Section B focuses on the extent to which you agree/disagree with a range of
apparent improvements which Modderdam High School has experienced over the
past four and a half years. It includes space for comments too.

Section C consists of general questions.

Please answer the questionnaire honestly. Your comments will be especially valued.

SECTION A

Please circle whichever is applicable to you.

l. I am appointed at Modderdam High School (MRS) at post levell, 2, 3,4, 5, N/A.
2. I am part of the management team at MRS. YeslNo
3. I have been a staff member at MRS: Less than 5 years/ Between 5 and 10 years/

Between 11 and 15 yearslBetween 16 and 20 years.
4. I am male/female.

SECTIONB

Use the rating scale below to respond to each of the questions in this section.

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1= strongly disagree

Please give two ratings: (a) Rating for the period November 1993 to June 1997
(b) Rating for the period July 1997 to the present.

In your comments below please include, where appropriate (ie. if you agree/strongly
agree), something about the role that you feel TIP and/or other
people/agentslsourceslcircumstances have played in these developments. Where
applicable, please explain any differences between your past and present ratings. If
you strongly disagree/disagree with any of the improvements below please elaborate.
Should you wish to add to the "list" of improvements or change the wording of the
improvements please do so. If you run out of space, continue on the back of the page.
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5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

1. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years relationships between the
staff(ie.teaching and 'non-teaching') have improved

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MRS started its development work):

1.1. People communicate more openly and honestly with each other;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

1.2. More staff participate in discussions/debates in meetings;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

1.3. There is better tolerance of different views and opinions amongst staff;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

1.4. A common understanding of issues has been developed amongst staff;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

1.5. There is a team spirit (ie. less of an 'us and them' attitude between staff and
management).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

2. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, a better relationship
between staff and learners has developed.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MRS started its development work):

2.1. Staff and learners respect each other more;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

2.2. Staff and learners are more relaxed and friendly with each other;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __
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2.3. Learners are more confident about speaking to staff and expressing their opinions
(ie. being more assertive), especially in the classroom.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

I 5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

3. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, management of the
school has improved

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MHS started its development work):

3.1. Management has been decentralised where many staff are involved in the running
of the school (ie. greater ownership of managing the school amongst staff);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

3.2. Decision-making processes are more participatory and consultative;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

3.3. The establishment of a committee structure played an important role in the
improvement of management at MHS.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):
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5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

4. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, accountability amongst
staff and learners has improved. :

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MRS started its development work):

4.1. Staff are better disciplined in terms of being at school on time and being in their
classrooms (ie. they are more responsible);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

4.2. Finances are managed more efficiently and transparently;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

4.3. Management consults staffon decision-making;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

4.4. Learners are generally in their classrooms (ie. they are more responsible);
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

4.5. Learners will challenge staffmore often if they are being inconsistent or
contradictory in their behaviour (ie. they will hold staff accountable for their
behaviour and teaching).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

5. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, with the building of the
wall and the inclusion of security guards, security at the school has improved.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MRS started its development work):

5.1. There is a much lower incidence of gangsterism in the school;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __
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5.2. Staff and learners generally feel much safer in the school;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

5.3. The incidence of burglaries and vandalism has decreased
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sourceslcircwnstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

6. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, the physical conditions at
school have improved

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MHS started its development work):

6.1. The building is generally cleaner and there is less litter lying around;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

6.2. Fewer windows are broken or missing than in the past;
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

6.3. The school is 'greener' than in the past (eg. there are more trees);
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

6.4. The staffroom environment is more welcoming (eg.there are curtains,
tableclothes, and personal touches such as photographs in the staffroom).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sourceslcircwnstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):
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5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

7. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, the teaching methods of
the staff have improved

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before:MHS started its development work):

7.1. Teachers are more innovative in their lesson preparation (eg. worksheets are more
creatively prepared);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

7.2. Teachers are less reliant on text-books (ie. they use materials from a range of
resources such as newspapers and outings)

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

7.3. Teachers use a more learner-centred approach in their teaching (eg. learners
work more often in groups on a cooperative basis, they are expected to research
information more independently of the teacher);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

7.4. Teachers prepare their exam papers more creatively and with greater relevance
to current affairs and issues.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree conunent on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

8. The curriculum has diversified a little with the introduction of Technical
Drawing thus allowing learners to enter into a technical senior certificate at a
technical training school after Grade 9.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree conunent on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):
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5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

9. Since MRS started with school development in 1993 some staff have developed
personally through this process.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

9.1. An example of the above is the acquisition of facilitation and mediation skills.
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

9.2. Another example of the above are management skills relating to chairing
meetings competently.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree conunent on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

10. Over the past four and a half years MRS has developed a vision for itself(ie. a
sense of educational direction and identity).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

10.1. The establishment ofa mission statement has supported the development ofa
vision for the school.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

10.2. The strategic planning workshops facilitated by TIP have supported the
development of a vision for the school.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997 __ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree conunent on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):
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5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

Il. Generally speaking, over the past four and a half years, the technical support at
MHS has improved. This is evident in the modernising of the school's
administration through the use of computers (eg. the schedule of the learners'
academic results is computerised).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = undecided; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree

12. Generally speaking, the culture of learning and teaching at MHS has improved
over the past four and a half years.

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Compared to pre-November 1993 (ie. before MRS started its development work):

12.1. Teachers are generally more committed to the learning and teaching process by
having a more responsible attitude to their lessons (ie. being in the classroom,
preparing better for the lessons);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

12.2. Learners are generally more committed to their learning by showing a more
responsible attitude to their work (eg. being in the classroom, participating more
actively in the lessons, completing their homework more regularly, preparing
more thoroughly for their exams).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

12.3. The drop-out rate of learners has decreased significantly.
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

12.4. There is an increased pride in being a member of the school's community (eg.
staff and learners speak highly of MRS and say that it's the best school in
Bonteheuwel);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __
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12.5. Parents are more involved in the school (eg. there is a greater attendance at
parent/teacher meetings);

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

12.6. There is a considerable improvement in the payment of school fees (80% paid);
(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

12.7. There is a significant increase in numbers of learners at the school (the local
Bonteheuwel community want to send their children to Modderdam).

(a) Rating: Nov 1993 to June 1997__ (b) Rating: July 1997 to present __

Comments (ie. if strongly agree/agree comment on role of TIP/other sources/circumstances; explain
difference between ratings; elaborate if strongly disagree/disagree; add to list/change wording of above):

SECTION C: GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. TIP uses a whole school organisation development approach in its school
development work. Please describe briefly what your understanding is of this
approach.

2. Over the past4 to 5 years MHS has experienced many changes and is currently
still experiencing many changes. Some of these changes have been externally
initiated (most notably rationalisation, the South African Schools Act with its
democratisation of management and governance, the introduction of Curriculum
2005, the campaign to improve the culture of learning and teaching), others have
been internally based (most notably the change ofleadership and management).

2.1. Generally speaking, how well do you think MHS has managed these changes
during the period November 1993 to June 1997?

Very well. Well. Undecided. Not well. Not well at all. (Circle your response)
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Please explain your reponse to question 2.1.

2.2. Generally speaking, how well do you think MHS has managed/is managing
these changes during the period July 1997 to the present?

Very well. Well. Undecided. Not well. Not well at all. (Circle your response)

Please explain your reponse to this question.

3. Modderdam High School has been engaged in a staff and school development
process for four and a half years now.

3.1. In summary, to what extent do you think this process has made a real, positive
difference in the school?

Exceptional. Some. Undecided. Little. None. (Circle your response).

3.2 How important do you think it is for schools in general to engage in staff and
school development?

Very important. Important. Undecided. Not important. Not important at all.
(Circle your response).

Please explain your response to this question.
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4. Do you think that there are things that the education reconstruction process in
South Africa can learnfrom MHS's school development experiences?

Most definitely. Yes. Not sure. No. Definitely not. (Circle your response).

If your response to the above is 'most definitely 'lyes' please summarise in the space
below the most significant things that you feel could be learnt from MRS's school
development experiences. Should your response be 'not sure 'r'no 'r'definitely not'
please explain in the space below.

5. Do you have any objections to Modderdam's name being used in the executive
summary of the research, the final thesis itself, and any publications on the
research (for example, education journals)?

Yes I Nol Undecided (Circle your response)

Should you have any objections or be undecided, please elaborate below.

6. Should you wish to make any further comments, raise concerns or issues, or ask
questions, please do so in the space provided below.

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire. Your time and effort is much
appreciated.

Terry De Jong
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INTRODUCTION

Appendix 8

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH

MODDERDAM HIGH SCHOOL

REPORT ON FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS

GRADE II AND 12LEARNERS

This document attempts to capture the most common patterns of responses pertaining to school
development at MHS gleaned from 9 focus group interviews conducted between 7 and 19 August
1998 with a sample of 20 Grade 12 learners and 20 Grade Il learners.

The purpose of the group interviews was to ascertain a sense of what the collective perceptions are of a
total sample of 40 Grade Il and 12 learners concerning the improvements that have taken place at
MHS since they started at the school in Grade 8.

The learners were selected by their language educators based on the following criteria:

1. Learners had to have been at MHS since their Grade 8 year, thus permitting a maximum time
period of having been at MHS for approximately four and a half years in the case of Grade 12' s
and three and a half years in the case of Grade II's;

2. Learners had to have an above average spoken and written proficiency in English and/or
Afrikaans;

3. Learners had to be willing to contribute to a group discussion on school development at their
school (the focus of the group interview);

4. Learners had to be willing to interview, under my guidance, their parent(s)/guardian(s) on their
perceptions of school development at MHS.

The language teachers were requested to select an even mix of males and females, and an even mix of
Afrikaans speaking and Xhosa speaking learners.

With the exception of the first interview, which was conducted in the "printing" room, all the
interviews were held in the school library. The groups ranged from 3 to 5 learners. As the Afrikaans
speaking learners were given the option of speaking in either Afrikaans or English they were
interviewed separately from the Xhosa speaking learners whose choice of response was limited to
English. With very few exceptions, the majority of Afrikaans speaking learners responded in English.
Some used a mixture of the two languages.

Before the interviews commenced, I explained the overall purpose of my research and raised the
observation that based on an extensive review of educators' perceptions, MHS has experienced many
improvements over the past few years. It was pointed out that the main aim of the group interviews was
to find out whether or not the "senior" learners at the school agreed with the educators' perceptions that
there have been improvements at MHS, and if so, what are they. It was pointed out too that the
interview would explore contrary views and elicit opinions on what still needed to be improved. The
learners were assured that their names would not be used in the report and where they were quoted,
they would simply be referred to as a Grade Il or 12 learner. The learners were informed that the
interview would be audio-taped and transcribed. A copy of the interview transcript would be given to
each group for them to check on its accuracy. The interviews would be analysed and summarised in the
form of a brief report which would be made available to the interviewees, the principal, educators, and
SRC. Before being asked whether or not they would like to participate in the group discussion all the
questions were simultaneously presented to the learners for their consideration. They were also
requested to interview their parent(s)/guardian(s) based on exactly the same interview process that I
was about to facilitate with them. Their brief was to use the questionnaire made available to them as
their guideline and to record the responses of their parent(s)/guardian(s) on the questionnaire itself. A
letter explaining the purpose of the research in English and Afrikaans accompanied the questionnaire.
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The questions posed to the groups were as follows:

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School over the past 5
years?

2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?
3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at Modderdam High School?
4. What aspects of Modderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?
6. Do you feel that your parents/guardians are involved in the life of Modderdam High School (for

example, do they attend parent/teacher meetings)?
Yes. Not sure. No

Please explain your response to this question.
7. There is a belief that Modderdam High School is the best school in Bonteheuwel.

Agree. Not sure. Disagree.
Please explain your response to this question.

ANALYSIS

In the analysis below a sample of original excerpts from the interviews has been included to illustrate
the themes identified. It is evident that many of these quotes could have been used to exemplify a range
of themes. The significance of this is that these themes are strongly inter-connected and should not be
seen as separate and independent entities.

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School over the past
5 years?
2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?

These two questions were asked simultaneously. They were preceeded by checking with the learners
whether or not they agreed that there have been improvements at MHS over the past few years. The
response from all the interviewees was a unanimous "yes". The following themes of improvements
emerged from the interviews:

(1) Security

This area of improvement was overwhelmingly raised in every interview. Learners spoke about the
difference that the wall had made to their sense of safety and well-being. They referred often to how
the wall and security system, particularly the guards, keep the gangsters out of the school grounds.
Many commented on the link between feeling safe and thus being able to concentrate on learning. The
magnitude of the gangsterism problem of the past and its impact on learning was raised by many in the
interviews. There were some comments that highlighted the initial perception amongst learners that the
school felt like a prison when the wall was first erected. However, without exception, the learners were
unanimous in their conviction that the improved security at MHS has made a very positive difference
to the learning environment. Some learners pointed out that not only does the improved security system
keep the gangsters out but it also minimises bunking amongst the learners. Reference was also made to
the improved management of attendance at MHS where learners had to receive written permission to
leave the school grounds. A sample of the comments below illustrates this theme:

"... the classes that face the field - 1 mean some of those windows are still broken because people that
pass them - OK see who gets the most windows - it's almost like a competition for them. 1 can
remember once we were sitting in the class and somebody from outside threw a brick through the
window and the boy inside the class threw the brick back and he hit another man against the head, and
it was a whole commotion thing and he wanted to jump through the window and the one man wanted to
come into the school and - after school they waited outside with sticks and knives and such ...

TdJ: The guy that threw the brick?

Ja - the guy that threw the brick, yes.

TdJ: And when the brick came flying out again was it the same guy who was hit on the head that threw
the brick in?
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Ja.

TdJ: Now do you have those incidents here anymore or not?

No. Everything has changed really - people start looking up to Modderdam.

TdJ: Why are they looking up to Modderdam?

First of all I think the safety - their children are in the school. OK, Arcadia they got a lot of securities,
but the securities don't help you. The securities can't run like gangsters - walking and passing the
school here ... before when I was here, /ike I said - every day or every week you would hear somebody
was shot or like that. But now we got more security. There were only two of them - I think it's not safety
for us. The ... and the parents are there about the safety first, the child must have safety in the school,
and you can trust the school you see. So now we have safety .....

"I would like to say that when I came here in 1995, there was no fence - the school grounds was like a
war-zone, children ran away every day. ..

"OK, people used to say that Modderdam is this - a primitive school - look at the school - you get the
learners 00
nd so forth but since the fence has been here people don't run away any more, and the classes are
fuller. The level that we pass at is better - everything is improved. ..

"I think before the wall was here there was lots of killings and murdering and rape cases - before the
wall, but since the wall is here we have more protection for ourselves and more disciplinary from each
other. Because when the wall wasn't here every second interval, first interval, - I went home to go and
drink a cup of coffee. But now I can't do that because the wall is there ."

"When we started in std 6 it was open and the children were standing outside the school and standing
outside the shops and they were bunking classes, and the gangsters were entering the school and
violencing. And other kids, the gangsters, were coming andfighting at school, and maybe after 3years,
3 and a half years - it was Mr SXz was the principal at that time - he developed the school very nicely
that they can put wires and fence around the school, and build the school that the children can stay at
the school and no-one can enter the school without the permission of the teachers, or bunking classes
and things like that ...

"The other thing that the people - in 1995 when I came here, there was no, like there was a fence, big
fence around, we didn't have any wall, there were gangsters who were walking through around here.
Sometimes they stay at our school, now they are making that for the teachers. That make .
to do the walls and all the other stujJs, they are making the wall for our safety. So from that on - we
became safe, the other thing, and we get new walls and we get new windows and all that stuff. I think
that is the thing that has improved because sometimes we were disturbed in class, you see the
gangsters, they knock on the windows all that stuff and our classes were broken down and all that stuff
- but now it's better ...

"I think it's safety.

TdJ: Safety - How has safety helped?

Because the gate is closed now. If you want to go outside you must have a note.

Some of the parents weren't happy with their childrens safety. The gangsters were coming in the school
and they decided no, our children can't stay at this school because there is no discipline in the school
and they have taken their children to the other schools. They make a gate to close the school and
putting the wires on for the children to stay inside the school and not going outside - I think it's better ...

"And we can draw our attention more to the work that we doing at school because first we used to get
interruptions from people used to come from outside the school and they disturb us - but now we don't
have that, unless you come to school and ask permission to see a certain student and then security will
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take you up to the class. "

"That's why other other schools like Arcadia and Bonteheuwel High, they want to come to our school
because it's safer. I walk past both their schools, - the fences was down, the windows shattered, and the
fields wasn't in such good condition. Because all the children want to come here because it's safer
here. "

"And sometimes it can also be a kind of negative point - it seems like you are in a prison, because the
walls, the wires and the bars and there's sometimes not enough space and freedom for us as students.
So it has its positive points and it's negative points. "

(2) Physical conditions

In much the same way as the above, this area of improvement was raised in every interview. Particular
reference was made to the fact that many of the broken windows had been replaced. This positive
development has contributed towards a better learning environment by keeping the "elements" (ie. the
rain, wind, and cold) out of the classrooms. However, a number of learners felt that the school could
still improve it physical conditions, especially the graffitti and the toilets. The following quotes
illustrate the above:

"The replacing of windows - it also sets a good environment.

TdJ: In what way does it set a good environment?

Because a lot of the classes we went to had no windows there. Now say for instance in winter you go
there, it's cold Nobody wants to learn if it's cold Nobody can concentrate when its cold, and now it's
an improvement because when you go into the class it's warm, there's no wind coming in. "

"Sometimes there is improvements in the toi/ets because there have been replacements, toi/ets have
been replaced It has been cleaned, - in the past the toilets have been filthy, but now you can go into a
toilet that has a cleaner smell. You feel like using it but it's not always that way because sometimes it
smells really awful. "

"The classrooms were very dirty and very cold and the windows were broken - Mr KX check over and
try to fix it all. And the classes very warm ... "

"And another thing, the teachers improved the windows - they fixed all the windows at school, but they
(the learners) break the windows. We have improved so much here at school.

TJ: You mean the windows ...

Yes, you used to be cold when you are inside the classroom, so now we are not cold anymore and you
feel safe inside. "

(3) Relationships

There was strong evidence in all the interviews that relationships between learners and between
learners and teachers have improved considerably over the past few years. This included references to
better communication and mutual respect within the school community. Many learners commented on
the low incidence of racism at MHS. This was a view expressed by both Afrikaans-speaking and
Xhosa-speaking learners. Some of the learners made comparisons between MHS and other schools,
pointing out that there is a much higher and healthier level of integration between the two language
groups at MHS than at other schools. References were made to the positive role that the teachers are
playing in developing this integration and the 'zero' tolerance rules at the school should someone
behave in a racist manner. Some of the Xhosa-speaking learners commented specifically on feeling
accepted in the historically 'coloured' community at the school. The following excerpts from the
interviews demonstrate this area of improvement:

"TdJ: Can I just pick up on what you were saying a few minutes ago, about racism, and I had
wondered particularly from the 3 of you who had been here since std 6, whether or not you think that
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there's been an improvement here at Modderdam, in terms of intergration, of learners who come from
different language groups, different backgrounds. You all nodding yes.

Yes there is improved because like for instance when we come there std 6, I can say especially the
coloureds, when we on the sports grounds like we do some sports - when we there then the gangsters
used to come there and fought with us - they called us names, I can't even mention the names, they
were such rude, but we did ignore that - but the teachers did encourage us, and they stand there and
try to explain to those people. Now it is better it is not happening there, but they do sometimes .

TdJ: But occasionally there is some racism but you seem to be saying, that there is far less racism, that
the so-called coloured and black people are not calling each other names - is that what you said.

They just ignoring the fact that they are one like us - they just ignoring that they are black.

They are afraid now to call us names because they can be suspended - in std 6 there was no
suspending. They called us names and we go to the teacher and sometimes the teacher would say, no I
am going to punish him or her, but they would never do that. But now there is an improvement. A
person who calls you names or beat you up, can be suspended because that is wrong to say to someone.

TdJ: So just to take that a step forther - what would you do, I mean the school as an organisation, what
would it do to support you with a grievance that you might have?

When something like that happens we go to our teacher, ifour teacher feels she can't solve the problem
she sends us to the office where we put in a complaint - the principal calls both the students, the one
that was called the name and the one that called the name and they will sit down and ask what the
problem is and they will speak about it and if the principal doesn't get through to this student that is
calling the name, he just, if he doesn't have an option - you either try and deal with this problem - you
either say you're sorry and see that it never happens again or you leave the school. And I think that's
the best thing because if we just going to sit here every day and nothing is being done about the
problem it's just going to go out of hand and nobody is going to like the school anymore, but because
of the patience of the teachers and the learners - we do solve the problem and we do relax."

"Voorheen was dit as die juffrou net uitgeloop het - die toon was dat hulle niks respek vir die juffrou
nie, en die juffrou was maar net as julle niks respek het vir my nie hoekom het ek vir jou respek - maar
nou is dinge anderste ons respekteer die juffroun en juffrou respek ons - hulle is baie committed met
ons en hulle encourage ons daily dat ons kan dit doen en ons moet net ons mind fokus op die werk en
die toekoms is vir baie belangrik en ons moet verder gaan study - hulle is baie inspirational vir ons ...

"Ons ... gemeng met swart leerling. Maar eerste was dit nie lekker gewees en die twee, engels en
afrikaans, dit was nie lekker vir my nie want toe moet meneer engels praat en dan praat ons afrikaans,
... en toe raak ek ... vir hulle geterg en al die dinge maar praat saam met huile ... kry vir hulle in die
trein, groet ek nie in die trein maar nou praat ek nou met hulle, en as ek Maandag skool toe kom en kry
hulle in die gang - groet hulle my - deel dinges aan mekaar - dis nou veel different - hulle is ... dom
gewees het om so te laat dink het, want ek het nooit gepraat saam met swart mense nie. Maar nou dat
ek by die skool is, vind ek dat daar niks verkeerd is om te praat met hulle - daair was net oud apartheid
dinge en al die goed - maar vir my nou is dit iets nuut om te kan praat - om te communicate saam ."

"TdJ: OK so none of you actually lives in Bonteheuwel.

NO.

TdJ: Would you, if you had the choice, would you go to a school that's closer to where you live or
would you like to stay here at Modderdam?

No, I would prefer to stay here at Modderdam.

TdJ: And the rest of you?

I would prefor to stay
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TdJ: Why stay here?

It's very nice - there's no racism thatI'm coloured and I'm black - we are not calling the other guys we
are so called Kaffirs and call you Hotnot and that. "

"They (the Afrikaans-speaking learners) are willing to speak to us (the Xhosa-speaking learners)- to
learn our language properly, so I think that change a lot. They learn about our cultures, so they always
ask us, what's that in our culture, why ...... so I think they are now more interested than before in our
culture. "

"". it was the children against the teachers - there used to be these two groups. But in time we've
changed, /ike for instance they've put up the wall. We used to foei as it was a way of keeping us from
going out - but I now see it as well as keeping them out. So our views, mine, my parents, have changed,
so now I see things differently and that is now why I can communicate with my teacher, I can form a
comradeship with my teacher. Now it's not me against you, you know, we not fighting each other - we
working together now. "

"From my day it has improved because I said to myself that since the teachers are so nice to me, why
cannot I be nice to them, because I'm being very rude. So I actually prompt myself that I will try not to
be rude to the teacher. "

"Like I said before its a multi-racial school, it involves Xhosa speaking and Afrikaans - its a way of
getting different people from different backgrounds, and learn more about other cultures, in a way, you
get to learn more things from different kinds of people, and I think our school is in the meantime in the
process of achieving goals like that. Making learners interact with each other. And I think it's a very
good thing. "

"Because the teachers are making it easy for us to communicate with them. It's easy to communicate
and when we don't understand something we go to the teachers, we go and ask - it's easy. Because now
they care for us...... if you go to another student and ask something, they respond in the way you want
them to respond and I think that they help a lot, now we can rely on each other. The teachers when
they've got problems with the students, they don't just act, that's stupid, that Xhosa thing with the other
student, they know ... , because what they used to do - they used to say, go and sleep for a week, without
trying to find out what caused him to do this. But now before they do anything, they see what caused
you to do this. "

"". the pupils also, the teachers because the pupils didn't have any respect for the teachers. They swear
at the teachers. In 93 one of the classmates hit the face of the teacher with a fist, andfrom then til now
it's different. Most of the kids respect the teachers. Most respect the teachers, that is why they can work
better with the pupils. The teachers can work better with the pupils. "

(4) Teaching

There were very significant indications that the quality of teaching has improved over the past few
years. Many learners referred to the greater levels of commitment to teaching at :MRSas compared to a
few years ago. This was considered evident in the way in which the majority of teachers "go the extra
mile" in offering extra lessons, encourage and motivate the learners to apply themselves seriously to
their work, manifest a more caring and mentoring disposition towards the learners, and facilitate a more
interactive process of teaching and learning in the classroom (for example, they will encourage learners
to ask questions). A number of learners pointed out that as a result of the latter learners were generally
more serious about their work and more assertive in class by asking more questions, and challenging
the teachers. Some learners said that with the improved teaching at :MRSmany Grade 12 learners felt
more confident about their matric exams. Although some learners commented on the unacceptable
social behaviour of some of the teachers (for example, smoking in the corridors, smelling of alcohol),
there was a strong sentiment that the teachers at :MRStake their teaching more seriously than in the
past. Some learners pointed out that the teachers at :MRS are generally positive role-models. There
were comments too that pertained to the improved 'extended' curriculum (the inclusion of career
education, environmental awareness, sexuality education). The quotes below capture the above:

"The teachers, /ike I come from a different school right. Most of the teachers weren't as patient as the
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teachers here at Modderdam - they take their time to listen to us. Like other schools, they just give you
the work and you just have to do it, and to-morrow you come back and you just have to give it back
But at Modderdam we have time to do our work and if we don't understand something we can go up to
the teacher, speak to them about it and then they'll help us a chance to complete it and give it in. "

"Because they know it is our final year and they must try their best to put us through the year. All the
people in the school - they don't care about the cut-backs they still doing their job, they just putting
their full effort into it. Because the classes are full, lot of paper-work ... "

"Some of us don't get motivation at home, but when we come to school we get motivation. They
motivate us that we want to come to school every day. Even if we come late - sometimes that's because
we left late or the trains were late, but we come late and we WANT to be here. It's just an indication
that we need our education and /ike when I come to school I look forward to seeing my teachers every
day."

"And the teachers do sometimes respond as our friend - /ike we have problems, - like social problems,
not problems based on our school - they respond like they give us advice and persuade us to not do
something. "

"Some teachers didn't explain the work on the board - but now they explain it - they want you to
learn".

"Say for instance business economics, at first the teachers just read out of a book and you have to copy
the work and as he is reading you have to dictate and write and write, but now she explains the work
and she tells you look in your text book, and underline this and underline that, and as she explains it
you take in more and you learn more, because she makes it clear and she uses examples. "

" ... the teachers are motivating the children more and more. Like the teachers are forever /ike, telling
them to do this and to do that and it's not that the teachers are nagging on your head - they only want
the bestfor you and if you don't want to listen, or whatever the case is then you can go, you can leave
the schoo/. But if you want to stay and listen to the teachers what they're saying, and if you just sit
down and think about it, then ifyou're more constructive - it's up to yourse/f- entirely up to yourself."

" ... in the past we had teachers that didn't care about the students - they seldom came to class and at
the end of the year when examination time comes they just stack us with a lot of work, say OK do that
it's coming in the examination - you don't know what's going on - but now you don't get teachers like
that anymore. The teachers are dedicated to their jobs. And in the past there were incidents where the
teachers came to school and they were still drunk But recently I haven't seen a teacher in that way,
now that's also an improvement. "

"And sometimes also the teachers had an effect on the improvement, they are actually the people that
puts more in for us, to receive more - they are putting in extra time at home - /ike preparing lessons,
marking. Even after school classes, some teachers give extra classes. "

"What has also improved is - to go back if we have a problem with our work in the classroom - don't
understand the work, then the teachers will always say no I should be listening in the classroom or
whatever. Now I can go back to the teacher and tell the teacher, freely and openly, I don't understand
it, and the teacher will tell him no, OK fine you can come after class or interval and you can, the
people don't pay them to do it, but you can go to them still and they will still tell you, OKfine, come in
to ask me, I'll teach you whatever the case is. That's improved a lot - you can go anytime to the
teachers now. "

"The teachers are more than happy to work with the students - you know in other schools someone
hates the teacher and he won't attend to his classes. At Modderdam people like working with the
teachers - they show more interest. They sometimes call them, asking them to work afternoon classes
and during the breaks. "

"Our teachers it seems as if they are more interested in us, as we have a lack of knowledge, we
Africans - the Coloureds they are interested in pushing us because they want to motivate us - some of
our students don't want to listen -they just concentrate on us and we are forced to learn. "
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(5) Management and governance

There were a range of comments which indicated that many learners believe that the school has
improved in its management and governance over the past few years. These comments referred to the
school being better organised, and there being a more consultative approach to governance through the
establishment of structures such as the school's governing body and the SRC. Some learners felt that
as a result of these improvements learners and educators are generally better disciplined. Reference was
made to the role that teachers play in management in the school where they will collectively problem-
solve when there are problems to be addressed. Examples illustrating this area of improvement include:

"At first we used to go out as we wanted to - it was /ike a Holiday Inn here, and everyone can come in
like gangsters and all that and there was a lot of violence at our school and all that stuff and our
teachers also, they more strict and more active with us in classes and all that.

TdJ: In what way do you think they are more active with you?

At first they were like interested, /ike that - but now our principal Mr KJ(, he's like strict on our
teachers as well as on us, and everything is now OK.

TdJ: Do you mean that the discipline has improved?

Yes.

TdJ: Discipline amongst the teachers?

...And the children.

TdJ: OK - And you're saying Mr KJ( is partly responsible for that.

Fully responsible. "

"1 mean they've (the teachers) been given rules, like we have rules - they also have a set of rules, and
those are the rules they have to obey by. And 1mean in the past those rules weren't there - they were
just allowed to do whatever they want because they were the teacher - and because we were so
valueless we had no rights. But because times have changed and we have changed - we've also
received rights now. 1can say but you can't hit me and you can't speak to me that way, - in the past 1
had to just sit there and keep my mouth. Just like they have rights we also have rights, - just like we
have rules they have rules. And 1think that those are rules that have been put since that time that they
have to obey now - that weren't there in the past.

TdJ: So teachers are more disciplined?

Just /ike we are more disciplined"

"They're (the educators)determined to solve the problem when a problem faces us, they'll come to us
then they will come to each class and speak to us. It takes a lot of time to get through to us students,
especially, 1know that, but they take all their time to get through to us. "

"And when 1came here in std 6you were allowed to walk out to the shop opposite the school, and you
could just go home whenever you felt like going home - and now its totally different when you go home
you have to get permission, and its not so easy to get permission ... ".

"The other thing what 1found changed since 1 was here in std 6- ifyou can look the way teachers used
to act towards when they are teaching, at first it wasn't that good - its /ike there was no SRC - there
was no governing body - those organisers you know which make educators and learners work hand in
hand. And the other thing what 1also found improved in our school, learners at first - it's a multiracial
school - at first it was difficult for xhosa speaking people, maybe involving with afrikaans speaking -
but in the meantime like the governing bodies where parents, learners and educators are involved -
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they can solve their problems and come to a conclusion and with the SRC also working hand in hand
with learners, 1find it very easy in solving the problems we have at school because long ago we didn't
have this bodies we have now. The SRC, governing body and the whole community outside the school
and the learners and educators and our parents. "

" ... then Mr SXz said - ''jy moenie daai doen nie, jy moet nie sulke goedes doen nie". Mr KX act toe
vas, hy het nie kennis jy kom ... - dit was Mr SXz - Mr KX ... jy moenie daai nie, apologise hum en
haak, en sulke goed. Mr KX se gaan haal jou Ma, laat ons die ding uitsorteer by die skool. So .

TdJ: OK, but now in what way does that offeet the school and learning?

It makes the people more disciplined.

Hmm - you scared to do something wrong.

Mr KX - Office because most of the parents at home don't know what their kids do at school.1fMr KX
calls me in, ... and then the parents find out, then there's a lot of trouble at home.

TdJ: But now do you think this is a good or a bad thing?

It's a good thing. The school hasn't been so disciplined after Mr SXz left. "

(6) Sense of identity and community

There were several references to an improved feeling of community in the school. Some learners talked
about the school as being a family with the principal, Mr KX, as a strict but encouraging
guardian/parent of the learners at the school. There were numerous comments about the improved
sense of identity and pride in being a member of the MRS community. An indicator of this is the better
dress code at the school with many more learners than in the past wearing the correct school uniform.
The Grade 12's made particular reference to their smart tracksuit tops which identify them as the 1998
matriculants of MHS. The quotes below highlight this area of improvement:

TdJ: So Mr KJ( is like a parent to you, but he's strict. And do you think that's an improvement?

"Anybody was very scared about our principal because he was very straight - the other principal
wasn't straighter than Mr KJ(, because Mr KJ( is very straight now - he was smiling and encouraging
the kids and explaining how you must do it and encouraging, it's like a parent to you and
everything. .....

Yes.

TdJ: In what way is that an improvement?

Because Mr KX he don't likes people who come late in school - he wants people to wear school
uniform always.

TdJ: Why school uniform?

A full school uniform - everybody looking at the kids you know - it's very beautiful to see kids like
intervals kids standing there, no-one wearing a grey or a pink shirt or white jeans and that stuff - it
doesn't look nice. And to identify ourselves from the gangsters which are outside. "

"People can identify you as a pupil of Modderdam Senior, that is why you have to wear a school
uniform. It gives you a sense of pride. "

"There are people, like she say, that there are people here that want to be here, those people who want
to be here, for instance like when a problem come to our school, we stand together, we unite ourself to
get rid of the problem. That is how we face the problem. We take all the encouragement from the
teachers ... "
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"1 can say this - in our school, to be here, it just feel ... If you come to the school of Coloureds, they are
Coloureds, we expected a lot, but when I'm here 1feel welcome, and there is no such thing like racism -
they treat us equal in the education. it's like a family ... "

"1 think it's a good thing 1 mean I'm proud of Modderdam, and 1 would be proud wearing the school
track-suit. I would want to show everybody that 1 am at Modderdam High. And most of the people will
think, ag, why should 1 wear school track-suits, - if 1 know that I'm going to find a way to run away
during the day and 1 don't want everybody to know that I'm in Modderdam High. And then they'll see
that 1 ran away and the principal will recognise ... and stop me and all that type. But 1 think it's a very
positive thing to be wearing the school track-suit -1 mean make a school pride. "

"And 1 have to say that there's a change in the teachers, the learners and the management staff at the
school - came with the change of environment. When the environment of the school then their attitude
changed also, everybody was eager to start anew - to motivate everybody else and to see to make the
best of what they have. 1 can just say 1 wouldn't change this school for anything in the world, and 1
don't have any regrets coming to this school, because my father wanted to send me to Garlandale ... "

(7) Parental support

Although there are many parents who are unable to support the school by, for example, attending
meetings (see question 6), many of the learners interviewed said that their parents were taking a more
active interest in their progress at school. This improvement they linked with the better communication
between the school and home (regular circulars and news letters) and the school policy which involves
parents directly in the management and discipline of learners should they misbehave (parents are called
in immediately by the school should there be a problem with a learner's conduct). Comments
pertaining to the above include:

"My ouers het nooit a meeting attending, but nou is dit totally different - my ma kom na die meetings
toe, en as ons like functions het, en dan my ouers - die ouers het gese nie hulle gaan nie kom nie
because dit is baie gevaarlik hier onder, maar ons het Saterdag 'n function gehad en my ouers het
gekom en ek het van die meerste support by die function. Maar ander tye - nooit, sal hulle nooit
involved gewees het nie. "

"My ouers het nie eerste gehol na vergaderings toe te kom nie, want hulle het gese as daar
vergaderings in die skool - my vriende se ma's het ook al gese, nee, die meeting is net van geld - die
skool wil net geld he en al. Maar nou kom my Ma 'n meeting toe en sys weer by die huis dan se sy - ek
het nie geweet die juffrouens is so nice, en die hoof is so nice, hulle praat sensible things en dan, nou
my sy kom nou baie van die vergaderings toe - sy het eers nie gekom nie. "

(8) Computers

Many of the learners said that the recent inclusion of computers at the school is a great improvement
given the importance of learning computer literacy for the workplace. They suggested too that the
number of computers should be increased so as to give more learners access to learning how to use
them. For example:

"We've even got computer classes now - that's another improvement. We are learning to type up our
own CV's so that one is not left stranded you know. "

"1 think the computers was a great improvement for us - some of us doesn't have knowledge. Because
every work of to-day you must have knowledge of the computer. "

"Well, they did give us some computers. Like when you have work now most work is on computers, so
they noticed that and now they trying to let us ... next year when we go to work. That's another
improvement. "

3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at Modderdam High
School?

This question attempted to explore the interviewees' perceptions of the 'sources' of the school's
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improvements and how these sources may have contributed towards the school's successful
development over the past few years.

The majority of learners interviewed attributed the school's improved status to the current principal in
particular (his strict, firm but fair management of the school) and the educators (their commitment to
the school, their involvement in managing the school, and the better communication between the
educators and learners). Some of the learners pointed to the establishment of committees in the school,
such as the governing body and SRC, as being a signifIcant source of improvement at MHS. Reference
was made to the RDP funds made available to the school to build the wall and the improved
contribution of school foes. Some learners commented on the way in which the educators, learners, and
parents were contributing as a team to the well-being of the school. There were a few comments which
made links between the improved management of the school and the consequent improvement of
discipline amongst learners (and educators). The role of the TIP in the school's improved status was
not referred to in any of the interviews. In general though, the learners interviewed appeared to have
difficulty in responding to this question in any substantive way. The excerpts below give an indication
of the above:

"I think it happened from the management of the school, the educators because they are the very
people who put an effort and try their best in coming out with the sort of development like we are
experiencing now, if it wasn'tfor the teachers and they say - Oh, ] don't care about the students, what
we are here for is only teaching, and we get paid, then] don't think we'll have a school like
Modderdam. They are playing a very important role. If you can see the way teachers are working with
us. Not to say all of the teachers, most of the teachers, they are helping us in improving whatever we
are doing, whether its maybe sports, maybe with SRC, with the governing body, they are playing a very
important role. "

"I can say the teachers, when they calling the meeting, they ask, they like if they want money from us
like the school foes - the school foes are going to help us anyway to improve the school - so they going
to tell us, maybe weforget, so they give us papers must send to our parents - our parents going
to come here, so the encouragement is comingfrom our parents and the teachers. "

"I think the improvements - it comes from the teachers and the students because they speak to us and
we return our comments and they try to explain to us why they are going things and that how the
improvements come -from both side. "

"I think the other thing is because of the communication between teachers and the students, like for
instance, the wall, how the wall was built and the windows - they ask us for our opinion. What do you
think has to improve here in our school? Like we say all the things that have to be improved. Those
thing will be happen, they did. ] think that between the teachers and the students those are the things
that influence the school.: like we did assist the teachers. "

"The improvements have been influenced by the community, teachers, management staff and the pupils
themselves. They all work together as a group to get this thing going - without one or the other they
can't run. They wiIIjust fall apart. "

"I think it must be from the staff. They was worried about the children, and their safety - they decided
to do something about it. "

"I think the government has also got something to do with it - Ja about the wall, it cost a lot ofmoney
to build - you must keep it up, because last.. last winter one part of the wall was blown over and last
year some guys broke through the wall - they made a hole through the wall. So they built it up again. "

4. What aspects of Modderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?

These two questions were presented simultaneously. Many of the interviewees made spontaneous
suggestions as to how MRS could be further improved during the course of the interview. The most
common suggestions made were:

(1) Improving the cleanliness of the toilets;
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(2) Cleaning up the graffitti;
(3) Expanding the limited sports facilities;
(4) Establishing the library; .
(5) Reviewing the expensive prices and limited variety offood at the tuckshop;
(6) Increasing the number of computers at the school;
(7) Improving on the punctuality of some of the learners;
(8) Improving on the submission of school fees;
(9) Ensuring that the security guards are more vigilant in checking who is allowed access to the

school.

Examples of the above include:

"TdJ: What do you think Modderdam still needs to improve in? 1 mean you've been talking about
improvements and things that have been successful in your school, but which aspects of your school,
which parts of your school do you think still need to be improved?

Ons se sportvelde - because ek dink as die kinders meer beter aktiviteite het, dan sal hulle nie so lelik
wees nie. En in die middag as hulle uit die skool kom, nie op die hoek sal gaan staan nie en daai nie.
Maar hulle is besig daarmee.

TdJ: 1 believe the RDP money is being used to improve your field. What else?

Computers.

TdJ: You want more computers?

Yes - because as ons eendag klaar gematriculated, en jy gaan uit - die meerste van die werksmense is
computer literature - hulle vra of jy daai het en technology, that's the thing. 1 think we need more
computers.

TdJ: To improve on your technical ability.

Yes.

TdJ: Can you think of any others that you ... ?

Die toi/ets daar is van meisies wat die toi/et gebruik en dan trek hulle nie die chain nie, of was hulle
hande en dan los hulle die kraan oop en die water tap die hele toi/et vol - en vanmiddag as ons almal
huistoe gaan dan moet Miss Johnson die hele toilet skoon gaan maak. En dit is nie nodig vir haar om
dit te doen nie. Ons van wie die toilet gebruik hulle moet weet kraane toemaak en skoonmaak daar wat
hulle vuil maak.

TdJ: So there is still some vandalism in your school that needs to be sorted out and improved.

En die graffit/i op die mure ook - die kinders skrywe net op die mure en dan elke keer word dit gepaint,
maar hulle skryf maar net weer op ... "

6. Do you feel that your parents/guardians are involved in the life of Modderdam High School
(for example, do they attend parent/teacher meetings)?

Yes. Not sure. No
Please explain your response to this question.

The majority of interviewees (approximately 80%) responded to this question affirmatively. The
balance said "no". Most of the learners pointed out that their parents do take an interest in their school
work but find it difficult to at/end meetings. Itwas apparent that the parents of those learners who live
closest to the school (especially the Bonteheuwel community) seem to be able to attend school
meetings. Many of the Xhosa-speaking learners indicated that it was very difficult for their parents to
attend meetings at the school as they did not have transport, were often tired from work, and feared for
their safety. This response was not exclusive to these learners though as some of the Afrikaans-
speaking learners who live closer to the school made similar comments. The most prominent
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suggestion made to improve the attendance of parents at meetings (this in spite of evidence that this has
improved) was to consider having meetings over weekends, possibly a Saturday afternoon. The
following responses to this question highlight the above:

"Ja, my mother is continually checking up on my books - she look up at the back and she'll ask me ''M
why was last week the last time you wrote in this book"? And I'd say "But we haven't been writing since
then" and she'd say "But thats strange" - you know she's always checking up, or she's got this friend,
her friend is also my friend and she's also std 9, and they speak about OUR work and she'd speak to me
about it later, and she'd say, "but why don't you know that, why don't you do that" - she's always
checking up. "

"Well, when there's meetings or she's been called in, whatever, she comes and she also checks up on
my work and she talks to me about it, even though since it's been a long time since she finished school.
She checks up and she talks to me, she even asks my sisters to help me if 1am having problems with my
work and she's motivating me a lot, and even though she can't make it to a meeting - she still wants to
attend it."

"Well, my mommy comes to the meetings and like ifshe doesn't come twice in a month, the school, to
check up on me, and my schoolwork, then she sort of because why, she's motivating me and all
that. And my father also - but he doesn't live with us. "

"Can 1say something that needs to be improved? the other thing that needs to be improved here in
school is that the teachers call the meetings for our parents to come, so that they can come maybe 7
o'clock at night. Our parents can't come at night because it's dangerous. They have to go with the train
so they can't make it. They say when our parents can't make it they DON'T care - they DO care, they
want to come to the meeting but they can't come because it's dangerous here, they know that, we told
them since 1995,its dangerous for our parents to come. The only parents who come here are the
parents who have transport and our parents don't have the transport, but if they maybe call the meeting
on Saturday, our parents are off or if our parents are at work we can ask our older sister to come and
listen to what the teachers are saying. But they say our parents don't care and we don't like that,
because they want to come. "

"Yes, our area is very dangerous - when there's a meeting my mother will like come the next day - she
won't come the night they give meetings, but the next day, and sometimes she doesn't have the time to
come, but she'll try and make an effort.

"But the other thing, our parents do want to come, they are working and they do not have the time to
come. Its a distance - they are tired and all this stuff. So 1support the opinion that the meeting can be
Saturdays. "

"My parents are interested in my progress - they even ask me when I'm not telling them - when's the
next meeting going to be, so they can attend. And 1think people in the area, in this vicinity, they are
afraid to come to the school. Because they fear if they involved in the school - school activity,
community activity, that they will be hunted down by the gangsters - they will be silenced, because the
gangsters want pupils to be the next predecessors, and the next followers of the gangs - making it very
big so they can have more influence over the people of the vicinity. "

7. There is a belief that Modderdam High School is the best school in BonteheuweI.
Agree. Not sure. Disagree.

Please explain your response to this question.

Without exception, all the learners interviewed agreed with this statement (which incidentally was
based on the collective perceptions of the educators interviewed and the analysis of the questionnaire
which 23 educators completed in June this year). The explanations tended to be a repetition of those
responses made to questions 1 and 2. Instead of repeating the summary of the improvements made
earlier, let this sample of responses speak for themselves:

"1 think Modderdam is the best school because the children that went to school at Arcadia, their
parents are trying hard to get them in here at Modderdam. Because 1mean, if I'm a parent 1wouldn't
send my child to Arcadia because 1know he isn't going to learn there because he can make and do as
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he pleases, and here at Modderdam the teachers urge you on to do good in your schoolwork. "

"This school is I must say is the best school because there's no gangsterism in the school and people
selling drugs inside the school and all that stuff. But you can go there in Belhar where I stay, the
people are selling drugs in the school and theres gangsterism and the people are just yelling and
swearing to each other and the teachers - they just don't care about where they are and all that stuff.
but in this school you can't just go and swear where you want to swear and all that stuff. Std 5 I've been
here I haven't seen people selling drugs in the school and all that stuff."

"I think this school is giving a better education that the place I'm living in, and the children respect the
teachers, they have a good communication, and we are protected, so there's nothing wrong. "

" ... I think many years ago this school was corrupt. I don't want to compare this school with other
schools, but there are schools who are corrupt, like this school, before. And most schools they can't do
anything because the teachers are afraid. I really think our teachers are brave enought to stand in
what they doing in front. The teacher is showing us the way to live because this is not just here in
school community, it's the way we will be living outside the school, and by learning how to live in
school, it can improve in our community too '" "

"And another thing I wanted to say ifyou can see how many Xhosa- speaking learners at this school in
Modderdam, compare it to other schools in Bonteheuwel, you later find out Modderdam has the most
learners who come from different areas - why? Because they accept learners as they are, not for the
sake of other things, and they - like for instance, many people from different areas choose to come to
this school, because they have their own ideas reasons why they come to school - there is too many
things we can't even mention all of those things - why they come to this school. Each and every one has
his own reasons. "

"Yes, I would agree. At first Modderdam was dealing with gangsters and most of the people sent their
children to attend other schools, except this one. Because of it's high violence. But now since we had
the wall, the security has been ..... now. And those people they did accuse us of being a war-zone, is
come creeping on their knees asking if there's one more place for their child to attend. Very secure so
they can focus more on education. "

"Because it's much safer than it was in 1995 - it's much safer.

Because it's a non-racial school ...

And at other schools they didn't allow blacks in the school- they fight against the blacks.

And here at this school we communicate with the blacks. "

"TdJ: OK. I did hear you all say earlier that you think Modderdam is the best school in Bonteheuwel,
and you gave reasons for that. What do you think, - if, when you leave the school one day and someone
approaches you from the Department of Education and says "I hear that Modderdam was the best
school in Bonteheuwel and you were a learner there, what do you think it is that we, in South Africa
can learn from your school in terms of better education?" What would you say to that person?

Anything is possible because the school3 years ago and now. It's a big difference, ifyou put your mind
to it, and ifyou want it.

TdJ: So even though resources are not always available you can still make it work. Is that what you're
saying?

Yes.

TdJ: And more specifically in your school, what do you think you would say to someone in the
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Terry de Jong 31 August 1998

Department - give them some hints and say "Look this is what you need to do to make school work
well". What would you say?

You need a good relationship between staff and pupils.

Have a change in management.

Co-operation.

TdJ: OK. Change in management as a regular thing?

No, not a regular thing. Like, maybe over a period of 5 or 6 years. Just check it out. Maybe keep that
management.

TdJ: So management should be reviewed in a way.

Ja.

TdJ: OK. What else would you say, other things that you think could be learnt?

Safety comes first.

TdJ: Safety. Ja.

Safety is far better ."
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Appendix 9

SECTION A
AFDELINGA

1. Please circle whichever is applicable. __
1. Sirkel asseblief die korrekte een.

1.1 I1we are the mother/father/grandmother/grandfather/guardian/other (specify
please ) of the learner who is in Grade 11/12 at Modderdam High
Schoof.

1.1 Ek/ons is die moeder/vader/ouma/oupa/voog/ander (spesifiseer asseblief
................... ) van die leerder in Graad 11/12 aan Modderdam Hoer Skool.

SECTIONB

1.2 I1we feel that we know Modderdam High School very well/ weill not so well.
1.2 Ek/ons voel dat ons Modderdam Hoer Skool baie goed/goed/minder goed ken.

2. Which suburb do you live in (eg. Bonteheuwel)?
2. In watter gebied is u woonagtig (bv. Bonteheuwel)?

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School
over the past 5 years?

1. Watter verbeteringe dink u het plaasgevind by Modderdam Hoer Skooloor die
afgelope 5 jaar?
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2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?
2. In watter opsig het hierdie verbeteringe van Modderdam Hoer 'n beter skool

gemaak?

3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at
Modderdam High School?

3. Wie of wat dink u is verantwoordelik van hierdie verbeteringe aan Modderdam
Hoer Skool?
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4. What aspects ofModderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
4. Watter aspekte van Modderdam Hoer Skool dink u moet nog verbeter word?

5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?
5. Hoe dink u moet hierdie aspekte verbeter word?
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6. As a parent/guardian do you feel that you are involved in the life of Modderdam
High School (for example, you attend parent/teacher meetings)?

Yes. Not sure. No (Circle response)

Ja. Onseker. Nee. (Sirkel die korrekte een)

6. Dink dat u as ouer/voog betrokke is by die skoollewe van Modderdam Hoer
Skool (byvoorbeeld, u woon ouer/onderwyser vergaderings by)?

Please explain your response to this question.
Verduidelik asseblief u respons op hierdie vraag.

7. There is a belief that Modderdam High School is the best school in Bonteheuwel.

Agree. Not sure. Disagree. (Circle response)

7. Daar word algemeen aanvaar dat Modderdam Hoer Skool die beste skool in
Bonteheuwel is.

Stem saam. Onseker. Stem nie saam nie. (Sirkel die korrekte een)

Please explain your response to this question.
Verduidelik asseblief u respons op hierdie vraag.
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Appendix 10

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

School of Education

Terry De Jong

Room 4.32.1
New Education Building
University of Cape Town

Private Bag
Rondebosch 7701

Dear Parent( s)/Guardian( s)

Ph: (021) 650 3920
Fax: (021) 650 3489

Email: TDJ@education.uct.ac.za

7 August 1998

I am a lecturer in education at the University of Cape Town and am presently doing
doctoral research on school development. Since June last year I have been gathering
information about the development of Modderdam High School which has been
involved in school development with the support of the Teacher Inservice Project
(TIP) since November 1993. To date I have interviewed many of the teachers at
Modderdam, read lots of documents about the school's development work, and
observed the life at the school. The information that I have collected so far indicates
that Modderdam High School has experienced many successes in its school
improvement work. In view of this, the purpose of my research is to see what we can
learn from Modderdam's successes, especially in relation to all the new education
policies in our country.

It is important for this research to include the views of learners and parents about the
developments that have occurred at Modderdam over the past 5 years. With the
school's support, your child kindly permitted me to interview him/her recently. I have
requested your child to interview you on behalf of myself The attached questionnaire
serves as a guideline for this purpose. The interview should take approximately 20
minutes. You are not required to give your name. Should something that you have
said be quoted in the research, it will be anonymous. All the parent interviews will be
summarised and analysed together with the information already collected. I hope to
have completed the research by May next year after which a summary of the findings
will be made available to the school for teachers, learners, and parents to read.

I would be most grateful if you would agree to be interviewed. However, as this is
voluntary, you are not obliged to be interviewed.

You are welcome to contact me at 6503920 or leave a message at the school should
you wish to discuss the above further.

Yours sincerely
Terry De Jong
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Appendix 11

SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH

MODDERDAM HIGH SCHOOL

Monday 7 September 1998

Dear Grade Il and 12 Learners

Thank you very much for participating in the school development research on Modderdam High
School. I have two further requests to ask of you.

Firstly, would you kindly read the summary below (the first one) of what came out of our interviews.
The purpose of this exercise is for you to check on the accuracy of the summary. Should you wish to
make a change or add to the summary please feel free to do so on this document itself. As you can see,
I have not incuded quotes from the interviews in this summary. I shall make available for circulation 5
copies of the original report to you which includes a range of quotes in support of the summary below.

Secondly, would you kindly show your parent(s)/guardian(s) the summary below (the second one) of
what came out of their interviews. As with the summary of your interviews, the purpose of this exercise
is for them to check on the accuracy of what has emerged from their interviews. Should they wish to
make any changes/add to the summary, please have them do so on this document. Unfortunately space
does not permit me to include quotes from their interviews in this summary. Should your
parent(s)/guardian(s) wish for an original report with the quotes, I do have a few copies available.

I would be most grateful if you would attend to my requests and retum this document (whether
changed or not) to me tomorrow (Tuesday 8 September) during your first interval in the library.

Many thanks
Terry De Jong

LEARNER SUMMARY

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School over the past
5 years?
2. In what ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?

These two questions were asked simultaneously. They were preceeded by checking with the learners
whether or not they agreed that there have been improvements at MRS over the past few years. The
response from all the interviewees was a unanimous "yes". The following themes of improvements
emerged from the interviews:

(1) Security

This area of improvement was overwhelmingly raised in every interview. Learners spoke about the
difference that the wall had made to their sense of safety and well-being. They referred often to how
the wall and security system, particularly the guards, keep the gangsters out of the school grounds.
Many commented on the link between feeling safe and thus being able to concentrate on learning. The
magnitude of the gangsterism problem of the past and its impact on learning was raised by many in the
interviews. There were some comments that highlighted the initial perception amongst learners that the
school felt like a prison when the wall was first erected. However, without exception, the learners were
unanimous in their conviction that the improved security at MHS has made a very positive difference
to the learning environment. Some learners pointed out that not only does the improved security system
keep the gangsters out but it also minimises bunking amongst the learners. Reference was also made to
the improved management of attendance at MRS where learners had to receive written permission to
leave the school grounds.

(2) Physical conditions
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In much the same way as the above, this area of improvement was raised in every interview. Particular
reference was made to the fact that many of the broken windows had been replaced. This positive
development has contributed towards a better learning environment by keeping the "elements" (ie. the
rain, wind, and cold) out of the classrooms. However, a number of learners felt that the school could
still improve it physical conditions, especially the graffitti and the toilets.

(3) Relationships

There was strong evidence in all the interviews that relationships between learners and between
learners and teachers have improved considerably over the past few years. This included references to
better communication and mutual respect within the school community. Many learners commented on
the low incidence of racism at MHS. This was a view expressed by both Afrikaans-speaking and
Xhosa-speaking learners. Some of the learners made comparisons between MHS and other schools,
pointing out that there is a much higher and healthier level of integration between the two language
groups at MHS than at other schools. References were made to the positive role that the teachers are
playing in developing this integration and the 'zero' tolerance rules at the school should someone
behave in a racist manner. Some of the Xhosa-speaking learners commented specifically on feeling
accepted in the historically 'coloured' community at the school.

(4) Teaching

There were very significant indications that the quality of teaching has improved over the past few
years. Many learners referred to the greater levels of commitment to teaching at MHS as compared to a
few years ago. This was considered evident in the way in which the majority of teachers "go the extra
mile" in offering extra lessons, encourage and motivate the learners to apply themselves seriously to
their work, manifest a more caring and mentoring disposition towards the learners, and facilitate a more
interactive process of teaching and learning in the classroom (for example, they will encourage learners
to ask questions). A number of learners pointed out that as a result of the latter learners were generally
more serious about their work and more assertive in class by asking more questions, and challenging
the teachers. Some learners said that with the improved teaching at MHS many Grade 12 learners felt
more confident about their matric exams. Although some learners commented on the unacceptable
social behaviour of some of the teachers (for example, smoking in the corridors, smelling of alcohol),
there was a strong sentiment that the teachers at MHS take their teaching more seriously than in the
past. Some learners pointed out that the teachers at MHS are generally positive role-models. There
were comments too that pertained to the improved 'extended' curriculum (the inclusion of career
education, environmental awareness, sexuality education).

(5) Management and governance

There were a range of comments which indicated that many learners believe that the school has
improved in its management and governance over the past few years. These comments referred to the
school being better organised, and there being a more consultative approach to governance through the
establishment of structures such as the school's governing body and the SRC. Some learners felt that
as a result of these improvements learners and educators are generally better disciplined. Reference was
made to the role that teachers play in management in the school where they will collectively problem-
solve when there are problems to be addressed.

(6) Sense of identity and community

There were several references to an improved feeling of community in the school. Some learners talked
about the school as being a family with the principal, Mr KX, as a strict but encouraging
guardian/parent of the learners at the school. There were numerous comments about the improved
sense of identity andpride in being a member of the MHS community. An indicator of this is the better
dress code at the school with many more learners than in the past wearing the correct school uniform.
The Grade 12's made particular reference to their smart tracksuit tops which identify them as the 1998
matriculants of MHS.

(7) Parental support

Although there are many parents who are unable to support the school by, for example, attending
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meetings (see question 6), many of the learners interviewed said that their parents were taking a more
active interest in their progress at school. TIlls improvement they linked with the better communication
between the school and home (regular circulars and news letters) and the school policy which involves
parents directly in the management and discipline of learners should they misbehave (parents are called
in immediately by the school should there be a problem with a learner's conduct).

(8) Computers

Many of the learners said that the recent inclusion of computers at the school is a great improvement
given the importance of learning computer literacy for the workplace. They suggested too that the
number of computers should be increased so as to give more learners access to learning how to use
them.

3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at Modderdam High
School? .

This question attempted to explore the interviewees' perceptions of the 'sources' of the school's
improvements and how these sources may have contributed towards the school's successful
development over the past few years.

The majority of learners interviewed attributed the school's improved status to the current principal in
particular (his strict, firm but fair management of the school) and the educators (their commitment to
the school, their involvement in managing the school, and the better communication between the
educators and learners). Some of the learners pointed to the establishment of committees in the school,
such as the governing body and SRC, as being a significant source of improvement at MHS. Reference
was made to the RDP funds made available to the school to build the wall and the improved
contribution of school fees. Some learners commented on the way in which the educators, learners, and
parents were contributing as a team to the well-being of the school. There were a few comments which
made links between the improved management of the school and the consequent improvement of
discipline amongst learners (and educators). The role of the TIP in the school's improved status was
not referred to in any of the interviews. In general though, the learners interviewed appeared to have
difficulty in responding to this question in any substantive way.

4. What aspects of Modderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?

These two questions were presented simultaneously. Many of the interviewees made spontaneous
suggestions as to how MHS could be further improved during the course of the interview. The most
common suggestions made were:

(1) Improving the cleanliness of the toilets;
(2) Cleaning up the graffitti;
(3) Expanding the limited sports facilities;
(4) Establishing the library;
(5) Reviewing the expensive prices and limited variety offood at the tuckshop;
(6) Increasing the number of computers at the school;
(7) Improving on the punctuality of some of the learners;
(8) Improving on the submission of school fees;
(9) Ensuring that the security guards are more vigilant in checking who is allowed access to the

school.

6. Do you feel that your parents/guardians are involved in the life of Modderdam High School
(for example, do they attend parent/teacher meetings)?

Yes. Not sure. No
Please explain your response to this question.

The majority of interviewees (approximately 80%) responded to this question affirmatively. The
balance said "no". Most of the learners pointed out that their parents do take an interest in their school
work but find it difficult to attend meetings. It was apparent that the parents of those learners who live
closest to the school (especially the Bonteheuwel community) seem to be able to attend school
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meetings. Many of the Xhosa-speaking learners indicated that it was very difficult for their parents to
attend meetings at the school as they did not have transport, were often tired from work, and feared for
their safety. This response was not exclusive to these learners though as some of the Afrikaans-
speaking learners who live closer to the school made similar comments. The most prominent
suggestion made to improve the attendance of parents at meetings (this in spite of evidence that this has
improved) was to consider having meetings over weekends, possibly a Saturday afternoon.

7. There is a belief that Modderdam High School is the best school in Bonteheuwel.
Agree. Not sure. Disagree.

Please explain your response to this question.

Without exception, all the learners interviewed agreed with this statement (which incidentally was
based on the collective perceptions of the educators interviewed and the analysis of the questiormaire
which 23 educators completed in June this year). The explanations tended to be a repetition of those
responses made to questions 1 and 2.

PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN(S) SUMMARY

1. What improvements do you think have taken place at Modderdam High School over the past
5 years?

2. Inwhat ways have these improvements made Modderdam High a better school?

The inter-relatedness of these two questions warranted analysing them together.

The following most prominent themes emerged in the interviews:

(1) The improved physical safety (protection from gangsterism and violence) of the learners which
was attributed by many of the parents to the construction of the wall and inclusion of the security
guards.

(2) Related to the latter is the improved discipline amongst the learners. Many parents commented on
the positive effect that the wall and added security has had in keeping the learners in the grounds.
This was linked to the gates being kept closed, improved punctuality, and a lower incidence of
bunking. Some parents commented on the neater appearance of the learners who are required to
wear the correct school uniform.

(3) Better management of the school was a significant theme that arose in the interviews. Many
parents commented about the more stringent control the school has over the learners, especially in
terms of permission having to be obtained should a learner wish to leave the school premises.
Reference was made too to the better communication between parents and the school, especially in
relation to disciplinary matters.

(4) The improved physical environment of the school which was highlighted by the windows having
been repaired and the walls having been painted.

(5) The greater commitment of the educators which was often referred to in terms of their offering
extra support to the learners (eg. afternoon classes), their caring and encouraging approach to
teaching, and the better communication between educators and learners.

(6) The improved relationships in the school which was viewed in terms of the school being
successfully integrated (non-racist), there being mutual respect between educators, learners, and
parents, the learners being able to communicate more effectively with each other (especially the
Xhosa-speakers who have learnt English), and the school offering its condolences and support
when a family experiences a death.

3. Who or what do you think is/are responsible for these improvements at Modderdam High
School?

Many references were made about the positive role the learners, that the current principal ("First and
foremost their current principal") and educators are playing in improving the school. Comments
pertained to the commitment ofMr KX and the educators to making MHS a good school (encouraging
the learners, being inspirational, involving the learners in decision-making, ensuring that the school
rules are adhered to). Some parents referred to the strictness of the principal as being responsible for
the improvements. The RDP was considered by a few as contributing towards the school's
development while the establishment of the governing body was seen by some as a source of the
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school's improvement. There were suggestions that parents themselves are playing a role by being
more involved in the life of the school (they are kept informed as to what is happening at the school)
and the management of their children (they are called in if there is a discipline problem). Learners,
through a better relationship and cooperation with the educators and an improved respect and love for
the school, are responsible too for the improvements at the school.

4. What aspects of Modderdam High School do you feel still need to be improved?
5. How do you think these aspects should be improved?

For the sake of coherence, these two interrelated questions and their subsequent themes have been
combined. The suggestions made by the parents tended to be quite varied and concerned primarily with
improving the resources and physical conditions of the school. These included increasing the number
of computers and supplying more textbooks. Reference was made by a few to the need to improve the
sporting facilities and building a fence with a gate around the existing field. Some of the parents
suggested that the "dirty" toilets be attended to (they don't flush properly, there is a need for more
taps), the outside of the school be painted (remove the grafitti), and grass be planted ("green the
school"). Other suggestions pertained to establishing the library, mixing the classes more so that the
Xhosa-speaking learners can learn to speak Afrikaans ("The teachers should place or mix the
Afrikaans-speaking children and English-speaking student so that the can be more or better
communication between them "), and applying the rules concerning the school uniform more strictly
("Ek dink reels moet nog strenger word teenoor skooldrag. Leerders kom gekleed soos mense wat in 'n
fabriek werk. 'n Simpel skoolhemp en swartskool skoene kan nie te duur wees nie, want kyk bv. hulle
kan so goed daardie mode klere koop "J. Most of the ideas about how these aspects could be improved
referred to involving the community ui fundraising efforts ("Die hoof Mnr.KX sal in ons vergadering
moet hou en vir ons die ouers en kommitee vra om ook ons bydra te bring. En deurdat Modderdam
Hoer die beste skool is sal dit nie baie moeite wees om kapitaal te kry nie "), obtaining more funds
from the RDP, and ensuring that schoolfees are paid.

6. As a parent/guardian do you feel that you are involved in the life of Modderdam High School
(for example, you attend parent/teacher meetings)?

Yes. Not sure. No (Circle response)
Please explain your response to this question.

Twenty seven parents/guardians answered "yes" to this question, two answered "not sure", three "no",
and the balance (three) did not indicate what their response was.

Most of the explanations made reference to the parents taking an interest in their child's progress at
the school (for example, encouraging the child to learn) and supporting the school through paying the
school fees but having difficulties in attending meetings (staying a distance from the school, transport
problems, the meetings being scheduled during the week - should be held over weekends, feeling tired
from work, and their safety). One of the responses made reference to the fact that the parent is kept
informed about what is happening at the school through letters. There were several comments about the
good communication between the educators, leaners, and parents.

7. There is a beliefthat Modderdam High School is the best school in Bonteheuwel.
Agree. Not sure. Disagree (Circle response)
Please explain your response to this question.

Twenty nine parents/guardians responded "yes" to this question. One answered "not sure" while the
remainder (five) did not circle their response.

Very similar themes to those in questions one and two emerged from the explanations offered in this
question. Theyare basically that the school provides a safe and secure environment for its learners,
the physical environment of the school is relatively better than most of the other schools in the area,
discipline is good at the school, the school is generally well managed, the teachers are generally
committed to offering a good education at the school, relationships at the school are good (especially
in terms of the multi-cultural nature of the learners), parents are kept informed, and learners appear to
be proud of the school.
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Appendix 12

MODDERDAM HIGH SCHOOL

·MISSION STATEMENT

- To develop and promote a culture- of learning so that we can
provide to each learner , an education of the highest
quality in a postive environment, with caring,· dedicated
and effective staff members, in a multi-lingual society.
This implies accountability, academic excellence, loyalty,
productivity, transparency.

- Modderdam High School is a dynamic community which
recognises
human interaction and the development of a truly
participative community (democracy) as the primary source
of growth and development. This community orientated
interatction requires involvement by parents, teachers
students and the community, and Continuing AQult Education
Computer Literacy Programmes etc.

- Modderdam is built upon the interaction of democratic values
to ensure and promote the dignity and mutual respect of each
community member. The activities at Modderdam High School
enables students to develop to their fullest potential.

- To successfully demonstrate skills and knowledge necessary
for LIFE LONG LEARNING, envoronmental awareness and
participation in society as responsible citizens.

- Through these activities also acknowledging RDP's -NGO's
students and teachers utilize life experiences, available
resources and individual talents to create a positive and
challenging·learning envirnmnent that fosters excellence,
commitment and loyalty tORards our community.

Must clearly outline actions to be implemented to provide
"Safe School Enviroment" for students and teachers.

SAFE SCHOOLS POLICY DOCUMENT

To seriously consider and forwa.rd to Authorities, Parents and
Communities .

.~.

A zero tolerance policy exists for

harassment; intimidation; threats
vandalism
theft
violence
physical and sexual assult
weapons/replicas
trespassing
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